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RECORD OF DECISION
GREENS CREEK MINING PROJECT

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
ADMIRALTY ISLAND NATIONAL MONUMENT

USDA - FOREST SERVICE
TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST - CHATHAM AREA

Based on the analysis and evaluation in the Final Environmental Impact
Statenent for the Greens Creek Mining Project it is my decision to adopt
Alternative 6. This Alternative will be used in the development of a detailed
operating plan for the project. The effluent discharge site, while identified
in the Preferred Alternative, is located outside the jurisdiction of the
Forest Service and requires a certification of compliance with Alaska Water
Quality Standards (ADEC) and a National Pollution Discharge Elimination Permit
(EPA). The Chatham Straits discharge site was selected based on a lack of
definitive data regarding potential biological effects within Hawk Inlet and
the absence of discharge standards from ADEC at the time of this decision. It
is recognized that the Hawk Inlet sill discharge site is technically arid
economically preferred. If, at a future date, the permitting agencies are
satisfied that potential biological effects have been identified and/or that
no s~gnificant deterioration of the biological cornaunitywill occur, the
Forest Service will not oppose effluent discharge at the Hawk Inlet sill site
displayed in this EIS. Discharge at any other sites would require additional
analysis and review.

Nine alternatives were evaluated, including the No Action Alternative which
would not allow development of the project. The range of alternatives
addressed all major issues but was limited by the location of the flineand
major shipping facility, both of which are at fixed locations. The eight
action alternatives differ from each other in the type and location of various
project components such as employee housing, on and off island transportation,
milling facilities, tailings pond, and effluent discharge.

The selected alternative is consistent with direction provided.+y the Alaska
National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) for develop#&?ntwithin the
Monument, and with the Tongass Land Management Plan (TLMP) for development on
non-monument land on the Juneau Ranger District. This alternative is the
environmentally preferred alternative and will provide the best combination of
physical, biological, social and economic benefits. It also contains the most
practical means to reduce or minimize environmental effects. Alternative 6
is consistent with the standards and criteria set forth in the State of Alaska
Coastal Management Program (ACMP).

Alternative 6 was selected because it met all evaluation criteria at an
acceptable or better level. Alternatives which best addressed an individual
criteria also addressed other criteria at an unacceptable level. Alternatives
1, 3 and 8 minimize road construction and house mine employees at the cannery
but result in moderate to very high impacts on wildlife, recreation,
subsistence and nonument values. In addition, Alternative 3 is highly complex
and costly and poses a moderate threat to Greens Creek. Alternative 5 best
addresses monument and fisheries criteria, but represents a moderate impact or
threat to wildlife, recreation and the marine environment in Hawk Inlet.
Alternative 4 best addresses wildlife, recreation and subsistence criteria but



meets monument criteria at the lowest level and poses a threat to the
greatest area of Greens Creek fish habitat. Alternatives 2, 6 and 7 are
similar with the exception of a single component. Alternative 2 result$ in
effluent dfscharge within Hawk Inlet. Since discharge standards are not
available and biologic effects of the discharge have not been verified this
was considered the least desfrable of the two discharge sites. Location of
the milling facility at the tailings pond in Alternative 7 increased impacts
to wildlife, recreation and subsistence.

The Final Environmental Impact Statement, the Project Operating Plan and other
required permits and approvals wil? guide the developmefitand operation of the
project and will provide reasonable and specific mitigation, monitoring and
reclamation requirements. The following is a partial summary of the najor
assumptions and mitigation, monitoring and reclamation measures identified in
the FEIS. Specjfic details will be included in the Operating Plan.

ASSUMPTIONS

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1.

The projected mine life based on proven ore reserves is 11 years.
This EIS anticipated additional reserves and utilized a mine life of
15-17 years. The tailings disposal site and other facilities are
designed for a 15-17 year mine life.

Detailed plans and specifications for all engineered structures or
facilities will be completed by a licensed engineer and submitted to
the Forest Service for review and approval prior to any construction
activity.

Noranda will develop detailed mitigation, monitoring and reclamation
pJans as part of the final Operating Plan. The reclamation plan will
include all areas on National Forest land disturbed by the project.

A “Spill Prevention and Control Countermeasures Plan” which addresses
storage of petroleum products and contingency provisions for coping
with emergency spill situations wi~l be prepared by Noranda and
reviewed by EPA prior to utilization of the storage facilities.

Noranda will comply with all State and Federal requirements for
safety, health and environmental protection.

No Noranda enployees wi71 be permanently housed on Admiralty Island
following construction.

A special ‘usepermit will be issued for the Young Bay to the cannery
road. The road will be permitted for exclusive use by Noranda
vehicles on company business. No use of the road by private vehicles
will be allowed. Any modification of this permit will require review
and approval by the Forest Servi,ce.

MITIGATION

Fisheries habitat destroyed by construction of the cannery muskeg
tailings pond will be mitigated by removal, by Noranda, of a fish
barrier on Greens Creek at R.!+.3.!5.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Construction of the tailings slurry line will consist of a 5-6 inch
slurry pipe enclosed in a 24 inch corrugated metal PiPe (CWP).

During construction, runoff from all disturbed areas will be routed
through sedimentation ponds.

Solid waste will be incinerated. The area around the incinerator
will be fenced.

The use of explosives and other construction activity will he
adjusted to ihsure compl”

Noranda will insure that
Island by the company wi”
the end of their shift.

ante with the Bald Eagle F’rbtectionAct.

all employees transported to Admiralty
1 be returned to Juneau by the company at

Noranda will not allow employees to transport guns, traps or fishing
equipment to Admiralty Island on company transportation. QD?y
security personnel will have access to firearm for emergen$y
wildlife confrontations.

The Young Bay to Cannery road will only be used for transfer of
Noranda empl~yees on company business.- Any other use of this road
will require a formal revision of the special use permit.

MONITORING

Noranda will be responsible for all monitoring unless otherv~isenoted below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

A spawning gravel monitoring program wi!l verify the predicted
effects of sediment additions, the functionality of settling ponds
and the recovery period for any short term, unavoidable fine sedi~ent
additions to Zinc Creek and Greens Creek. The progra~ wfll continue
for 2 full years following completion of construction.

Fisheries mitigation measures will be monitored for 3 years follots~ing
installation to determine their effectiveness.

Bald Eagle monitoring will be conducted by the Fish and !#ildlife
Service, with assistance from Noranda to tnsure compliance with the
Bald Eagle Protection Act. Monitoring will continue for 2 full years
following completion of construction.

Brown bears in the project area will be monitored to insure that
projected effects on bear densities, movements and hab~tat use
patterns are verified. Monitoring will be conducted by Alaska
Department of Fish and Game with assistance from Noranda and will
continue for 2 full years following completion of construction,



,.

5.

6.

7.
/’

8.

9.

l?).

1.

2.

3.

A freshwater monitorirtgprogram wfll continue for the life of the
mine and will include sainplesites in Big Sore, Greens, and Zinc
Creeks and other locations as necessary. Noranda will be responsible
for themajorfty of this progran with limited assistance from the
Forest Service.

Groundwater monitoring wells will be drilled above a@ below the
tailings ponds and will be cmitored through the reclamation phase.

Analysis ofnetal concentrations in the tissue of freshwater fi$h
will be made annually and will continue for a minimnn of 3 years
followingconstructi cm.

Sediinentsamples will be taken in receiving streams to monitor the
sediment reinova?efficiency of sedimentation ponds. This will
continue through the first 2 years of operation.

Anarine water quality program w“?I be developed subject to the
approval of EPA and ADEC to insure compliance with the term of the
NPDES permit.

Representative samples of marine indicator species will be taken
annually to monitor shellfish tissue for meta?s and hydrocarbons.

RECLAMATION

Reclamation within the monument will be to as near a natural
condition as practicab~e. This will include sealing mine openings,
restoring original surface drainage, removal of all structures,
recontouring where possible and revegetating all disturbed areas.

Reclamation requirements on the non-monument portion of the project
area will be determined by the most current TLMP revision at the time
of mine closure.

Reclamation of docking facilities at Young Bay and Hawk Inlet are
outside the jurisdiction of the Forest Service.

This decision is subject to administrative review (appeal) pursuant to 36 CFF?
211.19. Project iziplementationwill occur no sooner than 30 days from the
date of this Recor#bf Decision.

&&;,&&~-
F@rest Supervisor

January 21, 1983
DATE

..



Final Environmental Impact Statement
Greens Creek

Admiralty Island, Alaska
January 1983

Lead Agency: USDA Forest Service

Responsible Official:

William P. Gee, Supervisor
Tongass National Forest, Chathan Area

For Further Information Contact:

Helen Castillo, Monument Manager
Admiralty Island National Monunent
P. 0. BOX 2097
Juneau, Alaska 99803

Abstract:

The action to be considered by the Forest Service is the
approval of a development plan for the proposed Greens
Creek Project, a zinc, lead, silver, and gold underground
mine in Southeast Alaska. Most of the project would be
located within Admiralty Island National Monument, but
outside the wilderness boundary. Eight project
alternatives and a No Action Alternative were considered.
Rationale is given for why some options were eliminated
from consideration and why the Preferred Alternative was
selected. The Preferred Alternative, Alternative 6,
incorporates employee housing in Juneau, a road from Young
Bay to the mine service area, a nill at the mine service
area, the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond site, and a Chathan
Strait effluent discharge point.
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SUMMARY

The action to be considered by the United States Department of
Agriculture Forest Service in this Final Environmental Impact Statement
(EXS) is the app~oval of a development plan for Noranda Mining, Inc.’s
proposed Greens Creek Project. The project involves a zinc, lead,
silver, and gold underground mine on Admiralty Island, in Southeast
Alaska.

The Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area, is responsible for the
administration and management of Admiralty Island. A 1978 Presidential
Proclamation established Adniralty Island National Monument. The Alaska
National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980 (ANILCA) designated most
of the nonument as Wilderness. The najority of the proposed project area
is within the monument, however, none of the project would fall within
the Wilderness Area.

ANILCA, in Section 5C)3(f)(2)(A),permits any holder of a valid mining
claim in the monument to carry out mining activities, as long as those
activities are compatible to the maximnn extent feasible, with the
purposes for which the nonument was established.

The project area is approximately 18 miles southwest of Juneau,
Alaska. Greens Creek drains into Hawk Inlet, which is on the northwest
shore of Admiralty Island. Noranda’s seven validated nining claims are
in Section 9, of T44S, R66E, Copper River Meridian.

PROJECT HISTORY

1S?74-1976: Mineral claims were staked in the Greens Creek area by the
Pan Sound Joint Venture.

1978: Greens Creek claims were put into a development category;
Pan Sound was dissolved and replaced by Greens Creek Joint
Venture, which includes Marietta Resources International,
Exalas Resources Corporation, Texas Gas Exploration,
Noranda Exploration, and Bristol Bay Resources, Inc.

The Forest Service filed a Notice of Intent to prepare an
EIS on the proposed Greens Creek Project.

1979:

i



1981:

The Forest Serwice released a scaping document describing
the issues of concern to the public relative to the Greens
Creek project. The Forest Service determined that Noranda
has valid mineral discover~es on seven lode nining claim
in the Greens Creek watershed.

The Chatham Area Forest Supervisor appointed an
Interdisciplinary tean (IDT) responsible for fo17awing the
National Environmental Polfcy Act (NEPA] process,
conducting and monitoring the envfronnental analysfs, and
preparing the EIS.

ISSUES AND CONCERNS

At public meetings, the following issues were identified:

Development in Admiralty Island National Monument

Although ANILCA permits the holders of valid ninfng claims to carry
out activities related to the exercis~ of rights under those claims,
the development of a mfne within a National Monument is still a local and
national issue.

Decreasing Recreation Opportunities or Increasing Competition

Any development that would increase the competition for diminishing,
dispersed recreational opportunities would be of concern.

Maintaining Existing Quality and Quantity of Fishery Habitat

A number of laws and policies mandate the maintenance of fishery
habitat. Therefore, the decision process Rust consider the protection of
fresh and saltwater quality and the protection of spawning and rearing
habitat.

Maintaining the Quality and Quantity of Mildlife Habitat and Minimizing
Impacts on Wildlife

Any negative inpacts on wildlife, especially brown bear, Bald Eagles,
and Sitka black-tailed deer, would generate significant public opposition.

Maintaining the Quality and Quantity of Mater

Thts project has the potential for the degradation of freshwater
systems in the project area. Potential problems are: increased sedinent
loads in project area streams from disturbed areas; alteration of
streamf?ow rates that could in turn affect fish habitat; and degradation



of surface and/or groundwater through acid mine drainage, heavy metal and
trace element Jeachates, and the addition of reagent chemicals.

Marine Environment

Effluent discharge or shipping activity associated with the project
has the potential for degrading the quality of the marine environment.

Technical Feasibility

The concern here is that components of the project identified for
detailed consideration are technologically feasible. If components of
the project or litigation neasures become extremely complex, higher
capital and operating costs and increased risk of failure could result.

Economic Feasibility

Econonic feasibilityrelates operational constraints to environmental
and nonument values. The concern here is that the final selected
alternative be economically feasible.

Impacts on Juneau

Although not within the jurisdiction of Forest Service
responsibilities, the Impact on Juneau’s housing market from the possible
housing of non-local Noranda employees, and the possible construction of
additional docking and support facilities in or near Auke Bay are two
project-related concerns.

PROJECT COMPONENTS, OPTIONS, AND ALTERNATIVES

Components

The six project components that, when conbined, form an alternative
are:

1) Location of employee housing

2) Method of employee transport to Admiralty Island

3) Method of employee transport on Admiralty Island

4) Location of mill site

5) Location of tailings disposal site

6) Location of effluent discharge site

. . .
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The ?ocation of two project components, the mine service area, and
the Hawk In7et docking faci?ity are fixed; regardless of which
alternative is se7ected, those components wouJd remain the scone.

ODtions

Options are those methods by whith each co~lponentcould be
accomplished. The options considered in forming alternatives were:

Employee Housing.

In Juneau

In a campsite on Admiralty Island

E~

Boat

Enp70yee Transportation on Admiralty Island

Road from Young Bay to the cannery

Road from the cannery to the nine service area

Aeria7 tranway fron cannery to the nine service area

Location of Mill Site

Mine Service Area

Tailings Pond

Tai7inus Pond Sites

North Hawk Inlet

Cannery Muskeg

Football Field

Effluent Discharge Sites

Sa7twater discharge south of the Hawk Inlet sill

Sa7twater discharge in Chatham Strait

iv



Alternatfves

Alternatives were forned by grouping one option from each conponent
to develop a complete alternative “package.”

The Forest Service considered eight project alternatives and a No
Action Alternative.

Alternative 6: Forest Service Preferred Alternative

Juneau housing

Crew boat to Young Bay

Road from Young Bay to cannery

Cannery Muskeg tailings pond

Road from cannery to nine service area

Mill at mine service area

Chathan Strait effluent discharge site

No Action Alternative

Alternative 1

Camp housing

Cannery Muskeg tailings pond

Road fron cannery to mine service area

Mill at nine service area

Chathan Strait effluent discharge site

Alternative 2

Juneau housing

Crew boat to Young Bay

l?oadfron Young Bay to cannery

Cannery Nuskeg tailings pond

v



Alternative $?continued

Road from cannery to mine service area

Mill at nine service area

Hawk Inlet sill effluent discha~ge site

Alternative 3

Camp housing

Cannery Nuskeg tailings pond

Aerial tramway to and frm clineservice area

Chatham Strait effluent discharge sfte

Alternative 4

Juneau housing

Crew boat to Young Bay

Road from Young Bay to cannery

Road from cannery to nine service area

Football Fie?d tailings pmd

Mill at tailings pond

Chatham Strait effluent discharge site

Alternative 5

Juneau housing

Crew boat to Young Bay

Road from Young Bay to cannery

Road from cannery to mine service area

North Hawk Inlet tai?ings pond

k!i?lat nine service area

!iawkIn7et sill effluent discharge sfte

vi



Alternative 7

Juneau housing

Crew boat to Young Bay

Road from Young Bay to cannery

Cannery Muskeg tailings pond

Road from cannery to nine service area

Mill near Cannery Muskeg tailings pond

Chatham Strait effluent discharge site

Alternative 8

Camp housing

Road fron cannery to mine service area

Cannery

Mill at

Chathan

bluskegtailings

tailings pond

Strait effluent

pond

discharge site

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

The Forest Service IDT developed the criteria by which alternatives
were evaluated, based on the issues established in the public scoping
process.

Based on estimated environmental effects and a comparison of
alternatives with evaluation crfteria, (see Table 2-3), the Forest
Service has identified Alternative 6 as the Forest Service Preferred
Alternative. Alternative 6 was selected because it addressed all
criteria at an acceptable or better level.

All alternatives which met individual criteria at the highest level
net other criteria at a low or unacceptable level. The camp at the
cannery (Alternatives ?, 3, and 8) and the Hawk Inlet sill effluent
discharge site (Alternatives 2 and 5) met one or more criteria at an
undesirable level. Those five alternatives were then excluded fron
further consideration as a preferred alternative.
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Alternative 4 was excluded because it has a greater consequence from
law level threats to fish habitat fron a tailings pond failure and met
the monument criteria at the least desirable level.

Alternatives 6 and 7 were the same, with the exception of where the
mill would be located. Alternative 7 was excluded because increased
activity at the tailings pond/mill site and the increased volume of truck
traffic addressed the wildlife, recreation, and subsistence criteria at a
less desirable 7eve? than Alternative 6.

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Fisheries Mitigation Locating the tailings pond at the Cannery Nuskeg
site would direct7Y e7iminate 0.2 acres of anadromous fish spawning and
rearing habitat in”’’TributaryCreek”. Flows would be permanently ~educed
in “Tributary Creek” by 50 percent; low flows would be reduced 60 to 70
percent. Flows would be reduced in lower Zinc Creek by 3 percent; low
flows wou7d be reduced by 20 to 30 percent. Flow reduction will result
in an additional 0.1 acre loss.

Replacement of habitat lost in the project area on a one to one basis
requires at least 0.3 acres of anadromous fish habitat be provided to
maintain current production for project drea streams.

Noranda has agreed to modify the waterfall barrier at l?!!3.5 on
Greens Creek. This represents a change fron the Draft Environnenta?
Inpact Statement (DEIS) which is detailed below. Modification of that
barrier would provide access to at least 1 acre of unused anadronous fish
spawning and rearing habitat.

In the DEIS flow augmentation in “Tributary Creek” and barrier
removal in Zinc Creek were to have been initiated during construction.
The Greens Creek barrier modification was scheduled near the end of
mining operations. Ongoing feasibility work indicated that flow
augmentation would be technically infeasible. The Zinc Creek barrier
renoval is feasible but will not be necessary since full habitat
replacement can be obtained from the Greens Creek barrier modification
project.

Fisheries Monitoring A spawning gravel monitoring program has been
initiated to verify the predicted effects of sediment additions, the
functionality of the settling pond system, and the recovery period for
any short-tern, unavoidable fine sediment additions to Zinc Creek and
Greens Creek. Mitigation measures will be monitored for effectiveness
and functionality.

Wildlife Monitorin~
will be developed by

A monitoring plan for Bald Eagles and brown bear
Noranda and approved by the Forest Service as part

viii
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of the project Operating Plan. Monitoring of those species will be
conducted during construction and for 2 years of operation.

Bald Eagle nest sites will be monitored to insure compliance with the
Bald Eagle Protection Act. Should conflicts arise during monitoring,
mitigation measures may include tining of construction, reducing the
level of construction activity in proximity to nests, and providing
topographic and vegetative screening.

Brown bears in the project area will be nonitored to ensure that
effects on bear densities, nove~lents,and habitat use patterns are
verified.

Water Quality Monitoring The purpose of the water quality monitoring
program is to determine compliance with applicable state and federal
water quality standards. Norarndawill develop a plan to be approved by
the Forest Service and other permitting agencies.

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Environmental Consequences

Development of the nine service area and diversion of site runoff
would reduce surface flows to Greens Creek by slightly less than 1
percent. Water collected from the nining workings would result in
reduced water flows to Big Sore and Greens Creek. During low flow
periods, the intercepted flow could represent up to 7 percent of upper
Greens Creek flow.

Increases in temperatures of Streams 1 and 2 in the nine service area
would be expected during low flows of July and August. A slight
temperature increase could be observed in upper Greens Creek.

Construction of the mine service area, the access road to the mine
portal, the bridge over Greens Creek, and the Hill site wou’ldresult in
short term, unavoidable, and localized increases in turbidity and organic
detritus introduced into Greens Creek and Stream 2.

During construction of the docking facilities at the cannery, a
portion of the existing pilings and”debris would be removed. That would
result in the transient disruption of sedinents within the dock area.
Epibenthic organisms would be temporarily displaced but the displacement
wouJd not cause juvenile salnonid mortality due to the snail area
impacted relative to other areas in Hawk Inlet.
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The deveJopmerttof the Cannery Nuskeg tailings pond would require the
diversion of a major portion of “Tributary Creek.” Average flows would
be reduced by 50 percent; low flows would be reduced by 60 to 70
percent. Flows to lower Zinc Creek would be reduced by 3 percent; low
flows in lower Zinc Creek would be reduced by 20 to 30 percent.

The failure of the tailings slurry line cou7d, under a worst-case
scenario, directly affect kiaterquality in Greens, Zinc, and “Tributary”
Creeks. The consequence of a spill would be limited, since the quality
of the liquid portion of the s7urry and drainage water would be below
acute fish toxicity 7evels, although above EPA/ADEC discharge standards.

Chemical constituents in the slurry (in particular sodium cyanide)
wou~d cause a significant, short term effect on fish and wild?ife if the
s7urry reached an active stream channel.

A permanent fisheries habitat loss of 0.3 acres of “Tributary Creek”
wou?d occur. That loss would mean a direct brown bear habitat loss of 4
percent of available primary stream habitat in the project area.

The developneit of the road systen would displace some deer hunting
and would a7ter the current hunting experience. Those hunters who wanted
a roadless hunting experience would most likely find substitute areas.
Public vehicular access will be restricted on the road system to avoid
impacts on wildlife.

A total of 477 acres of vegetation would be disturbed by
Alternative 6. Reclamation oD~ortunities are rated as qood. but some
rock faf

The
Quality
the YQO
and ret”

es at the quarry sites’would remain exposed. - -

Young Bay dock would not meet the inventoried retention Visual
Objective (VQO). Other components of Alternative 6 would neet
s if mitigation measures were incorporated in planning, design,
amation.



SECTION I
PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR ACTION

This Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) considers the
Noranda Mining, Inc. proposal to develop a nining operation near Greens
Creek, on Admiralty Island, in Southeast Alaska. The project area is
located about 18nfles southwest of Juneau, adjacent to Hawk Inlet. The
proposed project involves a zinc, lead, silver, and gold underground
mine, with an anticipated production of 800 tons of ore being milled per
day.

The USDA Forest Service, Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area, is
the agency responsible for the administration and management of Admiralty
Island. The proposed Greens Creek Project falls within two separate
management entities: Admiralty Island National Monument (Management Area
C22), and the Juneau Ranger District (Management Area C21).

A Presidential Proclamation established the Admiralty Island National
Monument in 1978. The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of
?980 (ANILCA) designated most of the monument as Wilderness. A portion
of the proposed project area, including the mine site, is within the
monunent, but is not in the Wilderness Area.

ANILCA, in Section 503(c), provides that the monument (C22) “shall be
managed by the Secretary of Agriculture as units of the National Forest
Systen to protect objects of ecological, cultural, geological,
historical, prehistorical, and scientific interest.”

A 10-year management plan for Admiralty Island National Monument
Wilderness is beincjcompleted. The plan will include a compilation of
resource data, a discussion of issues and opportunities, management
philosophy, and the goals and objectives of management.

The Tongass Land Management Plan (TLMP) assigns the proposed project
area between Young Bay and the cannery on Hawk Inlet (C21), a Land Use
Designation (LUD) 111. The area is to be nanaged to provide a
combination of both amenity and comodity values; the goal of LUD 111
management is to achieve compatibility among competing resource uses.

LOCATION

Greens Creek drains into Hawk Inlet, which is located along the
northwest shore of Admiralty Island. Noranda’s validated mining claims
are in section 9, of T44S, R66E, Copper River Meridian. See Figure 1-1.
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PROPOSED FEDERAL ACTION

The action to be considered by the Forest Service in this EIS is the
approval of a development plan for the proposed Greens Creek Project.
The responsible official is the Forest Supervisor of the Tongass National
Forest, Chatham Area.

Under the General Mining Law of 1872, as amended, prospectors may
search for mineral deposits on the 140 million acres of National Forest
set up by proclamat~on from the public domain. A prospector, upon
discovering a valuable mineral deposit, may locate a mining clafm. After
meeting specific requirements of the law, including confirmation of the
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit, a claimant may obtain legal
title (patent) to the surface and mineral rights on the claim.

The legal authority for mining in Admiralty Island National Monument
is found jn Section 503 (f)(2)(A) of ANILCA. Any holder of a valid
min?ng claim in the monument is permitted to carry out mining activities,
as long as those activities are compatible, to the maximum extent
feasible, with the purposes for which the monument was established.

ANILCA’S emphasis on environmental protection underscores the
importance of a systematic review of all significant direct and indirect
environmental impacts associated with development of the proposed mine.
Specific decisions to be made by the Forest Service are:

Form of access, if any, from Young Bay to Hawk Inlet.

Issuance of a special-use permit for water supply or for other
support facilities on National Forest land at the cannery site.

Route and type of access from Hawk Inlet to the mine and/ormill
site.

Location of the mill sjte.

Location of water sources and waste treatment facilities at the
mill site.

Location of transmission line, water Ijne, and slurry I!ne from
the mine and/or mill site to Hawk Inlet.

Location of tailings disposal and excess water treatment
facf?ities.

Public access provisions, if any.

The approval of a plan for monitoring potential impacts.

Approval of a reclamation plan for the areas impacted by the
mining operation.
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PROJECT HISTORY

In ear?y 1973, the Pan Sound Joint Venture was formed to conduct
base metal exploration program in Southeast Alaska. The companies
originally involved were Marietta Resources International,Exalas

a

Resources-Corporation,Texas Gas Exploration, and NorancfaExploration.
From 1974 through 1976, geological studies concentrated on areas where
stream sediment sampling indicated high base metal anomalies on Admiralty
Island. Claim were staked, and detailed exploration, including surface
drilling, began in the Greens Creek area. Lode claims (approximately
21 acres each) were staked in two large blocks: The Ton claims (122
claims) and the Big Sore claims (318 claims). Of these claims, seven
have been determined to be valid at this time. Additional claims may be
declared valid in the future. In addition, a total of 138 millsite
claim of 5 acres each were filed in ?978 on possible mine-related
surface activity sites. Figure 1-2 illustrates claim locations.

In 1976, Noranda Exploration assumed responsibility as operator for
the field operations phase of the project and managed all initial work at
Greens Creek. In early 1978, the Greens Creek claims were put into a
development category and the Pan Sound Joint Venture was dissolved. Its
legal successor, the Greens Creek Joint Venture, which included the four
original companies plus Bristol Bay Resources, Inc., was formed to
develop the property.

During 1978, extensive underground diamond drilling and environmental
baseline studies were begun. To date, the entirely helicopter-supported
exploration program has completed a 4,224-foot adit, which has provided
the means for delineating the orebody. Additional access to the orebody
has been gained by means of a 600-foot cross-cut from the existing adit
into the ore zone.

On November 16, 7979, the Forest Service filed a Notice of Intent to
prepare an EIS on the proposed Greens Creek Project. Public meetings
were held in Juneau and Angoon to determine issues and concerns
associated with the project. In February 1980, the agency released a
scoping document that described the issues identified at those meetings.
The February document was characterized as draft and the comment period
was left open, to encourage public input.

On November 20, 1980, the Forest Service determined that Noranda had
valid nineral discoveries on seven lode mining claim in the Greens Creek
watershed.

In January of 1981, Noranda Mining, Inc. assumed control as operator
of the Greens Creek Project. Noranda Mining acts as the manager and
representative for the Greens Creek Joint Venture. AJI permitting
activities and the ultimate responsibility for operation of the Greens
Creek Project will be held by Noranda Mining, Inc.
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A Forest Service interdisciplinaryteam (IDT) and a tean leader were
designated by the Chatham Area Forest Supervisor in 1981. The team is
responsible for following and recording the Nationa? Environmental PolicjI
Act (NEPA) process, conducting and monitoring the environmental analysis
and preparing the EIS. A geologist, civil engineer, fisheries biologist,
hydrologist, and wildlife biologist are members of the core IDT. A
support team composed of the Admiralty Island National Monument Manager,
an archeologist, botanist, economist, editor, forester, geologist,
landscape architect, soil scientist and planning officer assist the IDT.

ISSUES, CONCERNS, OBJECTIVES, AND OPPORTUNITIES

Issue 1: Development in Admiralty Island National Monument

Management objectives for the monument prescribed in ANILCA are to
“p;otect objects of ecological, cultural, geological, historic,
prehistoric and scientific interest.” Although ANILCA permits the
holders of valid mining claims to carry out activities related to the
exercise of rights under those claims, the development of a mine within a
national monument is still a local and national issue.

If viable alternatives exist that locate mine developments outside of
the monument, in the LUD 111 areas, they should be favored. In addition,
management objectives for the proposed project area within the monument,
call for reclamation to as near natural conditions as feasible.

Issue 2: Decreasing Recreation Opportunities or Increasing Competition

The recreation issue is one of an increasing Juneau population and
increasing competition for diminishing, dispersed recreational
opportunities. Any development that increases recreation competition or
decreases recreation opportunities would be of concern.

Hawk Inlet provides a protected, year-round moorage. The area
receives the greatest recreational use in 7ate summer and fall; the peak
use occurs from September to mid-December, deer hunting season. Other
recreational activities include duck hunting, bear hunting, salt and
freshwater fishing, trapping, crabbing, clamming, beach combing, and
hiking. There are 12 private cabins along the coast of the inlet.

Young Bay is a popular recreation destination for the Juneau area
population. Fishing and hiking in summer and deer hunting in fall are
the primary recreational activities that occur in the area.

Access to Young Bay and Hawk Inlet is by boat and by both wheeled and
float equipped aircraft.

.,



Issue 3: Maintaining Existing Quality and Quantity of Fishery Habitat

A number of laws and policies mandate the maintenance of fishery
habitat. Section ~05(a) of ANILCA highlights that concern in relation to
mining activities ... to maintain habitats, to the maxicwn extent
feasible, of anadromous fish and other foodfish, and to naintain the
present and continued productivity of such habitat...” Therefore, the
decision process must consider the protection of fresh and saltwater
quality and the protection of spawning and rearing habitat.

Issue 4: Maintaining the Quality and Quantfty of Wildlife Habitat and
Minimizing Impacts on Mildlife

Any adverse impacts on wildlife, especially brown bears, Bald Eagles,
and Sitka black-tailed deer, would generate significant public opposition.

Specific wildlife concerns are:

Direct habitat loss, due to physical change.

Indirect habitat loss, due to increased human activity.

Water quality degradation, resulting in contamination of the
biological community.

Issue 5: Maintaining the Quality and Quantity of Water

This project has the potential for the degradation of freshwater
systems in the project area. Potential problems associated with the
project are:

Increased sediment loads in project area streams from disturbed
areas.

Alteration of streamflow rates that could in turn affect fish
habitat.

Degradation of surface and/or ground water through acid mine
drainage, heavy metal and trace element leachates, and the
addition of reagent chemicals.

Issue 6: Marine Envi~onment

Any degration of marine water quality, due to effluent discharge or
shipping activity associated with the project, would be an issue.
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Issue 7: Technical Feasibility

If components of the project ornitigation measures become extremely
conplex, higher capital and operating costs and increased risk of faflure
could result. Technical feasibility would then become an issue.

Issue 8: Economic Feasibility

If the costs of project components or litigation requirements exceed
reasonable or practical limits, economic feasibility would become an
issue.

Issue 9: Impacts on Juneau

While decisions relatina to ~ro.iectcom~onents outside National
Forest boundaries are not i%e di}ec~ respon~ibility of th
Service, they are closely related to the selection of the
Alternative and need to be taken into consideration.

The impact on Juneau’s housing market from the possib’
non-local Noranda emplo.veesand the possible construction

Forest
Preferred

e housing-of
of additional .

docking and support fac~lities in or”near Auke Bay are two public
concerns.

OPPORTUNITIES

Throughout the EIS process, the IDT has been identifying
opportunities--possibleactions, measures, or treatments--thatmay be
taken to address the issues associated with the Greens Creek Project,
Particular attention has been given to mitigation measures.

OTHER PERMITS, LICENSES, AND APPROVAL

Before construction and operation of’the Greens
begin, Greens Creek Joint Venture must obtain addit”
of the major permits necessary are:

State of Alaska - Department of Natural Resou~~

Tideland Permit and Lease

Water Rights Permit

Creek Project could
onal permits. Some

s (ADNR):

State of Alaska - Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC):

Solid Waste Disposal Permit

Certification of Compliance with Alaska Water Quality Standards
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State of Alaska - Department of Fish & Gane (ADFi?G]:

Specification of stream crossing structures for all fish streams
under AS 1605;16.05.840

Review and approve, alter, or reject all activities which may affect
anadromous fish streams under AS 1605;16.05.870

Review and recommend compliance with Alaska Coastal Zone Management
Program

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA):

National Pollution Discharge Elimination Permit (NPDES)
(As required for sediment pond, domestic waste, and tailings pond
discharges).

Review of a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan (SPCC),
if requested.

Prevention of Significant Deterioration permit (PSD)

U. S. Corps of Engineers: (Administrativeactions regarding these pernits
will not take place until expiration of the 30-day waiting period following
the filing of the FEIS with the EPA.)

Approval of the discharge of dredged or fill materials into waters
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

Approval of the construction of structures or work in navigable water
of the United States under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act
of 1899. This includes fisheries barrier modification projects.

U. S. Forest Service:

Appropriate Forest Service permits and approval to implement this
selected alternative (Record of Decision) after release of the Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).

The body of this FEIS is subdivided into six main sections. Section I
explains the purpose and need for the proposed action; it identifies issues
and concerns relevant to the proposal. Section II evaluates all reasonable
alternatives, discusses why some alternatives were eliminated from detailed
study, outlines mitigation measures, monitoring plans, and reclamation plans,
and describes the evaluation of the alternatives. In Section II, the
Preferred Alternative is identified and the rationale for its selection is
given. Section 111 describes the environment potentially affected by the
proposed project. Section IV describes the environmental consequences (the
effects) of implementing each alternative. Section IV forms the scientific
and analytic basis for the comparison of the alternatives. Section VI
describes the consultation with others process. Section VII includes public
response to the DEIS. Appendix material includes a listing of references.
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SECTION 11
ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

The first step in the Greens Creek Project planning process was to
identify those components that would remain constant throughout the
alternative evaluation process. To neet ANILCA’S intent to allow
operation of the nine, certain elenents of the project must be included
in the development plan. These elements include the construction of a
nine portal (access to the underground workings), service areas, milling
(mineral concentrating) facilities, shipping facilities, wastewater
treatment, waste rock disposal, office and warehouse space, water supply
system, and operating labor. The nethod of developing these project
elements is defined to a certain extent by the location of the orebody,
topographic constraints, existing facilities, or mining needs.

Milling of the ore would result in the production of lead and zinc
concentrates that would be transported off-site for further processing.
The mine would produce approximately 800 tons per day of ore and 300 tons
per day of waste rock. The waste rock, where possible, would be used to
backfill mined-out areas.

Tailings (waste from the milling process) wou~d be disposed of in an
on-land tail~ngs pond and as backfill in mined-out areas. Hastewater
would be treated before being discharged to receiving waters. Depending
on the alternative chosen, the project would enploy between 225 to 315
full-tine workers, with about 25 of those in training positions. The
life of the known ore reserves is 11 years. Noranda is presently using
15 to 17years for the life of the operation for planning purposes.

The development of the Greens Creek Mine would require approximately
3years for final p?anning, design, and construction from the time of
permit approval. Assuming that all required local, State, and Federal
permits are granted by early spring of 1983, construction could begin in
the same year. Initial nining and nilling could begin by the end of 1985
and would require a ninimum of 8 to 12 months to bring the project into
full production. Figure 2-1 reviews the schedule of development.

FACILITIES AND PROCESSES

Method of Mining

Mining methods would incorporate rubber-tired, load-haul-dunp diesel
equipment. Underground access to the Mining areas would be by means of
ranps or other suitable underground workings such as tunnels and internal
shafts. Mined-out zones would be filled with waste rock and tailings to
fern working foundations for subsequent nining. Because of the size and
shape of the orebody, there would be a physical limit to the amount of
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ore tha~ could be removed within a given tine
determined that 800 tons of ore per day would
figure.

Mine Service Area

period. It has been
be a reasonable production

At present, site development plans include a portal (mine entrance)
on the south side of Greens Creek, at an elevation of 950 feet, and a
nine service area immediately adjacent, on the north side of Greens
Creek. Access to the underground workings from the nine service area
would be provided by a bridge across Greens Creek. For a detailed
description of construction, see Mitigation Measures.

The nine service area wouJd consist of equipment maintenance and
repair facilities, mine backfill plant, power plant, fuel storage tanks,
locker and showierroom, ore and waste rock storage, and a general supply
warehouse.

The project would use a selective flotation nilling process to
concentrate valuable minerals. The flotation process would consist of
three major steps: size reduction, mineral concentration, and moisture
reduction of the concentrate.

Size reduction involves crushing ore from the mine in jaw and cone
crushers sinilar to the types used in the production of road base
material at a rock quarry. Ore would enter the crushing plant at a
diameter of 12-inches or smaller and leave in the one-half inch size
range. From the crushing plant, the ore would be conveyed to a grinding
mill that would reduce the ore size further and produce a slurry.

The ore slurry would then be transported in pipes or launders to
flotation cells or tanks, where valuable minerals would be separated from
waste materials in a froth flotation process. The ore ~inerals in this
case would be sulfides of lead, zinc, silver, and uncombined gold. Waste
would include various si?icate, carbonate, and sulfide minerals. The
valuable minerals adhere to air bubbles that rise to the surface of the
tank and are renoved. To make the process work efficiently it would be
necessary to add air and various reagents to the tanks. This would allow
the bubbling or frothing action to float different ore minerals
selectively, so that metal concentrates could be produced. The
concentrator would recover about 90 percent of various valuable minerals
and would separate more than 90 percent of the waste rock from the
concentrate. No reduction of sulfides to base netals or other changes in
the chemical composition of ore minerals would take place in the
concentrator or at the project site.
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Following separation of the ore minerals from waste rock, the
concentrate slurry would be piped to a thickener tank where the water
content would be reduced. The thickened slurry would be fjltered to
remove nest of the remaining water and the concentrate would be ready for
shipment to an off-site smelter.

Transport of Ore/Tailings/MineDrainage Water

Once ore was removed from underground, it would either go to a mill
at the mine service area, or be transported by 35-ton truck or tram car
to a mill at a tailings pond.

If the ore was milled at the mine service area, tailings would be
transported by slurry ?ine to the tailings pond. The tailings would
travel in a 5- to 6-inch pipe that would be enclosed in a 24-inch
corrugated metal pipe (CMP) conduit. The CMP would also transport mine
drainage water and would run adjacent to the road. The CMP would act as
a backup to contain and transport slurry to the tailings pond in the
event of a slurry line break. This double-pipe system would be the
primary method used to prevent danage resulting from a slurry line
failure. The risk of failure would be considered SRMI1.

If the mill is located at a tailings pond, the tailings would be
discharged directly into the pond.

Tailings Pond Area

Tailings ponds would use natural and nan-made structures to contain
nill waste. The waste would consist of a sand/silt slurry and would
contain 20 to 40 percent solids by weight. The liquid portion would
consist of excess processing water, dissolved minerals, and uncombined
reagents. The slurry would be discharged into the tailings pond, where
solid particles would settle out. Excess water would undergo treatnent
in the pond by settling and chenical precipitation, and wouJd then be
decanted for possible additional treatment and discharge.

Concentrate Handling

About ?60 tons of zinc concentrate and 100 tons of lead concentrate
would reproduced per day. Concentrate would be transported from the
mill to storage facilities near the dock three to five times per week.
Sufficient concentrate storage area would be available at the nill to
allow storage during bad weather, or when the roads were unsafe. Storage
facilities at the mill would be covered to prevent concentrate loss.

After storing between 1 to 4 weeks of production in an enclosed
buil”dingat the dock, the concentrates would be transported by a covered
conveyor incorporating a telescoping feeder system to ocean-going barges
or ships.

.
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Major Docking Facilities

The najor docking facilities for the project would be located on
private land in Hawk Inlet on the site of the old cannery. The new cargo
dock would be about 600 feet long and supported by pilings. It is
expected that a naximum of five shiploads of supplies or concentrates
would be traveling in and out of Hawk Inlet each month.

Maintenance Facilities

The project would require maintenance, warehouse, and office
facilities.

Fuel Storage

All fuel would be stored above ground, away fron najor stream courses
and water bodies, in covered steel tanks. In the event of a ruptured
tank, the contents of the tanks would be contained by dikes constructed
in compliance with Federal oil pollution prevention regulations (40 Cl%
pt. 112). Storage tanks at the cannery would be sized to hold a 40-day
supply of fuel (approximately400,000 gallons of fuel). An additional
400,000 gallons of fuel would be stored at the m$ne service area, if the
mill is located at the nine service area. If the nill is located at the
tailings pond, approximately 350,000 gallons of fuel would be stored at
the mill and 150,000 gallons at the mine service area. The Environmental
Protection Agency will be asked to review a Spill Prevention, Control,
and Countermeasure Plan prior to utilization of the storage facilities.
Current EPA policy requires approval of the plan if a spi~l actually
occurs.

Fire Protection Systen

The fire protection systen would be designed to meet applicable fire
codes and the requirements of Noranda’s insurance underwriter. In
general, each site would have an underground water distribution network,
with fire hydrants at the required distance from buildings and other
structures. The source of water for the fire system would vary for each
site.

Water Supply

Domestic water demand would be less than 2 gallons perninute (gpm)
at each stte and would be obtained from infiltration wells adjacent to
Greens and Cannery Creeks. Water for the milling process (250 gallons
per ninute) would be obtained fron clean nine drainage water and from
wells.
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Communications

Portable radios would be used for communication with mobile units and
ground personnel. A local telephone systen would connect the mine, mill,
tailings pond, and the cannery. A microwave communication link would be
established to Juneau, with repeater sites located on northern Admiralty
Island. The site would consist of a helicopter pad, a support building,
and a microwave tower.

The actual microwave
environmental assessment
application is filed for

Idorkforce

Initial mining would

site has not yet been determined. A separate
will be prepared when a special-use permit
a specific site.

involve developing access to the orebody. A
nucleus of experienced hard-rock miners and supervisors would be hired
fron outside the local area. Mine development would allow for the
training of future miners hired from the local workforce.

A total of about 225 to 315 full-time employees would conprise the
project workforce. The projected mine/mill workforce breakdown is:

Miners/Mil? Operators 50 percent

Mechanics/Electricians 15 percent

Support 15 percent

Supervisory/Management 20 percent

Wastewater

The first priority, during initial construction, would be the
installation of wastewater treatment systems for domestic waste generated
at the cannery and for control of sediment in runoff waters from
development of the mine service area. Portable toilet units would be
used at renote temporary sites.

Mine ditch drainage water would be treated to remove oils and grease
and routed with site runoff through multiple sedimentation ponds.
Depending upon the project alternative, wastewater would then be piped to
the tailings pond for further treatment or treated on site and disposed
into Greens Creek.

Wastewater from the Hill process would be routed to the tailings
pond. Chemicals added during the Hilling process would aid in
precipitation of dissolved netals and the settling of suspended solids.
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Excess water in the tailings pond could possibly receive additional
treatnent and, if needed, filtration prior to discharge into receiving
waters.

PROJECT COMPONENTS/OPTIONS/ALTERNATIVES

A conponent is an essential elenent to the operation of the mine
activity. The six project components that, when conbined, form an
alternative are:

- Location of employee housing

- Method of employee transport to Admiralty Island

- Method of enployee transport on Adniralty Island

- Location ofnillsite

- Tailings disposal site

- Effluent discharge site

Options are those nethods or locations by which each component of the
project could be accomplished. For example, under location of employee
housing, three options were initially considered: a campsite on
Admiralty Island; a towns~te on Admiralty Island; and housing in Juneau.

An alternative is a grouping of options (one for each of the six
components) into a functional system.

OPTIONS INITIALLY CONSIDERED, INCLUDING THOSE ELIMINATED

The identification of options was undertaken in a two-step process.
In Step 1, for each component, the IDT and associated agencies identified
a full range of options to be considered in the environmental review
process. For some components, certain options were eliminated from
further consideration based on technical or environmental requirements.
In Step 2, on-site investigations and/or studies were conducted to
analyze each option in greater detail. More detailed technical,
environmental, and econonic data from these investigations was used to
determine which options to retain or eliminate.
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Hcmsing

Options considered were:

- Housing of employees exclusively in Juneau

- Development of a campsite at the existing cannery

- 13eve70pmentof a townsjte at the existing cannery

Each of these options was retained in the Step 1 analysis for further
consideration.

In the Step 2 analysis, the IDT determined that the townsite would
have significant adverse environmental effects. Further, the campsite
option generally addressed the same issues as the townsite (possible
irpacts to Juneau from housing non-local e~ployees there, and possible
inpacts to wildlife from construction of a road), but represented
somewhat reduced environmental effects. Therefore, the townsite was
eliminated from further consideration.

Transportation to Adniralty Island

Options considered were:

- Boat to Hawk Inlet

- Boat to Young Bay

- Fixed-wing float plane

- Fixed-wing wheeled plane

- Helicopter

- Hydrofoil craft

This component assumes the movement of the entire workforce on a
shift basis. The Step 1 review eliminated fixed-w”ng wheeled planes from
further study because of the need for an all-weather, 24-hour landing
field in the Hawk Inlet area. Hydrofoils were eliminated because of
their potential for injury to narine life, operational Jinitations in
Southeast Alaska, and maintenance problem. Although recent hydrofoil
demonstrations throughout Southeast Alaska have made the use of this
craft appear attractive, documented operational restrictions indicate
that weather and conditions in Chatham Strait would greatly reduce the
effectiveness of this vessel under the tine constraints imposed by shift
operation.
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During Step 2, the float plane and helicopter options were eliminated
fron further study. The float plane option was considered technically
infeasible because landings could not be made during severe weather
conditions or darkness. At scheduled departure times of 7:00 a.m. and
5:00 p.m., float planes would be inoperable an estimated 150 days per
year, and could never be operated at the midnight shift change.
Helicopters were eliminated from further study because of the estimated
138 days per year they would be inoperable due to weather. Boat
transport from Juneau around Mansfield Peninsula to Hawk Inlet would take
3 to 4.5 hours per trip and was not considered feasible on a shift basis. -

Transportation on Admiralty Island

Options considered were:

- Railroad from Young Bay to the cannery

- Road from Young Bay to the cannery

- Cog railroad from Young Bay to the cannery

- Cog railroad from the

- Road from the cannery

- An aerial tram system
mine service area

cannery to the nine service area

to the nine service area

from the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond to the

In Step 1 both cog railroad options were eliminated from further
consideration because they would follow essentially the same route as a
road, they represented a high level of technical complexity, and did not
offer any substantial environmental benefits over the road option.

In Step 2 the rail option from Young Bay to the cannery was
eliminated from further study because it did not represent a reduction in
potential environmental inpacts when compared to a road. In addition, it
represented a substantial reduction in the flexibility for transporting
workers.

Several road locations from Young Bay to the cannery were examined.
They were: - a route paralleling Hawk Inlet

- a route paralleling Fowler Creek

- an inland route following the Cannery Creek drainage.

Subsequent field analysis determined the preferred road location, which
is a combination of portions of all three of those routes.
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Mill Site Location

Options considered were:

- The mine service area

- The tailings pond

- Mounted on a barge and ?ocated at the cannery

Each option was retained during the Step 1 review. Step 2 eliminated
the barge mounted mill, since the other mill options would all be
situated on areas already disturbed. The barge option would also require
considerable dredging and would present potential water quality hazards
to Hawk Inlet.

Tailings Disposal Site

Options considered were:

- On land, in a tailings pond

- In the ~~arineenvironment

Step 1 analysis indicated marine tailings disposal could be
accomplished by construction of a tailings slurry line extending from the
mill to Hawk Inlet or Chathan Strait. Tailings would then be dispersed
into deep water. However, marine disposal was eliminated from further
study due to environmental problems, known public objections, and the
availability of adequate on-~and disposaT sites.

Step 2 analysis of potential on-land pond sites included:

- Identification of those physical features within the project

area that would limit development of an impoundment

- Identification of potential sites

- Review of potential sites in greater detail and elimination of

sites not neeting project needs

- Identification of feasible sites
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In the identification of limiting features, constraint areas were
mapped and 11 sites were identified. TWO adrjitional sites that did not

fully neet the criteria were added to insure a full range of options.
See Figure 2-2.

A technical feasibility analysis identified seven sites as feasible:

1) Young Bay Trail

2) North Hawk Inlet

3) Fowler Creek

4) Cannery Muskeg

5) Zinc Creek

6) Football Field

7) Piledriver Cove

The IDT then evaluated these sites against the following eight issues:

- Construction on National Monument lands

- Reduction of fish habitat

- Deterioration of water quality

- Effects upon the narine environment

- Reduction of wildlife habi,tat

- Effect upon recreation

- Econonic feasibility

- Technical feasibility

Three levels of effect were established for each issue: small,
noderate, and large. Each IDT specialist then developed a process to
deternine the level of effect of each option. NO attempt was made to
rate the various issues against one another. The sole purpose of this
procedure was to determine how the seven tailing pond options rated for
each of the issues. Table 2-1 summarizes the ratings as determined by
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Issue

Monument

Fish Habitat

Water Quality

Marine Environment

Wildlife Habitat

TABLE 2-1
SUMMARY OF RATING OF TAILINGS POND SITES

Recreation

Economics

Technical Feasibility

SinallEffect

1-2-3

1-2-5-6-7

1-2

3-5-6

3-5-6

3-6

4

4-7

Moderate Effect Large Effect

4-5-6-7

3-4

4-7 3-5-6

2-4 1-7

4 1-2-7

5 1-2-4-7

7 1-2-3-5-6

5-6 1-2-3

l-YotirIgBay Trail

2-North Hawk Inlet

3-Fowler Creek

4-Cannery h?uskeg

5-Zinc Creek

6-Football Field

7-Piledriver Cove
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the specialists. Note that the numbers presented in the table represent
the nunber designation for each of the seven tailing pond sites.

Table 2-1 shows that several tailings pond sites affect essentially
the sane issues. Thus, scme sites could be eliminated from future study
without reducing the ability of the site-selection process to address the
important issues. For example, Sites 1 and 2 appear together in Table
2-1 in all but one issue. Development of those sites would have similar
impacts upon the eight issues; one site COUICIbe eliminated and the
process still retain the ability to address all the critical issues.
Similarly, Sites 5 and 6 appear together in all but one issue.

In analyzing Sites 1 and 2 (Young Bay Trail and North Hawk Inlet),
the IDT agreed that North Hawk Inlet site had less potential for
environmental impact. Therefore, the Young Bay Tr~ll, Site 1, was
eliminated from further study. Similarly, the IDT agreed that Site 5,
Zinc Creek, should be eliminated from further study due to the cumulative
impacts resulting from that site’s development.

Site 3, Fowler Creek, always appeared in Table 2-1 accompanied by
other sites. It could also be eliminated from future study without
affecting the range or distribution of effects represented by the
renaining options.

Table 2-2 summarizes the effects of ratings following elinimtion of
Sites 1, 3, and 5.

Analysis of the four remaining sites (North Hawk Inlet, Cannery
Muskeg, Football Field, and Piledriver Cove) indicated that Site 7,
Piledriver Cove, was nore environmentally sensitive than the other three
options. On that basis, the Piledriver Cove option was eliminated. At
the end of Step 2, the three options that were left for the formulation
of alternatives were:

Site 2 - North Hawk Inlet

Site 4 - Cannery Muskeg

Site 6 - Football Field
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TABLE 2-2

SUMMARY OF RATING OF TAILINGS POND SITES

STEP 2

Issue

Monument

Fish Habitat

Water Quality

Marine Enviromaent

Wildlife Habitat

Recreation

Econonics

Small Effect

2

2-6-7

2

6

6

6

4

Technical Feasibility 4-7

Moderate Effect

4-7

2-4

4

7

6

Z-North Hawk Inlet

4-Cannery Muskeg

6-Football Field

7-Piledriver Cove

Large Effect

4-6-7

4

6

7

2-7

2-4-7

2-6

2
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Effluent Discharge Site

Options considered were:

- Freshwater discharge

- Marine discharge, near the cannery

- Marine discharge, at Hawk Inlet sil?

- Marine discharge, in Chatham Strait

The genera? water quality criteria used to evaluate potential
discharge sites were: al? discharge is to avoid freshwater drainage
systems; and marine discharge sites must have sufficient mixing. The
freshwater site was eliminated because it did not meet the first
criteria. !!ydrographicdata indicated that the cannery discharge site
had a high effluent buildup level conpared to either a sill discharge
site or a Hawk Point discharge site (150 hours at the cannery; 50 to 60
hours at the sill; 10 to 20 hours at Hawk Point). Because of this
difference and the lack of data concerning biological effects within Hawk
Inlet, the cannery site was eliminated. At that time, Noranda
representatives indicated that if a discharge at the sill were selected,
the company’s preferred location would be outside the sill. The two
marine discharge sites that were retained are illustrated in Figure 2-3.

OPTIONS USED TO FORM ALTERNATIVES

l!!X.S@

Housing in Juneau This option would require dai?y transport
ernp?oyeesto and from Admiralty Island. A dock at Young Bay and
to the cannery would be required to provide access to the mine
facilities. Upgrading of existing facilities at the cannery wou’

of
a road

dbe’
necessary for emergency housing during those times when employees could
not be re~oved from the island, usually because of weather conditions.

This option assumes no employees would be permanently housed on
Admiralty Island. Noranda has agreed with this assumption.

Housing at the cannery Under this option, a year round campsite with
sleeping quarters, a cafeteria, and recreation areas would be established
to hous~ about 225 employees. This would require expansion of housing
facilities on to National Forest lands under a special-use permit.
Working shifts would likely be 6 days on and 1 day off.

2-16
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Transportation to Admiralty Island

Boat A crew-type boat with a capacity for about 160 people would be
used~tran$port employees from Auke Bay to Young Bay. ~Pavel tine to
Young Bay would be about 35 to 45 minutes each way. A small pedestrian
dock would be constructed at Young Bay to off-load employees.

See Figure 2-4 for the conceptual layout of the proposed Auke Bay
docking facility.

Transportation on Admiralty Island

Road from Young Bay to the cannery This road would be a restricted,
minimm-use facility for transporting employees from Young Bay to the
work sites. The road would be 16 feet wide, including shoulders, and
would be considered a one-lane road. The road would be about 5 miles
long with a rnaxinumgrade of 10 percent. It is assumed in this EIS that
this road will be permitted for exclusive use by Noranda. ‘

Road from the cannery to the nine site The road would be 16 feet
wide. If the mil~ was located at the mine service area, a CMP would run
along the side of the road for a total roadway width of 27 feet. If the
mill was located at the tailings pond, the road would be ?8 feet wide to
accommodate ore hauling trucks.

Aerial tram system The tram wou7d connect the Cannery Fluskeg
tailinm C)Ondwith the mine service area. It would consist of two
separa~e double jig-back tramway system, joined at a nidway transfer
station. Each of the individual sections would consist of two tramway
cars, with one traveling upward, the other traveling downward.

Personnel would be
capacity of 10 tons of
towers, the highest of

hlillsite

carried in combination cars that would have a
ore, or 20 passengers. There would be eight
which would be 280 feet.

Mill at the mine service area The nill would be adjacent to the area
developed for supporting underground operations. The nill facility
itself would require one additional acre in the nine service area.
Tailings would be transported from the mill to the tailings pond by
slurry pipeline.
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Mill at the tailings pond The mill would be adjacent to the tailings
pond. This option wauld require separate power generation facilities and
additional workers at the site. Ore would be hauled to the site by truck
or traincam.

Tailings Pond Site

Footbal? Field This site would be located approximately 2 miles fron
the mfne, on the north side of the Greens Creek valley, at an elevation
of 1,440 feet.

Cannery Muskeg This site would be ?ocated approximately 1 mi7e south
of the cannery at artelevation of 150 feet. It would be about 7 Riles
from the nine-site.

North Hawk Inlet This sjte would be located approximately 2.5 miles
north of the cannery at an elevation of 742 feet. It would be about 71
miles from the mine.

Effluent Discharge Sites

Treatnent and discharge at the Hawk Inlet sill This site would
discharge e~et sill.

Trea~ent and discharge in Chathan Strait This site would require
the construction of an effluent line across Hawk In7et with a discharge
point northwest of Hawk Point. Some blasting of rock along the Hawk
Point shoreline would be required for this site. The line wou?d be
placed either in the intertidal zone or be a submarine line to a point
near Hawk Point where it would be placed on land.

Fixed Components
The docking facf?ity at the cannery and the mine service area are fixed
components; their location is the same in all alternatives.+.

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES

Eight project alternatives and a “No Action Alternative” were
developed to be considered in this Environmental Impact Statement.

Each alternative was composed of one option from each of the five
non-fixed components, plus the two fixed components. Figure 2-5
identifies the project components, the options, and the final
alternatives.
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In analyzing the remaining options, it biasdetermined that some
options were mutually exclusive, thereby eliminating then from
consideration when developing certain alternatives. For example,
development of a tram would not allow installation of a slurry pipeline
or wastewater pipeline because there would be no road on which to build
or permit access to the pipeline. Therefore, for the tram option, the
mill must be at the tailings pond and wastewater from the mine service
area must be discharged into Greens Creek.

No Act50n Alternative

In this docunent, the No Action Alternative is defined as no project
on National Forest land. The No Action Alternative can be used as a
baseline to which other alternatives are compared.

The No Action Alternative would involve Forest Service denial of any
development plan for the Greens Creek Project on the National Forest.
However, the Alaska National Interest Conservation Act of 1980 (ANILCA)
in Section 503 (f)[2](A) provides that:

any person who is the holder of a valid mining claim on
public lands located wtthin the boundaries of the
monuments, shall be permitted to carry out activities
related to exercise of rights under such claim in
accordance with reasonable regulations promulgated by
the Secretary....

Section 503 {i)(l) of ANILCA, with the direct reference to Greens
Creek, provides that holders of valid mining claims are entitled to a
lease on National Forest land for use in connection with nilling of
minerals extracted fron claims located within the nonument. It is
recognized that a decision to implement the No Action Alternative would,
therefore, be in conflict with ANILCA.

The northern portion of the proposed project area, from Young Bay to
the cannery, is within Management Area C21. The Tongass Land !!anagement
Plan (TLMP) assigns that area a Land Use !lesignation(LUD) 111; the area
is to be managed to provide a combination of amenity and commodity
values. The No Action Alternative for the Greens Creek Project in the
LUD 111 area is not in conflict with TLMP directives; no development
associated with the proposed project would take place in Management Area
C21 under the No Action Alternative.
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This alternative would house employees in a year-round camp for
mining project personnel only. The camp would be located partially on
National Forest land, adjacent to privately-owned land at the cannery.
There would be no housing established in Juneau. Off-island
transportation would be by boat or plane directly to Hawk Inlet.
Transportation from the cannery to the nine service area would be by
road. The mill would be located at the mine service area and tailings
would be transported to the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond by slurry
pipeline. Effluent would be transported from the pond by pipeline and
discharged into Chatham Strait. A dock and marina would be available for’
the recreational use of the enployees. Figures 2-6 and 2-7 illustrate
this alternative.

Number of Employees: 225

Location of Employee Hou$ing: Caflpsite

?iunberof Structures in Campsite: 42

Location ofklill: Mine service area

Miles of Roadway: 9.5

Width of Road: 16 feet

Width of Subgrade: 27 feet

Type of Do~estic Mastewater Treatment: Secondary

Mater Source: Underground workings, infiltration wells

Tailings Pond: Cannery Muskeg

Height of Embankment: 80 feet

Tailings Pond Capacity: 3.4rnillion cubic yards

Amount of Fill: 0.76 million cubic yards

Crest Length: 950 feet

Total Disturbed Area:- 150 acres
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Alternative 1 continued

Surface Area of Pond: 93 acres

Extreme Rainfal~ Event Overflow Location: Lower Hawk Inlet

M~”or Docking Facility: Hawk Inlet cannery

Piling-supported Loading Dock Length: 600 ?eet

Smal? Boat Moorage: 40 units

Amount of Fill: Less than 10,000 cubic yards

Power Source: Diesel generators

Slurry Line: ?.5 miles, grav~ty flow

Eff?uent Discharge Site: Chatham Strait

Total Acreage Affected: 404

.,
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Alternative 2

l%is alternative would house employees in Juneau. E~ployees would be
bused from assorted pick-up points in Juneau to and from the Auke Bay
ferry terminal and then transported by boat to a dock in Young Bay.
Employees would be transported on Adniralty Island by bus to the cannery
and then to the various work stat~ons. The mill would be located at the
mine service area. Tailings would be transported via slurry pipeline to
the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond site. Effluent would be transported by
pipeline to a discharge site at the Hawk Inlet sill. Figure 2-8
illustrates Alternative 2.

Number of Employees: 315

Location of Employee Housing: Juneau

Location of Mill: Mine service area

Young Bay Docking Facility:

Type of Breakwater: !Nbble

Length of Dock: 150 feet

Amount of Fill: Less than 30,000 cubic yards

Miles of Roadway: 14.8

Width of Road: 16 feet

Width of Subgrade: 27 feet

Type of LkxnesticWastewater Treatroent: Secondary

Water Supply Source: Underground workings, infiltration wells

Tailings Pond: Cannery Muskeg, See Alternative 1

Major Docking Facility: HahikInlet cannery, See Alternative 1

Power Source: Diesel generators

Slurry Line: 7.5 miles, gravity flow

Effluent Discharge Site: Hawk Inlet sill

Total Acreage Affected: 477
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Alternative 3

This alternative would house employees at a year-round camp at
cannery, with boat transport of employees to Hawk Inlet. Enployee
to the mine from the cannery would be provided by aerial tramway.
tram would also carry ore from the mine to the mill located at the
Cannery Muskeg tailings pond. Effluent would be discharged at the
ChathaiaStrait site. Figure 2-9 illustrates Alternative 3.

Number of Employees: 225

Location of Employee l-lousing:Campsite

Number of Units in Campsite: 42

Number of Towers: 8

Height of Towers: 280 feet maximun

Length of Tran: 5.1 niles

Location of Mill: Adjacent to

Method of Ore Transport.: Tran

Miles of Roadway: 2.5 miles

the Cannery l%skeg tailings pond

buckets from the nine service area

Type of Domestic 14astewaterTreatment: Secondary

Wastewater Disposal: Mine serv~ce area wastewater to Greens Creek

Effluent Discharge Site: Chatham Strait.

Tailings Pond: Cannery Muskeg, See Alternative 1

Major Docking

Power Source:

Slurry Line:

Total Acreage

Facility: Hawk Inlet cannery, See Alternative 1

Diesel generators

None

Disturbed: 333

the
access
The
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Alternative 4

Under this alternative employees would be housed in Juneau and bused
to the Au&e Bay ferry terminal. Personnel would be transported by boat
to Young Bay and then bused to work stations. Ore would be transported
from the mine to the mill at the Football Field tailings pond by truck.
Mine service area wastewater would be pumped uphill to the tailings
pond. Wastewater would be transported along the road, then discharged in
Chathaw Strait. Figures 2-10 and 2-11 illustrate this alternative.

Number of Employees: 315

Location of Employee Housing: Juneau

Young Bay Docking Facility: See Alternative 2

Location of Mill: Football Field Tailings Pond

Method of Ore Transport: 35 ton trucks

Miles of Road: 16.0

Width of Road fPOM the Mine Service Area to the Mill: 18 feet

Type of Domestic blastewaterTreatnent: Secondary

Tailings Pond: Football Field

Height of Embankment: 106 feet

Tailings Pond Capacity: 3.4rnillion cubic yards

Amount of Fill: 3.12 million cubic yards

Crest Length: 3,500 feet

Total Disturbed Area: 163 acres

Surface Area of Pond: 45 acres

Extreme Rainfall Event Overflow Location: Upper Greens Creek

Slurry Line: None

Effluent Discharge Site: Chatham Strait

Power Supply: Diesel generators

Total Acreage Affected: 520
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Alternative 5

Under this alternative, employees would be housed in Juneau and bused
to the Auke Bay ferry terminal. Personnel would be transported by boat
to Young Bay. From Young Bay they would be transported by bus to various
work stations. The mill would be located at the mine service area and
tailings would be transported via slurry pipeline to the North Hawk Inlet
tailings pond site. A pump station would be required to transport the
tailings to the pond site. The effluent would be discharged at the Hawk
Inlet sill. Figures 2-12 and 2-13 illustrate Alternative 5.

Number of Employees: 315

Location of Employee Housing: Juneau

Location of Mill: Mjne service area

Young Bay Docking Facility: See Alternative 2

Type of Domestic Wastewater Treatment: Secondary

Water Supply Source: Underground workings, infiltration wells

Miles of Road: 14.8

Width of Road: 16 feet

Width of Subgrade: 27 feet

Tailings Pond: North Hawk Inlet

Height of Embankment: 47 and 33 feet [2 embankments)

Tailings Pond Capacity: 3.4 nillion cubic yards

Amount of Fill: 1.35 million cubic yards..

Crest Length: 4,200 feet,,

,.’ Surface Area of Pond: 126 acresf:.~:.,,
.,...,..,yi:L:.. Total Disturbed Area: 270 acres..,,.,.,,%&#
$@ .
*;%*:.:.... ‘Extrem@ Rainfall Event Overflow Location: Upper Hawk Inlet;yr.$:.*:-.,Z.,:f..~.,..,,.

,.:: Slurry Line: 10 miles,. pumping station
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Alternative 5 continued

Effluent Discharge Site: Hawk Inlet sill

Power Source: Diesel generators

Major Docking Facility: Hawk Inlet cannery, See Alternative 1

Total Acreage Affected: 597

Alternative 6

This is the Forest Service Preferred Alternative. This alternative
would house enployees in Juneau. hnployees would be bused from points in
Juneau to and from the Auke Bay ferry terminal. They would travel by
boat to Young Bay. Once on Admiralty Island, employees would be
transported by bus to various work stations. The mill would be located
at the nine service area. Tailings would be transported via slurry
pipeline to the Cannery hluskegtailings pond. Effluent would be
transported by pipeline to a discharge site in Chathan Strait. Figure
2-14 illustrates this alternative.

Nunber of Employees: 315

Location of Employee Housing: Juneau

Location of Mill: Mine service area

Young Bay Docking Facility: See Alternative 2

Miles of Roadway: 14.8

Width of Road: 16 feet

Width of Subgrade: 27 feet

Type of Domestic Mastewater Treatment: Secondary

Water Supply Source: Underground workings, infiltration wells

Tailings Pond: Cannery Muskeg, see Alternative 1

Major Docking Facility: Hawk Inlet cannery, see Alternative 1

Power Source: Diesel generators

Slurry Line: 7.5 miles, gravity flow

Effluent Discharge Site: Chatham Strait

Total Acreage Affected: 490
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Alternative 7

This alternative would house employees in Juneau. Employees would be
bused from various points in Juneau to and from the Auke Bay ferry
terminal. They would travel to Young Bay by boat. Once employees
arrived at Young Bay, they would be transported by bus to the various
work stations. The ~ill would be located at the Cannery Nuskeg tailings
pond site. Ore would be transported via 35-ton trucks to the mill at the
tailings pond site. Approximately 23 round trips per day would be
required. Effluent would be transported by pipeline from the tailings
pond to the Chatham Strait.discharge site. Figure 2-15 illustrates this
alternative.

ih.mberof Employees: 315

Location of Employee Housjng: Juneau

Location of the Mill: Adjacent to Cannery Muskeg tailings pond

Young Bay Dock~ng Facility: See Alternative 2

Miles of i?oadway: 14.8

Width of I?oad: 16 feet (Young Bay to cannery) and 18 feet (from mine to
nill)

Width of Subgrade: 27 feet and 29 feet

Type of Donestic Wastewater Treatnent: Secondary

Mater Supply Source: Underground workings, infiltration weJJs

Tailings Pond: Cannery f’4uskeg,see Alternative J

Major Dockfng Facility: Hawk Inlet cannery, see Alternative 1

Power Source: Diesel generators

Slurry Line: 7.5 niles,

Effluent Discharge Site:

Total Acreage Affected:

gravity flow

Chatham Strait

492
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Alternative 8

This alternative would house employees in a year-round canp, located
partially on National Forest land adjacent to privately-owned land at the
cannery. There would be no per~anent housing in Juneau established by
Noranda for project employees. Off-island transportation would be
directly to Hawk Inlet. Transportation from the cannery to the mine
service area would be by bus. The mill would be located at the Cannery
Muskeg tailings pond; ore would be transported to the mill by 35-ton
truck. The mine wastewater pipeline would be located along the access
road. Effluent would be transported by pipeline from the tailings pond
to the Chatham Strait discharge site. Figure 2-16 illustrates this
alternative.

Number of Employees: 225

Location of Employee Housing: Canpsite

Number of Structures in Campsite: 42

Location of Mill: Adjacent to Cannery Muskeg tailings pond

Miles of Roadway: 9.5

Width of Road: 18 feet

Width of Subgrade: 29 feet

Type of Domestic !4astewaterTreatnent: Secondary

Mater Source: Underground workings, infiltration wells

Tailings Pond: Cannery Muskeg, see Alternative 1

Major Docking Facility: Hawk Inlet cannery, see Alternative 1

Power Source: Diesel generators

Slurry Line: 7.5 niles, gravity flow

Effluent Discharge Site: Chatham Strait

Total Acreage Affected: 404
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MITIGATION MEASURES COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES

The development of the nine service area, tailings pond access road,
and loading dock site require a sequence of construction events. To
coordinate facility construction act~vities with water qualfty control,
all construction activities, such as grading and earthwork, would
incorporate surface drainage control requirements, access and
transportation requirements, and erosion control neasures.

All working areas with sedimentation ponds in use would incorporate
system, such as pumps on floating platforms or backhoes, that would be
capable of removing sedinent buildup, when necessary, for transfer to the
tailings pond.

As part of the Operating Plan,
contingency plan will be developed
(construction,maintenance, etc.).
slope stability considerations and
monitoring plan that w?ll test the

an erosion control and water quality
that will include the road activities
This plan will include site specific
litigation neasures, and a water
effectiveness of these measures.

Construction of access roads, tailings pond, pipelines, etc., would
be in accordance k~ithmitigation and nonftoring plans acceptable to the
Forest Service, and viouldtake into account procedures recommended by the
Fish and Wildlife Service for reducing the ~otent$al for disturbance to
eagles. Mitigation measures may incl~de ti~tng
the level of construction activity in proximity
topographic and vegetative screening, and noise

of construct~on, reducing
to nests, providing
reduction.

Nine Service Area

The initial step in the mine service area construction sequence would
be to establish a central equipnent landing on the north side of Greens
Creek. This would involve the renoval and clearing of all vegetation
from several acres that would be used for helicopter delivery of earth-
moving equipment. This equipnent would be used to develop a pre-nine
staging work area that would act as the starting point for subsequent
construction activities. This cleared area would eventually be used for
the mine service area facilities.

A sedimentation pond and a system of channels to collect all surface
runoff fron disturbed areas would be constructed immediately adjacent to
the staging area, during the ground clearing and grading phases of the
area’s development. Surface runoff that would normally enter the
disturbed area would be intercepted and diverted around the staging area
by neans of a berm and trench systen. The pond would remain as part of
the sedimentation control system during nine operation.
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The next stage of development WOUILIconsist of construction of a
temporary log bridge over Greens Creek to tilemine portal (south side).
A sedimentation pond would be constructed on the south side of Greens
Creek to receive surface runoff from the lower portal development area.
This pond would act as a tenporary sediment control neasure, until the
permanent bridge and sediment control settling ponds were built. The
access road ?ead~ng to the existing upper portal mine area would also
drain to the south side sedimentation pond. The permanent bridge would
carry mine tmd portal area runoff from the south side of Greens Creek to
the permanent sedimentation control system on the north side of Greens
Creek, at the nine servtce area; thus prevertttngrunoff fron entering
Greens Creek.

The waste rock and overburden storage site would have surface
diversion berms to intercept runoff from ufidisturbedareas and divert it
around the site into natural drainage swales. A large sedimentation pond
would be constructed in the southwest corne~ of the overburden storage
site. This pond, in addition to the pond constructed earlier near the
mine plant, would comprise the sedimentation control systen for site

“ runoff from the entire mine service area.

Once the main access road from the cannery to the nine service area
is constructed, larger equipment could reach the site and construction of
buildings and pemanent bridge spans could proceed. After setting the
permanent bridge spans, the temporary tinber bridge would be removed and
the abutment areas reclaimed and revegetated. Completion of the
permanent bridge would allow full development work to proceed at the
lower portal. At that time a grit, oil, and grease separator would be
installed above the nine plant sedimentation pond to receive mine floor
drainage. Completion of the tailings pond and pipeline connecting the
mine service area to the tailings pond would complete the site runoff and
mine floor drainage system. These waters would be routed by CMP to the
tailings pond

Access Roads

Roads for
standards for

for-additional treatnent.

the project would be constructed to Forest Service
arterial roads.

Access roads will be kept a nininun of 100 feet from any known
cultural resource.

Generally, the roads would be located away fron streams and would
avoid unnecessary locations parallel to streams. Crossings would be
perpendicular to the strea~’s alignment. Roads would be routed around
mskeg areas, where practical, and would include a buffer zone around all
bodies of water. Roads would be located where possible away from beaches
to protect coastal wildlife habitat. Road widths would be of raininim
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size, compatible with safe operation. The use of snowplowing equiptnent
to eliminate snow berm would minimize impacts on deer novenents during
periods of heavy snowfall.

The Forest Service will issue special-use permits for the road
syste~, that will limit the use of the road to Noranda’s vehicles,
traveling on conpany business only. No private vehicles will be
permitted on the road. In add+tion, it is assumed that the road from the
cannery to the Young Bay dock will only be used for the transport of
personnel.

Where possible, the roads would avoid areas considered to be
unstable. 14hereslopes of 60 percent or greater are encountered, the
road would be fully benched, ditched, and all excavated inaterialfrom the
cut would be backhauled, to be used as quarry reclamation material, as
road building material, or stored for use as mine backfill. Quarry sites
would be graded to blend with surrounding terrain and revegetated
according to prescribed Forest Service requirements or as outlined later
in this section. Sedimentation ponds would be built at waste sites to
control runoff until vegetation was well established.

Depending on the alternative selected, fron two to seven quarries
would be required in addition to a major quarry for embankment
construction.

Quarry naterial WOU1d be required for road and embankment
constrwct?on, as well as nine backfill. !?eclanationof quarry sites
using waste material fron the road would be practiced, where possible.
In all cases, runoff from quarries would be routed through
appropriately-sized sedimentationponds that would be naintairteduntil
the reclamation program became effective.

Cross-road culverts would be spaced to ninimize accumulation of water
and to prevent water from traveling long distances downgrade in roadside
ditches. The roadbed would be crowned in certain locations to permit low
velocity, non-concentrated drainage into vegetation. These culvert
discharge points would be located away fron existing drainages.

Energy dissipators constructed of logs or rocks would be installed at
each cross-road culvert, to begin the water flow spreading and energy
reduction processes. Below the dissipators, runoff would be directed
into bark bales or sphagnum moss held in place by fabric silt fences. In
areas where the road grade was steep, coarse naterial or check dams will
be used as necessary to line steep slopes or channels to act as energy
dissipators.
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The road grade would be engineered for safe hauling, while rrininizi?ig
the erosion of surface material. Mere possible, road surfaces would be
sloped away from stream crossings to prevent sediment from directly
entering the water. As a rule, only 50 to 100 feet of roadside ditch
wou~d drain toward a stream crossing. In order to avoid @rosion of fill
material, the size of the culverts and bridges would be adequate to pass
a 50- to 100-year flood event.

Where fish constraints require bridging rather than culverts,
abutments would be located outside the active stream channel. }!ork
activities would be designed to minimize disturbance of flowing water.
It night also be necessary to temporarily divert smaller stream flows
through culverts to prevent excess generation of suspended sediment and
Wrbid?ty during construction.

!Xsturbed areas along the road would be reclaimed using prescribed
Forest Service techniques. Upon completion of construction, the entire
road would be surveyed for potential erosion problems, and appropriate
corrective action would be taken to rdnimize these effects. Periodic
maintenance of the culvert inlets and removal of soil slumps from the
ditchline would be performed to protect water quality.

Tailings Pond

Diversion canals around the construction zone
limit the flow of water through disturbed areas.
would be built below the pond to collect sediment

would be installed to
A sedimentation pond
produced by

construction activities. Muskeg peat would be excavated, ~~itha dragline
or other suitable means, and moved to a location uphill of the tailings
dam. The peat would be placed in a nanner that would create an upstream
dam to filter water flow fron other construction activities. Routine
removal of settled material in the ponds would be required. This settled
sedinent would be pumped or hauled to an area within the pond.

An additional tailings pond sediment load would be created if
material was excavated for the dam foundation. Excavated material would
be placed in the upper reaches of the tailing pond area. Drainage from
this excavated material would have a high sediment load, due to its silty
clay content. Vegetation between the waste dump area and the
sedimentation pond area would be used for sediment settling and
filtration prior to collection of runoff in the downstream sedimentation
pond. Downstream sediment control facilities will be required until the
tailings pond dam was finished and its downstream side was revegetated.
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Cannery Dock Facility

The first activity at the old cannery site would be the installation
of an interim wastewater treatnent facility and associated outfall. A
sedimentation pond would be required to collect surface runoff. ,

Overflow from the pond would share the outfall used for donestic
waste dispersiofifor flows up to the 10-year/24-hour event. Flows beyond
that rate would discharge from the sedimentation pond directly to the
surface of Hawk Inlet.

The docking facility would require piling installation and a small
amount of fill material at the dock/shore interface.

During production, an enclosed telescoping boon conveyor would be
used to transport concentrates from the shore storage area directly ~nto
the holds of the ships. Concentrate spilled from the conveyor belt would
be collected at the bottom of the enclosure and returned to shore for
reloading.

Solid ‘dasteDisposal

In order to mininize wildlife attraction, solid combustible wastes,
including food residues associated with a campsite, would be collected on
a daily basis at each major activity awa and taken to a well-fenced,
bear-proof incinerator, where the waste would be burned. The incinerator
would neet air ~ollution standards for ~articulate emissions. Residues
fron the inc~ne~ator would be
operation. Prior to tailings
stored or buried.

Effluent Discharge

Wastewater disposal would

disposed bf in the tailings pond during
pond construction, residue wfll either be

be treated in a multi-phased approach.
Mine ditch water would be treated to remove ofl, grease, and sedinents,
then routed to surface runoff sediment ponds before additional treatnent
in the tailings pond and discharge to the narine enyironnent. Domestic
wastewater from the various sftes would undergo secondary treatnent
before direct discharge. Mill wastewater would be conbined with excess
mine drainage, runoff, and water in the tailings pond. Chemicals added
during milling would react to precipitate metals and assist in settling
sediments in the pond. Additional treatment of effluent will be provided
if discharge water is found not to meet standards outlined in the NPDES
pernit.
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MITIGATION MEASURES SPECIFIC TO SOME ALTERNATIVES

Tailings Slurry Pipeline - Alternatives 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6

The tailings slurry pipeline would be placed on the uphill side of
the access road from the mine site to the tail~ngs pond. It would be
placed ~nside a CP?Pand partially buried beside the road. This
double-walled pipeline system would provide protection against tailings
leaks and associated sp~llage.

Cannery Facility - Alternatives 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7

Less than 1 additional acre would he disturbed at the cannery in
upgrading existing bunkhouse facilities for emergency housing for those
ti~es when employees could not be removed from the island. Under such
conditions, a maximun of 160 workers might remain at the cannery site for
2 to 3 days. Many enployees would likely work overtime shifts and others
wou?d be staying indoors due to the bad weather, creating no undue
disturbance to wildlife. There would,be no employees permanently housed
within the project area following the completion of construction.
Noranda has agreed to implement a “no guns or traps” restriction for
anyone ~ravel~ng to and from the project area by company boat, thus
eliminating increased hunting and trapping pressure by project personnel.

Young Bay Personnel Dock - Alternatives 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7

Construction of the Young Bay personnel dock wou?d require a
sedimentation pond to collect runoff from the cleared and graded area.

Since docking facilities would be located below nean high tide, the
State of Alaska, rather than the Forest Service, would have authority
over those structures. Noranda has stated that private boats would not
be permitted to use those facilities, except under emergency conditions.
The Alaska Department of Natural Resources is the agency responsible for
issuing tide?ands permits.

Fishery Resources at the Cannery Muskeg Tailings Pond - Alternatives 1,
2, 3, 6, 7, and 8

If an alternative incorporating the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond was
selected, one to one replacement of lost fishery habitat will be
required. That is mandated under ANILCA 505[a). The assumptions nade
concerning mitigation are: 1) the developer will carry out all design
and construction and evaluation of the work for effectiveness; 2] that
undertakings in this regard will be reviewed and approved by the Forest
Service and ACIFl?Gas part of the Operating Plan; 3) replacement will be
within the general project area; and 4) whatever program is accomplished,
it will provide long term replacement for unavoidable losses to the
fishery.
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Noranda has ~ndjcated they will nodify the barrier at RN 3.5.on
Greens Creek to allow access to at least 1 acre of currently unused
anadromous fish habitat. Passage and utilization of new habitat will be
determined through a 3-year post project monitoring progran. Annual
inspections and periodic maintenance will ensure functionality through
the life of the nining operation.

Enployee Housing and Transportation - Alternatives 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7

If the Juneau housing option was selected, it would place added
pressure on the already existing shortage of housing and rental units.
If the shortage continues, Noranda proposes to participate in the
construction of rental units for Noranda employees.

If project employees are housed in Juneau and transported on a daily
basis to the project area, the proposed docking site on the nainland
would be adjacent to the Auke Bay ferry dock. Since the Auke Bay ferry
terminal area has Iinited parking, Noranda proposes to provtde a bus
service for workers to and from the ferry terminal from different
locations in Juneau and the !4endenhallValley.

!41TIGATIONAND lfO}lITORINGSPECIFIC TO ALTERNATIVE 6-THE PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE

Fisheries Mitigation

Locating the tailings pond at the Cannery Muskeg site would
permanently elininate 2,700 feet of “Tributary Creek” or about 0.2 acres
of anadronous fish spawning and rearing habitat. Flows will be
permanently reduced in “Tributary Creek” by 50 percent (60 to 70 percent
at low flow) and by 3 percent (20 to 30 percent at low flow] in lower
Z~nc Creek. The total habitat loss would be approxjnately 0.3 acres.
This equates to 4 percent of the available habitat in Zinc Creek and 1
percent of the available habitat in Greens Creek.

To offset long term, unavoidable production losses to the anadromous
fishery of the project area, Moranda has agreed to a nit.~gationprogram
that would replace lost habitat. Currently, a modification of the
waterfall barrier at RM 3.5 on Greens Creek is being developed.
Preliminary analysis indicates that creation of at least five jump pools
will allow adult nigrating salnon to pass the barrier. This will nake
available about 2 miles of habitat which contain at least 1 acre of
useable habitat not currently being utilized by anadromous fish for
spawning or rearing. This will replace all habitat lost as a result of
implementing this alternative.
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Adult salmon and char have been observed trying to negotiate this
barrjer. Preproject baseline studfes have indicated the presence of
spawning and rearing habitat above the barr~er. Noranda has estimated
that as many as 250 pairs of adult.salmon can utilize the habitat above
this barrier.

The mitigation program was not presented in this form in the IXIS.
In the KIS flow augnentatjon and a snail barrier removal on Zinc Creek
were to be undertaken jmnedfately, with the Greens Creek barrier
mod$fjcation scheduled for near the end of mining operations. Further
study of the flow augmentation program showed that it was technically
marginal because freezing would prevent augmentation of winter low flows
without a substantially protected piping system. Furthermore, the
256-acre watershed that was to produce the additional flows was
discovered to already flow into “Tributary Creek”, naking the proposal
~mpossible to complete.

The Zinc Creek barrier removal has been found to be feasible.
However, it may require a fishpass as opposed to blasting step pools or
inserting gabion weirs. It and the unnamed stream draining Pristine Pond
will be held in reserve as contingency mitigation measures. Theywi?l
on~y be considered if one to one habitat replacement cannot be
accomplished by the Greens Creek barrier modification program.

Noranda fs currently completing preliminary feasibility studies on
the Greens Creek barrier notification project. Engineering design and
construction standards will be approved by the Forest Service and ADF&G
as a part of the Operating Plan. Construction would begin as soon as the
necessary permits are approved and the road to the nine is completed.
The road is necessary to facilitate equip~ent access to the site.
Following completion of the barrier modification, monitoring will take
place for 3years to insure its effectiveness. Annual maintenance will
be requfred.

MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Fisheries Monitoring - Spawning Gravel

The gravel monitoring program is designed to verify the predicted
effects of sedfment additions, the functionality of the settling pond
system, and the recovery period for any short term, unavoidable fine
sediment additions to Zinc Creek and Greens Creek. Although results from
current research on fine sedinent accumulation in spawning gravel beds is
unclear as to the exact degree of impact on anadromous salmonfd
~roduct~on, many recent research programs have shown that significant
Impacts can occur. I)ecreasedegg survival and obstruction of emerging
fry are two of those inpacts. The project design has addressed these
impacts in a number of ways: construction timing, settling ponds, and
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well-designed road runoff systems. However, it will,not be clear that
these items are working as planned unless they are verified through
monitoring.

The monitoring progran, to be conducted by Noranda and analyzed by
the Forest Service, is designed for a 12-inch diameter McNeil coring
device with plunger and resuspended sediment trapptng accessories. Data
acquisition will follow a pattern, so samples will reflect seasons of the
year, various locations in a stream, and the cross section of the stream
channel at the sample site. The data to be analyzed will be shown as
percent fines by weight in the sample, the geometric mean of the sample,
and the sorting coefficient. All of these measurements have been equated
by past research to anadromous fish survival until emergence. If there
is a change greater than 25 percent of preproject conditions, the Forest
Service will initiate a search to deternine the source of the change. If
project components are involved, the company will be required to correct
the problen. The search will also determine whether short term sediment
additions are significant, and the tine necessary for recovery. This
monitoring program began in 1982 and will continue for 2 full years
following completion of construction.

}Ionitoringof Fisheries Mitigation Measures

All litigation measures will be nonitored by Noranda for 3 full years
following their completion to determine effectiveness and thefr continued
functionality. Effectiveness will be neasured in terms of how well the
mitigation project raeetsthe expected result of one to one replace~ent.
Functionality will be assured through semiannual maintenance checks and
carrying out any necessary repairs. All details of the monitoring
program will be incorporated into the project Operating Plan.

Electro fishing, fish counts, or spawning utilization surveys will be
conducted to determine the viability and effectiveness
neasures. The program will be continued for a minimum
Completion of mitigation projects.

‘dildlifeMonitoring

of mitigation
of 3 years after

Anonitoring plan for Bald Eagles and brown bear will be developed by
tiorandaand approved by the Forest Service as part of the project
Operating Plan. Monitoring of these species will be conducted during
construction and for at least 2 years of operation.

Bald Eagle nest sites will be monitored to insure compliance with the
Bald Eagle Protection Act. Nest sites in Hawk Inlet will be checked in
Apr~l to determine nesting activfty and in July to determine nesting
success. This represents a minimua monitoring level. Additional
monitoring requirements will be incorporated in the Operating Plan for
nests that are active during construction. Eagle monitoring will be
conducted by the Fish and Wildlife Service, with assistance from Noranda.
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Brown bears will be monitored to ensure compliance with ANILCA; to
document and verify the effects on the brown bear population; and to
provide basic information that can be used during construction and
operation to identify sources of possible inpacts and subsequent
mitigation measures. Bearmonitoring will be conducted by ADF8&, with
assistance from Noranda.

The brown bear on Admiralty Island is an acknowledged object of.
“ecological,cultural, historical, and scientific interest.”
Historically, the presence of large numbers of brown bears on Admiralty
Island contributed to the island being placed in monument status.

Since information was not available to establish a baseline from
which to predict possible effects on the bear population, Noranda and
ADF&G initiated a cost-share study in Greens Creek in ?981. The purpose
of this effort was to establish baseline information on bear densities,
novements, and habitat utilization. In addition, the effects of project
implementation on those parameters is to be neasured. While information
is just now becoming available, the full benefits of this information
will not be derived until project development and operation has begun.

Two areas of major concern exist in reference to the projects
possible effect on the brown bear population. A segment of the
population is expected to be attracted to human activity areas. Those
bears will likely be trapped and transported to another area or be
destroyed. Another segment of the population is expected to leave the
project area and attempt to relocate in other areas (or habitats) on the
1SIand. This could result in mortality to that segnent of the
population. The actual extent of mortality or the effect on the bear
population cannot be determined at this time. The bear population wi?l
continue to be monitored through 2 ears of operation as described by

?Schoen (?982)~/ and Martin (1982)2

and

.

~~John Sheen, Brown Bear Habitat Preferences and Brown Bear Logging
Mining Relationships in Southeast Alaska. ADF&G. 1982.

~/Jon Martin, Mildlife Monitoring Memo. Forest Service. 1982.
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Freshwater Quality Monitoring - Surface Mater

Noranda will develop a inonitoringplan that will be approved by the
Forest Service and other permitting agencies. Sample sites to be
monitored are:

Other

Big Sore Creek

Upper Greens Creek

Middle Greens Creek

Lower Greens Creek

Zinc Creek above tailings pond

Zinc Creek tributary at tailings pond

Zinc Creek be~ow the confluence with “Tributary Creek”

Runoff from wastepile at nine site
saraplesites that will be monitored as needed are:

Upper west nine

Lower west mine

Lower east mine

Streams 1 and 2

Cannery Creek

drainage

drainage

drainage

at the nine site

Upper “Tributary Creek”

Tailings pond

Flow monitoring of tailings line inflow/outflow

See Figure 2-17 for a display of these sites.

There would be continuous flow monitoring of lower Greens Creek,
upper Zinc Creek, the mine service area sedimentation pond discharge, and
the tailings pond marine discharge. Sampling at the upper [exploration)
mine portal would end when this flow was diverted to the mine service
area sedimentation pond. Monitoring at the mine service area and the
tailings pond would begin when those facilities were constructed.
Monitoring during reclamation would be necessary only on Greens Creek,

8.
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Zinc Creek, and “Tributary Creek”, if no water quality problem have been
detected.

Additional stations will be monitored through the construction phase
of the project to assess the effectiveness of sedinent control measures.
These stations may include all settling ponds and najor stream systems
along the road corridor.

Field measurements will include stage or water level, flow,
temperature, PH, and conductivity.

Laboratory measurements will include tests for concentrations of:

Dissolved and total metals or metalloids--arsenic, cadmiun,
chromium, copper, iron, lead, manganese, mercury, nickel,
selenium, silver, and zinc.

Chemical compounds--ammonia, hydrogen cyanide, orthophosphate,
nitrate, nitrite, sulfate, total Kjeldhal nitrogen, and total
phosphorous.

Other pararneters--a?kalinity, calciun, and nagnesium, hardness,
o~l and grease, pkl,settlable solids, suspended solids, total
dissolved solids, total organic

Sampling frequency will be developed
of the Operating Plan.

carbon, and turbidity.

in the monitoring plan as part

Ground Water Quality Monitoring

Water quality monitoring wells will be drilled upslope and downslope
from the tailings pond. Downslope locations will be chosen to detect
potential seepage. These wells will be nonitored monthly during
construction and the first year of operation, semiannually through the
renainder of operations and the first 3 years of reclamation, and
annually for 2 additional years. Water quality parameters will be the
sane as specified for surface water, except that analysis of oil and
grease, settlable solids, suspended solids, and turbidity would not be
required.
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Freshwater Aquatic Biota Monitoring

Heavy metal tissue burden analysis will be measured
species in freshwater. This analysis will be conducted
with the analysis of heavy metals in the water column.
continue for the life of the mining operation.

annually for fish
in conjunction
The program will

Suspended Sediment hloni~oring

Sedinent samples would be collected annually in Zinc Creek and in the
Strean ? and Stream 2 nine service area drainages near Greens Creek.
Monitoring will con~inue during construction and through the first 2
years of operation.

Sampling of sedimentation ponds will be conducted twice a month when
actfve construction Is underway. Inflow and outflow water samples will
be analyzed for suspended solids and turbidity to determine sediment
removal efficiency.

Marine water Quality Monitoring

Anarine water quality monitoring plan is required as part of the
discharge permit process and is subject.to approval by EPA. The proposed
monitoring plan includes three marine water quality monitoring locations
(at the head of Hawk Inlet, near the cannery dock, and outside Greens
Creek delta) to be sampled quarterly both during the construction and
operational phases of the project. A fourth site in Young Bay would be
monitored only during dock construction. Water quality monitoring
parameters will be for dissolved metals only, as listed for freshwater,
with the addit~on of analysis for hydrocarbons including oil and grease.

Water quality standards are currently being reassessed by ADEC and
specific standards are not available. Monitoring requirements will be
designed to insure compliance with applicable standards.

Marine Aquatic Biota Monitoring

Representative samples of indicator species of mussels, clams, and”
crabs will be taken annually during construction and operational phases
near the cannery dock, near the Greens Creek delta, and within the
tailings pond discharge nixing zone (if a mixing zone is allowed by
AilEC). Shellfish tissues will be analyzed for metals and hydrocarbons.
Benthic communities will be sampled annually during construction and
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operation in five intertidal locations: the head of
cannery, Greens Creek delta, outside Hawk Inlet, and
discharge site.

CONTINGENCY PLAN

Hawk Inlet, near the
the tailings pond

A contingency plan will be developed as part of the Operating Plan.
The contingency plan will contain action neasures that will be
implemented in the event of unexpected resource danage or threat of
damage. This plan nay include measures in addition to those mandated by
Federal and State regulations.

RECLAMATION PLAN

The purpose of reclamation is to return as much of the disturbed
areas in the monwnent as possible to pre-project conditions and to
reclain rion-nonumentareas as required to ensure protection of
resources. Specific reclamations require~ents for non-monument areas
will be determined at the time of project completions. The reclamation
plan nust be part of the Operating Plan.

Reclamation practices that have been developed in other mining areas
would be expected to work successfully for the Greens Creek project.
However, s.onerevegeta=tionexperiments will be conducted during the
mining operations to determine optimwn soil preparation, plant species,
planting practices, and fertilizers for the range of soils, slopes, and
nicrocliinatespresent in the disturbed project area. Field test plots
wil? be established and evaluated prior to reclamation.

A survey of soil types has been completed on all areas affected by
the project, to determine reclamation suitability. There are no known
metal or salt substances that would be deleterious to plant growth.
Plant nutrients are low, indicating that fertilizers nay be required to
facilitate revegetation.

The general sequence of the reclamation process will be:

Renoval and stockpiling of topsoil (where possible) before
construction.

Renoval of buildings, pavenent, roads, bridges, and culverts at
end of project.

Regrading, to the extent feasible, to blend with natural
contours and original drainage systems.

‘- Topsoil replacement with soil amendments, as required.

Reseeding with appropriate grass and forest species.

hlulchand fertilizer application as required.
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Maintenance of erosion controls, such as
until grass cover develops.

Maintenance and repair of reseeded areas
established.

Mine C~OSUre

During mintng
with a mixture of
“mininciactivities

sedimentation ponds,

until vegetation is

operations the mined-out ore zone wI?I be backfilled
&mented waste rock and tail$t?gs. At completion of
all adits and ventilation raises to the surface will be

permafientlysealed by the placement of concrete plugs. See Figurq 2-18.
Under these conditions the mine workings will flood, with the water level
eventually reaching fractures exposed to the surface. Rain or snohmelt
~nfiltrating the subsoil above the mined-out area will essentially return
to flow paths in existence prior to ininingactivities.

The water quality in Greens Creek will be maintained at the
pre-mining level since the amount of exposure or contact time with metal
compounds would be similar to that existing prior to mining.

?ailtngs Pond

Tailings pond reclamation would remove free water from the settled
tailings. ‘HE area would then be revegetated using suitable grasses and
trees, such as red fescue, hemlock, Sitka spruce, and alder. If required
for plant growth, additional soil or rock materials would be deposited on
the surface of the tailings.

The surface of the tailings pond will be sloped slightly to direct
runoff away from existing streams. The dam crest will be left at least
3 feet above the tailings to prevent any possibility of runoff over the
dam.

Upper Portal (Exploration Adit) Area

A portion of the existing waste pile will be used as mine backfill
during operations. Other areas at this site will be reclaimed during the
first years of operation to test the suitability of proposed reclamation
methods.

Mine Service Area/Quarry Sites

After buildings and foundations are removed, all areas will be
recontowed to restore, to the maximum extent possible, the original
drafnage systems. The areas wfl? be revegetated with grass and
indigenous forest species.

,.-.,
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TA~LF2-3
EVALUATIOil CRITERIA MATRIX

CRITERIA ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE 3 ALTERNATIVE 4 ALTERNATIVE 5 ALTERNATIVE 6 ALTFRNATIVF 7 ALTE!?NATIVE 8

TECtiNICAL/
ECONOMIC

A. Minimize
technical MOD. COMPLEXITY LON COMPLEXITY HIGHCONPLFXITY MOD. CONPLFXITY 1100. COMPLEXITY MOD. COMPLEXITY MOEJ. COMPLEXITY
complexity

NOD. COMPLFXITY

B. Minimize costs $585,140,000 $557,890,000 $701,540,000 $618,650,000 $585,390,000 $559,460,000 $610,540,000 $631,?30,000

~NuMENT VALUES

A. Locate Meets criteria Meets criteria Meets criteria Meets criteria Best meets Meets criteria Meets criteria Meets criteria
development at moderate at noderate at a high level at lowest 7evel criteria at moderate
outside of level

at moderate at moderate
1evel slightly lower 1evel

monument
level level

than Alt. 5

B. Maximize
reelamation
potential to AVERAGE POTENTIAL AVERAGE POTFNTIAL AVERAGE POTEHTIAL LEAST POTENTIAL HIGHEST POTENTIAL AVERAGE POTENTIAL AVERAGE POTENTIAL AVERAGE POTENTIAL
pre-project
conditions

SUBSISTENCE

A. Minimize SOME DISRUPTIOkl :O!W)D1SRUPT1Otl MST 121SRllPTIVE LFAST DISTR1!PTIVF SOME DISRUPTION.! S()!~E DISRIIPTI())I SOME OISPLIPTI(W MOST DISRUPTIVE
disruption to (high) (high) (Toll) (high)

FISH & HATER

A. kiaintain Direct habitat Direct habitat Direct habitat }Jo direct NO direct habitat Direct habitat Direct habitat Direct Habitat
existing habi tat loss = 0.2 acres loss = 0.2 acres loss = 0.2 acres habitat loss 70ss 10ss = 0.2 acres loss = 0.2 acres loss = 0.2 acres

B. Minimize
threat to habitat
sedimentation, LOI{THREAT LOI!T}!RFAT )iOllERATFTHREAT 1.01/THREAT LO~,!THPEAT LOIITHREAT LON THREAT [.0!/THRFAT
chemical, and
trace elenent
contamination
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CRITERIA ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTEP.NATIVE 3 ALTERHATIW 4 ALTERNATIVE 5 ALTERNATIVF 6 ALTERNATIVE 7 ALTEPNATIVE 8

WILDLIFE

A. Minimize
direct loss
brovn bear

B. Minimize
indirect brown
bear habitat loss
clueto human
activity

c. Minimize
risk of potential
disturbance
to Bald Eagle
nests

Pernanent Toss - Permanent 70ss - Permanent loss - No direct
4% of primary 4% of primary 4% of primary habitat 1oss
stream habitat stream habitat stream habit

in project area in project area in project area

HIGH LOSS MODEI?ATE 0ss HIGHLOSS LEAST L(LSS

HIGH POTENTIAL HIGH POTENT!AL HIGHEST POTENTIAL 1.01! POTENTIAL

llECREATIOil
—

NO direct Permanent loss - Permanent loss - Permanent loss -
habitat loss 4% of primary 4% of primary 4% of primary

stream habitat stream habit stream habitat

in project area in project area in project area

MODERATE LOSS MOOERATE LOSS MODERATE 0ss }IIGHEST LOSS

LOWEST POTENTIAL HIGH POTENTIAL HIGH POTENTIAL HIGH POTFNTIAL

. .

A, Minimize MODERATELY HIGH MODERATELY LOW MOST IMPACT LOWEST IMPACT MODERATELY LOW MODERATELY LOW NOIWRATELY HIGH MOST IMPACT
concentration IIIPAC? IMPACT IMPACT IMPACT IMPACT
of’activltv in
htgh value”
hunting areas

MARINE

A. Minimize
potential Of
chemical and LOW POTENTIAL MOP . POTFNTIAL
heavy metal

LOW POTENTIAL LOM POTENTIAL MOP . POTENTIAL LOIJPOTENTIAL LOM POTFNTIAL LOW POTEI!TIAL

accumulation
in tlawk Inlet



Alternative 4 also threatens all of Greens Creek because of designed flood
clfschargeinto Greens Week from the Football Field tailings pond and the
consequences of an embankment fatlure. Because a road to the ininets fncluded
in thfs alternative, a worst case mass fa~lure in upper Ztnc Creek would also
threaten most of Z~nc Creek.

Based on threat to habitat, Alternatives 3 and 4 are nearly equivalent.
When direct habitat loss and potential threat to habitat are considered
together, Alternative 5 Is the most desirable alternative and Altermattve 3 is
the least desirable.

Wildlife

Wildlife impacts were evaluated $n terms
brown bear habitat and the risk of potential
sites.

of direct and ind$rect loss of
disturbance to Bald Eagle nesting

A direct loss of prinary strean habitat would
with the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond. That 70ss
of ava?lable primary stream hab~tat in the area.
would occur in Alternatives 4 and 5.

occur in those alternatives
represents about 4 percent
NO direct 10ss of habitat

Indirect loss of bear habitat would occur with al~ alternatives. This
loss is est~mated in terms of levels or concentration of human activity.

Alternatives wfth the camp option (Alternatives 1, 3, and 8) would produce
the greatest ind~rect inpacts on bear because of the opportunity for the
employees to disperse throughout a large area in their leisure time. Both
bear ~ortality and bear displacement would be expected with alternat.~vesthat
include the camp opt~on. Alternatives 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (Juneau housing
alternatives) would result primarily in bear displacement.

Because of the high level of activity associated with the mill, and the
continuous truck transport of ore from the mine to the mill at the Cannery
Muskeg tailings pond, Alternatives 7 and 8vjould produce additional high
indirect habitat losses due to activity.

Alternatives 2, 5, and 6 would result in moderate, and essentially
equ~walent, indirect habitat losses.

Because the Football Field tailings pond is located away from high
wildlife use areas, Alternative 4 would result in the lowest amount of
indirect brown bear habitat loss.
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The Bald Eagle, Including its nesting sites, are protected by the
Bald Eagle Protection Act. Alternatives were evaluated in terms of how
close components of each alternat~ve would be to nesting sites, and the
type and level of activity that would occur during construction and
operation.

All alternatives include components near enough to nest sites to pose
a risk of potential disturbance. The number of nests at risk vary from a
total of ten in Alternatives 4, 6, and 7, nine nests in Alternatives 1,
3, and 8, and four nests in Alternatives 2 and 5.

Six nests are located near Hawk Point and could potentially be
affected by construction of the effluent line to Chatham Strait
(Alternatives 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8). Construction will be scheduled
around the nesting period and the risk of potential disturbance to these
six nests is low.

Three nests are located near the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond
(Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8). Since construction activity would
be at a high level, the risk of potential disturbance to these three
nests is high during construction. The use of explosives is of major
concern withfn 0.5 miles of the nest trees. The risk of potential
disturbance to these nests is low during operation.

One nest is located near the proposed dock facility at Young Bay
(Alternatives 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7). Mitigation measures during
construction will minimize the risk of disturbance. Daily activity
during operation creates a moderate risk of potential disturbance to that
nest.

Alternatives 4 and 5 pose the least risk of potential disturbance to
Bald Eagles.

Alternative 4meets both brown bear and Bald Eag7e criteria at a high
level and from a wildlife standpoint is the most desirable a~ternatlve.

Recreation

Recreation baseline studies have established that at least 845
visitor days of use occur in Hawk Inlet and Young Bay annually. About
two-thirds of that use occurred from October through November. While
many recreation activities occur in the project area, deer hunting was
judged to attract the greatest amount of use, and was therefore used as
the ~ndicator by which to differentiate alternatives.
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Alternatives were evaluated in terms of the number of facilities
and/or the level of activity each alternative wou7d focus in high value
hunt~ng areas. High value areas were defined as lands 500 feet or lower
in elevatton, extending 0.5 to 1 ni?e inland from the beach, and adjacent
to cab$ns, anchorages, or wheeled plane landing sites.

The location of the tailings pond, the type of employee
transportation on Adn~iraltyIsTand, the location of the Mll, and the
location of employee housing were considered to be the components that
would have the greatest impact on recreational deer hunting.

In evaluating options, the road from the cannery to the mine would
travel a short distance through a hfgh value area, and as the road went
inland~ through a medium value area. A medium level of impact was
assigned to that option. Alternatives 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 have the
cannery to nine road option.

The Young Bay to cannery road was assigned a high level of fmpact, in
recognition of its potentially high inpact to hunting opportunities.
Alternatives 2, 4, !3,6, and 7 have the Young Bay road opti~n.

The campsite, due to the wide spread influence of tts occupants, was
ass~gned’an extra high level of impact. Alternatives 1, 3, and 8 have
the camps$te option.

The Football Field tailings pond, because of $ts locatfon in a Tow
value hunt?ng area, was assigned a low level Of inpact. Alternative 4
has the Football Field tailtngs pond opt~on.

Both the Cannery Mwskeg and the North Ha& Inlet ta~lfngs ponds are
located in high value hunt~ng areas; they were each assiged a h$gh level
of impact. Alternatives 1, 23 3, 6, 7, and 8 have either the Cannery
Muskeg or the North Hawk Inlet tailings pond.

Alternative 4would have the least inpact on recreat~on, since only a
portion of the road system would be located in a high value hunting
area. It is the most desirable alternative in terms of recreation.

Alternatives 2, 5, and 6 would locate the tailings pond and the Young
Bay ~oad fn high value Iwntfng areas. Because the acttvity levels
associated with those components are lower, the alternatives were gfven a
more desirable rat!ng. Alternatives 2 and 6 are essentially equivalent,
Alternative 5 is slightly less desirable than Alternatives 2 or 6 because
the North Hawk Inlet tailings pond wouTd be located close to recreational
cabfns.
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Alternatives 1 and 7 were considered to be not as desirable.
Alternative 1 would have the camp and the cannery kiuskegtailings pond.
Alte~native 7 would have the Cannery !Wskeg tailings pond the Young Bay
road, and the mill at the taflirtgspond.

Alternatives 3 and 8 were considered to be the least desirable, s~nce
they would locate the camp faciljt$es, the mill, and the Cannery bluskeg
tailings pond within I?jghvalue hunting areas.

Subsistence

The l$m~ted amount of information available suggests that deer
hunting is currently one of the primary subsistence activities carried
out in the project area. It is the only subsistence actjvjty Identified
where effects are anticipated by the project. The evaluation of
alternatives for subsistence parallels that for rec~atjon because deer
hunt’ingwas used as the indicator for recreation.

The Iocatjon of the tailings pond, the type of employee
transportation on Admiralty Island, the Iocatlon of the nill, and the
location of employee housing were considered to be the components that
would have the greatest impact on deer hunting.

The road from the cannery to the mine would travel a short distance
thorough a high value habitat area and as the road went inland through a
medium value area. A medium level of jmpact was assigned to that
Optfon. Alternative ?, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 have the cannery to the mine
mad option.

The Youog Bay to cannery road was assigned a hfgh level of impact
from a recreational hunt~ng perspective. This impact on subsistence
would probably be somewhat less than that for recreational hunting as
available Information suggests that subsistence deer hunting is confined
to the west side of the island. Alternatives 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 have the
Young Bay road option.

The campsite, due to the wjde spread of influence of its occupants,
was assigned an extra Mgh level of impact. Alternatives 1, 3, and 8
have the campsfte option.

The Football Field tailings pond, because of its location in a low
value hunting area, was assigned a low level of impact. Alternative 4
has the Football Field tailings pond option.
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Both the Cannery Muskeg and the North Hawk Inlet ta~l~ngs ponds are
located in high value hunting areas; they were assigned a high level of
impact. Alternatives 1, 2$ 3, 6, 7, and 8 have either the Cannery Muskeg
or the NOWI Hawk Inlet tailings pond.

Alternative 4 would have the least impact on subsistence, since only
a portion of the road system would be located in a Mgh value hunting
area. It $s the most desirable alternative in terms of subsistence.

Alternatives 2, 5, and 6would locate the tall~ngs pond and the Young
Bay road in high value hunt~ng areas. Because of the activity levels
associated with those components are lower, the alternatives were given a
more desirable rating. Alternatives 2, 5, and 6 are essentially
equivalent in terms of subsistence impacts.

Alternatives 1 and 7 were cons~dered to be not as desirable.
Alternative 1 would have the camp and the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond.
Alternative 7 would have the Cannery hluskegtaflings pond and the Mung
Bay road and the mill at the tafl$ngs pond.

Alternatives 3 and 8 were considend to be the least desirable since
they would locate the camp facil$t$es, the nill, and the Cannery Muskeg
tailings pond in high value hunting areas.

Alternatives were evaluated fn terms of the presence of project
components within the monument, and on the potential for reclaraationof
inpacted areas to pre-project conditions.

Alternative 5 was detemined to be the most desirable alternative,
because a najor component, the tailings pond Wuld be outside the
monument boundary near North Hawk Inlet.

Alternative 3 meets the Mnument values criter$a at a slightly lower
level than Alternative 5. Although the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond
could not be completely reclai~d, the tram corridor could, over tfme, be
returned to pre-pro.jectcondition.

Alternatives 1, 2, 6, 7, and 8 each include a tailings pond, and the
road to the mine within the monument. All five alternatives were
Identified as having a moderate level of impact on monument values.
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Alternative 4 was determined to be the least desirable alternative
because it required,the most road construction within the monument, and
an extensive quarry excavation to construct the Football Fjeld taflings
pond. After reclamation, large portions of the quarry faces would still
be visible.

Marine Environment

Alternatives were evaluated in terms of potent$al risk of chemical
and heavy metal accumulation in Hawk Inlet. Potential sources of
pollutants are effluent dfscharge, tailings pond seepage, and embankment
failure.

Effluent d~scharge at the Hawk Inlet sill was viewed as the less
des~rable of the two discharge s~tes because discharge at the sill would
result tn higher equilibrium levels of pollutants in the inlet. Because
sublethal effects have not been determined for mar$ne biota and because
Hawk Inlet is a salmon nursery area and supports a commercial crab and
shrimp fishery, the site with the lower equilibrium metal levels would be
the most desirable. A mathematical model developed by Noranda indicates
a lower effluent buildup for a Chatham Strait discharge site.

Because seepage from or failure of the North Hawk Inlet tailings pond
(in a worst case scenario) WOU1d introduce pollutants into the portion of
Hawk Inlet with the worst flushing characteristics, and because it
includes the Hawk Inlet sill discharge site, Alternative 5 was determined
to be the least desirable alternative in terms of potential impact to the
marine environment.

Alternatives 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8were considered to be nearly
equivalent in potential risk to the marine environment. The risk is
considered low.

The effect of camp-related activities make Alternatives 1, 3, and 8
slightly less desirable in terms of effects on the narine environment
because of the greater volume of sewage and petroleum residues (from the
marina) introduced into Hawk Inlet.

Technical @mplexfty and Economics

All alternatives were determined to be technically feasible.
Technical complexity was evaluated in terms of ease of construction, ease
of operation, and likelihood of disruption of operation due to system
failure.

The components that were determined to be technically complex were:
the camp facility, the Chatham Strait effluent discharge site, the tram,
the Football Field tailings pond, and the slurry pumping system.
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Alternative 2 contains no technically complex components and was
determined to be the least complex alternative.

Alternative 3 contains three technically complex components (camp,
tram, and Chatham Strait discharge); it was determined to be the nest
complex alternative.

Alternative 4, because of potential construction and operational
difficulties with the tailings pond and the Chatham Strait discharge
site, was determined to be the second most complex alternative.

Alternatives 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8were identified as essentially
equivalent in terms of complexity. Although the complex components
differ in those five alternatives, all five were considered moderately
complex.

Because there was insufficient data to complete a detailed
cost-benefit analys~s, costs were presented in term of total capital and
operational costs to Noranda, including cost of reclamat~on.

No alternat~ves were eli~inated based on economic feasibility, and
all alternatives would result in equivalent mineral production. Hjgh
levels of costs were assigned to the tram, the camp, ore transportation
by truck, the slurry pumping system, and the operational costs of the
Football Field and the North Hati Inlet taillngs ponds. Moderate levels
of costs were assigned to Football Field and North Hawk Inlet tailfngs
pond construction, Chatham Strait discharge site construction and
operation, and construction and operation of a slurry pumping facil$ty.

The difference tn cost between Alternative 2, which had the lowest
construction and operation costs, and Alternative 3, which had the
highest construction and operation costs, was $143,650,000.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE FOREST SERVICE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Based on estimated environmental effects and a comparison of
alternatives with evaluation criterfa, Alternative 6 has been identified
as the Forest Service Preferred Alternative. Alternative 6 was selected
because it addressed all criteria at an acceptable or better level.

All alternatives which net individual criteria at a highest level
also met other criteria at a low or unacceptable level. Both a permanent
camp facility at the cannery (Alternatives 1, 3, and 8) and an effluent
discharge point within Hawk Inlet (Alternatives 2 and 5] addressed one or
more criteria at an undesirable level. Elimination of these alternatives
left Alternatives 4, 6, and 7 to be considered. Alternative 4 was
eliminated because it contains the greatest consequence from low level
threats to fish habitat and met the monument criteria at the least
desirable level. Alternatives 6 and 7 were identical, with the exception
of the Iocatton of the mill facility. Alternative 7 was eliminated
because increased activity at the tailings pond/mill site and the
increased volume of truck traffic addressed the wildlife, recreation, and
subsistence criteria at a less desirable level than Alternative 6.
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ALASKA UMSTAL PIARAGE$!ENTPLAN CONSISTENCY DETERMINATION

The State of’Alaska Coastal Management Program sets forth the standards
and criter~a for consistency determ~nation. while Federal lands are
excluded from the coastal zone, Sections 307(c)(I) and (c)(2) of the
Coastal Zone Management Act state respectively:

“Each federal agency conducting or supporting activit~es dtrectly
affecting the coastal zone shall conduct or support those activities
in a mnher which is, to the maximum extent practicable, consistent
with appwved state management programs,: and

“Any federal agency whtch shall undertake any development project in
the coastal zone of a state shall insure that the project is, to the
~aximm extent practicable, consistent with approved state management
programs”.

In th$s sectfon the Alaska Coastal Management Plan (ACMP) standards and
criteria are exam~ned and compand with the Preferred Alternative to
determine consistency with the State program

1. Consistency with Major Uses and Activities - In the Alaska Coastal
Management Program, nine mq”or uses and activities requiring consistency
detenn~nation are identified. These activities are:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
!?”
h.
i.

Coastal development
Geophysical hazard areas
Recreation
Energy facilities
Transportation and utilities
Fish and seafood processing
Timber harvest and processing (Alaska Forest Practices Act)
Mining and mineral processing
Subsistence

Act$vitfes included in this project constitute a?l the above activities
except activity f. In the following, the Preferred Alternative is
described in terms of consistency with the state standards.

Standard - 6AAC 80.040 Coastal Development

The Young Bay dock and dock facilities at Hawk Inlet are identified as
coastal development. The use of these dock facilities has been
determined to be necessary and consistent with ACMP standards for the
following reasons: 1) This is a water dependent use, and 2)
construction methods wfll be consistent with parts 320-323, title 33,
Code of Federal Regulations.
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Standard - 6AAC 80.050 Geophysical Hazard Areas

Access roads included in this alternative cross several areas identified as
susceptible to Rass failure. This represents the only practicable location.
Design and construction constraints are included to mininize the risk of
faflure.

The Chatham Straits fault is Iocated within 5miles of the site. All
embankments and structures are designed for an earthquake exceeding the
maximum intensity recorded on this fault.

No person will be permanently housed in the project area and, with the
exception of the road, no facilties are located ~n or below areas of
geophysical risk. The Preferred Alternative $s therefore consistent with this
standard.

Standard - 6WC 80.060 Recreation

Although this is not a recreation-orientedactivity, recreation is being
considend s!nce some jmpact to existing ncreational use is unavoidable.
Activ~ty at m~”or facility locations at Hawk Inlet and imedfately a~acent to

road corridors will result in a replacement of recreationlsts desiring an
undeveloped setting by those who wIII tolerate or MO actually desire a mre
developed setting. Since no net 10ss of recreational opportun~ty fs
anticipated, the Preferred Alternative is consistent w?th this standati.

Standard - 6AAC 80.070 Energy Facilities

The Preferred Alternative includes two major fuel storage factlittes. A
400,000 gallon storage facility and a suitable transfer mechaniw for
discha~ing from barges wil1 be located adjacent to and upland of the Ham
Inlet dockfng facility. An additional 400,0~ gallons will be stored at the
nine service area, near major fuel consuming activ~ties, and Wsupplied by
truck from the dock storage facflity. A Spill Prevention and Control
Countemeasun Plan (SPCC) will be prepared and reviewed by EPA prior to use
of the factl~ty. Siting, construction, and control measures are consistent
with this standard.

Standard - 6ACC 80.080 Transportation and Utilities

The transportation system for this alternative, except in accessing dock
fac~lfties, has been sited inland from beaches. Port~ons of roads potentially
v$sible from beaches incorporate vegetative screening to min$mize impacts.
This activity is consistent with ACMP standards.
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Standard - Alaska Forest Practices Act

The Preferred Alternative, which includes removal of right-of-way timber, is
consistent with this standard.

Standard - 6ACC 80.170 Mining and Mineral Processing

Noranda’s Greens Creek Project is a subsurface mining operation. It is
specifically addressed in ANILCA and the Preferred Alternative is designed to
minimize conflfct wfth surrounding land uses and existing activity. A total
of 6 to 7 quarry sites will be developed for construction of the road,
embankments and dock faci?fties. Forest Service requirements for the
development, use, and reclamation of these sites are nore strict, but
consistent with those outlined in the Alaska Coastal Management Plan.

Standard - 6AJK 80.120 Subsistence

The Hawk Inlet area receives limited subsistence use from nearby rural
communities. Subsistence was included as an evaluation criteria in response
to public concern over subsistence. Evacuation of alternatives indicated that
the Preferred Alternative will have no significant effect on existing or
traditional subsistence use in the project area and is consistent with this
standard.

2. Consistency with Habitat Standards

Standard - 6AAC 800130 Habitats

Habitats in the coastal area which are subject to the Alaska Coastal
Management Program include:

1.

::
4.
5*
6.

;:

Of these
fvabjtats

OFFSHORE

Offshore areas
Estuam”es
kletlandsand tideflats
Rocky fslands and seacliffs
Barrier islands and lagoons
Exposed hfgh energy coasts
Rfvers, streams and lakes
Important upland habitat

habitats the Forest Service has identified the following five
as being potentially impacted and has evaluated them for consistency.

AREAS - The Hawk Inlet and Younq Ba.Ydock facilities and the effluent
discharge system will be constructed witfiin~he offshore area. The Hawk Inlet
dock wfll consist of renovation and additions to existing facilities and will
not produce significant additional impacts. The Young Bay dock will consist
ofa rock fi71 breakwater and small dock facility covering approximately 9000
square yards of cobble and sand habitat. This represents a small percentage
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of available habitat and will contribute additional rocky habitat to replace
that which is covered. These sites have been reviewed by Alaska Deparwnt of
Fish and Game, Natfonal Marine Fjsheries Service and Fish and Wildlife
Serv?ce. The effluent discharge system will disturb an insignificant amount
of offshore habitat which will quickly re-establish itself. Effluent quality
must conform to the criteria established in the liPDESpermit. The Preferred
Alternative ninimizes impacts to marine habitats and will not adversely impact
the States’ sport, comrc~al or subsistence fishery.

ESTUARIES - With the exception of dock facilities and the effluent discharge
system the Preferred Alternative has no impact on estuaries. Utilization of
docking facilities is designed to maxiinizeprotection of estuarine values to
the extent practicable. The Chathn Straits discharge site is the most
des~rable site which was considered feasible in terms of minimizing potential
effects to Hawk Inlet.

METLANDS - The dock facilities, tailings pond, and portions of the road system
occupy wetland areas. No unique habitat is destroyed and, wfth the exception
of the tailings pond site, design constraints will maintafn adequate flow,
nutrient and oxygen levels. The value of the wetlands covered by the tailings
pond Iles primarily in its contribution to fisheries and brown bear habitat.
Mltlgation included ~n the Preferred Alternative will totally replace the lost
habjtat. Leachate from the pond will be monitored but is not expected to be a
s$gntf$cant or persistent problem.

RIVERS, STREM, AND LAKES - With the exception of the stream covered by the
tailings pond no significant impact to rivers, streams or lakes has been
identified for the Preferred Alternative. The habitat lost in this streaia
will be replaced by proposed mitigation measures.

IMPORTANT UPLAND HABITAT - Impacts to key deer, brown bear and Bald Eagle
habitat have been evaluated. Monitoring requimmnts have been established
for brown bear and Bald Eagles. The Preferred Alternative inco~orates all
feas~ble and prudent neasures to protect this habitat ~~hilemeeting other
goals and objectives.

Standard - 6AAC 80.140 Air, Land and Mater Quality

No significant change in air quality will OCCUP. Both marine and freshwater
quality were used as evaluation criteria. The Preferred Alternative will meet
all Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation standards for treatment
and discharge. Standards for land will be met.

Standard - 6AAC 80.150 Historic, Prehistoric and Archaeological

The project areas has been surveyed in compliance with applicable State and
Forest Service requirements (Section 106, National Historic Preservation Act,
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?966and Executive Order 11593). Tw prehistoric and one historic site
(cannery) were identified and reported to the State Historic Preservation
Officer. One prehistoric site has been determined to be not significant and
decisions are pending regarding the other two. Regardless of the decision,
the Preferred Alternative includes sufficient flexibility to insure no
significant impacts to the other prehistoric site on Federal land. The
disposition of the historical site (cannery) is at the discretion of the
Greens Creek Joint Yenture.

Conclusion

In this analysis the Forest Service has determined that the Preferred
Alternative meets the ACMP standards to the naximum extent practicable. In
addition, all feasible and prudent steps to maximize conformance with the ACPIP
have been taken.
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SECTION 111
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This chapter describes those environments in the Greens Creek Project
area that may be affected by construction and operatton of the proposed
mining facility. Environmental Investigations were initiated in the
spring of 1978. The CO1lection of some data is continuing in 1983.

The major thrust of the environmental studies has been to develop
background information. A comprehensive effort was also made to obtain
and incorporate information from state and federal agencies.

Major study areas for environmental investigations included:

The eastern shore of Hawk Inlet (particularly lower elevations)
from the head of the inlet to Piledriver Cove.

- Hawk Inlet marine environment.

- Greens Creek stream valley area and delta zone.

- Young Bay and the Tower Mansfield Peninsula area.

- General area of the orebody.

Environmental field studies, l~terature surveys, and mapping have
been documnted in technical rejorts.
list of available technical reports on
the Chatham Area’s Supervisor’s Office
National Monument Office in the Juneau

SURFACE WATER
(Reference 7, 8, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,

Appendtx A-o+ this db~um=nt is a
file with the Forest Service in
in Sitka, and at the Adm~ralty
Ranger District Office in Juneau.

HYDROLOGY
34, 35, 36, 37, see Append$x A)

The catchment area for Greens Creek is 23.5 square niles and includes
the site of the proposed mtne. Adjacent to and north of Greens Creek is
the Zinc Creek drainage basin, wh<ch has an area of 4.7 square miles.
See Figure 3-1. A small channel connects the two streams near their
mouths. The predicted total water yield for both creeks flowing into
Hawk Inlet is 120,000 acre-feet per year. Annual average flow at Hawk
Inlet is 170 cubic feet per second (cfsl. Low flows in Greens Creek
occur during mid-winter and late summer, with annual average monthly
minimum flows of 40 cfs at the mouth and 20 cfs upstream at the project
area. A high-flow monthly average of 200 cfs near the mouth of Greens
Creek results from the snowmelt in Flayand June. High rainfall in the
fall results in another mean monthly flow peak of 250 cfs during October.
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GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY AND QUALITY
(Reference 7, 8, 31, 32, 33)

The amount and distribution of ground water depends on the geology of
the area and is tied closely to the amount of precipitation and runoff,
particularly at the mine site. The primary sources of ground water
include: surface recharge that percolates through fracture systems ~n
bedrock, infiltration of runoff into surface soils, and percolation from
muskeg depressions.

There are relatively small quantities of ground water contained in
the bedrock formations at the m~ne site. Ground water flows are closely
associated wfth surface flows and subsurface fractured areas. Studies.
indicate there is no regional aquifer system existing in the mine area.
Ground water movement in the area parallels topographic slopes toward
Greens Creek and Big Sore Creek and surfaces as seeps or springs on the
slopes, or in the creek channels. Flows from the 13~gSore seep and
inflows to the exploration adit result from near-surface water flow,
along fractures or faults. Ex~st~ng flows from the !31gSore seep and
other seeps in the ore zone area travel only a short distance on the
surface before reenter~ng the ground and flowing subsurface to Bjg Sore
Creek.

Large quantities of shallow ground water are present in the lower
elevation muskeg areas, due to the combination of hfgh precipitation and
slow drainage. Drainage is impeded by a silty clay layer underlying the
nuskegs. Ground water samples in the mine area were collected from the
BIg Sore seep and three Iocatlons within the exploration ad~t. These
samples are mpwsentative of water that has been in contact with the
ore. This ore zone ground water, when compared to Greens Creek, is
character~zed by high concentrations of total dissolved solids, sulfate,
and netals, and an increase in alkalinity and hardness values. Cadmim
am’ zinc concentrations exceed EPA water quallty criteria for aquatic
life in all samples. Concentrations of chromium, copper, lead, nercury,
and silver would exceed the criteria where the ground water has had
longer contact times w~th the orebody.

Ground water samples taken from clay deposits In the coastal muskegs
exceeded EPA water quality criteria for aquatic life for arsenic,
cadmiun, chromium, copper, iron, lead, nickel, silvers and zinc. These
high concentrations probably result from the low permeabilities of the
clays and the resulting lengthy residence time of the ground water. The
high concentration of dissolved metals in the clays indicate that they
were probably derived from the weathering of rocks similar to those
surrounding the orebody.
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FRESHWATER QUALITY
(Reference 7, 8, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37)

Greens Creek and ~ts tributaries are generally characterized as
quality waters of low alkalinity and hardness. Most water quality
~arameters have low values and dissolved metal concentrations are

high-

frequently near or below laboratory detection limits. The water quality
and flow monitoring sites are shown in Figure 2-19.

Greens Creek has a very high natural sediment load for a non-glacial
stream system. The average annual suspended load is estitiatedto be
9,400 tons peryearl/. Average annual bedload movement is estimated to
range f ,

T
4,400 tons per year (Forest Service estimate) to 16,000 tons

peryear_~. Thus, the average total load is estimated to be between
14,000 (USFS) and 26,000 tons per year (Noranda estimate). These ranges
are 10 to 20 times hjgher than rates reported by the Forest Servic in

5several other Southeast Alaska streams for which data is availabl~/.
The majority of Greens Creek sediment is believed to originate from
numerous landslides, some of which are streamside.

Insufficient data were available for total sediment load computations
in Zinc Creek. However, judging by its geomorphologic characteristics,
Zinc Creek’s total sediment load is expected to be much less than Greens
Creek.

Upper Greens Creek and Big Sore Creek

Located above 1,000 feet in elevation, these streams have the highest
quality waters of streams found in the project area. Naturally occurring
metal concentrations that exceed EPA recommended water quality criteria
for aquatic life have been detected in these streams include mercury,
silver, and cadmium. During storm periods, suspended solids and
turbidity exceed recommended ADEC drinking water criteria.

East and Nest Mine Drainages

Drainage from these two minor tributaries originates in part from
surface runoff, and in part from the exploration adit water discharge.
Some of this water seeps through waste rock and ore stockpiles remaining
frmm exploration activities. Consequently, concentrations of some
dissolved metals are higher than those found in the upper Greens Creek
area. Concentrations of chromiun, copper, and nickel are quite similar
to those in upper Greens Creek. Iron, manganese, nitrate, and sulfate

~/Reference 29

~libid

~/USDA Forest Service, Draft EIS: Road Access and Bulk Sampling
at U.S. Borax Quartz Hill Molybdenum Claims, Tongass National Forest, 1982
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levels range from 2 to 4 times the concentrations in upper Greens Creek,
but do not exceed EPAcrlteria for aquatic life, Concentrations of
mercury, zinc, silver, and possibly cadmium are somewhat elevated, and in
some cases, exceed recommended EPA criteria for protection of aquatic
life. These two drainages do not contribute excessive suspended solids
or affect turbidity levels and are too small and steep to contain ftsh.
There has been no significant Increase in chemical substances in Greens
Creek downstream of the inflows of these small streams.

Middle and Lower Greens Creek

When compared to the upper Greens Creek surface water qual~ty, this
zone shows increased background levels of total dissolved solids,
chlorides, sulfate, iron, manganese, and sodium. The concentration of
these substances range from 10 to 20 percent higher than the upper
watershed. Cadmim, mercury, and silver continualto exceed EPA
recommended cr$teria for aquatic life in this area of’the drainage.

No consistent pattern of chemical indicators has been determined frcm
data collected from monitoring stations in lower Greens Creek. Some
elevated levels can be attributed to the mar~ne fnfluence [sodium
chloride), while others must be attributed to the natural erosion of the
known orebody and other undiscovered mineral deposits.

z’f~C Creek

Zinc Creek was named for the unusually high concentrations of zinc
found in its sediment. This creek and “Tributary Creek,” ma$ntatn very
high levels of tannins, lfgnins, and total organ~c carbon, exceeding the
maximum color criter~a established for drinking water. In addition,
these two creeks have high levels of arsentc, zinc, and aluminum, but do
not exceed EPA water quality criteria for aquatic life for those
parameters. Iron and selenium levels exceeding the EPA aquatic lffe
criteria were found in “Tributary Creek”. The highest oil and grease
levels encountered in the project area were found in Zinc Creek. These
levels may be partially attributed to the decomposition of spawned-out
salmon that utilize Zinc Creek as a primary spawning area.

Cannery Creek

Cannery Creek shows high levels of color and organic carbon stmilar
to Zfnc Creek. These levels are attributed to the large proportion of
nwskeg found in this drainage basin. In addition, Cannery Creek has high
levels of iron, manganese, selenium, and aluminum.
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MARINE WATER QUALITY
(Reference 7, 8, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45)

Measurements near the cannery indicated that concentrations of
inorganic nutrients were either low or below detection limits at the
surface but increased to a depth of 27 fathoms (162 feet). High surface
nitrate and iron values near the mouth of Hawk Inlet were attributed to
the influx of fresh water from Greens Creek. Concentrations of inorganic
nutrients were comparable to those observed at Auke Bay near Juneau, with
levels of those nutrients increasing slightly toward the mouth of the
inlet. Total iron, however, decreased toward the mouth of the inlet and
with depth. Limited ongoing baseline marine water quality studies show
that metal concentrations in Hawk Inlet and outside the sfll vary, with
location, from be?ow detection limits to near acute levels (for lead).
Piostmeasurements outside the sill approach average world ocean quality.
Additional discussion of heavy metal distribution in Hawk Inlet water and
btota is presented on page 3-13 (Metal Concentrations in Biota).

FRESHWATER BIOLOGY
(Reference 5, 6, 7, $, 28)

Six streams in the project area were studied: Greens Creek, Zinc
Creek, “Trfbutary Creek”, Cannery Creek, Young Bay tributary, and Fowler
Creek trfbutary. Benthic conmunity data is only available for Greens,
Zinc, and Canne~ Creeks.

Greens Creek is a coastal stream, with headwaters arising east of the
mouth of Hawk Inlet at a maximum elevation of 4,650 feet (Eagle Peak) and
descending to sea level over the course of about 10mi7es. Zinc Creek
enters Hawk Inlet via a channel running parallel to Greens Creek near the
mouth. However, a connecting channel between these streams near their
mouths allows discharge from Greens Creek into Zinc Creek. It is apparent
that Zinc and Greens Creeks periodically change their channe?s and
exchange flows over time, as a function of the depositional processes
that continue to form the delta area.

The 2.7 percent average gradient of Greens Creek includes two major
sets of waterfalls. The lower falls, consisting of severa7 vertical
drops of 3 to 10 feet (with a total drop of 20 feet), is approximately 4
miles upstream from the mouth. The channel at the falls is confined
within steep rock walls for about 250 feet. The second falls, 1 mile
farther upstream, is 3 to 10 feet high and unconfined. Numerous log jams
fmm wfndfa17s obstruct the stream above those falls.

Stream bottom material in Greens Creek ranges from uncompacted deep
sand near the mouth, to pebble/cobble, with some sand, upstream. Because
there are few pools, and periodic floods flush the stream bed, silted
areas rarely occur. Water depth in some pools varies from 6 inches to 10
feet. Current velocities vary from 1 foot per second to greater than 3
feet per second.
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Greens Creek, below the lower falls, provides gobd to excellent
spawning habitat for pink salmon (Orncorhnchus orbusha),-chwn salmon (0.

+b[Salvelinus –keta), coho salmon (0. kisutch), an
ma). Rearing habfiat for juvenile coho salmon and Dolly Varden char
finerally fair to good, with good to excellent habitat occurring in
stream sections where the channel has become highly braided.

Zinc Creek has a much lower discharge volume and contains much finer
sediments than Greens Creek. Zinc Creek meanders through a flat meadow
area at low elevations for much of its length, and its water is tea-
colored from muskeg drainage. An anadromous fish migration barrier
exists at approximately rtver mile (RM) 2.2 on Zinc Creek. Zinc Creek
provides excellent to good rearing habitat for coho salmon and Dolly
Varden char. The lower reaches of Zinc Creek provide good to excellent
spawning habitat for pink and chum salmon, and good spawning habitat for
coho salmon, Dolly Varden char, and anadromous cutthroat trout (Sa?mo
clarki). Excellent coho salmon rearing habitat is also provided~
certa~n brackish water pools and tributaries near the mouth of Zinc Creek
on the delta.

A simll tributary enters Zinc Creek at approximately RM 0.8. Thts
stream originates ~n the hills, roughly 2 miles north of the Zinc Creek
mainstream, and enerally flows south. The lower 5,600 feet of

?“Tributary Creek’ is access~ble to anadromous salmonids, efther as adUltS
or juveniles. l%ls stream is deeply colored by tannic Ieachates from
muskeg areas to the north and west. The stream is narrow and deeply
incised and pools are not abundant. The gradient is generally low,
averaging less than 2 percent. The downst~am half of the stream
provides good rearing habitat for coho salmon, Dolly Varden char, and
cutthroat trout. Limited spawning habftat is available and supports a
small population of coho and p~nk salmon spawners.

Cannery Creek, a stream devoid of anadromous fish, originates at an
elevation of about 2,940 feet, and flows into the water supply reservoir
for the cannery before dropping to sea level approximately 100 feet
below. It contains two major barriers to fish ndgration: first, a
15-foot-high waterfall over bedrock, located behind the cannery site 50
feet from the high tide line at the mouth; and second, a water reservoir
dam about 0.6mjles from the mouth. Between the waterfall and the
reservoir bottom naterlals are primarily cobble, with occasional
outcropping of bedrock. Water depth varjes from 0.1 to 1.0 feet. No
spawning habitat or good rearing habitat for salmonid fishes is present.

A small, unnamed stream drains a large beaver pond and nuskeg and
enters Young Bay about one-quarter mile north of the mouth of Fowler
Creek. Below the beaver impoundment, the stream flows for about 200 feet
between two low hills before passing over a gravel-cobble beach into
Young Bay. The bottom naterial size in this stream ranges from small
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cobbles to small gravels w~th sand. There are a few snail pools in the
flowtng part of the stream that provide fair to good rearing habitat for
juvenile salmonids. The beaver pond and marsh occupy several acres and
could provide good to excellent rearing habitat for juvenile salmonids.
A small amount of spawning gravel is available above the first beaver
pond.

Fowler Creek flows generally northward ititoYoung Bay. This 7 square
mile wati@ed supports a productive anadranous salmonid fishery.
Qualitat~ve sampling of the lower reaches indicated spawning use by pink,
chum, and coho salmon and anadromous Dolly Varden char. Coho salmon
utflfze the slow water areas associated with debris for rearing.
Resident fish use by Dolly Varden char, cutthroat trout, and sculp~ns was
also observed.

Two small tributaries draining marshy, beaver impounded areas to the
west of the main stem of lower Fowler Creek showed no utilization by
rearing juvenile salmonids. Resident fish may utilize the pool areas
behind beaver dams but were not observed.

Benthlc invertebrate studies indicated that Zinc, Greens, and Cannery
Creeks were inhabited by diverse fauna and flora, characteristic of
unpolluted waters. Mayflies and stoneflies were the most abundant
macroinvertebrates, followed by dipterans and caddisflies. OIigochaeles
were present intermittently,

MARINE AQUATIC BIOLOGY
(Reference 7, 8, 28, 39, 40, 43)

f%y5ical/Ghemi,calCharacte~is~~c,s

Hawk Inlet is a narrow fjord on the northwestern portion of Admiralty
Island. The in~et extends 7 miles north from Chatham Strait and ends in
a tidal mudflat estuary about 0.6 miles in diameter. The midchannel
depth ranges from 35 feet at.the sill near the mouth, to 250 feet in the
mid-portion of the inlet. Six minor tributaries enter the western margin
of the inlet; the largest tributary, Greens Creek, enters from the east,
just inside the sill. Annual freshwater discharge from Greens Creek and
the other tributaries peaks in September/October (from precipitation) and
in May/June (from snowmelt). Near the mouth of the inlet there is a
large delta formed by.glacial activity and by riverborne sediments of
Greens Creek. Young Bay is located on the northern portion of Admiralty
Island, directly east of the head of Hawk Inlet. A narrow isthmus, about
1.5 miles wide, separates the two water bodies.
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The bathymetry of Hawk Inlet consists of a narrow basin, partially
separated from Chatham Strait by a relatively shallow sill that includes
a delta at the mouth of Greens Creek. The narrow channel connecting Hawk
Inlet to Chatham Strait, located between the tip of the Greens Creek
delta and the western shore of !+awkInlet, has a minimum low tide depth
of 35 feet.

The bathymetry of Young Bay has characteristics similar to the
northeast shoreline of Admiralty Island. The bottom slopes gradually for
several hundred feet from shore, then increases rapidly from 40 to 80
degrees. Shorelines of Young Bay are exposed to moderate wave action
from Stevens Passage and tend to be composed of rock, cobble, or
gravel. Five streams discharge into ‘ioungBay; the largest is Fowler
Creek. A coarse sandy beach exists near the nouth of Fowler Creek.

The large tidal variation (maximum 26 feet), and the presence of the
shallow Greens Creek delta, strongly influence circulation patterns near
the mouth of Hawk Inlet. Shoreline irregularities, such as small coves
along the rocky shoreline of the inlet, create localized eddies. In Hawk
Inlet, the highest velocity currents (2 to 3 feet per second) occur at
the Greens Creek s~ll, on flooding tides, in the surface waters Of the
narrow channel (1,000 feet in width). A large eddy occurs in the broad
central region of the ~nlet, near the site of the cannery where maximum
currents are about one-half of those at the sill. At the cannery,
currents on the western shore generally move in a southward direction,
and currents on the eastern shore tend to be directed northward dur+ng
all phases of the tide. Through Hawk Inlet, current velocities decrease
with depth; currents at depths of 100 feet are negligible, usually less
than 10 percent of surface values.

Current patterns at Hawk Point and the entrance to Chatham Stra~t are
complex but veloc~t$es still decrease with depth. In the channel at the
entrance of Hawk Inlet, current direction and magnitudes are similar to
those observed in the narrow channel at the delta. However, at the
entrance to Chatham Strait, significant east/west as well as northlsouth
currents occur, depending upon specific location. In Chatham Strait
north of the entrance to Hawk Inlet, currents have significant longshore
(east/west) components and do not decrease as much with depth as in Hawk
Inlet.

Salinity and temperature profiles in Hawk Inlet indicate that the
water is well mfxed. None of the data indicate the presence of strong
discontinuities, although salinity increased from 2 to 5 parts per
thousand to a depth of at least 50 feet over a period of 4 to 5 days.
Salinity patterns in the inlet do not significantly fluctuate with the
seasons or with tidal stage. Although currents at depths greater than
100 feet are small, mixing into deeper layers is apparently sufficient to
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prevent the development of oxygen deficient conditions in bottom waters.
Data co?lected in August 7981 frtdicatedthat the salinity of Young Bay
waters is slightly lower than that of Hawk Inlet, at least cm some
occasions.

NO true estuarine environmerttexists at the mouth of I&eens and Zinc
Creeks orvdthin Hawk Inlet. Although tidal Influence extends up both
creeks as far as 0.6 miles from their point of discharge into the inlet
at low tide, the transition from salt to fresh water is abrupt. Fresh-
water discharges from Greens Creek are much less dense than the marine
waters in Hawk Inlet, and they generally form a shallow freshwater lens
at the surface until they are dispersed.

A ccmtimous dye release stuc(yconducted dur$ng August 198Q!/
provided information on the residence time @nd exchange rates of
conservative substances released into Hawk Inlet. These data show that
there is relatively good exchange of tidal water for a body of water like
Hawk Inlet.

Two water samples were taken at the mouth of Hawk Inlet to
characterize the existing chemical compositi . For most elements Hawk

8?Inlet water is similar to “normal” seawater._ However, silver, lead,
and c pper m~ be slightly higher than suggested criteria for aquatic
1ife ‘1 Analytical techniques used on these samples were questioned by
ADEC1–A procedure has now been deve?oped using three independent labs
(includtng EPA and ADEC) to verify seawater chemistry.

Subtidal Habitats and %iota

The ~“or subtida? benthic (bottom) habitats that occur are sands,
muddy sands, muds, and rocks. Submerged sands primarily occur near the
Greens Creek delta. This habitat contains large amounts of cobble and
gravel; in areas where current velocities are high, sediments are
frequently scoured to bedrock. Muddy-sand habitats occur primarily at
the extreme northern end of Hawk Inlet. Submerged muddy-sand habitats
also frequently contain relatively large amounts of cobble and gravel.

Submerged muds occupy the central region of Hawk Inlet and contatn
large amounts of organic material. Submerged rocky habitats occur along
the margins of the basin.

~/Reference 38

~l?%vironment Canada, Water Quality Source Book - A Guide to Water
@al ity parameters. Vol. 1, 1979.

~/Of the three sets of samples taken, Jead and copper Ieve?s varied
greatly.
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In general, in hard-bottom subtidal areas, anemones, large snails, sea
urchins, starfishes, sea cucumbers, sponges, bryzoans, and a wide variety of
algae are dominant. King, Tanner, and Dungeness crabs, as well as a variety
of edible shrimp, are also found in the hard bottom subtidal habitats. Those
habitats in Hawk Inlet and Chatham Strait are typical in species composition
and relative abundance to hard-bottom habitats of the region and are composed
of more species than rocky intertidal benthic communities.

Soft-bottom subtidal benthic habitats are dominated by annelid worm,
mussels, clams, and small crustaceans; annelfd worms are generally the most
abundant. The ccnnpositionof subtidal soft-bottom habitats in Hawk Inlet and
Young Bay depends upon physical properties of the sediments.

These communit~es in Hawk Inlet contain more species than intertidal
benthic communities and are similar to subtidal benthic cmununities reported
to occur along Northeast Pacific coasts.

The soft- and hard-bottom subtidal benthic communities of Young Bay and
Chatham Strait are similar to those of Hawk Inlet, except the communities in
the Young Bay/Chatham Strait areas contain a greater variety and a greater
abundance of biota adapted to moderate wave action.

Fisheries
References 5, 6, 7, 8, 28)

Data on Ham Inlet fisheries were obtained from investigations conducted
jointly by the Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS). Otter t~awl and gill net surveys indicated the presence of
several cmercial fish species: halibut, flathead, yellow-fin, and rock
sole; arrowtooth and starry flounder; and Pacific cod. Noncommercial species
present included whitespotted and masked greenling, shortfin eelpout, snake
prickleback, sturgeon poacher, staghorn, great and spiny head sculpin, Pacific
sandlance, daubed shanny, and copper rockfish. Although use of the inlet by
either spawning or ovemintering herring populations has not been documented,
NMFS personnel fmn the Auke Bay Laboratory reported that they had seen
schools of herr$ng in spawning condltton in the inlet during the spring.
Although data are not available for Young Bay, the fish community would be
expected to be simflar.

Anadromous species spawning in Greens and Zinc Creeks stage in the lower
portfon of the inlet before migrating upstrean. However, the exact timing and
magnitude of these seasonal aggregations are not documented. Anadromous fish
runs occurring in Fowler Creek stage in Young Bay before their spring
migration.

Beds of bull kelp occur along the western shore of the entrance to Hawk
Inlet and along the shore of Chatham Strait, north of the mouth of
Hawk Inlet. Bull kelp does not occur below a depth of about 35 feet. A
second major kelp bed occurs near the head of Hawk Inlet.
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The intensity of subsistence, sport, and commercial fishing in the
vicinity of Hawk Inlet is not well documented. (Sport fishing is discussed in
the recreation section.) Occasional commercial halibut fishing in the area
yielded some large catches during ?914 to 1976, when the cannery was open.
Since that time little commercial halibut fishing appears to have taken place
in the area. Connnercialtender vessels occasionally use Hawk Inlet as a
moori97site. Some connercial crab and shrimp fishing activity exists in the
inle~ . Several species of edible shrimp have been C07Iected in the
central portion of the inlet and scallops have been taken near the sill.
Clams are not frequently harvested because they are potentially toxic due to
“red tide” algae blooms.

Pink and chum salmon juveniles utilize Hawk Inlet and Young Bay during the
initial marine phase of their life cycle. No abundance or distribution data
is available for the project area. However, a relatively large population can
be assumed, based on known adult escapement data from streams feeding into
Young Bay and Hawk Inlet. Large numbers of juvenile have been noted by NFMS

3/personnel working on other studies within the inlet._

Exact Migratory patterns and feeding areas are unknown. Published
observations show migration ts not directly from freshwater streams to the
open ocean. Rather, a period of about 40 days is spent in saltwater, near the
stream of or$gin. During that time, juveniles feed on epibenthic organisms:
small, marine crustaceans living in near-shore areas, close to the bottom.
Accumulations of pink and chum juveniles would be expected to occupy sheltered
areas (bays and coves) and other near-shore areas of the intertida? and
subtidal zone that have cover, soft bottoms, and low current velocities. This
type of habitat is more comnon in Hawk Inlet, particularly in the north end,
than in Young Bay.

A generalized migratory pattern can be assumed that shows the fish moving
predominantly seaward. In the case of Hawk Inlet, that would be through the
sill area to Chatham Strait. At Younq Bay the movement would be toward
Stephens Passage.

Subsistence foods taken from the
fishes, cod, king crab, Tanner crab,
shrimp.

~/Bill Hughes, Fish and Wi7dlife
communication, 3/20/82.

??/HerbJaenicke, National Marine

-.

area include: salmon, halibut, flat
Dungeness crab, mussels, clams, and

Service biologist, personal

Fisheries Service bioloaist. Auke
Bay Laboratory, let~er dated 12/8/81.

“.
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Metal Concentrations in Biota
(Reference 39, 409 41)

This section has been changed from the DEIS. Discrepancies in the data
presentation did not allow an accurate description of the metal concentrations
in Hawk Inlet. More scientifically accurate data, not available for the DEIS,
has been included to verify the situation. Comparative data from Au&e Bay,
Alaska,”(a nearby marine environment) has become available and is included in
Table 3-1. This did not examine all of the 10 metals analyzed for Hawk
Inlet. It contains data from a control site, classified as unpolluted, and
the Auke Bay marina, classified as developed.

The metal content of Hawk Inlet sediments and of tissues of selected
marine species has been analyzed. No metals data is currently available for
the Hawk Point area of Chatham Strait. Species analyzed for tissue metal
burden include polychaetes (segmented worms), which are bottom burrowing
predators; mussels, which are tmmobile filter feeders; clams, which are
burrowing, semi-immobile filter feeders; coho salmon smelts, which are
plankton feeders in their early salt water stage; and halibut, which are ~
bottoradwelling predators. Auke Bay data is available only for sediments and
nussels.

The ten metals analyzed are silver (Ag), arsen~c (As], cadmium [Cd),
chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), mercury (Hg), manganese {Mn), nickel [Ni), lead
[Pb), selenium (Se), and zinc (Zn). Table 3-1 Indicates the current
conditions of Hawk Inlet and compares it to a nearby unpolluted area and a
nearby developed area.

Sediment data indicate that chromium, copper, nanganese, lead, and zinc
are found in high concentrations in the inlet. With the exception of lead and
chronium the higher values compare favorably with an unpolluted area of Auke
Bay. Lead is a major constituent of the ore deposits in the area. Chronium
may also be in the area ore deposits but is not in the orebody analyzed for
the Greens Creek Project. Zinc, while slightly hfgher than the nearby
unpolluted area, is not within the range considered polluted. Generally the
sediments are indicative of an unpolluted area; high lead and chromium levels
reflect the mineral composition of the land area draining into Hawk Inlet.

Marine organism data iridtcatesthat differential concentration of elements
are occurring within the inlet. This follows the pattern of the organisms
particular habitat preference. Polychaetes show higher concentrations of
arsenic, copper, and zinc. Mussels have higher concentrations of cadmium,
mercury, and manganese. Clams have metal concentrations similar to both. All
marine bottom dwellers show high levels of silver in their tissues.

Marine benthic organisms in genera? reflect the netal concentrations in
the sediments with one exception. Silver, which is low in sediments, is high
in tissue samples. The higher levels of chromium, copper, manganese, lead,
and zinc are reflected in the tissue burden of bottom dwelling inunobile
organisms.

A comparison of Auke Bay mussels and Hawk Inlet mussels indicates that
mussels in a developed environment are accumulating zinc and cadmium. Mussels
in the unpolluted environment generally have similar tissue values to Hawk
Inlet mussels, with the exception of lead and zinc. The latter reflects a
higher environmental level at tlawk~~l;t.



TA3LE 5-1

HEAVY METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN SEOIMENTS AND TJSSUES OF MARINE ORGANISMS FROM HAWK INLET ANO AUKE BAY, ALASKA

I I

Subject-location ! Number ! Elements (ppm dry wt. or ug/g dry wt.)
! samples !
I I t t I f , I i I ,
t I Ag ; As ; Cd ; Cr ; Cu ; Hg ; Mn !

!
Ni!Pb!Se!Zn

, , , I I I f , I , f I

Sediments-Hawk Inlet 4 0.25 9.7-12.6 0.25 83.8-130 21.8-31.3 0.02-0.04 N/A
(Reference 39)

18-58.5 22.5-90.3 0.6-0.9 78-136

Sediments-Hawk Inlet 4 0.14-0.39 13-24 0.15-1.0 14-60 17-39 0.049-0.35 240-370 17-43
(Reference 40)

4.8-19.0 0.028-1.7 50-110

Sediments-Auke Bay 3 N/A N/A 3.2-3.8 37-47 31-37 WA
(control)L/

WA 55-73 2-6 N/A 83-88

Sediments-Auke Bay 3 WA N/A 2.0-3.8 85-110 54-82 N/A
(marina)U

N/A 71-92 6-11 N/A 155-230

y Polychaetes-Hawk Inlet 5 2.5-8.3 2.6-3.9 0.49-1.2 2.7-4.3 11-14 0.011-0.012 9.7-14 2.5-3.6
(Reference 28)

0.53-0.89 0.67-1.5 180-230

E

Mussels-Hawk Inlet 5 1.5-6.&/ 1.0-1.7 6.0-7.0 3.7-9.8 7.5-8.5 0.25-0.73 23-36
(Reference 28)

2.7-3.3 0.34-1.1 0.50-1.0 120-140

Mussels-Hawk Inlet 5 5.5-11.0 2.9-4.1 3.7-14.0 0.84-2.1 5.7-8.1 0.049-0.10 6.4-14.0 0.50-2.10 0,33-1.50
(Reference 40)

1.8-2.8 76-120

Mussels-Auke Bay 3 N/A N/A 2.7-4.4 0.4-0,8 9.0-18.0 N/A
(control)J/

N/A 2.8-4.8 0.06-0.07 N/A 51-73

Mussels-Auke Bay 3 N/A N/A 1.9-2.1 0.9 7.9-12.0 N/A
(marina)J/

N/A 4.4-5.2 0.05-0.07 N/fl 67-83

Clam-Hawk Inlet 5 2.4-21,0 1.9-3.5 0.40-1.4 1.1-1.7 10-22
(Reference 40)

0.041-0.071 7.4-23.0 0.96-2.9 0.28-0.74 2.9-4.7 48-140

Coho smelt-Hawk Inlet 5 0.28-0.86 5.3-11.0 0.10-0.14 0.2-0.77 2.5-3.8 0.095-1.14 14.0-23.0 0.35-0.69 0.19-0.41 1.3-1.6 140-190
(Reference 40)

Halibut-Hawk Inlet 2 0.07-0.11 .025-.051 .014-.033 0.28-0.31 0.50-0.65 0.01-0.07 N/A
(Reference 39)

0.37-0.95 0.43-0.62 0.05-0.096 4.0-5.1

~/ Auke aay Laboratory, unpublished data from Alaska Department of Transportation studies of Auke Bay, Rlaska, letter dated November 3, 1982.

~/ The value for silver included an outlier of 20 ppm which was deleted from further analysis.



The data available for fish indicates coho smelts are accumulating mercury
and zinc in greater concentrations than that found in sediments. Coho exhibit
higher concentrations of all elements (except chromium, nickel, and lead) than
that found in tissues of halibut, probably as a result of their rearing time
in freshwater around the stream inlet. Halibut do not exhibit high
concentrations in most elements. This may be indicative of their mobility.
It can be concluded from halibut data that biomagnification through the food
chain is probably not occurring at Hawk Inlet.

WILDLIFE
(Reference 7, 8, 46, 47, 48)

Wildlife potentially present or actually observed on Admiralty Island, or
in the marine waters adjacent to the island, includes 39 species of mammals~
220 species of bfrds~ and 4 species of amphibians. The following six sp@cies
or species/groups can be considered particularly important because of their
prominence ~n the Hawk Inlet/Young Bay area: brown bear, Sitka black-tailed
deer, Bald Eagles, waterfowl/shore birds, forbearers, and marine mamals.

The brown bear probably achieves h~gher populations on Admiralty Island
than an~here else in Southeast Alaska. Nhile virtually all of the project
area is bear habitat, three speciftc habitats are of primary importance to
brown bear. These are the coastal beach fringes, grass meadows, and atiacent
forest used during the spring and early summer; the creek bottoms and adjacent
banks and forest from tidewater upstream to the Iimft of salmon spawning
during nid to late summer: and the denning areas used during the winter.
Ftgure 3-2 shows the location of these habitat types within the project area.

Beginning in early May and extending until approximately mid-June, the
coastal beach fr~nge and grass meadows prov~de food and cover for bears. The
important food items during this period include grasses, sedges, forbs,
cam-ion, and avaflable marine organisms.

Of great importance to brown bear from approximately mid-July until
mid-September are the creek bottoms and adjacent banks and forest. Spawning
salmon prov~de a major part of many bear’s summer food. Remains of bear-eaten
salmon carcasses can be found fron tidewater to as far upstream as the salmon
spawn. Between feedings the bears may move up to 1,200 feet or more away from
the creeks.

One alpine denning area was positively identified within the Greens Creek
watershed and several others were identified just outside the watershed.
While scattered and difficult to find, good denning areas are important to
brown bears. The recently initiated Alaska Fish and Game Department coll”aring
study has begun to furnish accurate information on denning locations within
and near the project area. Data gathered to this point indicate that bears
tagged in the alp~ne areas during the study are denning above 2,500-foot
elevation, primarily outside the project area.
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Sitka Black-Tailed Deer - Odocoileus hemionus sitkensis

About two-thirds of a sample population of radio-collared deer on
Admiralty Island made distinct seasonal migrations between winter and summer
ranges. The remaining deer showed substantial overlap between winter and
summer ranges. While many deer may make the classically described seasonal
movements from winter range in the lower elevation coastal old-growth forests,
to sumer range in the sub-alpine and alpine areas, and return to lower
elevations again the following winter, a substantial number of deer apparently
do not move to the alpine areas but remain at the lower elevations in the
forest throughout the year.

The high volume old-growth forest areas below 1,000 feetare clearly of
importance to deer, particularly during the critical winter period. Of
particular importance are south or west facing slopes that have the
CornuslVaccinium/Rubus/Coptisunderstory association. Figure 3-3 shows the
relat~vely Tmportant deer writer habitat wtthin the project area.

Bald Eagle - Haliaectus Ieucocephalus

Admiralty Island supports the highest documented density of breeding Bald
Eagles In North America. Thirty-one eagle nests sites have been identified in
the project area. Figure 3-4 shows the location of 24 of the eagle nest sites.

Materfowl/Shorebirds

The area of primary s~gnificance to waterfowl is the estuary at the head
of Hawk Inlet. It is used throughout the summer by many species of divers and
dabblers, and is an ~nportant resting area for dabblers during fall and spring
migrations. The estuary and associated mudflats are also extensively used by
shorebirds, gulls, and eagles. The triangle-shaped area at the mouth of Hawk
Inlet that-i~(
Creek delta a“
third area of

I%e grass
creeks in the
waterfowl dur<

Iud;s Piled~iver Cove, Hawk”Point,”and the Greens CreeklZ~nc
so has relatively high use by waterfowl and other birds. A
importance ?s the southern portion of Young Bay.

meadow areas near the mouths of Greens and Zinc Creeks and other
project area provide habitat for many species of shorebirds and
rm summer and fall. Harleouln ducks mav use the Greens Creek

meadow area for-breeding. Dabbling duck;, prlmarily~intails, are common in
still water areas in the Greens Creek and Fowler Creek meadows in late summer
am’ fall. Ponds and beaver impoundments in the project area are used for
feeding and resting by migrating waterfowl and probably for breed~ng. Figure
3-5 shows important waterfowl habitat within the project area.
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Forbearers

Forbearers found on Admiralty Island include marten (Martes
Americana), mink (Mustela vision), river otter (Lutra canadensis), and
beaver (Castor canadensis)~ latter three sp~are all aquatically
orientedwmarten occupies cli~ax coniferous forests. All species are
year-round residents of the Hawk Inlet, Greens Creek, and Young Bay
areas. Figure 3-5 shows the major identified furbearer activity sites
withtn the project area.

Densities of furbearers in the project area are not known, nor is the
extent of trapping activity known. River otter and mink are frequently
observed in the vicinity of the cannery and along the shores of Hawk
Inlet and Young Bay. Beaver lodges are present in the pond serving as a
water source for the cannery, as well as several other small ponds and
the upper tributaries of several creeks, including Greens Creek.

The drainages of Greens and Zinc Creeks and the shoreline of Hawk
Inlet are prime habitat for mink and river otter. The spruce-hemlock
forest that dominates the project area is typical marten habitat.

Marine f4ammals

Several species ofnarine mammals occur in the vicinity of Hawk
Inlet. Harbor seals (Phoca vitul~na) and harbor porpoises (Phocoena
phocena) are partlculafiommon In summer.

The three species of whales commonly encountered in Southeast Alaska
are: Hump-backid whales (Me a tera nov~ean Iiae); Minke whales

bray whazs (k(Balaenoptera acutorostrata , an schrichtius robustus).
A?iditlonalspecies of whales that may be encountered in Southeast Alaska
include: Fin whales (B. ‘nysalus);$ei whales (B. borealis); Bairds

– %-’--T-bottle-nosed whales (Elerar~us a~rdti); Goose-b~~s (Zi irius
+“cavirostris); Sperm w-~~seter catoden); and Killer whales Orclnus

Orca].

Other marine mammals known to occur in Southeast Alaska include fur
seals (Callorhinus ursinus), Stellar sea lions (Eumetopiasjubata), two
additional species _oises, and the sea otter (Enhydra~s),
which has been reported ~n Chatham Strait near Hawk In~et. General field
investigations suggest that marine mammal occurrence in Stephens Passage
and Chatham Strait is typical of that found throughout the narine waters
of Southeast Alaska, but larger marine mammals are probably less abundant
within Hawk Inlet itself due to the shallow sill at the mouth of Greens
Creek.
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Threatened or Endangered Species

The only endangered specfes known to be found in the project area is
the humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae). These whales would most
likely pass the project area in Stephens Passage or ChathainStrait.
Although these whales have been seen in the area, it is doubtful they
would enter shallow, restricted areas such as Hawk Inlet with any
regularity.

The Bqld Eagle and brown bear, while threatened or endangered in
other parts of North America, are not so designated in Southeast Alaska.

Two species of Peregrine Falcon (Falco p#regrinus anatum and F.p.
tundrensis) could migrate through the Greens Creek Profirea; both are
on the }ederal Threatened and Endangered Species List.

RECREATION
(Reference 7, 8, 12, ?3, 14)

The population centers nearest to the project area are Juneau,
!ioonah,and Angoon. Residents of these connaunitiesare the most likely
recreation users of the project area. Alaska Public Survey (APS) results
indicate Juneau residents are the predominate users.

Dominant recreation activities in the Greens Creek project area are
hunting, trapping, and saltwater fishing. Trapping occurs a?ong the
shores of Hawk Inlet; one or two trappers have been reported in the
winter.

Hawk Inlet receives its largest recreational use during the
deer-hunting season. In the summer months the inlet provides a protected
moorage for sailboats, cabin cruisers, and commercial fishing boats.
Hawk Inlet and Young Bay beaches also provide suitable landing space for
wheeled aircraft. Young Bay recreational use is generally related to day
trip activities, while Hawk Inlet is used for overnight trips.

The comrcia? pilots that were contacted (Reference ?4) reported
transporting recreationists to Hawk Inlet for a total of 530 user days.
The shore of Young Bay provides excellent beach landing for wheeled
aircraft. The pilots interviewed reported transporting recreationists to
Young Bay for a total of 315 user days.

Some of the recreational activity in Hawk Inlet is related to the six
cabins $n the inlet and six cabins at Wheeler Creek. These users/owners
use the area for various activities, averaging 110 to 150 user days per
year. Corraentsfrom owners/users indicate there may be at least as many
people us~ng Hawk Inlet without direct cabin access, as there are users
who stay in cabins. See Figure 3-6.
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Specific information on deer hunting in the project area is not
ava!lablee The Alaska Department of Fish and Game harvest code area
04-11 Includes Young Bay, Hawk Inlet, Mansfield Peninsula, Seymour Canal,
and Glass Peninsula. Results from the Department’s 1980 deer hunting
survey indicates 704 hunters used area 04-11. Six hundred ninety-five
deer were taken and 3,090 hunter days effort was.expended. General
estimates show that 4, 6, 16, 46, and 29 percent of the harvest is taken
in August, September, October, November, and December, respectively.

From the Alaska Department of Fish and Game bear sealing records, the
numbers of brown bears shot by sport hunters in the Hawk Inlet area are
shown below. Figures ~n parenthesis represent the number of bears taken
in all of the northern Admiralty Island, which includes Seymour Canal,
Glass Peninsula, aid Mansfield Peninsula.

?971 -2 (7) 1976 -1 (151
1972-0 (91 7977-: ~;;)
1973-6 (12) 1978 -
1974-3 (12) 1979 - ? (2)
1975-5 (141 1980-0 (8)

This data shows an average of 3.2 bears per year taken in the project
area from 1971 to 1975, and ?.0 bears per year taken from 1976 to 1980.
This represented 30 and 11 percent, respectively, of the bear harvested
from all of northern Admiralty Island.

The Alaska Ilepartmentof Fish and Game believes a few people hunt
ducks in Hawk Inlet during micf-October. These people use large cabin
cruiser type vessels to reach Hawk Inlet and stay for several days.

The forbearers trapped in the area are mink, marten, and river
otter. There are no records available that indicate efforts or harvests
of mink or marten. Annual sealing records show that approximately 10
r+ver otters are taken from the northern portion of Admiralty Island,
including the northern end of Seymour Canal.

SUBSISTENCE
(Reference 131

Section 803 of ANILCA defines subsistence use as:
The customary and traditional uses by rural Alaska
residents of wild, renewable resources for d?rect personal
or family consumption as food, shelter, fuel, clothing,
tools, or transportation; for the making and selling of
handicraft articles out of the nonedibJe byproducts of fish
and wildlife resources taken for personal or family
consumption; for barter, or sharing for personal or fami7y
consumption; and for customary trade.
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Subsistence communities near the project area are Angoon, 44 miles to
the South$ Funter Bay, 10 miles to the north, and Hoonah, 28 miles to the
west. Little documentation exists regarding the levels of historic
subsistence use in Hawk Inlet. Subsistence use patterns on Admiralty
Island and elsewhere in Southeast Alaska are now being studied by the
Subsistence Division of ADF&G.

Residents of Angoon engage in subsistence hunting, fishing, and food
gathering activities all along the west side of Admiralty Island
including some use of Hawk Inlet. Subsistence foods co91ected include
deer, seal, salmon, halibut, flat fishes, cod, herring, kelp and other
seaweed, sea urchins, sea cucumber, king crab, Tanner crab, Dungeness
crab, mussels, clams, octopus, and more recently shrimp. The most
intensive subsistence seasons are summer and fall.

Villagers from Angoon travel in nine large commercial fishing vessels
that Rake about two subs~stence trips a year, carrying two to eight
hunters each to specifically subsistence hunt deer. Both deer and seal
are also subsistence hunted while those same boats are engaged in
commercial fishing activities.~/

There are over 70 small skiffs in Angoon, used by residents for
subsistence activities. Wh?le participating in subsistence gathering
activities, villagers travel along the northwest coast of Admiralty
Island. One of the areas that provide some protection from storms is
Hawk Inlet.

Hoonah residents have also used Hawk Inlet for fish~ng and other
purposes. However, no specific data is available on the amount and the
extent of Hoonah subsistence use of the area. NO data is available on
subsistence use of the area by Funter Bay residents.

VEGETATION
(Reference 7, 8, 20, 21, 22, 23, 23a)

The vegetation of the study area is dominated by spruce-hemlock
forest (Picea sitchensis, Tsuga heterophylla). The shrub Iayergeneral?y
consists~~ accinium alaskaense or V. ovalifolium),
huckleberry (V. arvif~~sty menziesia (~nziesta ferruginea), and
devil’s club . Common ground cover plants are:
trailing raspberry (Rub ), bunchberry (Cornus canadensis),
foamflower (Tiarell and twisted st~treptopus spp.).
Various cryptogramscarpet the forest floor; mosses are dominant, but
liverworts and-lichens are also abundant.

~/Gabriel George, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Subsistence
Division. Notes on subsistence use, 4/8/82.
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Muskeg plant communities, typical of those throughout Southeast Alaska,
cover about 4 percent of the study area. These poorly drained, non-forested
areas are covered with a Rat of mosses (Sphagnum moss is most abundant)
interspersed with lichens. Common vascular plants ~nclude ericaceous shrubs,
sedges (Carex spp.), tufted clubrush (Scirpus caespitosus), sundew (Drosera
rotundif-, trifoliate goldthread [ o tls trl o la , Lapland corn~nus
suec~ca], and swamp gent~an (Gentiana+S’+;mall pools occur
-tly in muskegs. The m~ous p ants growing fn these pools are
yellow pondilily (Nu har ol se alum) and burreed (S aranium spp.).

+Wole pine (Pinus- is the mXesare small and wide y space .
comn. Western hemlock and mountain hemlock “ma mertensiana) also occur,
ranging from small reclining shrubs to stunted trees.

Alpine tundra communities occupy about 20 percent of the project area.
Most of the alpine tundra communities can be grouped into herbaceous meadows,
alpine heaths, rock outcrops, and cliffs. Subalpine forests and meadows occur
at the interface between the forested cmunities and the alpine tundra.

Several riparian and maritime plant communities are represented in the
Hawk Inlet vicinity. Riparian vegetation is characterized by alder (Alnus
spp.), goat’s beard (Aruncus sylvesterl, graninoids, ferns, and currants
(Ribes SPP.). The pn~nt plants from Piledriver Cove to the mouth of
Greens Creek from Jow to high tide are: Lyngbye sedge (Carex Iyngbyei),
goosetongue (Plantago maritima), hairgrass (Deschampsia‘~”, cinquefoil
(potentflla anserina),~nt grass (Calamagrostos canadensis var.
Iangsdorffiil)eachrye (Elymus mollls). These same plants occur along
the narrow, coastal meadow-beach ecotone.

Coastal meadows (upper beach meadows) are found between the beach rye zone
and the forest. These meadows have a grassy, (numerous grass taxa) scraggly
appearance. Some of the common plants are: yarrow (Achilles millefolium),
bedstraw (Galium spp.1, starwort (Stellaria spp.), and ferns. These meadows
are enlivem some of our most colorful wildflowers: red, orange, and
yellow paintbrush (Castilleja spp.), western columbine (Aquile ia formosa),

+a-cow parsnip (Heracleum Ianatum), buttercups (Ranunuclus spp. ,
(Lat rusja~a=olate lily (Fritillaria camschatcensis). A
f&+ regon crabapple (Malus fusca), alder, devil’s club, and Iueberries
occur along the border of th~d=d the forest.

Of the 41 sensitive plants listed for the Tongass National Forest, five of
these are listed as “taxa currently under review” in the most recent listing
of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants (Federal Register, December
75, 7980]. Field studies for threatened and endangered plants have been
conducted in the muskegs and along the beach-forest ecotone. The beach-forest
ecotone would be the habitat most likely to support sensitive plants. After
field studies, none of those plants have been observed.
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TIMBER

Timber resources within the project area are typically hemlock-spruce
old growth forest that ranges from stands of non-commercial scrub to good
quality stands with 30,000 to 50,000 board feet per acre. Forested lands
are interspersed with muskegs and other non-forest lands such as alpine
and avalanche paths. Timber within Admiralty Island National Monument
(Management Area C22) is classified as “unregulated” since timber within
the monument is not included in the Tongass National Forest timber
management base. Timber within the Juneau Ranger District (Management
Area C21) is classified as “regulated” and is included in the timber
management base. The proposed mining project does not include plans for
commercial timber sales, other than for timber that will be removed as a
part of nine development.

The timber information presented fn Table 3-2 was extracted from the
Tongass Land )!anagementPlan resource inventory data base.
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TABLE 3-2
TIMBER RESOURCE

Management Area C21
VW 128Hlawk Inlet (14,319 Acres)

Tfmber Land Mo. of acres Percent of total
Classification

CFL 8,111 56.65
lion-CFL 3,3?1 23.12
Non-Forest 2,897 20.23

101me class No. of acres Percent of CFL
[BDFT/acre)

Under 8,000 497 6.12
8,000-20,000 1,821 22.45
20,000-30,000 4,0!56 50.00
30,000-50,000 1,738 21.43
Over 50,000 0 0

Site Index!2) ?40.of acres Percent of CF!-

!_OW (55-85) 1,655 20.41
Medium (85-115 4,552 56.12
High (115-150) 1,904 23.47

(1) CFL (Commercial Forest Land): is forest land capable of growing
stands containing 8,000 board feet of timber per acre; that is
economically accessible now or in the foreseeable future; and is not
withdrawn from timber utilization.

Non-CFL (Non-CommercialForest Land): is forest land incapable of
producing usable industrial wood because of adverse site conditions or
withdrawn for specified purposes.

Non-Forest: are lands not qualifying as forest lands. Includes
glaciers, icefields, permanent brush fields, muskegs less than 10 percent
stocked with trees, and alpine areas.

(2) Site Index is a rating of the timber growing productivity potential
based on the capability of the soil and other characteristics of the
site. Three levels are used: high, medium, and low.
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TABLE 3-2 (Continued)

Management Area C21
VCU 131C-Young Bay (5,871 Acres)

Timber Land No. of acres Percent of total
Classiflcation(l)

CFL 5,036 85.70
Non-CFL 755 12.85
Non-Forest 84 1.43

Yolme u ass No. of acres Percent of CFL
(BDFT/acre)

Under 8,000 84 1.67
8,000-20,000 1,091 21.67
20,000-30,000 2,602 51.67
30,000-50,000 1,259 25.00
Over 50,000 0 0

S~te Index(21 No. of acres Percent of CFL

LOW (55-85) 672 13.33
b?edium(8!5-115 2,854 56.67
High (115-150) 1,511 30.00
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TABLE 3-2 (Continued)

Management Area C21
VCU 144C-Green’s Creek (17,224 Acres)

Th+s VCL!is classified as National Monument (non-wilderness)and timber
resources are not available for harvest under normal commercial sales
programs. Figures represented as CFL are for comparison purposes only.

Timber Land No. of acres Percent tiftotal
Classification(l)

CFL 11,774 64.87
Non-CFL 1,227 7.12
Non-Forest 4,823 28.00

10?me Class No. of acres Percent of CFL
(BDFT/acre)

Under 8,000 0.58
8,000-20,000 2,7;; 24.28
20,000-30,000 5,038 45.09
30,000-50,000 3,294 29.48
Over 50,000 65 0.58

Site Xndex(2) No. of acres Percent of CFL

Low (55-85) 1,421 12.72
Medium (85-115 5,103 45.66
High (115-150) 4,650 41.62

Merchantable timber to be removed as a result of developing access and
mining and milling facilities would be cruised, appraised, and sold under
regulation 36 CFR 223.1(h).
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Soils

Soils in the area are

GEOTECHNICAL ASPECTS
(Reference 7, 8, 11)

largely a result of the movement of glaciers
that covered the area 5.000 to 10,000 years ago, and from erosion of
glacial deposits since then. - - - -

Soil types in the project area vary considerably, depending upon
their distance from Hawk Inlet and major streams. Inlet soils are
derived from glacial deposits that have been weathered by the ocean; the
soils are thick, silty, and granular. Occasional peat deposits are
interspersed with the soil, especially in the muskeg areas. Bedrock
underlies the entire area.

Near lower Zinc and Greens Creek, alluvial (materials deposited by
streams) and colluvial {materials eroded from slopes) soils are present.
The upstream areas of Greens Creek are ~ostly underlain by glacial
deposits or bedrock. Near the strean, these deposits are covered by
alluvial soils, and further away and upslope, by colluvial soils. The
top layer is a mat of peat and vegetatively-producedorganic soils.
Together these soil layers can be up to 10 feet thick. As the upstream
terrain becomes more and more rugged, crushed rock from sl~des and
bedrock outcrops are more frequently ~nterspersed with the soils.

Admiralty Island, one of many islands comprising the Alexander
Archipelago, is located within a geologically active belt border$ng
western North America. Sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks,
ranging in age from Devonian to Quarternaryoutcrop on Admiralty Island.
Overal?, little is known of the geology which is complicated, and largely
obscured by a capping of soils talus, and thick vegetation.

Despite few rock exposures, the knowledge of geological features of
the Greens Creek valley area (including the mine site and tailings pond
locations) has improved over the past several years as a result of field
mapping, geochemical studies, and drill cores.

The oldest rocks underlying the project area represent an
accumulation of sediments that were deposited in a Paleozoic basin.
These rocks are now weakly metamorphosed equivalents of shale, siltstone,
limestone, and abundant volcanic products. Overlying the Paleozoic rocks
are a sequence of Triassic volcanic and sedimentary rocks. These are
exposed on the htgh ridges around the Greens Creek valley.
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Young [Quarternary)unconsolidated deposits of alluvium, glacial
debris, clays, and talus are irregularly distributed throughout the area.

Ore Deposit

The Greens Creek oreboclyis a small, but richly mineralized,
silwer-gold-lead-z~nc-copperdeposit hosted in sedimentary rocks of
marine origin. It may have been produced from subaqueous volcanic
springs. Generally, the ore found in the Greens Creek deposit forms a
relatively s?mp~e aridessentfal?y continuous, stratiform mineral
horizon. It is approximately tabular in shape and steeply dipping with
dips ranging from 50 to 70 degrees to the southwest. The orebody appears
to be overturned from its original position during deposition. Country
rocks overlyfng the deposit are volcanic tuffites, and sediments.
Underlying the deposit is carbonaceous argil~ite rock. The main
metal-bearing minerals are, in order of decreasing abundance: pyrite
(FeS2), sphalerite (ZnS), galena (PbS), Chalcopyrite (CuFeS2),
silver-bearing minerals of the tetrahedrite temanite series ([CU, Fe,
~g~lz [Sb,AS]4S13), and native gold.

Drilling has indicated probable ore reserves exceeding three million
tons. Because of variable topographic relief, the surface expression
(outcrop) of the deposit varies in elevation from 1,800 to 2,100 feet.
The ore zone Ilkely continues below the 1,000-foot elevation, which is
the lowest extent of the present drill information.

Seismicity

Two major faults are located to the west of the mine site. They are:

The Fair’weather/QueenCharlotte Fault system that passes
within approximately 70 miles of the project site. Major
earthquakes have occurred on this fault system.

The Chatham Strait Fault is located 5 miles from the
project site, but has not undergone identifiable geologic
displacement in recent history.

On the basis of preliminary interpretations, there is a 0.2 percent
chance per year that an earthquake, with a magnitude of 7.0 or greater on
the Richter scale, could occur on the two regional fault systems. The
scale indicates 1.5 as the smal?est earthquake that can be felt, 4.5
would cause slight damage, and 8.5 would be devastating.
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AIR QUALITY
(Reference 1, 2, 7, 8)

The project site is characterized by abundant precipitation.
Frequent and intense storms moving across the Gulf of Alaska are typical
during fall and early winter. Fog and rain, especially at hfgher
elevations, are common.

The mean annual precipitation at the Juneau Airport is 53 inches.
On-site precipitation and runoff data for 1979 indicates that rainfall
levels near Hawk Inlet are similar to those at Juneau, but precipitation
at the mine site is about 90 inches per year.

Topography has a large influence on wind patterns fn Southeast
Alaska. At Hawk Inlet, winds are channeled by the terrain, producing
strong southwesterly winds $n summer and northeasterly winds in winter.
In the Greens Creek valley drainage, winds from the high terrain produce
a frequent, although weak, easterly component.

The nearest sources of atmospheric contaminants are in Juneau, 18
miles northeast of the site. There are no ambient air quality monitoring
stations in the vicinity of the project. The closest regional air
quality monitor is located at the Juneau Municipal Building.

Although no measurement of particulate has been made in the project
area, levels are expected to be lower than observed in Juneau. Since no
major local sources exist, levels of other pollutants are expected to be
similar to those of other remote locations. The Forest Service suggests
the use of the following levels for remote areas: 30 to 40 micrograms
per meters cubed for particulate, 0.01 part per million (ppm) for
nitrogen oxides, 20 micrograms per meter cubed for sulfur dioxide, 1 ppm
for carbon monoxide (EPA guidelines for~onitoring PSD, 1978].

VISUAL RESOURCES
(Reference 7, 8, 23, 24, 25)

Admiralty Island offers natural rugged scenery composed of high
ridges with alpine tundra, steep cliffs with slides and avalanche tracks,
mountain slopes densely covered with conifers, and lowlands of conifers,
with pocket clearings of meadows, muskegs, and lakes. The project area
includes the densely forested Greens Creek drainage and the level plains
and foothills along Hawk Inlet, which are also forested, but have
numerous small clearings. Evidence of human alteration within the
project area is limited to the fire-gutted cannery facility on Hawk Inlet.
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Visual Quality ObjectIves ‘{VQO’S)are management goals applied to
National Forest land by the Forest Service. They are based on viewing
distance, viewer sensitivity, and landscape variety. VQO’S are briefly
defined as:

P- !%eservation: Permits ecological changes only, applies to
wilderness areas and other special classified areas.

R- Retention: Permits management activities that are not visually
evident; requires ~mmediate reduct+on of contrast by reclamation
activities.

PR- Partial Retention: Management activities are visible but are
visually subordinate to the natural landscape. Requires
Immediate reduction of contrast by reclamation activities.

M- Modification: Modifications must borrow from natural patterns
but they may visually dominate the landscape. Reclamation
should occur within the first year.

See Figure 3-7 for the inventoried VQO’S in the project area.

Distances measured from primary viewer locations along major travel
routes are divided into: foreground (usually limited to 0.5 miles from
shore, but for this project extended to 1 mile), middleground (3 to 5
miles from view) and background.

Sensitivity levels are a measure of the scenic interest of the
viewer. High sensitivity areas include all those directly visible to a
scenery-oriented audience from primary travel routes and water bodies.
Medium sensitivity areas include all those observed from primary travel
routes, along which the viewers are not primarily concerned with scenic
qualities (less than one-quarter of the viewers), as well as all areas
observed from secondary travel routes. Low sensitivity areas include
those visible from secondary routes by viewers, less than one-quarter of
which have a major concern for scenic qualities.

Variety class is a measure of the scenic quality of an area. The
distinctive variety class includes scene~ of the highest qua!ity. The
common variety class is that scenery which predominates throughout an
area and includes areas with good, but less than outstanding, scenery.
The minimal class includes the common, nondistinctive areas of low
topographic relief, as well as areas heavily impacted by man.

The Admiralty Island shoreline and the ridgelines are considered as
having d~stinctive visual variety. The remainder of the site has common
variety class except for the cannery itself, which has been altered
because of past human activities and is a minimal variety class.
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NOISE
(Reference 7, 8)

From 1974 until 1976, the cannery may have generated significant
noise; but today, manmade noise is very limited in this remote and rugged
area. Some of the sources of noise in the project area are ?ight
aircraft passing over Hawk Inlet, a small diesel generator at the cannery
site, helicopters flying to and from the explorat~on in Greens Creek
mtne, boats in Hawk Inlet, and firearms discharged by hunters. Natural
sources of noise include wildlife, wind, rain, creek rapids, and wave
breaking.

Data from similar locations indicate that the natural noise levels could
vary from a very low 15 decibels [dOA) to about 45 dBA. With the
exception of a caretaker employed by Noranda at the cannery, there are no
permanent resjdents closer than Douglas Island, 12miles north, and pack
Greek, 17 miles southeast.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
(Reference 3, 4, 7, 8)

The cultural resource study of the Greens Creek area conducted in
1979 included a literature search and a field survey. The entire project
area was surveyed by air. The core impact area, from the cannery to just
beyond P$ledriver Cove, and on both sides of Greens Creek to river mile
2.0, was examined by the survey team on foot. No prehistoric sites were
found along lower Greens Creek, and no sites of any period have been
found at the mine site.

Two prehistoric sites have been found m-thin the general project
area. These sites are located along the east shore of Hawk Inlet and in
an area adjacent to Young Bay. The first site, located on a beach
bedrock outcrop, is composed of black soil with charcoal, fragmented clam
and mussell shells, and fire-cracked rock. The surface extent is not
more than 35 feet north-south by 15 feet east-west, as indicated by soil
probes, although additional deposits could be present in dips and hollows
in the bedrock. The depth, up to 3 feet at the beach exposure, decreases
to 4 inches at 10 feet away from the beach. Maximum elevation is
approximately 25 feet above high tide at the top of the bedrock on which
this site rests.

The site is badly disturbed by the roots of large conifers that
riddle the site completely, and by considerable erosion at the beach
edge. The small size of the midden deposit suggests that this was a
campsite and not a major village. Its actual age has not been
determined, but the presence of shellfish remains would suggest that it
is younger than 5,000 years since no such remains have been found in
coastal Alaska and British Columbia sites older than that. The advanced
decomposition of some of the shells suggests, on the other hand, that the
site may be older than the imnediate prehistoric period.
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The second area, located adjacent to southwestern Young Bay, actually
has two sites. A trapper’s cabin was found adjacent to an unnamed creek
entering Young Oay. The general condition of the structure, plus the
associated artifacts, suggest occupation between 1920 and 1940. A
prehistoric midden was also found in the same general area. The midden
occupies a beach ridge and suggests some antiquity. It appears that this
corner of Admiralty Island is being uplifted and that the older sites are
located furthest from the beach. The site is made up of fire-cracked
rock and shell fragmerits.

Non-native use of the eastern shore of Hawk Inlet from the cannery to
Piledriver Cove was primarily at the cannery itself and secondarily for
cabins and fishing and hunting camps. The cannery was originally
constructed ~n 1911 by the Hawk Fish Company. In 1975 the name was
changed to Peter Pan Seafoods, Inc. In May 1976, most of the cannery
burned; the charred and rusted foundations exist there today. The
remaining buildings are owned by the Bristol Bay Native Corporation.

SOCXOECONOMICS
(Reference 7, 8, 15, 16, 17)

During the period of 1906 through 1957, lode gold and salmon were the
basis of the econo~ of Southeast Alaska. With the closing of the
Alaska-Juneau nine in 7944, the mineral industry lost its economic
importance. The timber Industry has grok[nstead~ly s$nce 1954, when the
first pulp rrillwas established in Ketchikan. The timber industry is
currently one of the major employers in Southeast Alaska.

There is evidence from the Alaska Public Survey (APS) that
environmental factors are relatively more important than econoinic
considers ions in why Southeast Alaskans came.to, or stayed in the
region.~~ Findings of the APS data are based on data taken from 1,255
hour long interviews conducted in the spring of 1979. Useable interviews
were completed at about 7.5 percent of all households in Southeast Alaska.

Residents questioned in the survey ranked being close to a wilderness
environment, recreation opportunities, and the ability to be self-re?iant
as the three most important reasons for living in Southeast Alaska.

Recent arrivals in the region (those who have lived here less than 5
years] ranked a challenging job and a chance to start something new
as more important reasons for living in the Southeast Alaska then did
long time residents. Two possible interpretations of those findings
exist. Newcomers could come to the region for employment, but only those
‘whoappreciated the region’s environmental assets would remain. The
values of the population would therefore remain unchanged.

~/William Alves, Residents and Resources: Findings of the Alaska
Public Survey on the Importance of Natural Resources to the Quality of
the Life in Southeast Alaska, 1980.
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Another possible interpretation would be if newcomers with those
attitudes remained in the area, a general shift in attitudes toward
economic development and environmental factors would occur.

Juneau, Angoon, and Hoonah were studied to assess the socioeconomic
impact of the Greens Creek Project.

The City and Borough of Juneau are within 18miles of the proposed
project site. Juneau is accessible only by air or water. The Juneau
area population was 21,080 in 198?.u~

A statewide initiative passed in 1974 to relocate the capital in
Willow, northeast of Anchorage, has not yet been implemented. Residents
voted in November 1982 not to fund a capital site move.

Juneau, as Alaska’s capital, is heavily dependent upon government
employment for its economic stability. State and federal jobs accounted
for 57 percent of Juneau’s employment; state government alone compr~sed
37 percent of all employment. Juneau typically has a higher per capita.

T
and a lower unemployment rate (an average of 7.6 percent in

~%j~/ than the rest of the state.

Of the 10,430 people employed in Juneau in 1979, 5,966 persons were
employed by state, federal, and local government. The retail trade
employed 1,367; service occupations employed 1,277; and 333 were employed
in construction.

Historically, the Juneau housing market has been characterized by
high costs and low vacancy rates. Rental vacancy rates are virtually
zero percent.~/ An estimated minimum vacancy rate of 3 to 4 percent
would be necessary to provide some choice in housing. Some people in
Juneau live on boats because of the scarcity and high cost of
conventions? housing.

Police protection for Juneau is provided by both the Juneau Police
Department and the State Public Safety Division (Alaska State Troopers).
The ratio of state troopers to population in Juneau is 1 to 1200; the
statewide ratio is 1 to ?500.

Fire protection is provided by 34 paid employees and by about 130
volunteers. Reservoir water storage capacity has been determined to be
adequate to handle an increase in population. The number of the fire
hydrants and the size and location of pipes has been identified as a
problem in some subdivisions.

~/Alaska Department of Labor, Alaska Population Overview, 1981.

~/Brit Harvey, Alaska Department of Labor, personal communication,
5/6/82.

~/John Annand, C~ty and Borough of Juneau, personal communication,
5/6/82.
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The t~ty and Borough of Juneau maintains all roads withtn the
Borough, except for major highways, which are constructed and maintained
by the state. Some traffic congestion exists in the Mendenhall Valley,
where most of the recent subdivision activity has occurred.

Juneau has both a property and a sales tax. For fiscal year 1980-81,
the levy rates ranged from $3.23 to $7.74 per $1,000 in the service
areas. Assessed valuation has increased an average annual rate of 21
percent from 1974 to 1981, due largely to population growth and price
inflation of property.

The sales tax on retail sales and personal and business services, is
1 percent throughout the City and Borough. An additional 2 percent sales
tax is levied in the Juneau-Douglas service areas.

During the 1979-80 school year, the Juneau school district enrollment
was 4,232. The TO schools in the district have a capacity of 4,980
students. The student/teacher ratio is 25 to 1 in the elementary schools .
and 27 to 1 in the secondary schools. The present enrollment in the
Glacier Valley Elementary ts 584 students with an optimum capacity of 550
and a maximum capacity of 600. Auke Bay Elementary has 604 students wjth
the same optimum and maximum capacity as Glacier Valley Elementary School.

A new elementary school is planned for completion by the fall of 1984 for
the 1984-85 school year. The present enrollment of junior high students
is 560, with a maximum capacity of 600 students. Juneau has one h~gh
school with a present enrollment of 860 students and a maximm capacity
of 1,000 students. An expansion of the high school to be completed for
the 1984-85 school year would increase the capacity to 1,500 students.

Angoon, a Tlingit Indian village of 445 people, is located on
southwest Admiralty Island. Subsistence activities and community ties
are extremely important to Angoon residents. A traditional lifestyle has
existed in Angoon for hundreds of years and most residents would like to
see it continue.

Angoon residents rely heavily on subsistence to compensate for an
average 20 percent unemployment rate and an average per capita income of
$6,000. Salmon fishing, a highly seasonal industry, is Angoon’s primary
cash economic activity.

Hoonah is Ioc’atedon Chichagof Island, about 20 miles west of the
proposed project site. It is a Tlingit Indian village of 800 people.
Hoonah’s economic history reflects a gradual transition from the
traditional subsistence lifestyles, to that of a cash economy, primarily
dependent upon commercial fishing and government employment.

Many Hoonah villagers are involved in subsistence activities; they
occasionally make trips to Hawk Inlet. Many residents seem to favor
industrial development in Southeast Alaska because they see a need for a
more diversified econoqy.
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LAND USE

The project area is undeveloped, with the exception of the cannery
site in Hawk Inlet. Much of the previous land use has focused on cannery
activities and recreation.

Historically, the Tlingit culture has used Admiralty Island for
subsistence purposes. T3ingit households.have built smoke houses close
to fishing streams near Hawk Inlet, to process f?sh.

Four land management classifications exist around the project area:
privately-owned land (the cannery site); multiple-use lands (LLJl)111)
managed under the Tongass Land Management Plan; Admiralty Island National
Monument (non-Wilderness);and Admiralty Island National Monument
Wilderness.
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SECTION IV
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This section is the scientific and analytic basis for the comparison
of the alternatives. Where possibli5,potential impacts have been
quant~fied. When this was not possible, qualitative descriptions of
effects are provided to identify differences in magnitude, significance,
or duration among alternatives.

Impacts are reviewed under two major time periods: construction and
full operation. Construction impacts have been assessed wfth consider-
at~on to mitigation measures and special construction practices. Impacts
which address the operational phase of the project have been based on a
time 2years into the full operation of the project.

Effects or impacts are addressed individually, by discipline, to
allow direct comparison of alternatives. If alternatives have the same
level of impact as one previously discussed, the reader may be referred
to previous discussions.

Two major ccqmnents of the project are common to all alternatives:
the mine and mine service area on upper Greens Creek; and the faciltty at
the cannery, located on private land adjacent to Hawk Inlet. These areas
are discussed separately because they represent components of the project
that are not dependent upon selection of the Preferred Alternative and
are not open to alternative development because their locations are fixed.

FIXED COMPONENTS - COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES

The first fixed component of the project.includes the orebody and
directly related support facflit~es in the nine service area. These
facilities would be located at a mine service area on the north side of
Greens Creek, opposite the lower mine entrance, at an elevation of
approximately 950 feet. The service area would consist of: a 14-acre
mine p~ant site with shops for equipment maintenance and repair, power
generation equipment, sand backf~ll plant, fuel storage tanks, change
room, and a general supply warehouse; and a 43-acre space for waste rock
storage. See Figure 4-1.

The second fixed project component is the private land at the site of
the 70-year old cannery. Approximately 38 acres are owned by Greens
Creek Joint Venture including 21 acres of tide and submerged lands.
Present facilities include bunkhouses, warehouses, several homes, float
dock, fuel storage facilities, gravity water system, a direct sewage
outfall, and a diesel generator.
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Figure 4-2 illustrates the facilities to be developed at the cannery.
Included in those facilities is a dock that would serve as the major sh~pp?ng
and receiving point for the project. This area would also serve as a storage
location for ore concentrates, fuel, and other nine-related supplies when they
are initially off-loaded from supply ships. During the construction phase,
bunkhouses would be used to house construction workers.

SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY
(Reference 7, 8, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37-see Append$x A)

Mine Service Area

Two sna?l drainages to Greens Creek pass through this area. They have
been designated as streams 1 and 2. Stream 1, the larger streimnon the west
side, has an annual average flow of 3.8 cubic feet per second (efs) and a low
-fIowof 0.1 Cfso Stream 2 has an average annual flow of 0.7 cfs and a low
flowof zero.

Stream 1 would be left in its natural channel. Space on e~ther side of
the stream would be used for waste rock storage and future bor~ow s~tes for
mine backfill. Waste rock dikes along the strean banks would conta~n the
100-year flood event of approximately 300 cfs to prevent flooding of’the
storage areas.

Stream 2, whtch crosses the east side of the mine service area, %muld be
re-routed further east or piped through a culvert. The diversion channel of ~
this stream would be sized to carry all flows up to the 100-year event.

Diversion ditches on the uphill side of the cleared area would d~rect
natural hillside runoff to the drainages. Diversion ditches on the downhill
side of the cleared slopes and alongside a dike by Greens Creek ~~ouldmute
contaminated runoff to a large sedimentation pond in the southwest corner.
The dike would offer protection from Greens Creek flooding.

Surface runoff fron the nine plant site (approximately 14 acres) would
approach 100 percent of the precipitation due to the buildings and g?wund
compaction by vehicles. The sedimentation pond would be sized to wtain all
runoff from waste storage, mine plant, and nine portal for events up to the
24-hour/10-year event. Fron the pond, runoff would be piped to the tailings
pond in those alternatives that propose road access. Those ponds would a~so
provide sediment removal during the construction phase. An oil and grease
separation facility would be located above the smaller pond to treat runoff
from areas where oil and grease would be in regular use.
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Development of the mine service area and diversion of site runoff to the
tat~ings pond would reduce surface flows into Greens Creek by slightly less
than 1 percent. Reduction In low flows would also be less than 1 percent,
proportional to the reductions in infiltration to ground water caused by
development.

Private Land Area - Cannery

Development of the docking and support
require the alteration of stream courses.
that ~asses throuah the site. and it would

facility at the cannery would not
Cannery Creek is the only stream
be bridaed to allow access to

facilities south df the creek. Diversion ditches in the uphill side of the
cleared lands would divert natural runoff away fron disturbed areas. The area
would be graded to allow drainage to be collected In a sedimentation pond
designed to contain the 24-hour/10-year storm runoff volume. Surface runoff
from the developed area would increase by 5 to 10 times due to the increased
impervious area of buildings, roads, and vehicle access areas. The increased
runoff would not have any effect on freshwater stream flows, since it would
not enter Cannery Creek. The sedimentation pond outlet would discharge into
Hawk Inlet.

GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY AM QUALITY
(Reference 7, 8, 31, 32, 33)

Mine Service Area

Ground water from unde~round nine workings would be collected by ditches
and piped to the mine service area for use either as process water for the
mill or pretreated in a sedimentation pond and piped to the tailings pond for
further treatment. Mater for domestic use (approximately 2 gpm) would be
obtained from water-bearing sediments adjacent to Greens Creek. This a~ount
would be a negligible portion of the Greens Creek flow even during the
estimated mean annual low flow of 4 to 5 cfs (usually in winter). Mater
collected from the mine workings would result in a reduced water flow in Big
Sore and Greens Creeks (a reduction of 150 to 1,000 gpm). These intercepted
flows would be approximately 0.5 percent of the 110 cfs nean annual flow in
Greens Creek. During low flow time periods, the intercepted flow may
represent up to 7 percent of upper Greens Creek’s flow. Mater diversions
would not significantly affect flows in Greens Creek and would not affect
fishery resources.

I~pacts to ground water quality would be insignificant. Mater
infiltrating the underground workings (the mine) would be captured and
directed to the sedimentation pond and treated similarly to surface water.
Some minor amounts of grounfiwater might originate fron the mine area
wastepi]es. This ground water would have increased concentrations of total
dissolved solids and sulfate, but effects on Greens Creek would not be
measurable due to high dilution ratios (greater than 1:68).
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Private Land Area - Cannery

The cannery dock area does not have a significant underground aqt.iifer.
Impacts orIground water quality would be insignificant. Surface runoff woulci
be collected and treated, reducing the potential for infiltration. \!ater
Infiltrating into the ground water system wou?d be expected to be of higher
qual~$y than existing levels assumed to be contaminated by sea water. No
degradation of the ground water system would be expected during construction.
No risk to ground water from concentrate spills would occur if they are
cleaned up in a reasonable time.

GEOLOGIC HAZARDS
(Reference 7, 8)

Mine Service Area

The proposed mine portal and bridge abutment is located on the south side
of Greens Creek, in an area of steep and highly unstable slopes. During the
initial period of construction in and around the portal, special construction
techniques would be required to maintain the stability of the hillsfde. Small
local translational slides of the surface soil mantle may occur during
construction, but these should be easily controlled. Long term stability of
the portal should not be a problem since a concrete structure would be
constructed as far as necessary both into and outside of the mine adit
resulting in stable underground excavations and external slopes.

Following completion of construction, the risk of a damaging slope failure
would be low. If the mine water drainage lines and/or bridge abutment suffers
significant damage, the consequence of failure would be moderate because of
the i~pact on Greens Creek. The actual impact of a major slide on Greens
Creek would be very significant locally because of the large amounts of soil,
rock, and drainage water that would enter the creek. A major impact to Greens
Creek as a whole would not occur because mine drainage water would be diluted
well below acute toxicity levels.

The mine service area, which is located on the north side of Greens Creek,
is in an area of gentle and stable slopes. A low risk of slope failure is
assfgned to this site. If a major slide occurred, drainage patterns would be
disrupted and then? would be a chance that fuel and chemical reagents would be
released. Short term impacts on Greens Creek would be great if those
substances reached the stream.

Private Land Area - Cannery

The cannery dock area consists of moderately stable slopes. Development
of the dock and other facilities (with the exception of the camp option] would
not result in an increase in risk of slope failure.
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FRESHWATER QUALITY
(Reference 7, 8, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37)

Mine Service Area

During construction, overflow fron the sedimentation pond would be
discharged into Greens Creek. Excess turbidity in the outflow would be
controlled,if needed, by installation of a flocculation system. After
construction, overflow from the sedimentation pond would only occur in events
exceeding the 24-hour/10-year recurrence.

During overflow conditions sedimentation pond water going into Greens
Creek would be diluted by amininun of 1:68. The 1:68 figure is the ratio of
the site area to the area of the Greens Creek watershed above this locat~on.
Table 4-1 compares sedimentation pond overflows, Greens Creek flow, nixed
flow, and water quality criteria for selected water quality parameters.

Considering the accuracy of the measurements as described in Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and ldastewater,~/no significant
increases In concentration for rnxed flow would be observed for most
parameters. There would be some increases in mixed flow concentrations for
manganese, zinc, total dissolved solids and sulfate, but aquatic life data, as
outlined in EPA ambient water quality criterta, would not be exceeded. There
was no high flow data available in this area of Greens Creek for turbidity and
suspended solids. However, data fron lower Greens Creek indicates that
turbidity and suspended solid concentrations in niddle Greens Creek during
overflow events would be very high and would not be measurably affected by
sedimentation pond overflow. Overflows from the sedimentation pond would be
very fine sediments. They would already have been subjected to a settling
time greater than any naturally occurring in Greens Creek. Therefore, they
would flush through the creek without deposition in spawning gravels.

Potential pollutants would include chemicals used in the nilling process
such as sodium cyanide, copper sulphate, and other inorganic and organic
salts. Fuel, hydraulic fluid, cenent, and other materials would be used and
stored in the nine and nine service area. Although those natertals would be
carefully transported, stored, and used, the potential for spillage exists.
The probability of the various materials entering the stream and causing
environmental danage would be low due to on-site drainage control and
provisions for sedimentation. In addition, all site runoff would be directed
to the tailings pond for treaiment and detoxification except in Alternative 3,
where the treated pond water is discharged directly into Greens Creek.

Increases in stream temperature can be expected in streams 1 and 2 during
low flows of July and August. Stream 2rmy contribute up to 75 percent of
upper Greens creek flow during this period. A slight temperature increase may
be observed in upper Greens Creek near the project area. However, it would be
expected to recover quickly and not cause a significant impact.

~1 American Public Health Association et al., Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewater. 14th Edition, 1976.
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TABLE 4-1

SEDIMENTATION POND OVERFLOW

Water Quality
Parameter
(mg/1)(4)

Toxic Metals and Metalloids

Aluminum (Al)
Arsenic (As)
Barium (Ba)
Boron (B)
Cadmiurn(Cd)
Chromium (Cr) (1)
Coo:e~F~~u)

Lead (Pb)
Manganese (M)
Mercury (Hg)
Molybdenum (Me)
!fickle(Ni)
Selentum (.%)
Silver (Ag)
Zinc (Zn)

Other Selected Parameters

Alkalinity (CaCO~)
Hardness (CaC031
pH (units)
Oi? and grease

(hydrocarbons)
Suspended solids
Turbidity (NTU)
Total dissolved solids
Sulfate (S04)

Mine Service
Area Site

Sed~mentation
Pond

.1

.005

.03

.08

.002

.005

.006

.2

.01

.4

.0005

.02
● 01
.01
.001
.3

776.
290.
7.4

6.6
330.
32.
510.
250.

Existing
Mater Quality
Greens Creek
at Mine

Service Area

.09
● 001
.01
.05
.0002
.003
.004
.06
● 005
.006
.0002
.02
● 005
.001
.0008
.01

45.
60.
7.7

1.1
5.02 (2)
2.0 (2)

80.
12.

Mixed
F?Ow

.090

.001
● 01
.05
.0002
.003
.004
.06
.005
.012
.0002
.02
● 005
.001
.0008
.014

47●

63.
7.7

7.2
9.7
2.4
86.
15.

Environmental
Protection

Agency Anbient
Freshwater

Quality
Criteria for
Aquatic Life-

Long Term

*l-
---
---

“’::00012 (3)
.00029
.0056
.3
.00075

---

.00000057 (3)

.5

.056

.035

.00012

.047

---
---

6.5-9.0

---
---
---
---

- --

(1) Criteria is for hexavalent chromium, not trivalent chromium.
(2) Observed values much higher for higher flows, l,OIOmg/1 for SS, 195 NTU turbidity.
(3) Existing Greens Creek water quality concentrations may meet or exceed aquatic life

maximum value criteria.
{4) blilltgramsper liter (mg/1).
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Private Land Area - Cannery

Vehicle-generated sediment would contaminate surface runoff from the
facility area. Drainage ditches just above the high tide line would direct
runoff into a sediinentationpond designed to hold the ?O-year/24-hour stoml
runoff volume. Sedimentat~on pond overflow would enter Hawk Inlet and is
discussed in the marine water quality section.

MARINE MATER QUALITY
(Reference 7, 8, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45)

Mine Service Area

This area has no direct link to the marine environment; development of
this area would have no direct impact to marine water quality. Indirect
inpact through the Greens Creek systen would be unmeasurable tn Hawk Inlet.

Private Land Area - Cannery

14astewaterfrom the dock and storage facilities would consist of runoff
and domestic waste. Domestic waste would be treated by secondary nethods and
discharged offshore from the cannery ~nto Hawk Inlet. The treatment plant and
outfall would be installed during the first stages of project construction to
provide treatment for wastewater from construction crews. The 2,000 tO 4,000
gallons per day of domestfc wastewater produced would be equivalent to flows
from 5 to 10 households. Discharge of secondary effluent would cwet all
requirements. Surface runoff would be treated by sedimentation ponds and
discharged wtth treated donestic waste. Concentrate handling at the dock
would be by enclosed conveyor system from the loading point to the ship’s
hold. Spills into the marine environment would be unlikely.

FRESHWATER BIOLOGY
(Reference 5, 6, 7, 8, 28)

Mine Service Area

Construction of the mine service area, the access road to the mine portal,
the bridge over Greens Creek and the nill site (Alternatives 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6
only) would result in some short term, unavoidable impact on Greens Creek and
its biological community. The primary short term effects would be those
related to construction of the mine,access road, the bridge over Greens Creek,
and site preparation for the mine service a“bea. Those i~pacts would consist
of temporary and localized increases in turbidity and organic detritus
introduced into Greens Creek and stream 2. Although stream 1 passes through
the area, it would not be disturbed. The effect on water quality from site
preparation would be Mnimized through the use of settling ponds.

Short term turbidity increases in Greens Creek nay be severe enough during
certain phases of construction to cause temporary displacement of fish and
aquatic invertebrates domstrean. No productive anadromous fish habitat would
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be directly affected because all Ijve streams would be protected by vegetative
buffers where practical and routing of runoff through settling ponds. Neither
of the two small streams in the mine service area contain productive fish
habitat; both are very small and shallow. The lower 300 feet of stream 2
would be rerouted in a diversion channel and enter GreerisCreek upstream of
its present location. This would modify or eliminate the low quality char
rearing habitat currently there.

Private Land Area - Cannery

Upgrading of the existing cannery facilities would require the removal or
reconstruction of buildings already on the site. These activities would
result in some soil disturbance and introduction of ntnor quantities of fine
materials into the littoral zone along the shore of Hawk Inlet near the
cannery. Since very little of the land on which the housing would be situated
drains into Cannery Creek itself, no effects on the

NARINE AQUATIC BIOLOGY
(Reference 7, 8, 28, 39, 40,

stream are expected.

43)

Mine Service Area

This area is indirectly linked with the marine environment through Greens
Creek. Sedimentation pond overflows would cause small additions of fine
sediments to enter the marine environment. Once in Hawk Inlet, flushing
actfon would tend to disperse them. The net
unmeasurable.

Private Land - Cannerv

effect of this addition wofildbe

The area planned for new dock structures
of which amroxinatelv 0.5 acres would be in

would be approximately 1.3 acres,
intertidal sand habitat and 0.8

acres ~n de~p water mid habitat. These areas represent less than 5 and 1
percent, respectively, of existing intertidal sand and deepwaternud habitats
in Hawk Inlet.

During construction of docking facilities, a portion of the existing
pilings and debris would be removed. This activity would result in the
transient disruption of sediments within the 1.3 acre area. No permanent
alterations of bottom sediments would occur, and benthic organisms such
as polychaete worms and clams, would not be seriously affected by sediment
disruption. Epibenthic organisms, such as harpaticoid copepods, (important
food items for juvenile salinonids)would be temporarily displaced from the
area. Recolonization should occur within a short time after disruption. The
displacement would not cause juvenile salmonids mortality, due to the mall
area impacted relative to other areas in Hawk Inlet.

Pi?fngs and debris rmovedwould be replaced by new structures within the
water column. As observed with other similar marine facilities, new pilings,
especially concrete, would be recolonized by narine organisms within a few



years; treated wood pilings may take longer. The attraction of existing
pilings and structures to schooling fish would be duplicated or improved by
new structures. Therefore, use of the area by juvenile fish would not be
disrupted in the long term.

Marine construction at the cannery would involve only p~l~ng removal and
piledriving, with no dredging. Analysis of a cannery sediment sample has
shown only trace levels of polychlorobiphenyl (PCB) present, so PCB’S would
not be released as a result of this activity. Disturbance of sediments due to
pile removal and piledriving would be minimal, and significant release of
~drocarbons from sediments would not occur. Any releases from this
construction activity would be flushed from the site. No persistent adverse
biological impacts would occur.

Existing data show that the cannery site has no special resource value
compared to other areas or habitat types in Hawk Inlet. Less than 5 percent
of comparable habitat types wou?d be affected by this project.

WILDLIFE
(Reference 7, 8, 46, 47, 48)

Mine Service Area

Approximately 57 acres of direct habitat loss would occur from
construction of the nine service area.

The site is not located in an area of particular importance to any of the
wildlife species reviewed for this project. It is of virtually no importance
to Bald Eagles, waterfowl, or marine mammals. Bear and deer moving between
the coastal lowlands and the high alpine areas would sense noise and activity
and will avoid the facility. Marten would likely avoid the area adjacent to
the mine service area.

Efficient garbage disposal practices would discourage wildlife
attraction. Dumpster containers would be bear-proofed and serviced at
appropriate intervals. All garbage would be incinerated with ash residues
disposed of in the tailings pond.

The relatively small area involved should not pose any significant
physical or behavioral barriers to animal movements. Construction activities
would cause animals to avoid the area unt~l the noise and activity levels drop
to those of on-going operation. The animal avoidance zone would then decrease
in size hut would still exist.

Private Land A~ea - Cannery

Approximately 14 acres of land at the cannery would be disturbed during
construction of facilities. Noise and activity would have an tiapacton animal
use. While activities at the cannery (when it was in operation) reached a
high level during summer months, this project would produce lower activity
levels throughout the year.
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The site does not nor would it pose a p~sical barrier to anina?
movements. Constructlom noise and activity will undoubtedly cause animals to
avoid the area and could affect movements between the cannery and the first
ridges until construction is complete.

VEGETATION
(Reference 7, 8, 20, 21, 22, 231

!d$neService Area

Approximately 57 acres of spruce/hemlock forest would be removed and
replaced by buildings, waste rock storage, vehicle staging areas, and grass.
Field ~nvestiqationsconducted in 1982 ind~cated that no rare or endangered
plant species-were in the area.

Private Land Area - Cannery

Approx~mately 14 acres of spruce/hemlock forest and beach grasses
removed and replaced by buildings and vehicle access areas. Field
investigations conducted in 1982 indicated that no rare or endangered
species were in the area.

VISUAL RESOURCES
(Reference 7, 8, 23, 24, 25)

WOUId be

plant

Mine Service Area

The ~fne service area is located within a zone inventoried under the
modification visual quality objective. Under this VQO, activities may
visually dominate the original characteristic landscape. However, activities
of vegetative and land form alteration must borrow from naturally established
form, 1ine, color, or texture so completely and at such a scale that its
visual characteristics are those of natural occurrences w“thfn the surrounding
area or character type. Activities which are predominately introduction of
facilities such as buildings, signs, roads, etc., should borrow naturally
established form, line, color, and texture so that its visual characteristics
are compatible wjth the natural surroundings. The site is considered to have
moderate ability to absorb visual changes and the creek zone is considered of
special value to viewers on the site.

The visual changes associated with development include tree removal,
earthwork, and construction of buildings. Corridor clearing of trees would be
necessary to construct the road from the upper mine portal to the main (lower)
portal.

Development of the mine service area would not cause a significant visual
impact. Proposed changes would be visible, primarily from aircraft and
ridgetops above Greens Creek, but they would not dominate the natural
landscape. The expected changes would be consistent with the notification
management objective.
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Private Land Area - Cannerv

The cannery site, due to the fire-gutted structures, receives a minimal
variety class rating. However, since the siteis located within the
foreground viewing d~stance of Sensitivity Level 1 passing boats and aircraft,
the inventoried visual quality objective for the site becomes partial
retention. Under this VQO, activities should remain visual~y subordinate to
the characteristic landscape.

The visual impact of the proposed changes would not be significant. The
changes would be small in area, affecting only the present cannery site.

The general level of contrast and interest now found on the site would not
change for the viewer in a passing boat or aircraft, or for the recreationist
on the site. Although visible, the expected changes would not increase the
level of contrast and would be consistent with the partial retention
management objective.

NOISE
(Reference 7, 8)

Mine Service Area

Table 4-2 shows the major sources of noise associated with the continuous
operation of the mine serv~ce area facilities. The location of the nine
service area in Greens Creek valley limits the distance and direction of
significant noise propagation. Noise from the mine service area would not
extend beyond the ridge tops to the north and south 1 to 2 miles away. On the
ridge tops, noise from the mine operations would be audible on calm days, but
probably not noticeable in wind or rain conditions. The ridges would act as
noise barriers and wou~d prevent noise propagation further to the south,
north, or east.
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TABLE 4-2

MINE

Source

3-2200 kw diesel electrlc

SERVICE AREA NOISE SOURCES

Sound Pressure Level~/

generators at 50 feet

Diesel powered mine equipment at 50 feet

Ventilation fan at 50 feet

Haulage trucks at 50 feet

Mill crushers at 50 feet

Combined sound pressure level at 50 feet

Combined sound pressure level at 1000 feet
(line of sight)

Combined sound pressure level at ?000 feet tn forest

Combined sound pressure level at closest rtdge top
to north

Co~bined sound pressure ?evel at c?osest ridge top
to south

98 dBA

87 dBA

102 dBA

90 clf3A

95 dBA

104 dBA

78 dBA

68 dBA

52 dBA

50 dBA

~/ dBA are from the A-weighted decibel scale which sinulates noise
intensity levels perceived by the human ear.
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Private Land Area - Cannery

Table 4-3 ljsts the m~”or sources of noise associated with the
cannery dock facility. Noises from the cannery facilities could be
perceived at low levels in most of lower Hawk Inlet. At distances over a
Rile from the cannery dock facility noise levels would be sinilar in
intensity to rain, wind, and breaking waves. Noise propagation into the
forest would not extend past the first low ridges 0.5 miles to the east.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
(Reference 3, 4, 7, 8)

Mine Service Area

No prehisto~ic cultural resources have been identified in this area.

Private Land Area - Cannery

No prehistoric cultural resources have been identified in this area.
One historical site (the cannery) has been identified.

PROJECT ALTEF?NATIVES

See Figure 2-6 for sucmary descriptions of the alternatives.
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TABLE 4-3

PRIVATE LAND CANNERY FACILITY NOISE SOURCES

Sound Pressure Level~/

500 kw diesel electric generator at 50 feet 85 dBA

Concentrate loading system 80 dBA

Passenger vehicles 60 dBA

Conbirtedsound pressure level at 50 feet 86 dBA

Combined sound pressure level at 1000 feet
(line of sight) 58 dBA

Combined sound pressure level at 1000 feet in forest 48 dBA

Combined sound pressure level at 8000 feet in
Hawk Inlet 42 dBA

~/ dBA are fron A-weighted decibel scale which simulates noise intensity
levels perceived by the human ear.



(Reference 7,

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action

SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY
8, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37)

Alternative, the current natural processes would
continue; no direct affect on surface water hydrology would be expected.

Alternative 1

Development of a campsite at the cannery would increase surface
runoff due to the increased impervious area. Drainage would be collected
in a sedimentation pond, designed to contain the 24-hour/10-year storm
runoff vqlume.

Construct~on of the road from the cannery to the mine service area
would have an ~nsigniflcant effect on stream courses along the proposed
route. Small or transitory drainage courses would pass under the road in
culverts. Surface and sub-surface runoff would be intercepted by the
road and rerouted a few hundred feet before being allowed to proceed
downhill. Bridges that crossed major streams, especially Zinc and Greens
Creeks, wotildbe constructed to ninimize the impact on existing banks or
channel beds. Surface flow fron road runoff would be slightly concen-
trated at culvert crossings; however, flow spreading devices and natural
infiltration of runoff through vegetation and subsoil below the cu~vert
crossings would prevent serious erosion results fro~ overland flow to
stream.

Location of the nill at themine would cause no significant impact
above that associated with development of the nine service area.

The development of the nine service area would influence surface
water flow patterns. Precipitation, runoff, and snowmelt on the mine
service area and mine portal areas would be intercepted, collected, and
directedto the tailings pond for treatment and eventual marine disposal.

The development of the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond would require the
diversion of a najor portion of the runoff presently flowing into
“Tributary Creek.” This would reduce flows into “Tributary Creek” by 50
percent, based on the reduction in runoff area. Flow ineasurernentstaken
in March 1982 indicate that a 60 to 70 percent reductfon would be ~re
likely for low flows. Rerouting of flows fron 100 acres would
permanently reduce flows in lower Zinc Creek by 3 percent, based on the
percent reduction of runoff area. Low flows in lower Zinc Creek would be
reduced 20 to 30 percent.
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Storm runoff events exceeding 100-year/180-day recurrence would cause
the tailing pond to overflow into Hawk Inlet through a designed overflow
channel. To act as a point of reference, a 1000-year storm was used to
calculate potential overflows. Overflow during the 1000-year event would
be 83 cfs.

Alternative 2

Impacts of the road from Young Bay to the cannery on
~drology would be unmeasurable. The road crosses level
therefore, mass wasting is not a problen. Road seqments

surface water
terrain;
and Quarries

near Fowler Creek are designed to-minimize runoff ~nd the effects of
road-related sediment. Impacts to surface water hydrology from other
project components are the same as Alternative 1.

Alternative 3

The tran systen and location of the mill at the Cannery Muskeg
tailings pond would cause no measurable impacts to surface water
hydrology other than impacts outlined in Alternative 1.

Development of a tram system without a road access wou?d require that
wastewater collected at the mine site be treated and discharged directly
into Greens Creek. Failure of this treatment system would result in an
increase of some heavy metals in Greens Creek that would exceed ADEC
water standards, but be less than toxic ?eve?s. Using line precipitation
and flocculation treatment, s7ight increases of heavy metals and trace
elementk would be expected.~/

Alternative 4

There are no existing major streams in the Football Field tailings
pond area. Surface and subsurface flows from the 0.4 square mile area
above the Football Field tailings pond have a ~ean annual discharge of
1.9 cfs and would be diverted around the pond area. Diversion channels
would be sized to carry the 100-year event. During extreme conditions,
water in the diversion channel could enter the tailings pond. During a
storm of greater intensity than the 100-year event, effluent from the
tailings pond would spill into Greens Creek. The overflow would be 100
cfs during a 1,000-year event.

There would be no additional impact from placing the roil?adjacent to
the Football Field tailings pond.

Other impacts are the same as Alternative 2.

z/ Reference 38
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Alternative 5

Impacts of this alternative are essentially the sane as Alternative
2, except for the North Hawk Inlet tailings pond.

No significant diversion of surface flow would be required under
this alternative since there are no surface streams in the North Hawk
Inlet tailings pond area. Storm events exceeding a 100-year recurrence
would cause tailings pond water to overflow into the upper portion of
Hawk Inlet. Overflow in a 1,000-year event would be 279 cfs.

Alternative 6

The inpacts from this
those for Alternative 2.

Alternative 7

alternative would be essentially the same as

The impacts from this
those for Alternative 2.
tailings pond would cause

Alternative 8

alternative would be essentially the same as
Location of the nill at the Cannery Muskeg
no additional impact to surface water hydrology.

The impacts from this
those for Alternative 1.
taflings pond would cause

GROUND

alternative would be essentially the same as
Location of the mill at the Cannery Muskeg
no additional impact to surface water hydrology.

WATER HYDROLOGY AND QUALITY
(Reference 7, 8, 31, 32, 33)

Specific information has been gathered on subsurface characteristics
at the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond site and qualitative assumptions have
been made for the Football Field and North Hawk Inlet sites. Ground
water quality in the latter two sites was estimated from the physical
geology of the areas, topographic similarities with the Cannery fi4uskeg
site, and the presence of muskeg.

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative,
continue; no direct affect on ground

Alternative 1

the current natural process would
water hydrology would be expected.

Hydrological impacts from development of a canpsite at the cannery
woulclbe small, because the cannery area does not have a significant
underground aquifer. The campsite would, however, reduce infiltration of
precipitation and snowmelt to the ground water system. Impacts to ground
water quality would also be insignificant. Water infiltrating into the
ground water system may be of quality similar to existing levels.
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T’heroad from the cannery to the mine service area would have no
significant impact to ground water hydrology or quality.

Impacts from location of the mill at the mine service area would be
an inslgnif!cant addition to those for the mine service area development.

Development of the mine service area would reduce infiltration to the
ground water system. TMs reduction is not significant.

Based upon the hydrogeology seepage analysis and with proper design,
seepage from the Cannery h!uskegtailings pond would not cause significant
ground water changes. However, some changes in ground water flow wou?d
occur during initial dam construction and operation. During the first
3 to 5years of the project operation, ground water flows would increase
slightly above ex~sting levels. Later, settling of the impoundment
structure and cenenting of the mill tailings would slowly reduce flows.
Existing ground water qua?ity is poor when compared to surface water.

During the initial period of flow, a portion of the increased ground
water would be collected in a seepage control dam and returned to the
tailings pond. Upon reclination of the project, seepage from the pond
would not significantly degrade water quallty, due to the extremely low
seepage rates.

Alternative 2

There would be no significant impact from Juneau housing or the road
from Young.f3ayto the cannery to ground water ~drology. Other impacts
would be essentially the same as for Alternative 1.

Alternative 3

hnpacts of
Alternative 1.

Alternative 4

this alternative are essentja?ly the same as

The impacts would be similar to Alternative 1 except for the mill and
tailings pond locations at the Football Fjeld site.

Detajled geotechnica? data is not available for this site.
Subsurface conditions are assumed to be similar to conditions at the
Cannery Muskeg site where data is available. Because of a greater
embankment length and height, potential for seepage will be greater than
for the Cannery Muskeg site. If seepage js controlled to reasonable
rates (less than 20 gpm), it would have no measurable effect on exfstin9
ground water qua?ity.
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Following reclamation, seepage rates from the impoundment would be
similar to or less than operational rates.

Location of the nill at the Football Field tailings pond would cause
no significant additional impacts above those caused by the tailings pond
itself.

Alternative 5

The fnpacts would be sinilar to Alternative 2 except for location Of
the tailings pond at the North Hawk Inlet site.

The flow rate and water quality of ground water seepage from the
North Hawk Inlet impoundment was assumed to be similar to that for the
Cannery Muskeg impoundment site. Most seepage from the North Hawk Inlet
site would enter a tributary of Fowler Creek with the sane general
ground water quality changes as described for the Cannery Muskeg tailings
pond in Alternative 1. Although the total of embankment length would be
greater than the Cannery Muskeg dam, lower hydrostatic head would tend to
offset this effect, resulting in similar seepage characteristics to those
of the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond. The greater dan length and flat
terrain would result in less success in the collection of seepage.

Alternative 6

The impacts

Alternative 7

The impacts

Alternative 8

The inpacts

of this alternative would be the sane as Alternative 2.

of this alternative would be the same as Alternative 2.

of this alternative would be the sane as Alternative 1.

GEOLOGIC HAZARDS
(Reference 7, 81

Geologic hazards considered in this section include slope failure,
road instability, and dam failure, resulting from natural occurrences
such as earthquakes and extreme precipitation events. These factors are
considered when selecting and designing tatlings pond sites and other
earth structures.
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Tailings Pond

In evaluating the risk associated with the development of individual
impoundment sites, four major criteria were considered: embankment
stability, flood events, seepage, and consequences of failure.
Embankment stability is determined by how the structure would perform
under both static and dynan!c loads. All embankments would be designed
to the same factor of safety and would therefore, have the sane designed
risk of failure. The statistical probability of a failure due to factors
not included in the design is low; the statistical risk, however,
increases as the length, height, and complexity increases.

All embankments would be designed for an earthquake intensity of
Richter magnitude 7.0 and a maximum acceleration of 0.3 gravity. Those
parameters were derived from research and analysis of recorded
earthquakes on fault systems in the vicinity of Admiralty Island. The
largest recorded earthquake on the Chathan Strait Fault was of magnitude
4.8 on the Richter scale. For the llenaliFault to the north, the largest
recorded earthquake was of magnitude 6.5. The Chathan Strait Fault
passes within 5 miles of the mine site and would be the most likely
source of a damaging earthquake, if one were to occur.

Stability of the impoundment is related to the type of material used
in the construction and the controls provided to insure that construction
was accomplished in accordance with design. For all alternatives,
embankment construction would be carefully supervised and controlled,
resulting in lower risk of failure.

Potentia? runoff from extreme precipitation events was an important
consideration in evaluating risks associated with an impoundment. The
pond would be designed to withstand the probable naxinum flood (PMF]
without overtopping or otherwise destroying the embankment. Ponds would
be designed to retain the 100-year/180-day recurrence flood without use
of the spillway. Runoff that exceeded the design storm would cause water
to be released from the pond, through the spillway. The possibility of
the destruction of the embankment due to a precipitation event is
extremely low.

Seepage from a tailings ponds is a function of the permeability of
the embankment and pond bottom, depth of water in the pond (hydrostatic
head], and the permeable surface area. While all embankments are
designed with an impermeable core to minimize seepage, it is likely that
some seepage will occur.

Consequence of failure of a tailings ponds would depend on site
characteristics, but a few general considerations are true for all
options. Tailings ponds do not retain extremely large quantities of
water. A dam failure would result in a relatively small outflow.
Following original deposition in the pond, tailings settle out and become
dense and partially cemented, which would allow only a small portion of
the tailings to actually leave the pond. It would be highly unlikely,
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even in a severe earthquake, that all of the solid tailings would become
liquified and flow out of a failed embankment, but this worst-case
scenario of total overflow has been adopted for evaluation of the
consequences of failure of each pond.

The nature of tailings is an iraportantconsideration in evaluating
risk. The Greens Creek mill tailings material would be similar to the
glacial flour deposits common in the Greens Creek watershed and
throughout Southeast Alaska, except that pHwould be higher and they
would-contain
particularly ‘
failure would
years natural
the fine taild
disaster such
streams would

greater concentrations of insoluble metal-sulfides,
ron sulfide. The najor consequence of a tailings dam
be short term impact on spawning habitat. Within a few
sediment transport processes in the stream would remove
ngs material from the spawning gravels. If a natural
as flood or earthquake was the cause of the failure, the
simultaneously be severely impacted by landslides and other

sediment sources. Under these conditions, the worst impacts of an
impoundment failure would probably be restricted to the immediate
downstream vicinity of the clan.

It should be noted that this discussion considers potential impacts
under worst-case circumstances. The assignment of risk mist be
considered in relative terms. Risk of failure for any of the proposed
tailings pond sites should be considered extreinelylow, due to the
construction practices proposed for this project.

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, current natural processes would
continue; no direct affect on geologic hazards would be expected.

Alternative 1

Risk of failure of the Cannery Ituskegtailings pond would be very
low. Failure would occur only as the result of an extrene event that
exceeded the criteria used to design the impoundment. The risk of
failure as a result of flooding is low due to the design of the
spillway. Precipitation which exceeds the 100-year/180-day event would
result in flow through the spillway, directly to Hawk Inlet, but no
damage to the impoundment.

Because of impermeable clays, bedrock, and embankment that bound the
pond and the low hydrostatic head and short length of dam, this site has
a low potential for seepage. If seepage rates develop that are high
enough to inpact “Tributary Creek”, seepage can be collected and returned
to the pond. Because of the low seepage rates expected from the pond,
risk of potential damage to the structure resulting from seepage would be
very low.
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The risk of total failure of the tailings pond is extrenely low.
However, if such a fa%lwe did occur and if the pond tailings were
reslurried (worst-case analysis), the major portion of t~i?ings wou?d
move approximately 2,000 feet downstream from the embankment. This
estimate was based on the slope of the natural ground and an assuned
slope of tailings of 2.5*. Erosion of the tailjngs would continue until
the dam was reconstructed and the recovery of the spilled tailings was
completed. It would not be possible to recover all of the tailings, and
?ocal changes in the character of “Tributary Creek” would be noticeable=
Most changes would be short term. The effect on spawning and rearing
habitat in “Tributary Creek” is discussed under Freshwater Biology.
Because of the stable chemical nature of the tailings, it was estimated
that no significant increase In levels of metal ions would occur. There
are no human habitations or work places in the fai?ure path, so the risk
to human lffe or injury would be considered very low.

,Followingreclamation there would be no pond existing behind the
embankment and the tailings would be well consolidated and partially
cemented. The risk of failure fo770wing reclamation would be extremely
slight. Because of the consolidated condition of the tailings and
absence of free water, the consequence of failure would be small.

In general, the risk and consequence of failure of this site are low.

Two areas of oversteepened slopes would be crossed by the road fron
the cannery to the mine service area. The potential for soil mass
wasting, with some sedinent delivered to adjacent streams, is high. A
major slope failure would increase sedinent levels in streams, create
operational delays and cou?d potentially rupture the mill tailings line.

The proposed mine portal site is located in an area of steep and unstable
slopes. Mass wasting of soil and debris would occur during initial
construction with a high probability of del?very into Greens Creek.
Following construction this risk would be low.

Alternative 2

The Cannery Muskeg tailings pond would have the same level of risk
and consequence of failure as Alternative 7.

The road from the cannery to Young Bay would cross an area of steep,
unstable slopes with
faflwe in this area
operational delays.

Effects on s?ope
service area and the
Alternative 1.

-.
a high potential for soil nass wasting. A slope -
would not impact any streams, but would create

stability of the road from the cannery to the mine
nine portal would be the sane as those described for
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Alternative 3

This alternative would have the same level of risk and consequence of
failure as Alternative 1.

The aerial tramay would have a minimum impact on slope stability and
should not increase the nass wasting potential over the natural rate.

Alternative 4

Risk of dam failure at the Football Field site is low. A major slope
cut above the pond could potentially cause a major slide into the pond.
The risk of the najor slide occurring is low to moderate. Anajor slide
across the mill site could result in the pond filling with soil and
debris, with the embankment being overtopped as a result.

Risk of seepage fron the pond is low to moderate because of the long
embankment and relatively high hydrostatic head. Because of site
topography, excess seepage would be difficult to collect and return to
the pond. Assumed permeability conditions are similar to those at the
Cannery Muskeg site.

Precipitation that exceeded the 100-year/180-day event would be
routed through a designed spillway into Greens Creek. The dam freeboard
and spillway would be designed for the PMF with no damage to the
impoundment. Risk of serious da~age resulting from a flood would be very
low since the pond does not block a major stream course or intercept flow
from a large tributary basin.

Assuming a massive failure of the embankment and complete
mobilization of tailings, the majority of the tailings would reach Greens
Creek because of the steep hillside between the dam and creek. It would
be difficult or impossible to restabilize the site and return any portion
of the tailings to the pond because of the steep and inaccessible
hillside. Local changes in the vegetation and water courses (including
Greens Creek) would occur, although Host changes would be short to
moderate term.

There would be no human habitation directly below the dam, although
the access road would pass between the dam and creek. Because of the
difficulty in restoring the site, the direct impact on Greens Creek, and
the effect on the access road, a low to noderate risk was assigned to the
consequence of failure.

It should be noted that an extrene earthquake event causing a pond
fa~lure would have a similar impact on slopes and other natural features.
Although a dam failure would be a significant impact, it could likely be
overshadowed by the other landslides associated with the event.
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In general, the risk and consequence of failure for the Footba71
Field site wou~d be low to noderate.

Effects on slope stability of the road from Young Bay to the mfne
service area and the portal area would be the sane as those described for
Alternative 2. The large cut associated with the quarry for the Football
Field tailings pond would create a high potential for mass wasting on
that slope.

ATternatjve 5

Risk of structural failure of the North Hawk In?et tailings pond
would be low during an extreme earthquake event.

Seepage fron the impoundment would be a low risk hazard.
Penneabi?ities are assumed to be similar to those at the Cannery Fiuskeg
site. To an extent, the relatively low hydrostatic head offsets the
increased seepage potential resulting from long enbanknents. Seepage
that did occur would inpact the north end of Hawk Inlet and the Fowler
Creek drainage. A seepage collection system wou?d be difficult to
operate effectively because of the relatively flat, poorly drained nuskeg
located at the toe of the dam. Risk of potential danage to the
structure resulting from seepage is considered low.

Risk of serious danage resulting from a flood would be very low since
the pond does not block a r.]ajorstream course or control flow from a
large tributary basin. If the loO-year/?80-daydesign storm is exceeded,
excess water would f?ow across the spillway, direct?y into the north end
of Hawk Inlet.

The consequence of failure for the North Hawk Inlet tailings pond
would be low to moderate. Assuning a nassive failure of the east
enbanknent, the majority of tailings would end up in the beaver ponds and
tributary streams to Fow?er Creek. It would be possible to cleanup a
large portion of such a spill; however, the effect on spawning and
rearing habitats would continue for a period of 2 to 10years until
sufficient flushing could take place to cleanup the ponds and waterways.
FaiTure of the west enbanknent would resu?t in most of the tai?ings being
transported to the north end of Hawk Inlet. It would be difficult to
cleanup nore than the snail anount deposited between the dam and the
inlet. Because of the poor tidal flushing characteristics of that
portion of the inlet, any effects produced by this material would be long
tern.

Any extrene earthquake event that caused a pond failure, would have a
simiJar impact on slopes and other natural features. Although a dam
failure could have a significant impact, especially on the north part of
the inlet, it would seen relatively minor conpared to the impacts of
other natural consequences associated with the event. In general, the
risk and consequence and failure for the North Hawk Inlet irnpoundnent
would be ?OW.
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Effects on
Alternative 2.

Alternative 6

slope stability would be the sane as described for

This alternative would have the same levels of risk and consequences
of failure as Alternative 2.

Effects on slope stab~lity would be the same as described for
Alternative 2.

Alternative 7

This alternative would have the same levels of risk and consequences
of failure as Alternative 2.

Effects on slope stability would be the same as described for
Alternative 2,

Alternative 8

This alternative would have the same levels of risk and consequences
of failure as Alternative 2.

Effects on slope stability would be the same as described for
Alternative 2.

FRESHWATER QUALITY
(Reference 7, 8, 19, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37)

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the current natural processes would
continue; no direct affect on freshwater quality would be expected.

Alternative 1

Location of the nill at the nine service area would create no
additional impacts other than those for the nine service area
development.

The campsite at the cannery would have no impact on freshwater
quality. The only freshwater stream, Cannery Creek, would be kept
isolated from all potential runoff fron the developed area.

During project operation, flows from the waste storage area, nine
service area, mine portals, mill, and minor amounts of domestic
wastewater would be stored in the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond and
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treated. Overflows would occur from storms in excess of a ?OO-year event
and would enter Hawk Inlet. An analysis was made of a possible
overtopping from a 1,000-year event in order to assess potential changes
~n water quality (see Marine Water Quality).

Because of the surface drainage contro? methods to be used in the
vicinity of stream crossings, it was estimated that direqt runoff into
the stream would require a break within 100 feet of a st~ean. 14ithfive
sensitive stream crossings identified in the 6.4 miles of pipeline, a
direct spill into a freshwater stream could occur only over 1,000 feet
(200 feet per crossing), or 3 percent of the length of the slurry line.

Toxic chemjcals and fuel would be hauled by truck to the mfl? site
from the shiploading facility at the cannery. Concentrates would he
hauled by truck from the mill area to the shiploading facility. Total
daily road use was est~mated to be 30 round trips. Of this total, five
trips would be for hauling concentrate from the nil? to the cannery with
a backhau? of materials. Twelve trips would be by crew buses, two trips
with fuel, five trips for material haulage, and sfx trips for
miscellaneous inspection and administration.

The most significant toxic chemical used in the mill wou~d be sodiun
cyanide which, if spilled directly into a live stream, could cause a
short-term, major impact on fish and wildlife. An oil spill into a live
freshwater stream would also have an impact on fish and wildlife.
Spillage into a freshwater stream of other reagents used in the milJing
process WOUId cause less impact than sodium cyanide, but could sti??
cause an impact. If reagent spills were to occur away from direct
contact with freshwater streams, the impact would be major in the local
area of the sp~l?, but would have no affect on the Greens Creek or Zinc
Creek systems. A direct spill of any toxic substance directly ?nto a
freshwater stream during spawning or emergence could cause the ?OSS of an
entire year class of fish in downstream areas.

Between the cannery shiploading facility and the nine service area,
(8.1 miles), there would be six road crossings of live stream. Design
standards are such that direct runoff would reach a stream only if a
spill occurred within 100 feet of a stream. The length of roadway where
a spill would have a direct stream impact would be 1,200 feet, or 2.8
@rcent of the total roadway length. Other factors that would mitigate
the risk and effects of a spill include approved reinforced shipping
containers, weather constraints for shipping reagents, load-quantity
limitations for reagents such as sodium cyanide, and an effective spi71
prevention and control plan. Taking these factors into consideration,
the potential for a significant impact is low.
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The road corridor from the cannery to the nine site would have the
potential to generate large quantities of fluvial sediment. Both Greens
and Zinc Creeks would be subject to additional sediment input from
accelerated surface erosion and mass failures.

The potential for sedinent production would be nini~ized through
revegetation, road design, road location, and high standards of
construction, which are discussed in other sections.

A sedi~ent production model~/ was used to esti~ate sediment
production from the road corridor. The model predicted increases in
sedir?entfor Greens Creek of 10 to 20 percent the first year and 7 to 12
percent each year the road is tn use. The relatively low sediment
increases are generally attributed to Greens Creek high natural sediment
load. Consequently, these projected increases are considered to be
within the natural variability of Greens Creek and would not be a
significant impact. Based on observations ?n the Greens Creek watershed,
a number of existing major slide areas continually provide large
quantities of sediment to Greens Creek.

Background sedinent data for Zinc Creek was not available for
comparative analysis. The road corridor in the Zinc Creek drainage
crosses a high risk area for a mass failure. The sedinent nodel
estimates up to a ?70 percent increase in sedinent. The slide potential
could be reduced with engineering design constra~nts and road location.

The probability of a najor slope failure that could completely
eradicate a section of the road from the cannery to the nine serv~ce area
would be low. Sediment produced by a road-induced slfde of this
magnitude would result in significant stream degradation and would
rupture the tailings slurry line. Typically, a major slope failure would
occur during extrene precipitation events or an earthquake.

Location of the nill at the nine service area would require a
6.4-mile, partially buried tailings slurry line from thenill to the
tailings pond. In the event of a slurry line failure, shutoff systems
would be activated. The failure of both the slurry 1ine and the C?@
could, under a worst-case situation, directly affect water quality in
Greens, Zinc, and “Tributary” Creeks. The impact of a slurry spill would
be ninimized if the line failure occurred away froiacross drainages,
sjnce sedinents in the slurry would settle and be filtered by area
vegetation. The risk of failure is low.

~/ Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area. Draft Guide for Predicting
Sediment Yield from Forested Idatersheds. 1982.
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In a worst-case failure of the slurry and mine water pipe!ine, the
maximum amount of tai?ings that could be released before system shutoff
!s about 40,000 gallons, or 70 tons of soljd tailings material. The
quantity Wuld be less if the break occurred closer to the mine. Mine
drainage water would be released at a maximum rate of 2,000 gpm until a
tenporary pjpe could be installed. Installation of the te~porary pipe
could rionnallybe accomplished within 4 hours. During this period, the
mine water could be settled, treated, and released directly to Greens
Creek at the mine site. Such emergency treatment would provide water
quality well within acute toxic limits for aquatic life, This discharge
would-not produce a serious long term threat to aquatic life, if repair”s
were comp~eted wtthin a few days.

Alternative 2

Impacts to freshwater quality from housing employees in Juneau woul$
be insign~ficant. The road from the cannery to Young Bay traverses flat
terrain, or would be located away from streams and would not be expected
to have a significant impact to freshwater systems. All other impacts
would be the same as Alternative 1.

Alternative 3

The tram systen and ?ocation of the mill at the Cannery Muskeg
tailings pond would cause no significant inpacts to freshwater quality.
Other inpacts, except for those associated with the nine service area,
would be the same as Alternative 1. No road access to the mine or a
slurry line is included tn this alternative.

The sedimentation pond at the nine service area would discharge into
Greens Creek in all runoff events, since there would be no effluent
Dipeltne to the Cannery Muskeq tai?jnqs Dond. A ty~ical concentration of
~otal suspended solids-wou?d be 330 m~”
sedimentation pond discharge to Greens

For an average annual flow from 80
average suspended sediment load of 120
0.4 percent of the suspended sediment “

l~grams per-liter (mg/1) for
Creek from the nine service area.

acres (0.4 cfs) there would be an
tons per year. This load is
oad in Greens Creek. This

incr%ase would represe~t an unmeasurable impact on Greens Creek water
quality and could be reduced even further by additional flocculants.

Domestic waste from the mine service area would be treated in a
package plant, w“th the sewage sludge shipped out by tram. Mine water
would be treated at the m!ne service area sedimentation pond. Addition
of lime and polymer flocculants would be necessary to precipitate toxic
metals. Failure of this water treatment system would raise metal
concentrations In Greens Creek while repairs were being made to the
system. Meta7 concentrations would be below 96 hour LC50, but above
EPA and ADEC proposed criteria for aquatic life.
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Alternative 4

The impacts from this alternative are similar to Alternative 1 except
for the location of the mill and tailings pond at the Football Field
which eliminates the slurry pipeline. An effluent pipeline from the
tailings pond to a discharge site would still parallel the road.

In storm events exceeding a 100-year occurrence, Football Field
tailings pond water would overflow into Greens Creek. Table 4-5
(page 4-36) compares tailings water to Greens Creek water, mixed water,
and the maximum value water quality criteria for aquatic life in a 1,000
year runoff event. The concentration of metals goes up slight7y, but
would not exceed EPA 1980 criteria. Cadmium and mercury may already
exceed the EPA criteria in Greens Creek. Mixed water quality for
chromium, lead, nickel, and silver could not be calculated since the
laboratory analysts reached its lowest detection Iiwit for those metals.
Assuming that the concentration was at the lower detection Iinit, the EPA
1980 water quality criteria would not be exceeded.

Potential toxic chemicals, fuel, and ore concentrate spillage impacts
wou?d be the same as Alternative 1.

The road between the cannery shiploading facility and the Football
Field tailings popd and mill would be 9.6 miles long and involve eight
stream crossings. Since direct runoff would reach a stream only if a
spill occurred within 100 feet of a streaincrossing, the length of
roadway where a spill would have a direct stream impact would be 1,600
feet, or 2.8 percent of the total roadway length.

All hazards described for Alternative 1 would be present for this
alternative, except that the effects of a ruptured slurry line and 80
percent of the mine water line would not be present. However, risk of
rupture of the tailings pond effluent line would be present. Tailings
pond effluent would pose a lesser hazard since the water would be treated
to meet narine discharge standards. In addition, the surge capacity of
the tailings pond would allowat least 30 days detention storage without
release of any effluent to Greens Creek through the spillway.

The nill site, which would be located at the Football Field tailings
pond, is located on the floor of a quarry site excavated from a steep
hillside. A moderate to high risk of failure would exist at this site.
Environmental effects would be smal?; the pond would catch any toxic
naterial fron the site. A major slide across the mill s~te, however,
could result in fflling of the pond with soil and rock debris;
overtopping of the embankment could result.

Alternative 5

The impacts of this alternative to freshwater quality are similar to
those of Alternative 2 except the tailings pond would be located at the
North Hawk Inlet site. That site does not present additional significant
potential ~mpacts to freshwater quality with the exception that seepage
or dan failure may impact Fowler Creek instead of Cannery Creek..
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The tailings slurry line from the mill to the pond site would be
built in the sane manner as descrjbed in Alternative 1. It would be 10
m~?es long and would require a booster pump station for the last 2 to 4
miles. The requirement to pump tailings would increase the potential for
slurry line failure because of the possibility of the line plugging. The
failure of the slurry line could, under a worst-case situation, directly
affect water quality in Greens, Zinc, “Tributary,” or Cannery Creeks.
The spectfic nature of water quality degradation would not be possible to
predict accurately; however, the potential for slurry line failure
increases with the additional length of pfpeline. Since direct runoff to
a strean wou’!donly take ~lace If the break occurred within 100 feet of
the stream, with e~ght st’mam crossings,
~nto freshwater stream could occur only
the length of the slurry line.

a direct spill-from the pipeline
over 1,600 feet, or 3 percent of

Alternative 6

The effects

Alternative 7

The effects
exce~t that the

of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 2.

of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 2,
risk of a chemical spill into the freshwater environment

would be very low, and there would be the additional risk of an ore spill.

There would be no tailings slurry pipeline with Alternative 7. A 12-
to 14-inch corrugated metal pipeline (CNP) for mine and site drainage
water would follow the roadway to the tailings pond and would cross five
streams. The quality of drainage water would not meet EPA standards for
disposal directly to freshwater streams, but the concentration of metals
would be below acute toxic levels for fish. A direct spill from the
pipeline tnto freshwater streams could occur only over ],000 feet, or 3
percent of the length of the pipeline. Because of the mine water quality
and the dilution of wastewater with surface water, impacts are considered
insignificant.

Haulage on the roadway from the cannery loading facility would be the
same as that discussed in Alternative 1, except that the majority of
toxic chenicals, fuel, and the ore concentrates would be transported
between the cannery and the mill at the Cannery Muske tailings pond. In

7this road segnent only one live stream (Cannery Creek would be crossed.
The remaining materials, which would include fuel and explosives, would
continue the remaining distance to the mine. Ore would be hauled by
truck from the mine to the mill. Only in 3 percent of the 6.4mile road
haul would an accident deposit ore directly into the creek.

Alternative 8

The effects of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 1,
except for those associated with the mill at the Cannery Muskeg tailings
pond. Effects of the mill location would be the same as Alternative 7.
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MARINE WATER QUALITY
(Reference 7, 8, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45)

For each alternative, treated water would be discharged from the
tailings pond through a pipeline to the marine environment. This water
originates as mill waste, domestic waste, mine drainage, runoff from the
various project sites, and precipitation on the tailings pond. It is
anticipated that this flow would average 1200 gpm.

EPA has established discharge standards for the inillingprocess that
would be used at the Greens Creek Project. These “in-the-pipe” standards
set nunerical limits for suspended solids and various metals that are of
concern. Pilot test work performed on themi?ling process and taillngs
pond simulation indicates that effluent quality would meet.or be better
than the EPA “in-the-pipe” standards. AIIEChas proposed marine water
quality standards for discharge from the tailings pond. The proposed
values are based on toxicity studies of various narine species, drinking
water standards, EPA water quality criteria, and background seawater
concentrations.

ADEC is currently reassessing their water quality standards. At the
tine this document goes to print, ADEC’S standards do not allow the
creation of a mixing zone for any substance that bioaccumulates. Metals
and compounds present in the discharge may occur in forms that could
bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms. A mixing zone may be prohibited by
State law for this project.

Table 4-4 lists the EPA “in-the-pipe” standards, summarizes
measurements to date of background seawater quality, and the proposed
ADEC receiving water standards. Criteria for copper, lead, and silver
are based on measured background concentrations in seawater near the
mouth of Hawk Inlet.

For each alternative, treated wastewater would be discharged from the
taillngs pond through a pipeline into the marine environment. A diffuser
would be installed at the end of the pipeline to aid in the dilution of
the effluent with marine waters.

Initial mixing from the diffuser port is a direct function of energy
in the discharged flow upon release from the port. A high energy (high
exit velocity) discharge would result in turbulent mixing with
surrounding water. As proposed in the conceptual diffuser design (Figure
4-3) this turbulent zone (initial jet dilution zone) would consist of an
area of 200 feet by 500 feet by approximately 40 feet deep. Table 4-5
presents a comparison of concentration increases at the limits of this
zone against ambient seawater quality and proposed AIIECcriteria (24-hour
averages).
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TABLE 4-4

PROPOSED STANDARDS AND BACKGROUND
SEAMATER QUALITY

Parameter

Tss
m
Zn
Pi-l
W
cd
As
f%
$di
se
Ag

U.S. EPA
“In-the-Ptpe”
Standards (1)

20
0.15
0.5
0.3
0.001
0.05
(0.1)
(0.?)
(Oel)
(0.1]
(0.1)

Background
Seawater Quality (2)

---

.006- .015

.005

.006 - .008

.0005

.0002

.0009

.002 - .014

.008

.0005- .006

.004

Proposed ADEC
Receivfng Mater
Standards (3)

---

.075 (.004)

.058

.008 (.007)

.000025

.01

.005

.018

.007

.01

.004 (.0023)

These values are based on EPA discharge requirements from the Federal
R@ster 40 (YR 440 for effluent from mining and mil?ing operat~ons
using the flotation process. For the ~alues In parenthesis, no EPA
cr{t.e~$3exist. 0.1 mg/1 was used as a conservative value based upon
ptlot stud~es wh?ch indjcate that a better quality effluent ts likely.

13ack~roundseawater quality is based on two samples taken at the
mouth of Hawk Inlet. Samples collected in 1982 reported copper and
lead values much lower than displayed. Due to the large variability
in marine water qualjty reported and comments fm other agencies,
the Hawk Inlet water qualify needs to be better defined before any
conclusion can be drawn on the effluents effects on water quality.

Values jn parerRhes~s are ADEC standards based on toxicity and
drinking water standards. Background seawater quality is higher for
these metals and has been proposed as the ADEC standard.

The analysis of seawater samples is subject to numerous interferences
that raise the lower ?tm-itsof quantification.
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TABLE 4-5
PROJECTED C.ONCEWRA’HONAT EDGE OF INITIAL DILUTION ZONE.

Assumed Receiving Water Edge of Inittal
Background Discha e

7
Dilution Zone (4)(5)

Seawa%er (3) Quality 21 %awk Inlet S?ll hatham tralt

?SS (Total SUS-
pmied solids)

al

Z?l

w)

H9

Cd

AS

h

M

se

&

TutMl
cywde

Free
“WMme

---

.006-.015

.005

.006-.008

e0005

.cmix?

.0009

.002-.014

.008

.0005-.006

.004

20

.15

.5

.3

.001

.05

.7

.1

.?

.1

.1

(mg/1) (lng/1)

--- ---

,00656-.0155

.0069

.0072-.0091

.000502

.0004

.0013

.00238-.0143

.00836

.00089-.00636

.0044

See Table 4-6

See Table 4-6

.0069-.O?58

.0081

.0078-.0098

.000503

.00051

.0016

.0025-.015

.00858

.0011-.0066.

.0046

Proposed ADEC
Standards

(mg/1)

--a

.004*

.058

● 007*

.000025*

.005

.005

.018

.007*

.010

.O02W

W l?igrams per 1fter (mg/?)
?,200 gpm design dtscharge rate.
Background seawater quality based cm two samples col1ected in Hawk Inlet. Samples
collected in 1982 reported copper and lead values much lower than displ~ed. Due to
the large va?’iaMlfty in marine water quality reported and cements fron other
a~nctes the Hawk Inlet water quality needs to be better defined before any conclusion
can be drawn on the effluents effect on water quality.
Steady-state cwneentratians for Hawk Inlet water based upon dilution into the upper
f@#-t of the ~nlet depth, since most mixing is limited to that depth. This is a
Cwervatfve approach since some mixing with greater depth would occur. Sixty hours
build-up for Hawk Inlet Discharge, 20 hours build-up for Chatham Strait discharge at
steady-state.
Mtfal df?utim ratfos for Hawk Inlet
discharge 160:1.

Background sematerqua?fty may exceed

REFEREKE 44*

sill discharge 265:1, for Chathm Strait

the proposed ADEC standards.
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Effluent qualfty within the discharge pipe is assumed to meet EPA
standards for mill water discharge. Based on this comparison, effluent
concentrations at the edge of the initial jet dilution zone are below ADEC
proposed criteria for aquatic life, with the exception of copper, lead, and
silver. Concentrations of these three metals are slightly higher than ambient
seawater in Hawk Inlet. This difference is within the limits of analytical
error.

While the chemistry of the average eff~uent is known, the variability and
chemical behavior of heavy metals and trace elements in saltwater’is unknown
and impossible to determine without extensive state-of-the-art research.

A freshwater discharge, mixfng with seawater, would rise until dens~ties
approximately balanced. The initial turbulent mixing and the mixing that
occurs during rising of the d~scharge produces initial dilutfon. For a
freshwater discharge of 1200 gpm at an assumed 40-foot depth, using the
diffuser described, an initial dilution of up to 140 parts of receiving water
to one part discharge water would be expected.

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the current natural processes would
continue; no direct affect on marine water quality would be expected.

Alternative 1

Based on the available data the effect of the Chatha~ Strait discharge
location on marine water quality is considered to be insignificant.

No dye release studies were conducted at this site, however, current
velocity measurements were made in September 1981. Tidal velocities recorded
at the Hawk Point stations Indicate some effluent would enter Hawk Inlet. An
extrapolation of the dye study to Include this t~dal data indicates that, at
equilibrium, the equivalent of 10 to 20 hours of effluent discharge will
accumulate and remain in Hawk Inlet for the life of the project. Table 4-=6
illustrates discharge buildup in Hawk Inlet for the two discharge optfons.

Under this alternative the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond would overflow
into the lower portion of Hawk Inlet during extreme rainfall events. Mater
quality of overflows would be similar to normal tailing pond discharge. See
Table 4-7. The overflow would enter Hawk Inlet through a designed spillway as
a point source between the cannery and the Greens Creek delta. The overflow
would be of short duration (up to 6 hours), and localized water quality
degradation would occur during the overflow. Proposed ADEC standards would be
exceeded during the overflow. Mathematical modeling indicates that flushing
of such an isolated, short duration spill would be at least !35percent
complete within 60 hours after the spill. Localized dflution would proceed
more rapidly. The impact of such an event would be insignificant clueto the
short duration and dilution from runoff waters.
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TA8LE 4-6
AVERAGE CONCENTRATION IN HAWK INLET WATER

RESULTING FFKMDISCHARGE

Assumed Average Qualfty After Discharge (3)(4)
Discharge Background for Discharge at for Discharge at Proposed ADEi
y:lfi[l) Seawater(2) Hawk Inlet Sill

Parameter 9 (mg/1) (mg/1)

Tss 20

Ctl .15

Zn .5

F% ●3

M .001

cd .05

As .1

Cr .1

M ●1

Se .1

Ag .1

Total .2 (5)
Cyanide

-----

.006-.O15

● 005

.006-.008

.0005

● 0002

.0009

.002-.014

.008

.000!3-.006

.004

------

Chatham Strait
(lng/1)

------

.006025-.015025

.00508—

.00605-.00805— —

.0005002

.0060082-.0150082

.005027—

.006016-.008016

.000500055

● 00029

.000916—

.0020?6-.014016

.008016

.000516-.006016—

.004016

.0002027

.0009055

.0020055-.0140055

● 0080055

.0005055-.0060055

.0040055

(5)

Regulations
(I@ )

-----

.004*

.058

*007*

.000025*

● 005

.005

.018

● 007*

.010

.0023*

.2 (5)
C;%e

(11
(2)

(4)
(5)

1,200 gpm design dtscharge rate.
Background seawater quality based upon two series of samples in Hawk Inlet area.
Samples co?lected in 1982 reported copper and lead values much lower than displayed.
Due to the large var?abllity in marine water quality reported and comments from other
agencies the Hawk Inlet water quality needs to be better defined before any conclusion
can be drawn on the effluents effect on water quality.
Steady-state concentrations for Hawk In?et water based upon dilution into the upper 50
I%etof the in?et depth since most mixing is limited to that depth. This is a
conservative approach since some mixing with greater depth would occur. Sixty hours
M!ldlsp for Hawk Inlet discharge, 20 hours buildup for Chatham Strait discharge at
stea~-state.
Increases p~ojected above background as a result of the discharge shown underlined.
After in~tial dilution, Wee cyanide levels are expected to be less than .0002mg/l
and the avera$e levels in the jnlet are expected to be at least 1000 times less than
that value. Reference 34, 43.

* Background ~awterquallty my exceed the proposed ADEC standards. ~

REFERE$fCE44.
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TABLE 4-7

WATER QUALITY OF MINE DISCHARGES COMPARED
TO WATER QUALITY CRITERIA

Upper Level
Inflows

Mater Picked Up
Quality For Mill
Parameter PrOcess
(lng/1)(4) Water

EXPECTED FLOW 50”200 gpm

Toxic Metals and Metalloids

Al .05
As .02
Ba .02
B .05
cd .01
CP .002
Cu .005
Fe .2
Pb .01
Mn .’l
Hg .001
No e01.

.01
;: ● 005
I@ e0001
Zrl .06

Discharge
From
950‘
Level
Portal

!50-900gpm

*02
.01
*02
.05
● 005
.003
.005
.1
*01
.3
.00?
.o?
.01
.005
● 000?
.3

Seepage
Along
surface
Ore
Zone

150 gpln

.1
● 02
.02
.15
*02
● 003
.015

2.5
.05
.2
e001
.02
e02
.005
*002
.6

Mater
Quality Water
Criteria QMlfty
For Cr#ter$a
Drinking FOP
Water $almontds HOte$

---

(;)

i
.0?0
*05

?.
.3
e 05
.05
.000144
.5
*0134
.010
.050

5.

.1 (1)

.05 (2)

...
1.()
.00012
●m29 (3)
.0056
.3
● 00075
---
.~57

::56
.035
.m12
● 047

Not an EPA criteria.
Alaska standard is .05mg/l. EPAdoes not permft any detectable arsenic in drinking
water.
Chromium from natural sources is normally in trivalent form. In an oxidizing
environment it gradually changes to hexavalent chromium.
Milligrams per liter (mg/1).
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Alternative 2

Based on available data, the effect of a Hawk Inlet sill d~scharge
location on marine water quality is considered to be insignificant.

The average heavy metal aridtrace chemical concentrations within all
of Hawk Inlet would be higher than for a Chatham Strait discharge since
under stea~ state conditions more discharge would be accumulated in Hawk
Inlet (50-60 hours of d~scharge). Tab7e 4-5 illustrates this buildup.
Even with Me butldup, however, the effects of the discharge upon average
Hawk Inlet water qua?ity would not be detectable.

Alternative 3

Thjs alternative would have the sane impact as Alternative 1.

Alternative 4

Thjs alternative wou?d have the same impact as Alternative 7, with
the exception that tajl?ngs pond overflows wou7d be routed into upper
Greens Creek and then into the marine environment. Refer to the Surface
Mater Qualfty section for a discussion of those impacts.

Thjs a?ternatjve WouTd have the same effect as Alternative 2 in terms
of effluent discharge. Tailings pond overflows from the North Hawk In?et
pond, under extreme rainfall events, would spi?l into upper Hawk Inlet.

Mater quality of overflows would be similar to normal tailings pond
discharge (see Table 4-4). The overflow would be routed to Hawk Inlet
through a spi71w~ as a point source at the upper end of Hawk Inlet. The
overflow would be of short duration, ranging up to 6 hours. Localized
water quality degradation would occur during the overflow. Proposed ADEC
water quality criteria would be exceeded during overflow. Dye studjes
indicate that upper Hawk Inlet has poor flushing characteristics.

Mathematical modeling indicates that such an isolated, short duration
spill would require approximately 200 hours to attain 95 percent flushing
after the spill. Localized dj?ution would proceed more rapidly.
Detent?on tjme jn the upper jnlet waters, however, could be significant.

Alternative 6

Thfs alternative would have the same effect as Alternative 1.
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Alternative 7

This alternative would have the same effect as Alternative 1.

Alternative 8

This alternative would have the same effect as Alternative 1.

FRESHWATER BIOLOGY
(Reference 5, 6, 7, 8, 28)

No Action Alternative

As the Juneau area population increases, increased pressure on the
sport fishery would be expected.

Alternative 1

The roadway from the nine service area to the Cannery ?4uskegta~l~ngs
disposal site would be constructed and maintained according to Forest
Service standards for construction of arterial roads. All bridge
abutnents and footings would be placed out of the floodplain or protected
from erosion and placed to mfnimize debris accumulation. Some local
increases in turbidity and sediment availability would be anticipated at
stream crossings, but disturbed soils would be stabilized and
revegetated. Sediment increases are expected to be both minor and
temporary although temporary d~splacement of aquat~c invertebrates and
some resident fish downstream fn Zinc Creek and Greens Creek may resu7t.
Sedimwrt tncreases are not expected to be large enough to degrade
do~~nstreamproductive riffle areas through siltatfon or to smother
aquat~c invertebrates.

Under normal operating conditions, the slurry pipeline system is not
expected to influence the aquatic environment. In the event of a total
conduit failure [precipitated by a Iandsllde or other catastrophic
event)~ material frm the (24Psystem could enter Ilve streams. If a
catastrophic failure were to occur, it would probably take place during
heavy precipitation and high stream flows. Since the amount of ~aterial
that might enter any live stream would be small compared to discharge,
the effects on the aquatic environment, although significant, would be
short term, and masked by the effects of the catastrophic failure.

Locating the taillngs disposal area at the Cannery Muskeg sltewwld
eliminate 2,700 feet of the 5,600 feet of “Tributary Creek” presently
accessible to anadromous fishes. Permanent flow reductions eliminate
another 30 percent of the ~emaining stream. Fish using that reach of
stream include Dolly Warden char, cutthroat trout, pink salmon, coho
salmon (especially juveniles) and sculpin. Good spawning habitat in
“Tributary Creek” is limited to about 15 to 20 square yards. The chief
value of the strean is as rearing habitat for those fish with freshwater
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rearing phases. Since the production of those species depends upon
surv~val to the smelt stage, effects on their product~ve capacity can be
measured in term of habitat for year?ing and older juveniles. Based on
electrofishfng studies and habitat evaluation conducted in 1981, slightly
less than three-fourths of the available rearing habitat for coho or
older juvenfle anadromous sa?monids would be directly eliminated by
implementation of this alternative. This amounts to a productive
capacity of about 350 juveniles for each species (Dolly Yarden char,
cutthroat trout, and coho salmon). Put into perspective for the syste~,
the estfmated productive capacity for all of “Tributary Creek” represents
approximately 3.5 percent of the Zinc Creek run and about 0.9 percent of
the run for the Greens Creek/Zinc Creek system.

Based on an assessment of habitat qualfty for cutthroat trout,
results of quantitative population estimates for “Tributary Creek,” and
qualitative electrofishing efforts for Zinc Creek, it is expected that a
similar percent reduction in the stream’s productive capacity wou7d be
realized for cutthroat. For Dolly Yarden char, the proportional
reduction in the system’s productive capacity is expected to be smaller
than 0.4 percent.

Since pink salmon do not have a freshwater rearing phase, effects on
~n##ve capacity for this.species can be measured in terms of spawning.

Observations made in 1981 indicated that a maximum of about 250
adult p~nks entered “Tributary Creek” and that about 160 fish moved
upstream of the proposed dam site. Another 30 fish would be prevented
from spawnjng due to flow reduction. In 1981, unestimated 12,300 pink
salmon escaped to Zinc Creek and at least 45,000 fish escaped into Greens
week. Based on the limited availability of spawning habitat and a
greater vulnerability to bear predat~on in “Tributary Creek” than in
either of the 7arger streams, it is estimated that ?.5 percent of the
productive capacity for the Zinc Creek run, or about 0.4 percent of the
Greens Creek/Zinc Creek system run, would be lost due to the
implementation of this alternative.

Mitigation measures proposed for this alternative would result in at
least an equivalent replacement of lost habitat. The net effect of
mitigation for this alternative might be an increase in total fish
habitat for the Zinc/Greens Creek system.

Renovation of the canne~ area would involve a significant amount of
disturbance of the land and would produce some short term increases in
turbidity and surface runoff. Surface runoff would not enter any
freshwater bodfes.

Depending on the intensity of human use of the surrounding area for
leisure time activities, spontaneous development of foot trails in the
Cannery Creek watershed could occur. Presence of foot trails is not
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expected to have a discernible effect on fish resources. The effects of
the canp on biological resources in Cannery Creek are expected to be
minor. A significant amount of leisure time fishing can be expected to
occur around those streams with harvestable populations of pink and C050
salnon and Dolly Varden char (Zinc Creek, Greens Creek, Piledriver Creek,
Wheeler Creek, and possibly two or more of the unnamed creeks at the
north end of Hawk Inlet). Although the levels of recreational harvest
are impossible to predict, the possibility exists that excessive harvest
could cause a reduction in anadromous adult escapements.

Alternative 2

The configuration of the mine to cannery road, slurry pipeline, and
tailings pond elements of Alternative 2 are the same as for Alternative 1.
Consequently, expected effects on the freshwater environment and
associated biota would be the same.

The Young Bay to cannery road would have to cross the upper portion
of two tributaries to Fowler Creek. Crossings of perennial streams would
be accomplished with bridges or culverts, utilizing appropriate
safeguards to ninimize increases in turbidity. Minor, short term
unavoidable local increases in turbidity would probably occur during
construction, Since no fish resources exist in these small streams, no
dtrect effects on fish populations would occur friFowler Creek.

The road between the dock at Young Bay and the cannery would cross
the unnamed tributary to Young Bay near its mouth, downstream of a beaver
pond and marsh. The crossing would have no effect on the stream or its
b~ological resources except fot-some possible minor and biologicalIy
jnsignfficant Increases in turbidity during construction.

Alternat~ve 3

In Alternative 3, the tailings pond and camp facility options are the
same as Alternative 1. The mill would be located at the Cannery Muskeg
tailings pond. Construction of the tailings pond would cause a
permanent, unavoidable loss of habitat in “Trfb@ary” and Zinc Creeks,
due to displacement and flow reduction. Mit~gation measures would result
in at least replacement of lost habitat.

Impacts of the tailings pond and camp on aquatic habitats and
associated biota would be substantially the same as those associated with
in Alternative 1.

Because no cannery to mine service area road would be constructed
under this alternative, a wasterwater line would be infeasible. In
Alternative 3, treated mine water dratnage would be released directly
into Greens Creek. In the event of failure of the treatment plant,
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untreated mine water would enter Greens Creek. The discharge would have
levels of zinc that were below acute toxicity levels, but higher than
W!/AWC criteria for aquatjc life. The effect on aquatic biota would be
Wnor.

Alternative 4

The road from the mine site to the Football Field tailings pond would
have a similar effect on freshwater biota as the road between the mine
and tailings pond described in Alternative 1. Because of the greater
length of the road, some risk of increased turbidity to Greens Creek is
associated with this alternative.

A slurry line is not included ~n this alternative. A failure of the
tailings effluent pipeline, due to a landslide or some other catastrophic
event, would result in the release of that water into local streams,
probably Greens Creek. The quantity of water released would be small and
would be quickly diluted by Greens Creek.
would be minor and of a short duration.

Alternative 5

The configuration of the road from the

The effects of such an event

mine site to the cannery and
from the cann~ry to Young Bay ts substantially the same as the road
routes in Alternative 2.

Implementation of this alternative would result in reduced flow in a
major tributary to Fowler Creek. This tributary contains no fish
resources; therefore, no direct effects on productive capacity for fish,
either resident Dolly Varden char or anadromous fish, would occur. The
reduction in flow of the main stem of Fowler Creek would be small, and no
significant effect on the productive capacity of Fowler Creek would be
anticipated. The tailings slurry and mine drainage water, as described
in Alternative 1, would have to be pumped from a point near the Cannery
Creek crossing, to the North Hawk Inlet tailings pond site. This would
present some risk of fajlurea If the faiJure occurred over or near a
l~ve stream, some significtintshort term effects on water quality and
Mologica] resources would be expected.

Alternative 6

The overall configuration of this alternative is the same as
Alternative 2, except for the location of the marine discharge. Effects
of implementation of thfs alternative on the freshwater environment and
associated biota wou~d be identical to those described for Alternative 2.
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Alternative 7

The overall configuration of this alternative is similar to that of
Alternative 2, except that the mill would be located near the Cannery
Fluskegtailings pond site and effluent would be discharged in Chatham
Strait. The effects of implementation on the freshwater environment and
associated biota would be the same as in Alternative 2. The location of
the nill near the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond would result in increased
sediment production due to the truck hauling of ore. The effect of this
sediment increase is expected to be minor.

Alternative 8

The overall configuration of this alternative is the same as
Alternative 1, except the ~ill would be located near the Cannery t4uskeg
tailings pond and effluent would be discharged in Chatham Strait. The
expected effects of Alternative 8 on freshwater biology would be the same
as Alternative ?. No significant effects are antic~pated due to location
of the mill at the Cannery }fuskegtailings pond.

MARIME AQUATIC BIOLOGY
(Reference 7, 8, 28, 39, 40, 43)

A review of several aspects of toxicity of metals to aquatic biota is
necessary to clarify the basis for the impact assessments presented below.

Environmental regulations dealing with toxic substances in aquatic
systems generally address the concentrations of these substances allowed
for water. Allowable concentrations are usually based on known effects
on human health or levels found from laboratory studies to be acutely
toxtc to aquatic organisms. The mst widely used measure for such
studfes is the 96-hour LC ~, (the concentration of that substance that

iresults in the death of 5 percent of the test organisms within 96 hours).

Allowable concentrations for regulatory purposes are often set at a
conservative fraction of an established LCSO value (e.g.~ one
one-hundredth application factor) as in the case of the proposed A5EC
water quality criteria applied to the Greens Creek project. Attainment
of these criterta is generally considered to be sufficient to ensure
protection of the biota exposed to the effluent.

l.C~~values for metals are derived from laboratory tests using
measured quantities of netals introduced as salts into solution. They
thus represent the response of the organism to metals present in ionic
form in solution. They are not relevant to the issue of whether enhanced
metal levels in tissues or organisms would occur or what would be the
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effects of those $ncreased levels. NO direct relationship can be
established between LC~~ concentrations for a metal and the tissue
levels that a healthy organ~sm can sustain in the fjeld. Evaluated
tissue levels tn organisms may jndicate high environmental levels. Some
scientists fee? this may fndicate that a population is bejng stressed.
Synergistic effects, (the effect of two metals together) jn some cases
has been shown to lower the LC~~ concentrations documented for a sjngle
metal. The effects on marine orgari!smsis not known at this time and
cannot be determined without slgniftcant research.

Lewels of metals found in tissues of organtsms may originally have
been in solution in the water, In particulate form suspended in the
water, or in prey organisms consumed by the organism being studied.
Organisms present in undisturbed systems normally carry elevated levels
of some metals in their tissues. Increases in tissue metal levels are
often observed with no lethal or sublethal effects occurring. However,
organisms wfth increased metal levels jn their tissues nay be stressed.
Additional increases in metal levels may cause the organism to lose its
ability to detoxify the metals because all of the organisms storage sites
are full. Only some specjes of metals are actually toxic. In the case
of lead, studjes have shown that only 50 percent of the lead that Rqy
result tn the effluent would actually be toxjc. The other 50 percent is
!n a form that is not harmful.

Species such as crabs, halibut, and adult salmon may not experience
increased tissue metal content because they are mobjle and seasonally
migratory. They would not consistently feed in the small area used as a
mixing zone where elevated metal levels would occur. As a result,
significant bioaccumulation is not likely to occur in the short term.

Organisms chronically exposed to effluent would be those sessile
forms close to the discharge point. Kelp tissue has been shown to have
an affinity for lead and copper in the laboratory, but bjoaccumulation
rates in a natural enviromnt are not known. Shellfish species (mussels
and clams) my fncrease their metal burdens to some degree as has
generally been observed in bivalve populations existing near sources of
metals pollution. Literature based on laboratory studies of species
other than those found in Hawk Inlet suggests that sublethal effects to
organisms (e.g., larval deformation, reduced reproductive capability) can
occur, but metal concentrations producing those effects tend to be higher
than the project values discussed here. Data are not available regarding
sublethal effects for the particular species that occur in Hawk Inlet.

In summary, bioaccumulation of metals in organisms occurs naturally
fn the prfstine environment, as is evidenced by tissue burden data
collected in Hawk Inlet. Organisms are capable of physiologically
regulating metals within a certain range of ambient values. The proposed
discharge would result in small increases over ambient metal
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concentrations, and the largest of these small increases would only occur
over a limited area close to the discharge pofnt.

NO Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the current natural processes would
continue; no significant affect on marine aquatic biology would be
expected.

Alternative 1

The construction of a camp facility would have three potential
impacts on marine biota: increased sedimentation as a result of runoff
from the extensive area occup$ed by buildings, discharge relating to
sewage disposal, and disturbance of marine sediments.

Due to sediment control measures, sediment in runoff would not
significantly affect marine organ~sms. Outflow from runoff settling
ponds would be discharged through the outfall of the sewage treatment ~
plant at a depth greater than 20 feet. Benthic substrates at such depths
consist of silts and clays. Any sediments discharged there would settle
veyy quickly due to low current velocities at those depths and not alter
the nature or resource value of such habitat.

The proposed sewage treatment facility for the cannery includes
secondary treatment. The lowantic~pated discharge f?ow (less than 4,000
gallons per day), secondary treatment, and offshore discharge wuld
result in no detectable alteration of water quality or adjacent benthic
habitat and communities.

To install a discharge pipe for a Chatham Strait discharge, some
blasting of rock along the Hawk Point shoreline would be required, and a
total of about 3,000 square meters of intertidal area would be affected.
Because of the resilient nature of rocky intertidal fauna, disrupted
shoreline areas would be recolonized within a year or two and no
persistent biological $mpactwoulei occur.

The equilibrium buildup of effluent in Hawk Inlet resulting fm a
Chatham Strait discharge is 10 to 20 hours. This is the steady state
conditions pred~cted by the calibrated flushing model built from 1980 and
1981 @e studies and extrapolated to Chatham Strait. Effects on marine
biota are not known; however, accumulation over time represents a higher
potential for effect than no accumulation. This fs also true for the
case of tailings pond overtopping.

Mortalities of organisms including sensitive larvae, such as OungeneSS

crabs should not occur. Residence time of plankton (inc?ud~ng planktonic
larvae) in the discharge vicinity would be much less than 96 hours, dUe
to tidal flushing, further minimizing probabil~ty of mortalities.
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Alternative 2

The proposed Young Bay docking fac~lity would include a rockfil1
breakwater with approximately 6,000 square yards of intert?dal and
subtidal cobble habitat being covered by the pier and breakwater, and
approximately 3,200 square yards of subtidal sand habitat being covered
by the breakwater. The amount of subtidal sand habitat displaced
represents less than 5 percent of that hab$tat type occurring over the
440yard segment of the shoreline involved. Hams and polychaetes in
that area would be replaced by species such as mussels and barnacles.
Overal? change fn forage value of biota to fish species would be minimal.

The upgrading of the dock at the Auke Bay ferry terminal would not
significantly affect marine organisms, since this area has previously
been impacted by the existing dock. No concentration of aquatic resource
species occur, and the projected environmental changes would not decrease
the value of the area as habitat.

!dortal$tiesof resident organisms, including planktonic larvae, would
not occur. Tidal velocities at the Hawk Inlet sill are high, insuring
that time of exposure to maximal effluent levels would be short, further
minimizing the probability of mortality. The high velocities also result
in high shear forces, which limit the dispersion of the eff7uent plume
across the mouth of the inlet. Data on avoidance behavior of juvenile
salmonids fs unknown. Literature on adult Atlantic sa7mon suggests that
the effluent plume would not block migratory movement of salinonin and
out of the inlet. Even if some avoidance did occur, the restricted
Iatera? dispersion of the plume would permit normal migrato~ movements.

Steady state conditions predicted using the calibrated model indicate
50-60 hours of effluent bu~ldup in Hawk Inlet. Although no specific
effect on marine bfota is known, the consensus among State and Federal
agency b$ologtsts indicates the longer buildup represents a higher
potent$al threat to organ$sms w“th~n the inlet. Effects of overtopping
the ta$l$ngs pond are the same as Alternative 1.

Impacts to the marine aquatic biota due to effluent discharge would
be the same as Alternative 1. Other impacts are the same as
Alternative 2.

Alternative 4

Marine impacts of this alternative from the Young Bay docking
facility are dtscussed under Alternative 2 and the Chatham Strait
discharge are discussed under Alternative ?. Marine impacts from
overtopping of the tailings pond would be insignificant.
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Alternative 5

Marine impacts of this alternative would be the same as discussed for
Alternative 2, except that effluent buildup from North Hawk Inlet
tailings pond overtopping would represent a higher potential threat
because of the poor flushing characteristics and long retention thne in
upper IiawkInlet.

Alternative 6

Marine impacts of this alternative would be the same as dtscussed for
Alternative 4.

Alternative 7

Marine inpacts of this alternative would be the same as discussed for
Alternative 4.

Alternative 8

Marine impacts would the the same as those discussed for
Alternative 1.

WILDLIFE
(Reference 7, 8, 46, 47, 48)

NO Act$on Alternative

An increase in population would likely lead to an increase in hunting
pressure. The TLMP revision in 1990 may schedule independent timber
sales in Management Area C21. If those areas are harvested, some
reduction in wildlife habitat on North Admiralty Island would occur.

Alternative 1

The road from the cannery to the mine service area
h~bitat loss for its entire length. Approximately 177
disturbed by the road and borrow pits. The road would
habitat loss for eaales. waterfowl. or marine mammals.

would cause dfrect
acres would be
not cause direct
Wile havinq some

direct impact upon fiarten,the prifiarydirect habitat loss wou?d be-to
deer, and to a more limited extent, bear. Total deer habitat loss would
occur for 163 acres (approximately 92 percent of the length of the road),
but as a percentage of total important deer winter habitat with~n the
project area (approximately 11,000 acres) the Iosswou?d be small (1.5
percent). The amount of direct habitat loss impact,upon bears is more
difficult to determine since the road would not direct7y disturb any
primary bea~ habitat, such as salmon streams, beach fringe areas, or
grass meadows.
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The ind+rect habitat loss from traffic actfvity along the road would
have no substantive impact upon eagles, waterfowl, marine mammals, or
most forbearers. Bear, deer, and marten would avoid the road and
adjacent areas to varying degrees. Of those three species, deer would
probably be the least affected. For deer, some low level impacts would
occur from direct mortality due to vehicular traffic. Low level impacts
would also occur due to indirect mortality caused by harassment and
subsequent reduction of crit’icalenergy reserves over the life of the
project. The degree to which bears would be affected cannot be
accurately estjmated~ but sane avoidance may occur.

Road construction would produce noise and activity disturbance
throughout its entire length, causing wildlife to avoid the general
area. Fol?owing completion, this zone of influence would likely decrease.

The Cannery Muskeg tailings pond site would make about 150 acres
unusable to wildlife. This site is unimportant habitat for marine
mamals and waterfowl, and of relatively moderate importance for deer,
eagles, and furbearers. It is important bear habftat, largely because
bear feed upon salmon tn “Tributary Creek.”

ConstnMXiorI of the pond would take most of two construction seasons
(Playthough October] and WOUId cause significant local disturbance and
avoidance. This avoidance zone would decrease following the completion
of construction. The location of the pond would displace north/south
deer and bear movements in the “Tributary Creek” drainage.

The pond’s contours would not cause animals to become entrapped.
Except for a radius of 150 feet around the tailings outfall where the pH
of the pond would approach 10.5, the pl+would be between 8 and 9. This
would not kill a~ animals entering the pond, but would irritate ENJcous
membranes and discourage animals fron returning. The indirect Impact of
tailings pond operation would be low. Ongoing operation would be
re?attvely passive in nature, generating little noise or hunan activity.

An additional direct habitat loss of approximately 6 acres would be
due to the campsite at the cannery facility, The indirect habitat loss
for the surrounding project area WOUId be high. The sheer magnitude of
activity associated with a year-round camp of 225 people would be
significant. The noise from increased use of roads, boats, machines, and
air traffic would affect wildlife and cause their movenent out of the
imediate area. Movement patterns, particularly the north/south
movements of bear and deer east of the cannery between the inlet and the
first ridges would l?ke?y be most affected.
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Workers at the campsite would also cause a substantial increase in
hunting and trapping pressure upon wildlife. These activities would
require additional State and Federal agency management and monitoring of
the Hawk Inlet area.

Inpacts associated with construction of the housing facilities would
be moderate. Earthmoving, piledriving, and other construction activities
would affect wildlife, probably causing movement further away from the
site, until work was completed.

The presence of the nill at the mine service area would cause little
additional impact. During construction of the mill$ noise or activity
impacts would not increase significantly above those impacts for
construction of the other facilities at that site.

The wastewater treatment facility, buried discharge pipeline, and
Chathan Strait outfall would cause little direct hab~tat loss. The
passive nature of the facility and pipeline would cause little $nd$rect
habitat loss through noise or activity disturbance. Construction noise
and activity would cause animal avoidance and would probably affect
aninal movements. Construction of the discharge line would occur outside
the eagle nesting period to minimize the risk of potential disturbance.

Alternative 2

This alternative would have the same level of impact as Alternative 1
for the tailings pond and mill locations, and for the road from the
cannery to the nine service area.

Less than one additional acre would be disturbed at the canne~ in
upgrading the existing bunkhouse facilities. The additional indirect
construction impacts for upgrading the bunkhouse facilities would be
minimal when compared to the other construction activities that would
occur at the cannery site such as the construction of storage and docking
facilities.

Dtrect habitat loss from construction of the Young Bay dock,
involving uplands, tidelands, and submerged lands, would be about 4 acres.

The Young Bay to cannery road would disturb approximately 86 acres.
It would not cause any direct habitat loss for eagles, waterfowl, or
marine mammals. While having some direct impact upon marten, the primary
direct habitat loss would affect deer and, to a more limited extent,
bear. Deer winter habitat loss would be complete for 49 acres, about 57
percent of the length of the road. As a percentage of total important
deer winter habitat within the project area (approximately 11,000 acres)
the loss would be small--about 0.45 percent.
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The road would not directly disturb prfmary bear habitat such as
salmon streams, beach fringe areas, grass meadows, or known dennirrgareas.

The ind~rect effects of traffic activity along the roaciwoulc!be
sim$lar to the effects for the cannery to mine service area road
descr~bed in Alternative 1, except traffic volumes would be lower.

Construct~on of the Young Bay dock and road would produce noise and
activity disturbance throughout.thejr enti~ length, causfng wildlife tq
avoid the general area. Following complet?cm of dock and road
cor?structlon,wildlife would likely return to the area surrounding the
road corridor and the dock.

The wastewater treatment facility, buried discharge pipeline, and
Hawk In?et sill effluent cbischargesite outfall would cause little di’rect
habitat 10ss. The passive nature of the faci?ity and pipeline would
cause l~ttle indirect habitat loss through noise or activity disturbance.
Construction noise and activity would cause animal avoidance and woul’d
probably affect animal movements. Once construction was completed,
anMa?s would likely return to the area.

The potent$a? impact from the project upon humpback whales (the ofily
known threatened or endangered species in the project area) would be
ma? 1. Boats varying in size and length presently use the Auke Bay to
Young Bay mute throughout the year. There have been no known direct
collisions between whales and boats longer than 50 feet in the area. The
existfng frequency of boat traffic in Auke Bay and Stephens Passage
(State ferries, cmnercial fishing craft, pleasure boats, etc.) is high
during different times of the year. If a crew boat were to travel
round-trip between Auke Bay and Young Bay three times per day, there
would be a slight, unquantifiable increase in risk to humpback whales
from a boat collision. There js no evidence at this time that humpback
whales are being disturbed by existing levels and types of marine traffic
in the area. The Forest Service has determined that this is not an
action wh?ch my affect threatened or endangered species or their
habitats under reg~?atfons implementing Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act.

Alternative 3

Impacts from the tailings pond at the Cannery Muskeg site, and for a
Chatham Strait effluent discharge site would be similar to Alternative
1. The impacts from the campsite would be somewhat reduced because there
is no road from the cannery to the mine portal with this alternative.

An estimated 100 acres would be disturbed by the tramway components.
Direct hab$tat loss would be approximately 6.3 acres for all the tower
and transfer sites associated with the tram. Al? potential windfall
trwes would be cut within a radius of approximately 200 feet of each
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tower or depot structure. An undetermined number of potential wtndfall
trees would be cut along the route wherever they could threaten the
cables or a passing cablecar.

Construction of the tram system would not cause any direct habftat
loss for eagles, waterfowl, or marine mamls. It Would have some diwt
impact upon marten. Since most of the tram would be above 1,000 feet tn
elevation, direct impact upon deer wtnter habitat would be small.
Impacts upon bear habitat would be similarly small.

Ongoing maintenance and operation of the tram system would cause no
substantial indirect habitat loss for eagles, waterfowl, marfne mammals,
or most forbearers. Movements of tram vehicles m~ght cause bear, marten,
and possibly deer, to initially avoid the tram corridor, but wildlife
would probably accommodate to the movements to a large extent. The tram
system would eliminate many human/wildlife encounters between the mine
service area and the cannery.

The tram system would not pose a physical barrier to anfmal
movements, but movements across and along the corrfdor could be
affected. The towers and cables would pose a collision threat to
eagles. The degree of risk cannot be pred~cted.

During the approximately one construction season tt would take to
construct the system, wildlife would tend to avoid a substantial portion
of the project area because of the high level of no$selactivity. After
construction, most species would likely return to the project area.

Placement of the mill at the Cannery Muskeg tallings pond s$te would
cause no additional direct habitat loss above that caused by construction
of the tailings pond itself. Construction of the mill would likely
increase animal avoidance of the site, but animal movements would not be
significantly impacted by addition of the m$ll to the tailings pond.

Alternative 4

The effects of this alternative would be the same as Alternative 2,
except those effects related to the Chathan Strait effluent discharge
site (see Alternative 1) and the location of the tailings pond.

Construction of the Football Field tailings pond, including rock
quarries, cleared areas, and the additional 1.3 miles of road would cause
a direct habitat loss of 163 acres. This area is of no importance to
eagles, waterfowl, and marine mammals. It is of relatively low
importance to bear, deer, and forbearers. Overall direct and indirect
habitat 1osses, WOUId be 1ow from construction and operation of both the
tailings pond and the mill at the Football Field site.
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Alternative 5

The impacts of a road from the cannery to the mine, and the mill at
the mine servfce area would be the same as for Alternative 1. Impacts
from the Young Bay to cannery road, and the Juneau housing would be the
same as Alternative 2.

Constmctfon of the North Hawk Inlet tailings pond, Including rock
quarries and cleared areas, would disturb 270 acres. The area is of no
importance to mdrine mamma?s, and of relatively low importance to
eagles. It is of relatively moderate importance to bear, deer, waterfowl,
amd forbearers. A pump station to move the tailings slurry would be
needed near the Cannery Creek road crossing and would create an additional
noise/actf~ity disturbance. The overall direct and indirect habitat
losses and construction impacts would be relatively moderate from
construction and operation of the tailings pond at this site.

Alternative 6

The effects of this aTte~native would be similar to Alternative 2,
except the effect of the Chatham Strait effluent discharge site would be
the same as Alternative 1.

Alternative 7

- The effects of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 2,
except those for the Chatham Strait effluent discharge site (Alternative
1) and ,for the location of the nil1 at the tailings pond {Alternatfve 3).

Placement of the mill at the Cannery Muskeg tatling pond would cause
no additional direct loss of habitat, since the mill would be located in
a quarry site used for construction of the tailings pond. Some indirect
habitat loss would occur from the additional noise and activity at the
mill. An increase in human/wildlife encounters at the tailings pond
would occur. Ore would be carried from the nine to the mill in trucks.
This noise and activity disturbance would be significant, causing
increased avoidance of the road corridor and increased vehicular/wildlife
contact. This would particularly impact bear, marten, and during severe
winters, deer. Impacts upon animal movements would not be significantly
increased over those caused by the location and construction of the
tailings pond.
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Alternative 8

Effects of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 1, except
for the location of the mill at the tailings pond that would be similar
to Alternative 7.

RECREATION
(Reference 7, 8, 12,

No Action Alternative

An jncrease in the recreational use of

13, 14)

the project area is expected
as development in the Juneau area
areas. An increase in population
competition among recreat~onists.

Alternative 1

displaces recreationists from other
wou~d be expected to lead to increased

During leisure time hours, employees housed at the camp would be free
to recreate. Increased competition for available fish and wildlife would
occur in the Hawk Inlet area as a result of increased hunting and ffshing
activ$ty by Noranda employees. State Fish and Game regulations will
protect species fron overharvest. Those species sensitive to human
intrusion, i.e., nesting birds, brown bears, etc., would most likely be
iupacted by the increased human use of the undeveloped area adjacent to
the project.

The effects of the increased use would extend from the Young Bay
area, throughout Hawk Inlet, to the Piledriver Cove and Wheeler Creek
areas. Those areas WOU1d be reached by private boats, which would be
moored at Iimfted docking facilities provided by Noranda at the cannery.

Indirect effects to the recreation resource from the campsite option
would be from the impacts associated with general human habitation of the
area. Mildlife/hman encounters would Increase.

This alternative would produce the greatest level of impact to
current recreation opportunities in the Hawk Inlet and adjacent coastline
areas by increasing huntina and fishinffcom~etition. increasing human
activit~, and incr~asing w~ldlife
operation.

Alternative 1 would result in
recreation opportunities in Young

distfirbanceby prbject develhpnent and

little or no change frointhe current
Bay.
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Alternative 2

In the long term, hunting pressure in the area is anticipated to
increase as population in the Juneau area increases. The existence of a
roadless and-generally undeveloped
replaced by a developed setting.

In thfs alternative, the kinds
recreating at the project site, as
would not occur.

recreation experience would be

of impacts resulting from workers
found in the previous alternative,

The development of the Young Bay dock and the road from Young Bay to
the cannery would alter the current hunting experience. Those hunters
who tolerate roads or are attracted by roads would hunt the area. Those
hunters who wanted a roadless experience would most likely find
substitute areas.

The lower portion of the cannery to mine road and the Cannery Muskeg
tailings pcmd would displace some existing deer hunting. The mine site
occurs in an area that currently receives little hunting use and would
result in little direct impact.

The overall impacts to recreation from Alternative 2 are less than
Alternative 1.

Alternative 3

Recreational impacts for this alternative are similar to those for
Alternative 1, due to the presence of the campsite. Additional major
impacts to wildlife would occur during construction of the tram,
primarily related to increased noise/activity levels.

Alternative 3was given the least desirable rating.

Alternative 4

Recreational impacts for Alternative 4 are similar to, but less than,
those for Alternative 2 because the Football Field tailings pond would be
located in a low value hunting area.

This alternative was given the most desirable rating.

A7terriative5

Recreational impacts from Alternative 5 are similar to those for
Alternative 2. Locating the tai1ings pond at North Hawk
slightly fncrease the total impact to recreation because
some recreational cabins.

?h~s alternative was given a slightly less desirable
Alternative 2.

Inlet would
it would be near

rating than
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Alternative 6

Effects of

Alternative 7

Effects of

this alternative would be similar to Alternative 2.

this alternative would be similar to Alternative 2.
however, the effects of the millsite option led Alternative 7 to be @ven
a not as desirable rating.

Alternative 8

Because of the tmpacts
mill at the Cannery Muskeg
Muskeg tailings pond, this
rating.

to recreation associated with locating the
tailings pond, the campsite, and the Cannery
alternative was given the least desirable

SUBSISTENCE
(Reference 13)

The environmental consequences of each alternative were deterd ned by
examining how each alternative would affect hfgh value deer hunting
areas. These areas were conside~ed to be lower than 500 feet in
elevation, 0.5 to 1 mile fnland from the beach, and near landing sftes
and anchorages.

lt was considered that the location of the tailings pond, the type of
employee transportation on A&iralty, the location of the mill, and the
1ocation of employee housing were the components of each alternative that
would have the greatest affects on deer hunting opportunities.

No Actton Alternative

The primary subs~stence species in the pro~ect area has been
identified as Sitka black-tailed deer. Any trend that would have an
impact on the deer population would, in turn, impact subsistence use.
An increase in the Juneau area population would be expected to increase
hunting pressure on the deer population.

Alternative 1

The najor subsistence impact would be the increased mnnberof human/
wildlife ecounters and the significantly increased hunting pressures due
to the presence of a year-round 225-worker camp In Hawk Inlet. There
would be some high levels of disruption to subsistence opportunities from
this alternative.
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Alternative 2

Increased public access non vehicular, if available to upper Hawk
Inlet from construction of the Young Bay to cannery road, could create
some competition for subsistence resources. There would be some low
levels of disruption to subsistence from this alternative.

Alternative 3

This alternative would create the nest disruption to subsistence
activities because the tailings pond, and the mill at the tailings pond
would be located in high value hunting areas and the year-round campsite
would inCmase hunt~llgPl%SSU~.

Alternative 4

The Football Field ta+lings pond site has low hunting value and is
located 3.5 mfles from the coast, at an elevation of over 1400 feet; thus
ft is away from any usual subsistence use areas. This alternative would
pose the least disruption to subsistence.

Alternative 5

The effects of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 2.
There would be some low levels of disruption to subsistence activities
from thts alternative.

Alternative 6

The effects

Alternative 7

of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 2.

Because of the impacts from the cannery to mine road, the Canneyy
Muskeg tailings pond, and the location of the mill at the tailings pond,
this alternative would pose some high levels of disruption to subsistence
actlv$ties.

Alternative 8

Because of the cannery to mine road, the Cannery Muskeg tailings
pond, the campsite, and locating the mill at the tailings pond, this
alternative would be the most disruptive to subsistence activities.

VEGETATION
(Reference 7, 8, 20, 21, 22, 23)

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the current management direction for
utilization of the project area would not change.
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Alternative 1

A total of 404 acres would be disturbed under this alternative.

Construction of the campsite at the cannery would disturb about 20
acres of spruce/hemlock forest and shorelfne vegetation. The road
corridor between the cannery and the mine service area would remove 177
acres of spruce/hemlock forest and muskeg. The Cannery Muskeg tailings
pond would be cleared of 150 acres; 67 acres would bemuskeg, 83 acres
would be spruce/hemlock forest. The mine service area would disturb 57
acres.

Alternative 2

A total of 477 acres would be disturbed under Alternative 2.

The breakdown of that acreage is: 57 acres at the mine service area;
177 acres along the road from the nine to the canne~; 6 acres at the
cannery for emergency housing; 150 acres for the Cannery Muskeg tailings
pond; 86 acres of spruce/hemlock forest and nuskeg along the road from
the cannery to Young Bay; and 1 acre of shoreline vegetation at the Young
Bay dock.

Alternative 3

A total of 327 acres would be disturbed under Alternative 3.

The breakdown of that acreage is: 57 acres at the mine service area;
100 acres of spruce/hemlock forest would be disturbed by the tramway
components; 20 acres of spruce/hemlock forest and shoreline vegetation at
the campsite; 150 acres of spruce/hemlock forest and muskeg at the
Cannery Muskeg tailings pond.

Alternative 4

A total of 521 acres would be disturbed under Alternative 4.

The breakdown of that acreage is: 57 acres at the mine service area;
31 acres along the road from the mine to the mill at the tailings pond;
163 acres at the Football Field tailings pond; 177 acres along the mine
to the cannery road; 6 acres for emergency housing at the cannery; 86
acres along the cannery to Young Bay dock; and 1 acre of shoreline
vegetation at the Young Bay dock.

Alternat~ve 5

A total of 597 acres would be disturbed under Alternative 5.

The breakdown of that acreage is: 57 acres at the mine site; ?77
acres of forest and nuskeg along the mine to cannery road; 6 acres at the
cannery for emergency housing; 86 acres of forest and muskeg along the
cannery to Young Bay road; 270 acres at the North Hawk Inlet tailings
pond; and 1 acre of shoreline vegetation at the Young Bay dock.
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Alternative 6

Alternative 6 would disturb 477 acres; the same number of acres that
would be d?sturbed by Alternative 2.

Alternative 7

Alternative 7 would disturb 477 acres; the same number of acres that
would be disturbed by Alternative 2.

Alternative 8

Alternative 8 would disturb 404 acres; the same nwnberof acres that
would be disturbed by Alternative 1.

TIMBER

Impacts on the tjmber resource are one time impacts of a ?ong-range
character. Areas developed as a part of the project would be removed
from timber production for the life of the mine and the time required for
rehabilitation and regrowth. The effects of implementing the various
alternatives are based on the amount of road construction required,
assuming an average road clearing limit of 66 feet. C7earings for the
mine service area, tailings pond, and quarrtes were also considered.
Timber volume est$mates are based on data extracted from Forest Service
timber type maps, developed in ?977 as a part of TLMP. Final acreage and
volume wITI be verified when the roads are designed and slope staked, and
a cruise completed. That will occur when the Final Forest Service
Preferred Alternative is selected. The tern commercial forest Iand’is
used here in reference to volume and site class only. It does not infer
antic~pated commercia? use of that tinber.

See Table 4-8 for a summary of the timber volume removed for each
alternative.

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, the current management direction for
ut~lization of the project area would not change.

Alternative ?

An est?matecl742 acres of
yield of 3 to 5 million board
Alternative. Of that vo?u~e,
the monment.

Alternative 2

An estimated 180 acres of

cocnnercialtimber land, with an estimated
feet, would be cleared under this
approximately 86 percent would be cut from

commercial tinber land. with an estinated
yield of4to
Alternative.
the monument.

6.5 million board feet, would be clea~d under this
Of that volume, approx~mately 75 percent would be cut on
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TABLE 4-8

ESTIMATED CLEARING REQUIREMENTS

TOTAL

CFL ACRES ACRES ACRES TOTAL VOLUME VOLUME VOLUME

ALT. REMOVED JRD ANM REMOVED MBF JRD MBF ANN M8F

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

142

180

112

200

180

180

180

142

23.2 118.8

51.6 128.4

15.0 97.0

51.6 148.4

51.6 128.4

51.6 128.4

51.6 128.4

23.2 118.8

3,198-5,174

3,946-6,448

2,523-4,098

4,412-7,193

3,946-6,448

3,946-6,448

3,946-6,448

3,198-5,174

429-748

953-1,664

277-484

953-?,664

953-1,664

953-1,664

953-1,664

429-748

2,769-4,426

2,993-4,784

2,261-3,614

3,459-5,529

2,993-4,784

2,993-4,784

2,993-4,784

2,769-4,426

CFL - Coninercialforest land

JRD - Juneau Ranger District

ANM - Admiralty National Monument

MBF - Thousand board feet
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Alternative 3

An estimated 112 acres of commercial timber land, with an estimated
yield of 2.5 to 4 million board feet, would be cleared to allow
development of facilities. Of that volume, approximately 90 percent
would be cut on the monument. Restoration of the cleared tramway area to
timber production would require the least tine and cost of all the
alternatives. This alternative would also require the least amount of
clearing.

Alternative 4

An estimated 200 acres of commercial tfmber land, with an estimated
yield of 4.5 to 7 million board feet, would be cleared under this
alternative. Of this volume approximately 78 percent would be on the
monument. Th!s alternative would require the most clearing.

Alternative 5

The effects of this alternative to the timber resource would be the
same as Alternative 2.

Alternative 6

The effects of this alternative to the timber resource would be the
same as Alternative 2.

Alternative 7

The effects of this alternative to the timber resource would be the
same as Alternative 2.

Alternative 8

The effects of this alternative to the timber resource would be the
same as Alternative 1.

AIR QUALITY
(Reference 1, 2, 7, 8)

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, current air quality levels would be
exp~”ted to remain the same.

Alternative 1

Projected increases in ground-level concentrations of dust and sulfur
dioxide resulting from the proposed mining andnilling operations would
be less than 10 percent of the corresponding federal ambient air quality
standard. Small amounts of road dust might be raised during extended dry
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per~ocis. No significant adverse Impacts on air quality or
fauna in and around the project area would be anticipated.

Alternative 2

on the flora or

The effects of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 1.

Alternative 3

Power generation equipment would be split between the mine site and the
Cannery Muskeg tailings pond area. Projected increases in concentrations of
all pollutants at both the mine and nill location amount to less than 10
percent of the corresponding ambient air quality standard. No significant
adverse impacts on air quality would be anticipated.

Alternative 4

Maximum ~ncreases In ground-level concentrations of all pollutants would
occur on the elevated terrain west of the Football Field tailings site.
Smaller increases would occur at the mine site. In each case, projected
increases for sulfur dioxide and total solid particulate would be less than 7
percent of the corresponding federal ambient air quality standards.

The projected increase in annual average ground-level concentration for
nitrogen oxides represents 34 percent of the federal anbient air quality
standard. Small amounts of road dust might be produced during dry periods.

Alternative 5

Effects

Alternative 6

Effects

Alternative 7

Effects

of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 1.

of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 2.

of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 3. In
addition, because of truck transport of ore to the mill at the Cannery 14uskeg
tailings pond, additional road dust and vehicular emissions would occur. This
is not expected to exceed federal ambient air quality standards.
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Alternative 8

Effects of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 7.

VISUAL RESOURCES
(Reference 7, 8, 23, 24, 25)

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, current natural processes would
continue; no significant affect on the visual resource would be expected
to occur.

The TLMP revision in 1990may schedule timber sales on the Mansfield
Penfnsula; the visual resoume could then be altered.

Alternative 1

All proposed facilities would
retention VQO areas. The cannery
service road, and the mill at the
VQO. The campsite would meet the

be located in inventoried partial
dock facility, the cannery to mine
mine service area all would meet the
VQO, as long as facilities were

designed to r%duce impacts below the significant level. The Cannery
Muskeg tailings pond would meet the VQO only if reclamation takes place
in a timely manner. Substantial mitigating design measures would be
necessary to achieve the part~al retention VQO there.

Alternative 2

All components of this alternative would be located in inventoried
partial retention VQO areas, except the Young Bay dock. That dock area
would be in a retention VQO area. The dock area has a distinctive
variety class rating, and is located in the foreground of a high
sensitivity area.

The Young Bay dock would not meet the VW unless major mitigation
measures were incorporated in the design. The Young Bay to cannery road
would meet the VQO as long as mitigation measures were incorporated in
planning, design, and reclamation.

The impacts from the cannery dock, Cannery Muskeg tailings pond, the
cannery to mine road, and the mill at the mine site, would be the same as
Alternative 1.
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Alternative 3

The tram system would pass
retention and retention VQO’S.
have a significant impact, the
retention VQO.

through areas with inventoried parttal
Primarily because the tram towers would

tram system would not be able to meet the

Locating the mill at the cannery would meet the YQO if substantial
mitigation measures were carried out in its design.

The impacts of the cannery dock, the Cannery Muskeg tailings ponds,
and the campsite, would be the same as Alternative 1.

Alternative 4

The Football Field tailings pond and the mill site are located in an
area of common visual variety, in the background of a low sensitivity
Iocat$on. It would fall within a inventoried modification VQO area and
would meet that VQO.

The impacts from the Young Bay dock and the Young Bay to cannery road
would be the sane as Alternative 2.

The impacts from the cannery dock and the road from the cannery to
the nine service area would be the same as Alternative 1.

Alternative 5

The North Hawk Inlet tailings pond area would be located in an
inventoried partial retention VQO. The area has a tiommonvariety rating,
and is located in the foreground of a medium sensitiv~ty area. Locating
the tailings pond at the North Hawk Inlet site would not neet the partjal
retention VQO due to the quantity of earthwork visible.

The Young Bay dock, the Young Bay to cannery road, the cannery to
mine road, and the mill at the mine service area would be the sane as
Alternative 2.

Alternative 6

The impacts from the Young Bay dock and the Young Bay to cannery road
would be the same as for Alternative 2.

The impacts from the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond, the road from the
cannery to the mine, and the nill at the nine service area would be the
same as for Alternative 1.
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Alternative 7

The Cannery Muskeg tailings pond and the cannery to mine road would
be the same as-Altern~tive l.- “

The Young Bay dock and the Young Bay to
same as Alternative 2.

The mill at the Cannery Muskeg tailings
Alternative 3.

Alternative 8

The mill at the Cannery Muskeg tailings

cannery road would be the

pond would be the same as

pond would be the same as
Alternative 3.

A?? other components would be the same as for Alternative 1.

NOISE
(Reference 7, 8)

No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative current noise levels would be
expected to remain the same.

Alternative 1

Noise during construction would come from heavy earth-moving
equipment, blasting, chain saws, and helicopters and would occur mostly
during the construction season. Noise levels would be essentially
equivalent to noise levels generated during operation by haul trucks and
mine equipment. The maximum noise levels would move with the road
building crew, affect~ng different areas along the routes.

The presence of the campsite at the cannery would add typical
residential noises (shouts, radios, etc.), in the range of 50 to 60 dBA.
Noise intensity from the diesel electric generator would be about ?00 dBA
at 50 feet. Noise associated with operations at the Cannery Muskeg
tailings pond would be from vehicles used for shift changes and
inspections. Small gasoline powered passenger vehicles traveling at low
speeds, on gravel roads, would have noise intensities of 50 to 60 dBA.

The concentrate-hauling trucks would have maximum noise intensities
of 90 dBA @ 50 feet. This noise would be generated about 10 times daily
during daylight hours. Noise from the trucks would be perceived above
natural background noise, such as rain and wind, for 2 to 3 miles in line
of sight distances and for 1 to 1.5 miles in the forest. Other smaller
trucks and passenger buses would generate lower noise levels, at a
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maxinun of 85 dlli,20 to 25 round-trips daily. The increase in noise
would not be cons~dered significant for this alternative.

Alternative 2

Elin*nation of the camp and the noise associated with a camp would
not result in noise ~ntensities being significantly different from ~
Alternative 1.

Alternative 3

This altemitive would have no vehtcle-generated noise. The tram
operation would be generally quiet. The ciiesel-electrfcgenerators would
have to be situated at the jIg-back transfer station on the r~dge top.
Wfth a noise intensity of 100 dBA at 50 feet, a continuous low tntensfty,
low frequency sound would be perceived in all open areas for several
Riles. Location of the mill at the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond wuld
increase noise concentrations in that area.

Alternative 4

Locat$on of the tailings pond at the Football Field site Wuld not
result in noise intensitie~ bbing significantly different
Alternative 1.

Alternative !5

The location of the tail~ngs pond at North Ha* Inlet
result ~n noise intensities being significantly diffewnt
Alternative 1.

Alternative 6

from

site would not
from

This alternative would have the same effect as Alternative 2.

Alternative 7

Location of the mill at the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond would
increase noise concentrations in that area and along the proposed road
corridor. Ore trucks would make about 35 trips per day, Noise levels
would be increased along the proposed road corridor and at the Cannery
!Mskeg tailings pond.

Alternative 8

This alternative would have the same effect as Alternative 7.
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NO Actfcm A’tx?matfw

be

Thfs zltemat$w would have m effect on Mstoric or prehistoric
resources.

‘Themad will be routed to cane no C1OSW than TOO feet to the site,
therebynitfgatfmganypotentfaladverseeffects.The site, which is
composed of a shell midcknand ffre-crackedrock, 3s above the htgh-tide
bmm!arye A small beam- pond restr?ct.sthe area of access thatthe road
could transverse. %temt$al Mt?cjatlon proposed consists of routing the
road armnd the site. A deta?led archeological investigation was ~
conducted during the IW? field.season to determine the boundary, depth,
and s$gn~f$+canceof the s$te. NO act~on will be taken without
cmsultat!on w$th the State l+jstorjc!%servatfon Officer and, if peeded,
the Ac!wisoryCounc~l on H?stor5c Preservation.
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Alternative 7

This a?ternat~ve woi.Ildhave the same level of impact as Alternative 2.

Alternative 8

This alternat~ve would have the same level of impact as Alternative 1.
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direct construction employee, 12 (3 months in 1983), 32 (9 months in
1984], and 38 (?2 months in 1985) secondary emp~oyees would be added to
the local economy. It seem likely all secondary employees would be
local.

The employment impact during deve70pment would be as follows:

Total Norl”loca? Loca7
E!!!Pk@ Employees Employees

1983 (3 months) 72 30 42
1984 (!lmonths) 192 80 112
1985 (12 months) 216 90 126

The increase in population, assuming a population/employment ratio of
1.25 as fn 1980, would likely be approximately 38 (3 months in 1983), TOO
(9 months in 1984), and112 persons in 1985.

No Action Alternative

The No Action Alternative would preclude the hiring of approximately
150 people from the Juneau area to fill project jobs. Opportunities for
jobs from secondary employment wou?d a?so be lost. The opportunity for
Juneau to diversify its economy wou?d have to be met by other segments of
the economy.

Alternative 1

Under this alternative, employees would be housed on Admira?ty Island
~n an employees only camp. No individual residences would be built on
the ~sland. It has been assumed that approximately 50 percent of the
employees needed [115 workers) under this alternative w~u?d be drawn f~
the local econ~. Because of the campsite option in this alternative, a
high employee turnover rate (300 percent per year) is also expected to
occur.

Many of the employees might retain residences and families in other
areas. Employees who enter the local community and wish to rent housing
in Juneau would affect the existing shortage of housing units. The 1981
nntal vacancy rate in Juneau was virtually zero percent; a mininum
vacancy rate of 3 to 4 percent would be necessary to provide some choice
in housing.

This alternative would decrease the dispersed recreation
opportunities by the presence of project employees hunting and fishing
during their leisure time in the Hawk Inlet area.
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Total hlorandapayroll during operation would be $11.7 millton per
year (In 1981 dollars). Based on estimated personal outings and
considering the local multiplier effect, total spending in Juneau is
estimated at $4.3 million annually.

Alternative 2

This alternative would house
transport them daily to and from
would be employed, with 275 full
training status.

Under Alternative 2, Noranda
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Public facilitatessuch as sewage treatment facilities, fire
protection, polfce protection, and hospitals should not be measurably
af%cted by’this alternative.

The implementation ofthis a?ternativewou?d be expected to increase
demand for owner-occupied homes. Noranda plans to supply rental unfts by
1985, if the need exists. Analysis indicates approximately 85 ret?ta7
units would be required to house mining personnel.

Public facilities that would be impacted by the increased population
Include schools, roads, and parking. About 758 workers could be drawn
from outside the comnunity. Of that 158, about 60percent (95 workers]
would be married, with children. Assuming l.4 children per household,
733 chf?dren would enter the school system.

By bustng
should OCCU)”.

Dispersed
development.
who wished to
with the rest

Alternative 3

employees, no significant increase to traffic volumes

recreation opportunities would be
Housing employees tn Juneau wou?d
pursue dtspersed recreation wou?d
of the Juneau population.

reduced by project
mean that those employees
do so in equal competition

This alternative would have the same impacts as Alternative ?.

Alternative 4

This alternative would have the same impacts as Alternative 2.

Alternative 5

This alternative would have the same impacts as Alternative 2.

Alternative 6

This alternative would have the same impacts as Alternative 2.
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Alternative 7

This alternative would have the same impacts as Alternative 2.

Alternative 8

This alternative would have the same impacts as Alternative 1.

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

Various factors influence the operation of a mine, including the
spatial distribution and grade of orebodies, the technology used, access,
environmental protection measures, workforce morale, and safety.
Tradeoffs and mitigation measures made between these factors in
developing alternate operattng plans must be reasonable and feasible.

Major factors which affect the operating efficiency of thts type of
mining project include:

1. Degree of complexity of the mining/milTing systems.

2. Morale and job satisfaction of the labor force. The operation
of a project such as the Greens Creek mine requires trained, experienced
personnel in order to achieve any reasonable degree of production. An
average period of 6 months is considered a minimm length of time to
properly train employees, and 1 year is an industry standard expected for
allowing an employee to reach full production capabilities.

Factors that would influence the period an employee works with a
project are important considerations in the overall operation of the
mine. Extended periods away from families, and complexity of the mining
process influence worker satisfaction. Worker job satisfaction is
critical to the efficient operation of a mining project.

3. Employee safety. State and federal laws mandate the safe
operation of mining projects. All portions of the project are subject to
these regulations. However, the ininingcompany has considerable latitude
in determining details of the mining methods, transportation systems,
mill process, etc.

Alternative 1

With the mill located at the mine site, coordination of the project
would requ’ireless supervisory personnel. Power generation factlit~es
would be in one location, reducing duplication of electrical systems.
Employees would be located in one specific area, which would
significantly aid in coordination of activities when emergencies arise.
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The ?oat$on of the mill and the tailings pond, connected by a
gravity operateclslurry Tine, represent an efficient method of ore
processing and tailings transport.

Housinq emloyees in a camp could cause significant labor problems.
Under stmijar sltfiationsin which a camp
employee turnover rate was not unusual.
eff~c$ency of the operation and the qual<
rNY?ma17ybe Mred.

Construction of the outfall wou~dcm

was u~ed, a 300 percent annual
Wi@ turnover rates reduce the
ty of workers which would

ate some dffficultjes related to
the l@ng of the underwater ptpe71ne and anchoring of the diffuser.
Operation of the system would be similar to that for the Hawk Inlet stl7
djscharge @int, except that the risk of failureof the line Is greater
due to the Itne Yengthdnd crossing condjtjons in Hawk Inlet. This Tine
?ocatjon Wuld also resu?t jna slight rjsk of disruption as a result of
boats drag@ng anchors across the line.

Alternative 2

A 30 Dercent annual emolovee turnoverwould be ~rojected far thfs
alternat~ke. Review of otke;comparable mining ope;at~ons
turnovers relatjve?y Iowwhen employees live in a family
Low levels of employee turnover can significantly tncrease
efficiency of the mine.

The housing of emplo..eesjn Juneau would require daiTy
and from the island. Bad weather could limjt orel~minate
chanqes whfch would have some effect r.monthe operation of

jndjcates that
environment.
the productive

transport to
some shift
the mine.

liora;dahas assumed thatat ?east one shift change wouTd not be posslb~e
12 days per year.

Mra.nda considers the s$ll discharge site to be thernost efficient of
the two sftes considered.

Altemative3

The Iocatjorkof a mill, away from the mine, would require the
dupllcatiortof power generation facilities and the need for additional
supervisory and service personnel. The transfer of ore by tram to the
m??? site would create a number of operational problems. The mjll would
be run on a continuous ba$js. Interruption of the ore supply far periods
longer than ore stockp~~es make up would reqWre the mill to be shut down.

The tram system +ncluded in this alternatjve WOUId present the
greatest dffficfflgyIn the operation of the nine. The tram Ilmjts the
flexibiltty [ability to eff’fcierrtlyreact to changing conditions) of the
mining operation to twqxwt supplies, employees, and ore. As it is
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envisioned for this project, the tram would be one of the longest
jig-back systems in the world without a road connecting both ends of the
systen.

The tram system could not be operated when wind gusts exceeded 50mph
which is estimated to occur about 100 days per year.

Alternative 4

This alternative would present certain operational difficulties
related to the operation of the mill away from the mine. It would
require truck haulage of ore 1.3 miles from the mine to the mill.
Wastewater from all sources would be pumped uphill to the tailings pond
and backfill material needed for the underground mining activities muld
be slurried back to the mine. The complexity of the mining operation
would be significantly increased under this alternative. All other
aspects of this alternative would be similar to Alternative 2.

Alternative 5

The operation of the mine/mill complex would have the same problems
or constraints discussed under Alterna~ive 2.

This alternative would have a slurry line that
station, because the tailings pond would be higher
of the pipeline route.

would require a pump
in elevation than part

The potential for plugging of a tailings line wttb a sag point and
pump station would be greater than with a continuous gravity feed
system. If the line became plugged, considerable time and effort would
be required to reopen the line. A plugged line a!so increases the risk
of line failure. It should be noted that the actual potential for line
breakage would
alternative.

be very small; however, the potential is greatest for this

Alternative 6

Most aspects of this alternative would be the same as Alternative 2,
with the exception of the effluent discharge point in Chatham Strait
whfch fs discussed in Alternative 1.

Alternative 7

This alternative would be subject to the same constraints as found in
other alternatives with the nlll located away from the mine. Ore would
have to be trucked downhill from the mine site, to the mill, located at
the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond. Coarse tailings material would then
have to be trucked back to the mine site to be used in the mine
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WOrki?& as backfill. operational problems related to locating a mill
remote from the mine are further dtscussed in Alternative 3. Other
effects are similar to Alternative 2. The Chatham Strait discharge site
is djscussed in Alternative 1.

Alternative &

A?terna.t%ve3 discusses operational constraints associated with
developmentof a mill at the Cannery Nuskeg tailing pond. Other effects
are similar to Alternative 1.

COST ANALYSIS

Capital and operating costs for each alternative have been estimated
for an 11-yedr operating life of the mine, which represents the known
1~fe of the orebo@. These costs have been summarized in Table 4-9.

For purposes of this evaluation, economic’considerations are limited
to a display of costs by various categories. These costs are based on
1981 prices and increased at an annual rate of 10 percent to take into
account future inflation. Since each alternative has a different
projected stream of costs, a present value calculation has been made for
each alternative at a 15 percent discount rate. This allows for an equal
comparison of alternatives having different cost streams.

Due to the very competitive nature of the mining industry, reliable
revenue projections to evaluate the economic project benefits were not
attainable. This was especially true for gold and silver, where
international speculation on the economic well-being of worldwtde markets
is a major factor influencing prices. Consequently, the economic
feasibility of each alternative is notexplicity evaluated. The
alternat~ves considered presented a range of economic, environmental, and
social trade-offs. All alternatives are assumed to be feasible and
attainable.

Alternative 1

Important factors contributing to total costs inc?ude the high cost
of operating the camp and the high cost of the Chatham Strait discharge
site. The most significant cost is the operation of the camp which
currently ranges between $35 to $40 per nan per day. The total number of
workers under this alternative is relatively small, but the actual
payroll is moderate because of the long work week, overtime pay, and cost
for training as a result of the htgh anticipated turnover of employees.
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TABLE 4-9
PRESENT VALUE COST SUMHARY

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 Alternative 5 Alternative G Alternative 7 Alternative 8

Cap. op. Cap. op. Cap. op. Cap. op. Cap. Op. Cap. Op. Cap. Op. Cap. Op.

14ifre/Nill Facilities 81,940 41,860 81,940 41,860 107,110 59,300 99,650 60,050 81,940 41,860 81,940 41,860 107,110 59,300 107,110 59,300

Tailings Pond 14,370 2,370 14,370 2,370 11,910 ,,120 32,830 9,220 28,620 14,210 14,370 2,370 11,910 1,120 11,910 1,120

On-site Transport 3,570 6,980 6,080 10,470 55,050 36,130 6,080 10,470 6,0/30 10,470 6,080 10,470 7,800 20,930 5,300 17,440

Housing and Off-Site 6,280 41,240 9,520 11,210 6,280
Transport

41,240 9,520 11,210 9,520 11,210 9,520 11,210 9,520 11,210 6,280 41,240

Pond Effluent Outfall 2,420 190 850 190 2,420 190 2,420 190 850 190 2,420 190 2,420 190 2,420 790

I?eclar.lation 5,920 0 6,030 0 5,290 0 4,010 0 7,440 0 6,030 0 6,030 0 5,920 0

Other Costs 37,920 335,080 37,920 335,080 37,920 335,080 37,920 335,080 37,920 335,080 37,920 335,080 37,920 335,080 37,920 335,080

Sun of Present 152,420 427,720 156,710 401,801
Value Costs

225,980 473,060 192,430 426,220 172,370 413,020 158,280 401,180 182,710 427,830 “176,860 454,370

Total Present $580,140 $557,890 $699,040
Value Cost

$618,650 $585,390 $559,460 $61O,54O $631,230

Notes:
(1 ) All costs are reported in thousands of dollars (U. S.), escalated at 10% per year to the year of
expenditure and discounted to the first year of production and reported as present value cost. Costs were
estjnated in January 1982.

(2) The reported costs are based on the best current estinates available.

(3) “Other” C?sts represent administrative and operating costs which are not included under any of the
specific line Item+ and are assrmed to be constant for all alternatives. Actual mining costs are included
in this category.

(4) The first column for each alternative is the estimated capital cost and the second colcmn is the
estinated operating expense.



.

Alternative 2
,.,,

The important factor contributing to the overall cost ts the high
cost of transporting employees between Juneau and the cannery. The total
workfone under this alternat~ve Is relatively high, but the actual
payroll is moderate because of the standard work week, minimum overtime,
and anticipated low turnover of employees.

Alternative 3

Important factors contributing to the costs associated with this
alternative include the capital and operating cost of the aerial tramway,
the high cost of operating the camp, and the cost of constructing the
Chatham Strait d~scharge.

Use of a tramway for transport of ore, fuel, supplies, and personnel
would be expensive in both front-end capital (construction)and on-going
operating costs. Because the purpose of considering the tram option was
to eliminate road construction in the Greens Creek valley, it was assumed
that construction of the tramway would be done exclusively with
helicopters. Separation of the mining and milling operation would
require duplication of facilities and personnel.

In addit~on to capital expenditure, the tramway would be expensive to
operate. Because of the limited carrying capacity of the tra~ cars, it
would take two hours to transfer each shift. This would result in
productivity losses that are reflected in the estimates as added labor
cost*

A water treatment plant would be required in order to dispose of mine
drainage and mine site runoff into Greens Creek. Treated plant sludge
would have to be dried before shipping it on the tram for disposal
elsewhere. The estimated cost for water treatment is reflected in the
mine/mill facilities cost.

Alternative 4

Factors contributing to the cost of this alternative include
constructing the tailings pond at the Football Field, construction of the
mill at the tailings pond, and the cost of discharging effluent into
Chatham Strait. The Chatham Strait discharge was discussed in
Alternative 1, and the separate mill was discussed in Alternative 3. A
1.3-mile haul road would have to be constructed from the mine to the
mill. Seepage control facilities and spillway construction would be
expensive. Reclamation of the quarry site north of the pond would not be
feasible because of the steep rock faces.
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The f~portant factors contributing to the overall cost of $Ms
alternative are the cost of the slurry line and pump stattons w~$md to
move tajlings from the the cannery $0 the taillngs pond site. High cOStS
would also result from pumping effluent from the tailings pond to the
Hawk Inlet sill discharge point. Pumping tnilltailings and pond effluent
results in high ene~ consumption that must be generated on site.

Alternative 6

Factors contributing to the cost of this alternative
of the Chatham Strait dfscharge, see Alt.ematlve 1. All
are the same as for Alternative 2.

Alternative 7

Factors contributing to the cost of this alternative

$nclt.ade the cost
other factors

include the cost
M the Chatham Stra~t d;scharge and the cost of construct~ng and
operat$ng physically separate wine and mill plants. All other factoPs
am the sameas forAlternative2.
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Quarry sttes for the road and tailings pond would be recontoured and
revegetated where possible. At the completion of the reclamation phase,
however, some areas where blasting of steep rock faces was done for
quar~ sttes or road construct~on would rematn exposed.

The ta$lfngs pond reclamation would remove free water fmm the
settled tafllngs. The area would then be revegetated using suitable
grasses and trees, such as red fescue, hemlock, Sitka spruce, and alder.
If requfred ikm plant growth, additional SOII or rock materials would be
deposited on the surface afthe tailings.

Reclamation opportunities for this alternative are rated good; the
majority of the project area would be reclaimed. Long term icpacts to
the project site would include some exposed steep rock faces. Monument
lands would resemble their present character after revegetation was
completed and followfng 15 to 20years of regrowth.

Alternative 2

This alternative would generally have ttiesame opportunity for
reclamation as Alternative 1. The only modification would be the
addition of reclamation of the cannery to Young Bay road, if required by
the Forest Service, and docking facilities in Young Bay.

Total land disturbance would be approximately 477 acres, with 384
acres in the monument. The feasibility of reclaiming this road and dock
would be good. At the end of reclamation the dock could be completely
removed, with only remnants of a breakwater remaining in Young Bay. The
reclamation procedures for the Young Bay road would he the same as
procedures described in Alternative 1. Final disposition of facilities
below mean high tide wil1 be determined by the terms of the State
tide?ands pennits (ADNR).

Alternative 3

TMs alternative would disturb a total of 327 acres of land,
fnclud~ng 313 acres within the monument. The reclamation potential of
thfs alternative would be good, since there would be ortlylimited roads
requirfng reclamation. Reclamation of the tram would require removal of
towers and the transfer statfons. At the completion of the reclamation
phase, little indication of the transportation system would remain.
Other as~ts of reclamation would be simf?ar to Alternative 2.

Alternative 4

This alternative would disturb a total of 521 acres, including 416
acres within the monument. The construction of the Footbal1 Field
tailings pond site would require a 65-acre quarry that would be located
on the htllsfde area, directly north of the pond. The rock materials
used in dam construction would be quarried by the development of benches
Wfth steeply Sloping wa?ls. Full reclamation of the quarry would be very
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difficult. The steep quarry rock backslopes would be technically
impossible to restore. Revegetation of the quarry floor would be
accomplished with replacement of topsoil and planting.

The Football Field quarry site would be visible from within the
Greens Creek valley after reclamation. The reclamation potential of
other aspects of this alternative, such as roads and the tailings pond,
are considered to be good. The overall reclamation potential of this
alternative is considered moderate.

Alternative 5

This alternative would disturb aDproxtmatel.y597 acres of land,
including 234 acres

The reclamation
A~ternative 2. The
reclaimed, as could

Alternative 6

. .
within the monument.

potential of this alternative is simtlar to
North Hawk Inlet tailings pond site could be
the adjacent quarrysite.

Reclamation potentials of this alternative would be similar to
Alternative 2.

Alternative 7

Recla~ation potentials of this a~ternative would be sim~lar to
Alternative 2. This alternative would disturb a total of approximately
470 acres, including 386 acres within the monment.

Alternative 8

Reclamation potentials of this alternative
Alternative 1. This alternative would disturb
incTuding 386 acres within the mnumemt.

would be similar to
a total of 406 acres,
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SECTION V
LIST OF PREPARERS

Core IDT - Forest Service

Name

Charles Holstine
(BS Degree)

Joseph Kennedy
(BS Degree)

Steven Lundeen
(AA Degree)

Jon Martin
(BS Degree)

Denn5s Rogers
O’IsDegree)

Title

Fisheries Biologist,

Civil Engineer

Hydrologist

Wildlife Biologist

Geologist

Stmrmrt Tean - Forest Service

Section Responsibility

Freshwater/Marine
Aquatic Biology

Technical/Economic

Surface water/
GroundWater

Wildlife

Team Leader/ Geologic
Hazards

ROPIBaer - Geoloqist
Helen Castlllo --Admiralty Island National Monument Manager
Stan Davis - Archeologist
Jane Donnelly - Writer - Edttor
Charlotte Humphrey - Word Processing
Jane Hurst - Word Processing
Jan Roach Lerum - Editor
Bob MC Donald - Soil Scientist
Joseph Mehrkens - Economist
K.J. Metcalf - Former Adniralty Island National Monument Manager
Ken Mitchell - Supervisory Forester
Mary Moore - Planning Staff Officer
Mary h’luller- Botanist
ilomMonaco - Landscape Architect
April Newlun - Word Processing
Karen Snyder - Word Processing

Additional information was contributed by:

Noranda Mining, Inc.
Aquatec
Bechtel Civil and Minerals, Inc.
Bterly ~nd Associates, Inc.
International Environmental Consultants, Inc.
Ott Water Engineers
Martin Marietta Corp.
R and N Consultants, Inc.

Experience

5.5 years

11 years

8.5 years

4 years

8.5 years

Terra Nerd Consulta~ts
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SECTION VI
CONSULTATION WITH OTHERS

The Forest Service, in its capacity as lead agency, conducted an extensive
public and interagency consultation and coordination program throughout the
development of the DEIS. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the
Environmental Protection Agency participated as cooperating agencies as
defined in 40 CFR 1510.6 because of their administration of federal permit
programs (NPDES, PSD, CWA). Federal, state and local involvement in the
process are documented in Table 6-1. In addition, all baseline documents were
routed to the appropriate agencies for review and comment.

During the second quarter of 1979 the Forest Service contacted a number of
organizations to act as an informal advisory group in formulating a list of
issues, concerns and opportunities. A briefing paper was prepared by the
Forest Service and reviewed by the group at a July 31, 1979 iaeeting.

Based on this meeting a revised issue paper was developed and distributed
during Decenber 1979. Also during December 1979, a public workshop was held
in Juneau to review the draft scoping document and sol~clt public response.
Written comments were incorporated into a final draft and distributed in
February 1980. Add~tional public response was requested. This document
formed the basis for the scoping effort.

Two public meetings were held in Juneau during 1981 and 1982. On
September 16, 1982, a meeting was held with members of the environmental
community to provide an update on the status of the DEIS and to presertta
detailed description of alternative components. A similar meeting with other
concerned groups was held on February 3, 1982 in Juneau. Public neetings were
held in Juneau and Angoon in September 1982 followlng the release of the CIEIS.
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TA8LE 6-1
Federal and State involvement

Meetings Held and Number of People Attending
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ABBREVIATIOfdSUSED IN TABLE 6-1

EPA Environmental Protection Agency
USFMS United States Fish and Wildlife Service
NMFS National Marine Fisheries Service
COE Corps of Engineers
OG-DPDP Office of the Governor - Divisfon of po~~cY.

Development and Planning
ADF&G Alaska Department of Fish & Game
ADCED-OMD Alaska Department of Commerce & Econdc

Development - Office of Mineral Development
AD!lR Alaska Department
ADEC Alaska Department

Conservation

of Natural Resources
of Environmental
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FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMEtdTDISTRIBUTION LIST

Presented below fs a list of agencies to which the DEIS and FEIS were
sent. A cos)pletemailing Tist, including individuals, is available at
the Admiralty Island National Monument office in Juneau.

Federa] Agencies

ErivtronmentalPr6tectian Agency
UrtftedStates Department of Health andilelfare
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
Unfted States Department of Labor
Unfted States Department of Energy
Gaieral Serv?ces Administration
Interstate Comerce Commission
Wbd States Department of Transportation
United States Coast Guard
Hater Resources Council
Federal Energy Regulatory bnmnission
Federal Htghway Administration
Federal Aviat$on Administration
Pacific NW Rjver Basins Comission
United States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service
United State Department of Comerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Marine Fisheries Servfce
United States Department of Defense
ArsqyCorps of Engineers, Alaska Distr!ct
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
United States Department of the Interior

Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Mines
Fish and wildlife Service
Geological Survey

Alaska State Agencies (through State Conservation System Unit Coordinator)

Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of

Fish and Game
Natural Resources
Transportation and Public Facilities
Environmental Conservation
Administration
Comnerce and Economic Development
Community and Regional Affairs
Education
Health and Social Services
Labor
Law
Military Affairs
Public Safety
Revenue

Di-tisionof Fish and Wildlife Protection
Division of Policy Development and Planning
Office of History and Archeology
Alaska Power Authority
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Local Communities

Village of Angoon
City of Hoonah
City of Juneau
City of Sitka

Congressional Delegation

Honorable Ted Stevens - United States Senate
Honorable Frank H. Murkowski - United States Senate
Honorable Don Young - House of Representatives
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SECTION VII

PUBLIC RESPONSE TO DEIS

Public Involvement:
A6 O day period for public review and cement was provided for this document.
Copies were mailed to those individuals and groups who expressed an tnterest
in the project, on August 18, 1982. At the same time, local newspapers
carried announcements of the document’s availability. Public meetings were
advertised locally and held in Juneau on September 28 and in Angoon on
Septenber 29, 1982. The purpose of the neetings was to answer questions
about the document and the project. The Juneau meting was well attended by
representatives of State and Federal Agencies, but attendance by the general
public was light. At the Angoon meeting, private citizens were in the
majority. Though the comment period ended on October 18, 1982, cements were
accepted through November 15.

Response Origins:
~ublic Involvement efforts engendered 34 written responses. Of the 34 total
responses, 10 were fron out of state; the renaining 24 were from within
Alaska, with 13 from Juneau, 8 fron Anchorage, and 3 fron Ketchikan. Five of
the out-of-state responses came fron Washington D.C., 2were fron California,
2 fron Washington State, and one from Georgia.

Only 4 responses were from individuals. Thirteen were from Federal agencies
and 5 from State agencies. Five responses cane fron business/industry, 1 was
from a sportsnen’s group, 4were fron conservation groups, 1 was from a City
government, and 1 was from a Native corporation.

The Comments:

As responses were received each one was given a consecutive number (written in
the upper left-hand corner and circled). To enable tracking of comments
listed in this sunnary back to the responses from which they came, this
consecutive number is listed in parenthesis after each listed comnent.

Three of the responses had no comment, except to say in essence that nothing
in the DEIS came under the scope of their authority.

Alternative Preferences:

Of the 31 responses that had torments, 13 expressed an alternative
preference. One response stated a perference for Alternative 1, but wanted
housing in Juneau for Noranda enployees. Two respondents preferred
Alternative 2, two stated a preference for either Alternative 2 or Alternative
6, one selected Alternative 4, and seven respondents chose Alternative 6, and
one chose Alternative 7. One response requested that all alternatives
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reqwirlng construction of Young Bays-liawkInlet road be rejected. Their
comments, by alternative, follow:

Alternative 1:

- The Sierra Club prefers Alternative No. 1 as the most environmentally
acceptable alternative with the workers housed in Juneau. We recognize
this alternative may not be realistic without the Youngs Bay Road. If the
Youngs Bay road is developed, stringent policies and restrictions must be
developed for the use and management of the road in the Final EIS. (29)

Alternative 2:

- While Alternative 6 is very similar to Alternative 2, the data presented
did not justify the additional $2rnillion capital expense to move the
effluent discharge point from the Hawk Inlet sill to Chathan Stait. If NO.

2 is unacceptable, our choice would be No. 6. (10, 18, 32)

Either Alternative 2 or Alternative 6:

- The two preferred Alternatives No. 2 and No. 6, appear to be feasible
concepts. These alternatives appear to have the necessary features to
protect, and maintain, the quality and quantity of the various resource
values of the area that may be influenced by the Greens Creek project. It
appears that the impacts of the effluent discharge at the two sites and the
degree of risk . . . varies slightly. Because of . . . potentia7 effects .

. there is need for more information as regards impacts, degree of risk,
~nd econo~ic consequences of both effluent discharge sites. If nore
information becomes available, we may support a specific alternative. (19)

Alternative 4:

- Alternative 4 would place the nill site and tailings disposa7 site at the
“Football field”, away from sensitive fishery resources, and eliminate the
need to mitigate for the lost habitat. The DEIS justifies elimination of
the “football field” alternative on the basis that the tailings impoundment
may fail and allow the tailings to flow into Greens Creek. However . . .
the possibility of failure is described as remote or low (p. 4-33) and
there appears to be no greater risk with the “football field” than with the
other alternatives. The impacts (of an impoundment failure) to
wildlife--especia?Jy brown bear--would be significantly greater at the USFS
preferred site, while development of the “football field” would have
negligible effects. (21)

Alternative 6:

- With the (effluent discharge) data presented in the DEIS, an accurate
effects determination cannot be nade for either (discharge) location.
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However, with the information available to us at this time, we concur with
the selection of Alternative 6 as the Preferred Alternative. (9)

I would support your selection of Alternative 6. As it is laid out, there
should be little if any disruption or degradation of either the mining
opportunity or the scenic and wildlife values of the National Forest. (12)

Me believe this alternative best balances mine development with water
resource protection, wildlife protection, and protection of monument
values. (13)

We believe that Alternative 6 best addresses the major concerns we have on
the project’s impact on Admiralty Island and Juneau. (15)

Me feel the preferred alternative is the best Means to minimize adverse
impacts on the area. (16)

The State of Alaska recommends that Alternative 6 be adopted by the USDA
Forest Service. This Alternative incorporates the State”’spreferred
options for employee housing in Juneau, nill location at the nine site and
effluent discharge in Chatham Strait. (34)

Alternative 7:

- Overal1 we favor Alternative No. 7 (Requested by ADF&G). (28)

Dominant Issues:

The 3 most often nentioned issues were the effluent disposal site, a
perceived lack of enough information about the effects of the effluent
disposal sites; and the Young Bay to Hawk Inlet road.

Of the 31 responses that had comments, 14 discussed the effluent disposal
site, with 7 of these mentioning that they would have liked to see more
information and data on the subject. Six respondents preferred the Chatham
Strait disposal site. One respondent preferred the Chatham Strait site
over Hawk In7et, but felt that the “football field” proposal was the best
option (see comments on page 2 under Alternative 4 heading). Four of those
who discussed the effluent disposal matter preferred the Hawk Inlet site,
and 3 others felt there was not enough information to decide the best
effluent disposal site.

Seven respondents discussed the Young Bay to Hawk Inlet road. Three
discussed both effluent disposal and the road. Comnents on the doninant
issues follow:
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!Wppwtfrtg Chatham Strait Effluent Disposal:

. . . we concur w~tl?the ADEC and MDA Forest Service preference for the
location of the diffuser In Chatham Strait, where dlspersian of the
effluent plane wjll IfkeTy be more rapid and widespread than at the kawk
Inlet S%TT. This optiun will also minimize possibTe accumulation of toxic
materials in Hawk Inlet. (25}

The tailfngs outfall should remain fn Chatlmm Strait. No one kmaws ~~hat
impact nine discharge water will have on organism lfving in Hawk Inlet.
To prevent Hawk Inlet frum beccming a giant experiment, tie USDA Forest
Serv*ce should continue its posltim supporting the discharge site $h
$Matham Strait. Hawk Inlet is far too important and productive to gimble
With. (23}

Effluent from tafling ponds sho&7d be discharged into Chathm Strait- (?6}

*.* W4 belleve that Chatham Strait should receive all dtscharge. Me da
not be~ieve that Hawk Inlet should be usd for this purpose. (131

W support the selectlm af the Chatham Strait effluent discharge over
eftker the si7? or the cannery discharges. To assist you fn documenting
th5s selection, we recom?md incorporating the following material into the
7mgmge vf the EIS. Selection of a Chatham Strait discharge m-?} greatly
reduce the chance @ sublethal chronic effects on fish and invertebrates in
Hawk Inlet. Furthermore, the rocky, deep areas surrounding the eff~uent
discharge in Chatha~ Strait are much Tess productive than the shallow
nursery areas of Hawk Inlet, and potential fmpacts are, therefore, much
lower. Although the USDA Forest Service indtcates the deve~oper can met
ADEC standards for discharge at my of the sites if they me allowed a
mixing zone, the ALEC standards consider each heavy metal singly. The
effluent wfll be a mixture of a mnnber of heavy netals. The safety factors
for each heavy metal are, therefore, much lower, since synergistic or at
least addi,tivetoxicity have been shown to occur for a mmberof the
Kleta1s● Therefore, it is important that the effluent be discharged in
Matttam Strait. (21}

Chatham Strait is a Iarger and deqmrreceivingwater body than Hawk Inlet
and is further away from the mouth of Greens Creek, a rearing area for
salmon. At cHsc!mrge equilibrium, there W-II be smalTer increases tn
concentrations uf heavy mtals. WesentTy the State’s water qualtty
standards da not allow a mixing zone for discharges of heavy metals but
draft regulations are being revfewed and revised. It is not possible at
this time to detemine if a discharge site at Hawk Inlet or Chatham Strait
wiT~ meet the standards of these regulattom. The Chathm Strait location
would have more construction related impacts. These impacts would,
however, be short term (34)
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The cost of constructing the effluent discharge systen to the discharge
point in Chatham Strait is a major consideration. This represents a
significant project cost during initial construction and must be weighed
against the long-term environinenta?effects to nartne recetving waters due
to effluent discharge. Protection of water quality is a cr~tica? issue
given the long-term nature of the project and content of the discharge.
!dhileHawk Inlet has not been excluded from further evaluation, the Chatham
Strait discharge point presents the best alternative for protection of
water quality over the lffe of the project and is, therefore, the best
choice. (34)

- Page 2-80: Ue concur with the assessment of higher risk associated with
the Hawk Inlet sill effluent discharge site. W strongly support the
Chatham Strait discharge site. (34)

Supporting Hawk Inlet Effluent Disposal:

- (See also discussion under Alternative 2, p. 2)

- The evaluatioflof the Hawk Inlet vs. the Chatham Strait d~sposal sites has
seened to focus on only one parameter, retention tine of eff?uent in Hawk
Inlet. However, there are a number of other parameters which should be
more closely considered in the evaluation. (24)

- The resulting water quality, when enitted from the pipe, is the same at
each site. Concentrations in the initial mixing zone would be somewhat
higher at the Chatham Strait site than at the Hawk Inlet site because of
poorer nixing at the Chatham Strait site, although in both cases water
qualjty would be at or be~ow proposed ADEC water quality standards for
chronic toxicity to fish. The value of the biological resource is si~ilar
for both locations, although the Hawk Potnt site nay be nore sensitive to
init~al d~lution concentrations due to the proxinity of kelp beds and
poorer Initial dilution. Although the average concentration of effluent
w~thin HakfkInlet is slightly less for a Hawk Point discharge than for a
silldischarge, the average netal concentration increases in the Inlet are
so small that the risk is insignificant for either site. The sites in
terms of d~fference of water quality are not directly measurable through
normal lab techniques; however, the land based iinpactsand econmnic
constraints are sizeable.

The outfall would have t.ocross a portion of Hawk Inlet which is at times
used by boats dur$ng . . . heavy seas and for sone fishing activity. The
potentia? for dragging a boat anchor across the tailings line under these
conditions is greater for Chathan Strait for a sill discharge.

The construction inpacts to nesting Bald Eagles is greater at the Chathan
Strait discharge location than for any other portion of the project.
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The economic impact with extension of the tailings pond line to Hawk Pofnt
{Chatham Strait) is significant.

It is requested that the selection of a Chatham Strait discharge site over
a Hawk Inlet sIII discharge site be reconsidered, but that publications of
the final EIS not be delayed under any circumstances. (24)

- Our recomneneledsolution to the effluent disposal question would include
(?) disposal of the effluent through a diffuser located 40 feet deep in a
well-mixed narlne environment, and (2) meeting the water quality requ~red
by the NPKS permit. The information in the Waft EIS indicates that the
Hawk Inlet sill discharge would satisfy both of these requirements. (6)

Not Enough Information to Decide Best Effluent Disposal Site:

- It is somewhat deficient with respect to the treatnent of potential ?mpacts
of effluent discharges into the marine environment.

The fate of these (potentially hazardous materials) upon entering seawater
is only superficially considered; there is no co~pelling documentation set
forth that harmful accumulations of toxic materials will not develop in
the vicinity of the diffuser and in Hawk In?et.

The limited sampling, we studies, and circulation
seem insignificant to conclude that no significant
material) will occur. (25)

modeling done
accumulations

thus far
(of toxic

- With the data Dresented in the IXIS. an accurate effects cietemination
cannot be made’for either Tocation.- {9)

-.. recent information developed by the FS and the project sponsor and
not ~ontatned in the 13EISsuggests that additional analysis is needed
before the FS can identify the best marine site for the impoundment
wastewater discharge. (14]

Young Bay to Hawk Inlet Road:

- In spite of the Many assurances in this DEIS that this road will be used
only for transportation to and from Hawk Inlet, it would be naive to
believe that vehicles at Hawk Inlet would not be used to transport workers
to the Young Bay (east] side of the island. These individuals would be in
direct competition with deer hunters, for example, who boated over from
Juneau. Simi?ar?y, some Juneauites would be disposed to carry bicycles or
motorcycles to Young Bay where they, in turn, would compete with other
hunters on foot. Me don’t feel these impacts have been adequately
reflected irtyour display matrix (p. 2-72). We, in short, are very opposed
to development of this road. We recognize that Hawk Inlet, once used by
mny Juneauites for recreational hunting, will be lost to us during the
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course of Noranda’s activities. Me also recognize that the northwest coast
of Admiralty fro~ Cube Cove to Funter Bay will become an unattractive area
for Juneau recreational hunters because of competing pressures exerted by
Noranda people at ilawkInlet. Without a road between Young Bay and Hawk
Inlet. we feel the inmacts of !loranda’sactivities will Qrett~ much be
confifiedto the west side of the
unlikely to traverse the island)

An additional cost, if a road is
be the loss of some and degradat-
huntin~ omortunitfes for Juneau

island (hunters fron Ha~ Inlet would be

built fron Young Bay to Hawk Inlet, would
on of nuch of the locally available deer
residents. Juneau-based Noranda emlo.yees

and th~ir’}amilies. This is a cost that c~n not be mitigated, and ~t~s a
cost that we feel Juneauites should not have to bear.

. . . we respectfully request that those Alternatives requiring
construction of a Young Bay to Hawk Inlet road be rejected. (11)

Although necessary, the road from Young Bay to Hawk Inlet could be a source
of problem unless carefully managed. This road should be permitted for
Noranda’s exclusive use, with a guard located a the Young Bay end to Ifmit
use. After mining operations end, reclamation of the road shou?d be
required. (16)

Our greatest concern lies with the road from Young Bay to the cannery.
This road has the potent~al for increasing access fron east Mansfield to
the west and from the mine site to hunting access on the east. Concern
over increased access fron people at the mine site to prime hunting sites
on east Mansfield prompted the State Department of Fish and Gameto support
a no road alternative. Wh~le no road would protect the east Mansfield
hunttng areas, a 300 person Tfve-in camp at Hawk Inlet would do more
overall damage to the values of the National Monument.

The concerns about this road, however, are very real and SEACC feels
strong?y that our non-opposition to the road hinges on several stipulations
in the Special Use Permit:

1. The road be permitted for Noranda’s exclus~ve use for the transport
of personnel to and from the Young Bay dock.

2* The road not be used by Noranda employees to access east Ilansfield
for recre~on and hunting purposes. “NO Motor Vehicles” must be
strictly enforced with strong fines.

3. A full time guard be posted at both ends of the road to enforce these
stipulations. Install gates if~ded.
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4. The road be completely removed upon closing down the project.
Noranda paid to put the road in; they should be able to pull it out.

5. All traces of the docking facility in Young Bay be removed.

We would like to see the permit stipulations address the following points:
1) The road will be constructed within design criteria for (a) no heavy
equipment use, and {b) a one lane road for bus transport only with a
ninimum of turnouts. 2) The width of the right-of-way clearance needs to
be an absolute Minimum. 3) Any change in the permit status after it is
issued must be made public for review. 4) The debris from road
construction (stumps, etc.) needs to be disposed of in a sightly manner.
We request a draft copy of the Young Bay to Cannery Road Special Use Permit
for our review before the final permit is agreed to and signed. [23)

We also be?ieve that the road access permit for Young Bay to the Cannery
should contain a clause restricting access to only Noranda employees. This
‘areais already a popular recreation attraction and will becoriemore
congested as mine development proceeds. Lim~ting access on this road will
help alleviate the recreational pressure this area will receive in the
future. In addition. itwill he~I)Protect subsistence use of the area.,.
(13)

- The Sierra CJub prefers no road from Young Bay to the cannery.
development is probably more of a threat to the environment of
Portion of Admiralty Island than the actual ~ining oPeration=

The road
the northern
If the road

is developed the uses should be strictly limited ~o ~ining acti~ties with
careful monitoring. Activities permitted on the road should be specific so
proper enforcement actions may be taken if violations occur. We offer the
following suggestions: (1) Use of recreational vehicles must be prohibited
on the road. (2) the road should not be used as a vehicle to establish
timber harvest in the area, and (3) the roadbed and surrounding area must
be completely rehabilitated back to its orginal state at the termination of
mining activities. (29)

- Activities associated with the Juneau housing option would include a
docking facility at Young Bay and a roadway from Young Bay to the cannery
site. Construction of these access facilities will have impacts on
recreation? use patterns in Young Bay and northward along the east side of
Mansfield Peninsula. Sport hunting pressure in Juneau and local environs
has increased over the years and more hunters are using northern Admiralty
and Young Bay for sport hunting. The quality of hunting, for those who
enjoy the sport in a wilderness setting, would be impacted through the
advent of a road as well as by increased hunting pressure from Hawk Inlet.
Some inpacts to deer nitrations could occur due to vehicular traffic and
creation of snow berms during snow removal operations. However, berms
could be minimized through alternate snow removal nethods. (34)
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- A road may also provide access for sport ftshing at Young Bay from Hawk
Inlet. User groups fron both Juneau and Hawk Inlet areas could have
significant impacts to the fisheries resource from overutilization. In
addition, the existence of a road could increase the potential for logging
and other development activities. (34)

- The alternative of providing personnel access at the mine site by use of
heavy modern fixed wing turbine powered aircraft has not been adequately
addressed. Additional areas of consideration should include: (A)
Reliability of access: New generation 35-50 seat twin turboprop aircraft,
when outfitted with state-of-the-art navigational and landing aids, will be
able to operate with virtually a 100% completion rate, even given the
relative inclemencies of the coastal maritime clinate at these latitudes.
The Hawk Inlet/Greens Creek area provides an excellent approach and
departure basin for instrumentation by nicrowave landing systems. (B) Cost
of Access: The comparisons of al? inclusive costs of access by air vs.
access by highway/waterway night possibly show that air access is a more
economical, though technically more complex, form of access.

. . my review finds the Greens Creek DEIS reniss by its failure to
~roperly address minesite/millsite access by modern heavy turboprop ~~
aircraft. The cursory dismissal of this . . . approach reflects one which
would typify an analysis by those lacking expertise in the aviation
planning arena. (5)

- In the range of alternatives dismissed from further review, a hydrofoil
around Mansfield to Hawk Inlet was dismissed because of “Potential for
injury to narinelife, operational limitations, and maintenance problems.”
Given the State Department of Transportation’s recent testing of a Boeing
jetfoil, this option needs more explanation before it can be dismissed. A
one line dismissal is far too inadequate for what seem to be a viable
option. (23)

Other Issues and Comments:

Other issues and ~ublic comments are listed alphabetically. General
comments are listed first under each heading.
which refer to a certain page or paragraph in
general comments.

Access:

Specific cements (those
the docunent) follow the

- (see also comments on Young Bay-Hawk Inlet Road, p. 6-7)

- Page XII, paragraph 2, Access: Noranda would like to restate its desire to
have the road closed for all purposes with the exceptions of mine-related
needs. (24)
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Air QuaTity:

- Page 7-?0: “New Source Afr Quality Pennft” under U.S. Environmental
Protect?an Agency should be changed to PSD (Prevention of Significant
Deterioration) Permit.

Page 3-36, last paragraph: The “grams per meter cubed” should be
“nicrogrms per meter cubed.” (EpA Guidelines for?lonitoring pSD, ?978).
(14)

Concentrate Handlinq:

- Page 2-6, Concentrate Handling: It is not
area at the nj?l site fs covered. If not,
to prevent spjl1age? {9)

clear if the concentrate storage
what provisions are being taken

- Page 2-6, Concentrate Handling: “Zinc Carbonate Concentrate.” The word
“carbonate” should be eliminated. (24)

Eagles, Eagle Nests:

- Page X of the summary, page 2-50, and page 2-53 indicate differing levels
of mitigation for potentia? construction effects to eagles. Statements
have been mde that “Construction of access roads would be tined to
eliminate the risk of potential impact to Bald Eagles.” (page 2-50) and
“Construction of tailings ponds would be timed to eliminate the risk of
potential i~pact to Bald Eagles.” (page 2-53). The above quotations imply
that regulating construction timing is the only nethod of properly
providing for the protection of ba?d eagles. For this reason, it is
requested that the above quotations be deleted and that wording such as the
following be incorporated into the appropriate sections of the final
environmental impact statement: “Constructionof access roads (tailings
pond, pipe?ines, etc.) would be done in accordance with litigation and
monitoring plans acceptable to the USDA Forest Service, takfng into account
procedures recommended by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for reducing
the potential for disturbance to bald eagles. Mitigation measures nay
include ti~ing of construction, reducing the level of construction activity
in proximity to nests, providing of topographic and vegetative screening,
and reduction of noise.” (24)

- Page 4-72, paragraph 2: The USFS (Region 10) and the FUS have a
“Memorandum of Understanding” dated 11/14/78 that the USFS will naintain at
least a 330-foot radius buffer around each nest tree. It is our
understanding that

the docking and support facilities at Young Bay nay encroach on this
recommended buffer. If this is the case, the EIS should fully address this
situation and provide the rationale for the necessity for any encroachment
and measures to mitigate any adverse impacts. (21)
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Effluent Discharge:

(see also comments under Alternative Preference and Doninant Issues, p. 2-6
and under Water QuaTity and Fish, Fisheries, and Marine Life in th$s
alphabetized listing)

- Page 2-17, Effluent Dfscharge: One of the initial major disposal points
was the cannery discharge. The DEI.Smakes no mention of this discharge
point other than on pages 4-49 where Table 4-5 has water quality values.
The fins’1E.ISshouldhave a clear discussion of how andw this site was
eliminated. (24)

Effluent Treatment:

- Page 2-54: It is anticipated that an acceptable level of treatment will be
achieved in the tailirms ~cmd. Additional trea~ent of effluent will onlv
be provided ff tt is fhnb not to neet

Fish, Fisheries, Marine L~fe:

(seealso cements underwater Quality in

NPDES standards.

this alphabetized

(24)

listing)

- Page IX, Fisheries Mitigation: The relative significance of fishery
habjtat loss should be clearly defined. (24) -

- Page 2-56, paragraph 5, Fisheries litigation: Me find th~s section lacks
the necessawsuDDoPtinqdocumentation to ~rovide the readers anddecision
makers with ~ cl~~r understanding of the f~sherfes mitigation progran.
exanple:

?. There is no methodology presented wh$ch establishes the gains and
losses ~n productivity, i.e., “Seventy percent,” “rmafning 30
percent lost production,” and “additional 20 to 30 percent.”

For

2. The program lacks the necessary provisions for preproject baseline
stud?es to determine the feasibility of the neasure suggested, e.g.,
water quality parameters (Including temperature and heavy netal
analysis), substrate su~tabil$ty, flow conditions for spawning access
and outmigrants.

To correct these deficiencies, we recomend that:

1. Detailed methodologies, assumptions, etc., regarding the fisheries
initiation neasures be presented fn the EIS.

2. A detailed preproject baseline study be implemented immediately to
ascertain the feasibility of the mitigation neasures. We recocmend
that this study be scoped and approved by appropriate State and
Federal resource agencies. (21)
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Page 2-56 et seq: Me are doubtful about the accuracy of the statement that
“Seventy percent of the unavoidably lost anadrcmous fisheries production
will be replaced through flow augmentation and habitat enhancement in the
remaining portion of ‘Tributary Creek.’” That assumption implies no
degradation of water quality from roadside runoff, nor spills, etc. which
might affect production. {34)

Page 2-60, Monitoring Requirements: Me suggest that the monitoring program
be expanded to include water temperature, intra-gravel, as well as in the
water column. (21)

Page 2-66,Freshwater Aquatic Biota (Monftorirtg}: Tiswe analysis of Do?JY
Varden trout on an annual basis and fish counts during the summer do not
constitute adequate monitoring of freshwater acquatic biota. At a minimum,
such a program must include determinations of fecundity and egg viability,
as well as evaluating the food supply supporting the fishery. A ~inimxl
food supply evaluation program could be achieved by monitoring the benthic
biota at the sanpling locations in spring and early sunrner. (2?)

Page 3-8/9: The fisheries portion onitted any information on fish in the
Fowler Creek tributaries crossed by the proposed road. (34)

Page 3-11, Marine Aquatic Biology: Since the preferred alternative calls
for a discharge in Chatham Strait, some discussion of the aquatic biology
in this area should be included. (34)

Page 3-15, Fish and Fisheries Management: To our knowledge, the white
spotted greenling, masked greenling, and shortfin eelpout have no
corxnercialvalue. The two greenling species are caught by sport fishermen
but the eelpout has no value as a sport fish. (9]

Page 3-17, Metal Concentration in Biota: The range of values, not OnlY
averages, of metal concentrations in the organisms should be given. Even
though the references are given, we recommend expansion of this section to
include detailed data, i.e., the ten species of fish analyzed and the ten
metals that were measured. The NMPS Auke Bay lab is currently collecting
metal concentrations data in selected marine species for the Auke Bay
area. lierecommend that these data be obtained, if available in time, for
comparison. (9)

Page 3-26, Marine Mammals: The eight species of whales found in Southeast
Alaska should be listed. (9)

Page 3-26: We have observed humpback whales in Hawk Inlet. This has
previously been transmitted to Noranda’s wildlife consultant. (34)

Page 4-63, paragraph 2, Marine Aquatic Biology: While it is true that
salmon, king crab, and to a certain extent halibut are migratory, it is not
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true that they will not be exposed to heavy metals. Salnon species such as
the pinks and the chum spend a large proportion of their early life history
in estuarine areas such as Hawk Inlet. They would, therfore, be exposed to
the heavy metals for a number of months before they leave the inlet. Crabs
such as the Dungeness are not highly migratory and nay rmain in the ~nlet
throughout their life history. Halibut may also spend several years in
shallow inlets before nigrating to deeper waters. A co~erc~al shrimp
fishery is also present in Hawk Inlet, and the shri~p are notmigrato~ and
would be exposed to the heavy Netals throughout the~r l?fe h~story.
Therefore, nany of the bjota in the inlet will be exposed to the heavy
metals during significant portions of their life history and
bio-accumulation of heavy metals mfght be expected to occur. (27)

- Page 4-72, last paragraph: The DEISstates “The potential impact fron the
project upon humpback whales . . . would be small. We concur that there is
no evidence at this t~me that humpback whales are being disturbed by
ex~sting levels and types of nar?ne traffic in the area. However, Section
7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 requires all impacts to the
species; immediate, ongoing, and potential, be identified. If the
deteminat~on Is one of “no affect” to the species, it should be so
stated. (9)

Gender Specific Words:

- Page l-S$ second to last paragraph: Change spokesman to “representat~ve.]’

- Page 2-5, last paragraph: Change namnade to “constructed.”

- Page 2-8, hfianpo~verheading:

- Page 3-39, last paragraph:
sentence strike nanmade and

Change it to ‘Y40rkforce.’i

Change manmade to “human” and in ~~ next
7start the sentence with “Sources.–

Geodetic Control Survey Monumerrts:

- Geodetfc control survey monuments may be locatedin theproposed project
area. If there is any planned activity which will disturb or destroy these
monunents, National Ocean Survey requires not less than 90 days’
not~fication in advance of such activity, in order to plan for their
relocation. NOS recommends that funding for this project include the cost
of any relocation required for MIS nonuments. (26]

Historic Places Register, Greens Creek El~glbilit.y:

- Concerning inclusion in the National Register of the Greens Creek 14idcien
(AHRS site JUN-090), we concur with your determination that the site is not
eligible . . . (7)

1/ Fron FS interoffice nvmo, A. Warner to H. Castillo, 9/30/82.
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Housinu:

Approximately 300 people would comprise the Noranda workforce. It is
anticipated that half of the workforce, about 150 employees, would be hired
locally. The housing of an additional 150 people plus their fanilies would
have an impact on housing and service demands in Juneau. However, the
State and local governments agree that Juneau would be able to accommodate
these needs by the time !lorandais operationa~. Development of a canpsite
at Hawk Inlet my not significantly lessen impacts to Juneau as families of
the mine workers would probably live in Juneau. Quality of life for
workers and their families housed in Juneau would be significantly
different due to the large infrastructure and service systen available.
The City and Borough of Juneau strongly supports this option.

Estimated capital costs for the Juneau housing option including the road,
dock and other access facilities would be $10,061,000 with annual operating
and maintenance costs of $5,473,000. Estimated capital costs for the
construction of the campsite would be $6,548,000, with annual operating and
maintenance costs of $8,935,000 (all figures are in ?981 dollars). While
jnitial capital costs for the Juneau housing option are higher, the annual
cost is $3,462,000 less than the campsite alternative. Over the 15+ years
of Noranda’s project, the canpsite alternative could cost approximately an
additional 52.5 million dollars (1981 dollars.)

The camp could develop the economic, social and political structure of a
permanent community. The State does not encourage development of new
settlements in remote areas when infrastructure needs can be fulfilled by
an existing cocmnity. Exclusive of the possibility of a permanent
cocxnunity,the temporary facility stil? has the potential of becoming a
new center of recreational use which will conflict with existing
recreational uses at Hawk Inlet and areas in the proximity to the camp.

The presence of a camp facility at Hawk Inlet wiii increase the project
related inpacts at this site. Changes to existing recreational use
patterns with resultant pressure on fisheries and wild7ife resources will
occur. However, restricting camp development and employee recreational
activities to minimize negative impacts could result in restrictions on
employee lifestyle and other negative effects on employee well-being and is
not feasible. (34)

Ourmjor concern is that no permanent camp or housing be allowed at the
site encompassed by this project but instead personnel should be
transported by boat daily to and from the work area. (28)

You should be reninded that any housing units or job opportunities

?
enerated by this project must be available on a nondiscriminatory basis.
33)
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- The report cOrrectly assumes that if the capital rxxfes,there will be
plenty of housing available in the Juneau area. If it does not move, then
the rainingcompany, Noranda, wfll supply rental units, approxinate?y 85.
Because the employees will be in the .$23,000to $25,000 annual Wwe ran9e,
there is a possibility that sone might qualify for Section 8 rental
housing. Sone, however, might prefer to own their own hones or mobile
hones. When development actually occurs, pres.unablyNoranda would Rake a
nore definitive study of the housing situation. (30)

Hunting, Trapping Competition:

(see also co~ents under Young Bay to Hawk Inlet Road, pages 6 and 7 of
this summary.)

- We also believe Noranda conpany policy should not allow firearms in the
(the pro~ect) area or on transport vessels by Noranda personnel. No
hunting or fishing should be allowed in the project area by Noranda
personnel either on or off duty. We feel this will reduce competition with
local resident subsistence and sport hunters and fishermen for limited
resources. Also we believe that no type of motorized vehicles should be
allowed on Noranda roads outside of conpany busiriess. Me are also opposed
to having Noranda employee boats docked at liorandaf~oats either at Young
Bay or Hawk Inlet that could be used as a base for personal hunting and
fishing. This would cause direct conpet~tion w~th resident subsistence and
sport hunters and fishermen for Iinited fish and wtldlife resources: (28)

- Page 4-71 et seq: Me
for Noranda employees
been expressed towayd
appreciate discussion

Mill Site Location:

- Mill locations at ~~e

considered. The mill

appreciate and support the “no guns and traps” policy
under the Juneau Fmus$ng option. Concern has also
personal boats, fishing gear, etc. Me would
of those item in the document. (34)

nine site and at the tailings pond site were
locationat thenine site would re~uire a slurry line

parallel to Greens Creeke The slurry line would be contiined within;
culvert which would also house the water line. This alternative presents
the potential of a line break and introduction of waste into a productive
drainage. Reagents would also have to be transported to the nine site and
a potenttal does exist that reagerttscould enter Greens Creek should a
vehicle accident occur. However, the possibility of these accidental
occurances is considered to be very renote. hfinewater and site runoff
will require treatnent to meet water quality standards. The sedinent pond
incorporated into the nill site near the slurry line to the tailings pond
will provide an effective means of controlling these wastes. Environmental
inpacts will occur during construction and placement of the line, but these
impacts would be short term and could be lessened through responsible
construction techniques. (34)
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The m~?? location at the tailings pond would require that raw ore be
transported frcm the mine to the rni??Iocat%on. Megative iupacts
assacfated with continued vehlc?e novement (road erosfon, noise distmbafrce
to wiTdllfe) wQuTd occur and wautd result in increased operational cost to
!Wmda snd $nd~rect habitat losses. This locat~on would, however, confine
the storage transport and use M reagents and pel
area. (34]

Themfll site Tocatians at the mine presents the

rochemfcals to a smaller

possibility of waste
introduction into water sources with-direct resu’
The double-walled containment of the slurry Ifme
and inspection uf the ~ine would however, reduce

Itant losses of habitat..
pTus constant monitoring
this rfsk to a remate

possib$~ity. Reagent transport if conducted in a responsible mmner, would
reduce accidental spills to a remote possibility also. Indirect less of
habitat w“ll occur as result of increased road activity fro~are transport
as we?l as ?ncreased operational costs. TheState’s preferred option would
be to reduce the indirect habitat impacts by us of a slurry 7f~e, Hfnfnize
associated operation? dollars and take advantage of additional control of
mine wastes offered by location of the sediment pond at the mine sfte. (34)

- There is no reference in the document to the 1872 Mining Law. legal
reference should be made to tt, since it is the legal basis for Noranda’s
right to locate mfnietgclaims. (22)

- Regarding the method of milling, there seems to be a contradiction. At the
begfnninq of one paraqraph.you speak of ‘rproducinqa Ieac!-carhmate
coffcentr~te.’fLa~er ;n,’yoi sta~e that ‘bre Will-n{
chemical compostian.” (22]

The Cfill*haSC+ lllac~a Cnneerwat-jrm COUDC;l remains f“
-W-wr-w-- . . . . ..- .A ..” . .“- . . - - . - . .

the Greens Creek project is not compatible with the
AdrniraTtyIsland National Momncmtwas created. We
construct~on of this project. However, language in
seems to allaw this ~ro.iectta be built ~rovided it

t be changed in

rn in its position that
purposes for which the
strongly oppose the
the Alaska Lands Act
is comatible with the

purposes for which tke hnwnent was established. (23) .

- I wish to advise you of~ firm opposition to the project, as itwill
decimate this still unique natural area. (27)

- I have just risked indigestion reading withmy lunch the plan to bring to
its knees Admiralty Island, one of the great wild places. I believe you
intend to do the best possible, but there is no best when you create a
great open sore on the Jand and tend it by hundreds of intruding hunans.
(1)
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}!itiaationflonitorina/Rehabilibation:

The Draft EIS only provides general provisions for contingency and
mitigation plans. These plans must be prepared in final fern for inclusion
in the Special Use Permit for the project prior to that permit being
signed. Contingency plans should be as detailed as existing fire plans and
be drawn up for reagent and other chemical spills, oil spills, tailings
pipe rupture, tailings impoundment rupture, break-down in sediment ponds,
and other potentially hazardous situations. We request drafts of these
contingency and litigation plans and of the Special Use Permit for the
project. (23)

The Draft EIS is unclear on the monitoring program that will be in place
during the construction phase. Since frequent blasting will occur and
large amounts of earth (will be) moved, this phase has the potential for a
high percentage of unplanned impacts. The on’iyway this can be detected
and nitigated is to have a well established mon~toring system in place
before ~work begins. (23)

The monitoring progra~ statements are very general. The environmental
statecwnt should clearly define objectives, frequencies, and consequences.
Does the nonttoring serve a useful operational purpose or is it oriented
toward research? (6)

All monitoring requirements contained in the final EIS may have publtc
scrutiny that will require faithful conpliancee Therefore, we should
insure that monitoring results have value commensurate with thefr costs.
(6)

The Final EIS should specify bow rehab~litation will be carried out in the
area to place it back into its “ortgnal” state. Thefollowingconcerns
should be addressed: (a) Ifltigationof habitat loss from the tailngs pond
area. (b! What,lmeasureswill be ~alfen$x rehabilitate road area back to
their “original state. (c) Spec~f~c measures to rehabilitate the nining
site. (d] Contingency plans for fisheries rehabilitation. What actions
will be taken if tailings ponds or ~inincjactivities cause severe habitat
damage. (29)

Additional litigation measures such as restricting the use of docks and the
access road to protect personnel must be addressed as well as road closure,
dock removal, and site rehabilitation at the project’s termination. We
understand that Noranda intends to restrict hunting and fishing by
enployees transported to Admiralty on the crew boat. (34]

Page 2-50: Under mitigation neasures comon to all alternatives the
statement is made that “Roads would be located away fron beaches to protect
the coastal wildlife habitat.” The proposed Hawk Inlet/Young Bay road is
routed for about 1-?/2 niles adjacent to the Hawk Inlet beach in an area
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identified as prime deer winter range by both the USDA Forest Service and
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Although we recognize that some
tradeoff exist between that location and one inland, south of the ridge,
that portion of the proposed road is not located “away from beaches” and
does conflict with prime deer winter =ge. (34)

- Page 2-60 et seq: The State supports the fisheries and wildlife monitoring
programs proposed for mine development and operation. Of special concern
to us are the measures to be taken should significant effects be documented
through the monitoring program. For bears for instance, we recognize that
avoidance alterations in movement patterns, as a function of disturbance,
may not be easily mitigated. However, bear attraction to Noranda sites may
be effecttve7y handled in a variety of ways. Eagle nest monitoring is
desirable, however, we are unsure about reasonable operational which might
be developed to mitigate disturbance effects on eagle nests. [34)

- Page 2-67: In light of the above, we would like to help the USDA Forest
Service develop a contingency plan of action measures to respond to
potential resource damage or threat of damage engendered by nine
construction and operation. (34)

- Page 2-67, Marjne Aquatjc Biota: The State will assure a nonitorjng
program Is incorporated into the permit for a marine discharge. We have
been working with Noranda on the design of the monitoring progran. In
addition to the biota program we feel that sediment sampling for heavy
metals will be important. (34)

- We feel that a dye tracer study done at the selected discharge site a depth
would be a helpfuJ check of the accuracy of the model used to predict the
behavior of the discharge. (34)

- Page 2-71: Removal and reclamation of the proposed access road to the
Young Bay dock is an item of substantial concern to the State. We believe
the presence of the breakwater and road will alter recreational use
patterns in this area. The decision should be further addressed. (34)

No Action Alternative:

- Your evaluation of the No Action Alternative falls short of what 503 (f)
(2) (A) says. The quote on page 2-24 continues by stating “to assure that
such activities are compatible, to the maximum extent feasible, with the
purposes for whjch the monuments were created.” While this statenent
doesn’t preclude development of the mine, it does set forth a very
inportant point that isn’t discussed in the Draft EIS. Any activity that
occurs within the Monument boundaries must be compatible “to the naxinun
extent feasible” with monument purposes. Maximizing protection for
monument values is rwch different than minimizing impacts. This general
phi~osophy needs to be carried beyond the EIS and in the development state
of themjne. (23)
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Permits, Licenses, Approval:

The State anticipates that adoption of Alternative 6 by the USDA Forest
Service if modified by certain mitigating neasures, would be consistent
with ACMP. The Forest Service is preparing a consistency determination
that will be reviewed by this office as part of the FEISand decision
notice. IrIorder for the State to concur with your consistency
determination, the document must be sent 90 days prior to final approval of
the federal activity as per CFR 930.34. (34)

As stated in Section I of the IIEIS,a State of Alaska Certificate of
Reasonable Assurance for water quality and a Certification of Consistency
with the Alaska Coastal Management Program are being sought from the State
of Alaska. It should be noted that these two permits will need to be “in
hand” prior to this District taking any administrative action, as per 33
CFR 320.4(j). (31)

Page 1-9, Other permits, licenses and approval, Solid Waste Disposal
Permit: The State had been working with the USDA Forest Service and
Norand.aon solid waste generated from the construction of the access road
and associated quarries. It is our understanding that Noranda will prepare
a report on road spoils to be included in the road plans and
specifications. We propose to review the report and inspect the sites on
the ground and make our comments to the USDA Forest Service. Me,feel that
we will not need to issue a solid waste nanagenent permit for these
activities. Me will, however, issue a solid waste nanagenent permit for
canp garbage and construction wastes. (34)

Certification of Compliance with Alaska Water Quality Standards. Under
section 401 of the Clean Water Act, the Depart~ent of Environmental
Conservation reviews federal wastewatev disposal permits (NPDES) to insure
that they are in compliance with our water quality standards. Likewise,
for activities requiring dredge or fill operations in wetlands, our
department reviews the Corps of Engineers public notice to certify that the
proposed activity will be in compliance with our water quality standards.
(34)

Page 1-10: The authority and responsibility of the State are inadequately
presented. The State may specify strean crossing structures for
non-anadroumous streams, and also review and approve, reject or alter
activities which Night affect anadroumous streams. Further the State
analyzes the biological effects of coastal development in relation to the
Alaska Coastal Management Program Standards. (34)

Information provided in the subject DEIS appears to contain the data that
is necessary for consideration durtng the Corps’ pernittfng process,
thereby lending itself for adoption as outlined by section 1506.3 of the
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) final regulations implementing the
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procedural provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
However, clarification should be provided for the following area of concern
during the continued EIS process. (31)

- On page 1-10, Section I, Other Permits, Licenses, and Approval, refere~e
is made to regulatory authority of the Corps of Engineers. This paragraph
should be rewritten so as to clearly delineate, to the reader, the
jurisdictional responsibility which the Corps has over the proposed
activity, The discharge of dredged or fill naterial into waters of the
United States comes under section 404 of the Clean kiatermWA).
structures or work in or affecting navigable waters of the United States
requires a permit from the Corps pursuant to Section 10 of the River and
Harbor Act of ?899. It should be further noted that final administrative
actjons to be taken, with regard to Corps’ permits, wil? not take place
until expiration of the 30 day waiting period following the filing of the
final EIS with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). (31)

- Page 2-7: hfestrongly support the fue? storage permit conditions
identified; especially the construction of dikes around tanks, and storage
away from strean courses and water bodies. (34)

- Page 4-12: The donestic waste treatment p7ant will be subject to an NPDES
permit. Again, to prevent delays, Noranda should apply for the permit at
least six months before construction starts. (14)

Pesticides and Herbicides:

- The Final EIS should discuss the effects of the proposed action on mosquito
or other vector populations, their potential health threats to workers,
proposed vector contro? measures that my be used, kinds and volumes of
pesticides that may be used, and anticipated application procedures.

As Dart of the vegetation
effort, wi71
will be used

Power Sources:

- We note that

any ~hemica?
and how will

the draft is

clearing procedures and subsequent maintenance
control measures be used? If so, what herbicides
they be applied? (20)

silent on volume of diesel fuel for electric
power generation as well as alternative power sources. To overtone this
deficiency, we suggest that discussions be included setting out the amounts
of diese? fue? anticipated to be used and storage systems descriptions as
well as details on alternative electric power sources such as potential
Juneau-Hoonah transmission line, wood fuel, coal, or wind. (17)
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Recreation:

- Page 1-6: Decreased recreatiorialopportunity is listed as an issue which
the IDT addressed. Brown bear hunting and trapping are recreational uses
which occur in
2. (34)

- Page 1-7: The
access users.
especially for

the Hawk Inlet area and which k~ere~ot identified in Issue

analysis of recreational use is biased in favor of aircraft
Thus the level of use is probably higher than reported,
areas easily reached by skiff from Juneau. (34)

- Page 4-71 et seq: We appreciate and support the “no guns and traps”
policy for Noranda employees under the Juneau housing option. Concern has
also been expressed toward personal boats, fishing gear, etc. We would
appreciate discussion of those items in the document. (34)

Socioeconomic:

- An issue that is of major concern to the City and Borough of duneau is the
diversification of our local encono~. Presently, the nain employment base
is federal, state, and local government. Development of a mine in the
Juneau area would be desirable to the CBJfrom the standpoint of
diversifying the employment base. (15)

- Pages 3-42-3-45: The statements seen to be accurate with the exception of
accepting the longstanding figure of virtually zero percent vacancy in
housing. (30)

Fron periodic postal vacancy surveys conducted in Juneau the past two
years, single family housing in Hay 1982 has a 0.8 percent vacancy and
multifamily was 0.7 percent, with mobile homes only 0.1 percent. There is
always some turnover in even the tightest housing markets. It is also
recognized that sone people in Juneau live on boats because of the high
cost of conventional housing. (30)

The estinates of secondary employment, using a low cwltiplierof 0.2,
appear too high. If the nine uses two shifts, or even three, there will be
a small secondary effect, but whether even 300 employees, some hired
locally, and a fair share with families, will have a significant effect on
secondary employment seems doubtful. (30)

- Page 3-44: It is expected that 1982 revenues from the sales tax will be
reduced from 1981 levels by 3.2% because of “ declining employment.” There
has not been declining employment in Juneau fron 1981 to 1982. Although
the novement of sales tax revenues may not be necessary to note in the
DEIS,what has occurred is that strong collection efforts and solid growth
in the Juneau econony have been partially offset by the removal of the tax
on the residential rental income (mid-1981) and the increased ratio of
business in the Mendenhall Glacier Valley area (where sales tax is
lower). (34)
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. Page 4-1: So~e impacts wi17 proceed beyond the construction and
operational stages, particularly in recreation and subsistence: The
analysis is defective if it does not consider these dspects, A part of
that concern relates to development of the cannery area and the increase in
patented land in Hawk Inlet wh+ch may be developed for an array of
alternate uses. (34)

Page 4-2(3: On whether it will be a final vote on the capital nove issue.
If the vote is “~ove” it will be final. If the vote is for the cap~tal to
stay in Juneau, the leaders associated with the effort to relocate have
publicly stated that there would be another vote, a continuing effort, the
people of the Cook In7et Basin wouldnot standfor it to remain so far
distant. (34)

Page 4-93: A multiplier of .2 secondary emp70yees to each primary employee
probab7y is understated. Therwst commonly accepted U.S. average
multiplier exceeds 3.0. In Alaska, it is recognized to be about half of
that. (34)

Page 4-96: The income multiplier (multipliereffect of spending and
resending) at 2.0, when applied to a $15 million payro17 is stated in the
DEIS as $16.9 million. (34)

The fmpact on the economy of Juneau would be strong and it will be
positive.The use of the multiplier for both empl~yment and income
understate this positive effect, they are inaccurately applied in the
DEIS. (34)

Sp171s, Spill Prevention:

The Draft EIS mentions above-ground fuel storage tanks. Although an oil
spill prevention control plan wi71 be prepared, the Final EIS should also
address the safety aspects of the above-ground tank locations in relation
to work areas. (20)

Page 1-10: The “Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan,”
sha?7 be prepared within six nonths after the date the faci?ity begins
operatfon.It is notrequired that this plan be prepared prior to
beginning operation. (24)

Page 4-55, paragraph 2: The flow augmentation collection channel would run
along the access road prism before it diverted to Tributory Creek. In
addition to the higher levels of turbidity and sediment from the road being
introduced into the water, there would be an increased possibility that an
oil or toxic chemical spill on the road system would be directly introduced
into the flow augmentation channe7 and transported downstream to Trtbutory
Creek and lower Zinc Creek. The results of such a spill could have severe
impacts on the fishery. There would also be chronic, unavoidable low level
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roadside pollution from the operation of heavy equipment and trucks. These
effects should be addressed in the EIS. (21)

- EPA will be glad to review the proposed Spill Prevention Control, and
Countermeasure Plan (SPCC Plan) upon request and provide comnents where
appropriate. However, the FEISshould note that EPA does not approve such
plan prior to facility construction and operation as noted on pages 1-10
and 2-7 of the DEIS. The current agency policy is to require such approval
if a spill actually occurs. (14)

Structures:

- Page 2-31: The
be identified.

Subsistence:

number of structures for a Juneau commute option needs to
Mill any new buildings be constructed? (23)

The Environmental Consequences section includes an evaluation of impacts on
subsistence activities.- Both Alternative 6 and 8 appear to have the least
effect on subsistence resources. These alternatives provide for the
housing of workers in Juneau with daily boat trips to Young B~ and a road
connecting Young Bay to Hawk Inlet. (34)

The communities of Hoonah and Angoon have expressed concern that the
possibility of workers being housed at a camp facility at Hawk Inlet would
cause potential impacts on their lifestyle including subsistence hunting
and fishing. However, the latter is protected under State and Federal law
should it becone an issue. (34)

Page 2-79: The analysis of subsistence effects ~s inaccurate and
incomplete and does not reflect the substantial input the Subsistence
Division of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game has made during DEIS
development. Although sport or subsistence hunting are both consumptive
uses of wild rsources, there are economic, social and legal differences
between them. Deer hunting is not the only subsistence activity in Hawk
Inlet. (34)

Juneau residents are not subsistence users under State and Federal legal
definitions. Therefore, the subsistence effects analysis should be
directed at residents of Angoon, Hoonah and Funter Bay. This portion of
the docunent will have to be rewritten to be correct. We encourage further
discussions with the Subsistence Division staff prior to redrafting it.
(34)

Page 3-30: A brief description of the subsistence activities in the
vicin~ty of Hawk Inletis presented which is based on information our
office provided. The way the information is presented, however, downplays
the use of Hawk Inlet for subsistence activities. For example, it notes
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that commercial fishing vessels make two subsistence trips a year, but does
not indicate that these trips are to hunt deer or that while these same
boats are engaged in commercial fishing activities, both deer and seal are
hunted for subsistence purposes. (34)

Visual Qualtty Objectives:

- I question the application of VQO’S as discussed on pages 3-37 to anything
outside the Monument. It should not be based on “evidence of human
alteration.” After all, the area is not a “wilderness.” Based on tourist
activity, pictures painted by noted artists, landing points and so on,
there is a great deal of interest in canneries, old or new, docks,
settlements, cabins, and any sign of human alteration, especially if it has
been abandoned. Are you making policy or Implementing it? (12)

- It is too bad that the widom of Congress called formonunent status for the
mine area, an area with no special monument characteristics, VQO’S or
otherwise. It will only result in nore costs and less benefits for both
sides of the issue. Is there any hope that this boundary could he-,
changed? (12)

Mater Quality:

(see also comments under Alternative Preferences and Dominant
2-6 and under Effluent Discharge andFish, Fisheries, and Mar”
this alphabetized listing)

Based on engineering design work completed following preparat-

Issues$p.
ne Life in

on of the
Draft EIS, some add~tionaj data regarding dilution ~nd costs is now
available. The data is included in a report by Ott Water Engineers titled
“Wastewater Discharge--Outfall Location Evaluation,” dated Septenber,
1982. (24)

The explanation of development in the nine service area and overburden
storage area before the tailings pipe is installed and working refers to
sediment ponds set up to catch the construction runoff. Where does the
water go after it leaves these sediment ponds? Is there any plan to treat
this water for removal of grease and oil that will undoubtedly find its way
into the runoff? Water leaving these sediment ponds nust be treated for
removal of grit, grease, and oil. These sediment ponds must be closely
monitored for compliance with State water quality regulations. (23)

Table 2-2, page 2-18: The ratings for the effect on water quality of
tailings pond sites in Cannery Nuskeg and Piledriver Cove are missing. (23)

Page 2-51: If effluent discharges from the quarry sedinent ponds enter
receiving waters, they will require NPDES Permits. To prevent untimely
delays, the USDA Forest Service should advise Noranda to apply for the
necessary permits well before road construction begins. (14)
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Page 2-80, paragraph 2, Marine Environment: The sentence, “In addition,
sublethal effects within the inlet have not been established” is unclear.
We believe what was meant is that due to heavy netals in the effluent and
their concentration in the marine waters of Hawk Inlet, sublethal “chronic
effects” may occur. (21)

Page 3-13, last paragraph, Physical/Chemical Characteristics: Elevated
levels of silver, lead, and copper in marine waters are not normal. (21)

Page 3-17, paragraph 2, MetaJs Concentrations in Biota: The high
concentrations of zinc and copper in organisms fron Hawk Inlet are not a
result of these elenents being physiologically required by the biota. The
higher levels found in organism in Hawk Inlet are instead a reflection of
the higher levels of these elements in the environment. (21)

Page 3-18, paragraphs 2 and 3: Metals Concentrations in Biota: Cadniun
and mercury concentrations in the biota should be presented, and should be
related to effects on biota, not in humans, since the concentrations nay be
quite different. (21)

Page 4-4, paragraph 3, sentence 1: It would be more appropriate if “mine”
were changed to “mill.” (14)

Page 4-5 and 4-6 indicate that all discharge points would have an
insignificant inpact upon marine water quality. Your discussion of
Alternative 2 (page 4-53] says: “Based on available data, the effect of a
Hawk Inlet sill discharge location on marine water quality is considered to
be insignificant.” (6)

The discussion on Marine Aquatic Biology, pages 4-61 through 4-66, points
out that for regulatory purposes, allowable concentrations of toxic
substances are often set at a conservative fraction of LC50 values, as in
the case of the proposed ADEC water quality criteria applied to the Greens
Creek project. Also, your summary points out that “The proposed discharge
would result in snal? increases over ambient netal concentrations, and the
largest of these small increases would only occur over a limited area close
to the discharge point.” Certainly these snail increases cannot begin to
offset the buffer of “conservative fractions” used to establish the water
~u:~ity criteria nentioned previously. Therefore, the statement on page
-. “Although no specific effect on narine biota is known, the consensus

amon~ State and Federal agency biologists indicates the longer buildup
represents a higher potential threat to organisms within the inlet” does
not have sufficient technfcal backup to warrant the recommendation for
Chatham Strait discharge. (6)

Page 4-36: The state~ent is made that, for freshwater quality, “Location
of the nill at the nine plant wou7d create no additional impacts other than
those for the mine service area development.” As stated previously, we
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disagree,because of the increaedpotentialfor the introduction of
undesirable pollutants into Greens Creek. (34)

- Page 4-38,Freshwater Quality: A spill of any toxic material during
spawning or during the period when the fish are emerging wouldbe very
detrimental. A large spill could wipe out a whole year of fish in a
stream. (21)

- Page 4-45, paragraph 1, Marine Water Quality: The anticipated average flow
of 600 GPM seems very low, even accountingfor some recycling, which is not
mentioned. He calcu?ate that the average annual flow should be between
1200 and 2000 GPM. {21)

- Page 4-45, Marine Water Quality: In order to characterize the water
quality at the mouth of Hawk Inlet, samples should be taken throughout the
inlet and the most sensitive method of analysis used. We recommend
samples be taken at least seasonally and at various tidal stages. (21)

- Page 4-46: Confidence limits and baseline data should be established
before the NPDES Permit is issued. EPA believes that it is not appropriate
to use the NPDES monitoring stipulations to establish baseline data as
suggested in footnote No. 2. (14)

- Page 4-46, Table 4-4, Proposed Standards and Background: It shou?d be
noted that nethods are available to quantify heavy netals concentrations in
marine waters at much lower concentrations than those presented in this
table. The claim that the proposed ADEC standards exceed the background
concentrations in Hawk In7et because the contractor could not measure the
heavy metals at that concentration is, therefore, invalid. (21)

- Page 4-46, Proposed Standards and Background Seawater Qua?ity: Since
background levels may change with further ana?ysjs, receiving water
standards for Cu, Hg, Pb, Ni and Ag night be termed as the numerical
standards or background “whichever is greater”. We are working with
Noranda and EPA to set Up a program where marine water samples are run by
at 7east three different labs. Hopefu71y, this wi?l g~ve us more reliable
background levels. Our decision to certify a discharge point will consider
whether background data is usable to detect potential problems at the
discharge site. (34)

- Page 4-47: The turbulent mixing zone is proposed to be 200 feet by 500
feet at the effluent discharge site. Me are concerned as to the effects
this discharge night have on migrating fish and/or fishing activity at the
Chatham Discharge point. This area is currently targeted by trollers and
seiners and was once the site of a “~i17ion dollar” fishtrap because of
fish concentrations off the point. (34)
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Pages 4-49 and 4-51, Tables 4-5 and 4-6: Under footnote 2/ “EPA qualtty
criteria” should probalby be “EPA Effluent Guidelines.” under parameters,
“Total Dissolved Solids” should probably be “Suspended Solids.” (14)

Page 4-62, paragraph 2, Marine Aquatic Biology: A number of the proposed
ADEC standards do not cone from the application of a factor to the LC50
value, but fron the EPA Ambient Water Qualtiy Criteria. These criteria
were developed taking both acute and chronic data into consideration where
the data was available. However, it should be noted that these standards
were developed for each elenent singly and cannot be applied where several
toxic elements are nixed in an effluent. (21)

Page 4-62, paragraph 3, Marine Aquatic Biology: Although it is generally
true that the concentration of a heavy metal in an organism may not be
related to the concentration of that metal that is acutely toxic, high
concentrations of heavy metals in organisms generally indicate high
environmental levels of heavy metals and may indicate a population that is
being stressed. (21)

Synergistic and/or additive effects of heavy inetalsin solution are well
documented. The application of these effects to marine organisms is not
well documented, but there is no reason to suspect that it would he
different from that of freshwater organisms. (21)

Page 4-62, paragraph 4, Narine Acquatic Biology: While it is true that
elevated levels of some metals nay occur without lethal or sublethal
effects, the elevated levels are an indication of stress, in that the
Introduction of more of a metal or a different metal may overload the
animals’ ability to detoxify the metals, because all of the storage sites
dre already loaded. (27)

Page 4-63, pragraph 3, Marine Aquatic Biology: It is true that the
concentrations of metals that, if considered-singly, are proprosed in the
effluent may not affect the biota, but the impact of the ~etals in
combination may cause sublethal effects. (211

Wetlands:

- The following comnents pertain to the guidelines as authorized by Section
404(b) (1) of the CWAand defined by 40 CFR 230.

1. Section 11, Affected Environment, should provide the reader with a
comprehensive description of wetlands within Corps jurisdiction which
will be impacted. This description should include a map, the type
and quantity of fill material to be used, and the function and
relative productivity of each wetland either directly or indirectly
affected.
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2. As part of this section’s evaluation there should be a detailed
accounting of the benthic communities, both freshwater and narine, to
be affected. This is to include, but not necessarily be Iinited to,
“crustaceans,mollusks, insects, annelids, planktonic organisms, and
the plants and animals on which they feed and depend upon for their
needs” (40 CFR 230,31(a)).

In order to facilitate review, it is recommended that the above areas of
concern be presented as individual evaluations and labeled appropriately.
This approach should also be taken in Section IV,Environmental
Consequences. {31)

Wild?ife:

Page 1-7: The maintenance of deer habitat is identified as a key component
of Issue4, yet is not included in the wildlife effects analysis for
selection of a preferred alternative. This is a substantive change. (34)

Page 2-56: The solid waste disposal program is a reasonable one and is
supported by the State. Additional bear/human conflicts can be avoidedby
fencingthe Mine Service Area and/or proposed campsite so as to exclude
bears and mustelids which might be attracted to food or food wastes. (34)

Page 2-75: Evaluation criteria for wildlife effects were too narrow. As
stated earlier, deer impacts were not included.Only brown bear habitat
and eag7e nest sites were considered. Similarly, project effects will
probably occur for furbearers, scavenger birds, waterfowl and seabirds as
wel1. Although some aspects of these effects relate to recreational or
subsistence uses, habitat loss and aniinaldisplacement are inevitable. (34)

Loss of “brown bear primary stream habitat: through construction of the
Cannery tailings pond is quantified as “4% of that available” in the area.
No qualitative effects are estimated. Not only does the tailings pond area
serve as feeding/resting habitat, but it is a main travel corridor as
wel1. “Percent of available habitat” is a technique used by Noranda
throughout their effects analysis which may be of some value, but which can
be nis?eading. (34)

Page 2-75 et seq: The evaluation of wildlife impacts for bear and
alone, led to the onission of a significant impact which has been
identified by the Alaska Department of Fish and Ga~e. (34)

eagles

The road from Young Bay to the Hawk Inlet cannery presents problecmnot
attributable to overutilization of deer or furbearer resources because of
increased access for hunters and trappers. Rather, we see the road in time
of,deep snow, as being a serious impediment to deer in their daily and
seasonal travels from the beach fringe to inland timber stands. This
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concept is not mentioned in the Summary on pages XI ANDXII,though it was
articulated to Terra Nerd, the wildlife consultants retained by Noranda.
[34)

- Page 3-18: We question the figure stated of “ . . . 39 species ofmamals
.*O “ on or adjacent to the island. (34)

- Page 4-68: We question whether “ . . . bear and narten are less tolerant
of human activity than deer.” Also, as stated earlier, we disagree with
the statement that “The road should not act as a physical barrier to antnal
movements, even during periods of heavy snowfall since snowplowing
equipment would eliminate snow berms.” (34)
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EdmundA. Cahill, Jr., Juneau, AK
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Alaska Department of Natural Resburces, Division of Parks
Alaska !lepartnentof Natural Resources,Division of Parks
National Marjne Fisheries Service
N. C. Machinery Co., Ketchikan, AK
Territorial Sportsmen, Inc.,Juneau,AK
BearCreek Mining Co., Anchorage, AK
TheWildernessSociety,Juneau,AK
Environments? Protection Agency, Seattle, WA
City and Borough of Juneau
Alaska Center for the Environment
Department of Energy, Juneau, AK
N. C. Machinery Co., Ketchikan, AK
$ealaska Corp., Juneau, AK
Department of Health and Human Services, Atlanta, GA
Department of the Interior, Anchorage, AK
Memo
SoutheastAlaska Conservation Council

-~.randa Mfnlng, Inc., Juneau, AK
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, OMPA
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
John!?.Swanson, Berkley, CA
Phf?ip L. Gray and Care? J. Gray, Juneau, AK
Sferra Club,AlaskaChapter
Depar3Snentof Housing and Urban Development, Anchorage, AK
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, Anchorage, AK
N. C. Machinery Co., Ketchikan, AK
Department of Agriculture, Office of Minority Affairs
State of Alaska
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w* ~j~ilii= p. Gee, Forest h~eNiSOz?

Tongas National Forest, Chatham Axes

Dear Mr. Gee:

I have just risked i,ngigestion reading Wkth
my lunch the plans to bring to its knees,
Admiralty 1sland9 one 02 the great wild places.
I believe that you intend to do the best possible,
but there is
open sore on
of intruding

So long
two citizens

no best when you create a ~~~at -
the land and tend it by hundreds
humans●

as Interior and Agriculture are led ~~
outstanding in their stupidity and t

shortsightednesslittle can be done9 kt never
fear9 Congress already gives some si~s-of havin~
had enough. Perhaps your job.will be made easier
agains ln the ueanttie do youx best for the
land intrusted to your care--not because itst$ours~t
because it isn~t—it is a particularly choice
yiece of matter wxri.ng through space9 perhaps
even the only such rare and wonderful piece in
this enormous universe.

1869 Pasadena G.en Road
Pasadena, Ca. 93107
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301

@

MANPOWER.

RESERVE AFFAIRS

AND LOGISTICS

15 SEP !982

Mr. William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest, ChatharnArea
F’.O.BOX 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Dear Mr. Gee:

This is in reply to your request for Department of Defense comments
on the draft environmental impact statement for the proposed Noranda
Mining, Inc. development on Admiralty Island, Alaska.

We have no military activities in the area that we would expect
to be impacted by the proposed action. We, therefore, have no
comments on the proposal. The US Army Corps of Engineers (Civil
Works) has received your mailing under separate cover and will
respond as appropriate for matters under their special purview,
such as Section 404 permits.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this

ze~

document.

(YDonald K. Emig, Ph.D. ,@P.E.
Director, Environmental Policy
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+zsa.UnitedS~ates Soil Professional Center - Suite 129

flepartmentof
‘&

Conservation 2221 East Northern Lights Boulevard

Agriculture Service Anchorage, AK 99504 (907) 276-4246

September 16, 1982

William P. Gee, Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area
P.O. 60X 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

DearMr. Gee:

The Soil Conservation Service has reviewed the Green Creek Draft
Environmental Impact Statement and has no comments.

Sf??f
We ethE. Long. .

cc: Peter Meyers, Chief, Soil Conservation Service, USDA, klashington,D.C,

.
. . .

“y’--’”T’-=-----..4
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OFFICEOF THE
GENERAL COUNSEL

EQUAL. EMPLOYIVIEFJT OPPORTUNITY COMM lSSION
WASH INGTON, D.tZ. 20506.3

September 22, 1982

Mr. William P. Gee
Forest Supevisor
Tongass National Forest,

Chatah Area
P.(). flOX 1980
Sitka, Alaska 9983?

RE: Umpqua National Forest Land Management Plan
and Greens Creek Draft Environmental Impact
Statement

Dear Mr. Gee:

The above referenced documents have been reviewed as
requested. We find no issues reviewable under the statutes
administered by this Commission. Therefore, we are returning
the draft materials.

Sincerely,

7’@2A4&!&’@&d&
Michael N. Martinez 3
General Counsel (Acting)
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT 0PP0RTUN1T% COMM1SS1ON

WASI+ INGTON, D.C. 20506
0J
%, SEP 21 1882

MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM :

SUBJECT :

The above

Michael N. Martinez~~>~n
General Counsel (Acting)

Nicholas M. Inzeo ~~~ h 55
Acting Associate General Counsel
Legal Counsel Division

Umpqua National Forest Land Management Plan
and Greens Creek Draft 13nvircmmentalImpact
Statement

referenced documents have been reviewed as requested.
We find no issues reviewable under the statutes administered by
this Commission.
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Response 5

1. The use of large fixed wing, ~(heeledaircraft (30 - 50 passenger) was
considered during the initial screening of options fron which to construct
a~ternatives. This option was exanined hut eliminated from further
consideration (DEIS page 2-10) based on both environmental and technical
concerns.

Itk~asassuned thattheuse of land based aircraft (Convair 580 or Del+aviland
-7) was technically feasible and could provide a relatively high level of
dependability. With a state-of-the art microwave landing system this would be
comparable in reliability to a boat system Recent information has indicated
that because of approach constraints at the Juneau Airport this systen \!ould
not significantly reduce allowab~e rninimm.. The risk to personnel would,
however, be greater when operating the aircraft under narginal conditions.

The use of this type of aircraft under ninimm conditions would require
construction of a runway with a length of 3,500 - 5,000 feet. Suitable sites
are available only on the north end of the project area between Yo,ungBay and
Hawk Inlet. This location would require a road system nearly as extensive as
a complete road system to Young Bay and would require considerable additional
construction. Because a great deal of concern has been expressed regarding
wildlife impacts within this area the additional disturbance was considered
undesirable.

2. Cost effectiveness was considered but was not used as a key evaluation
criteria since insufficient data was available for a conplete economic
analysis.

3. Travel time would not be significantly reduced using aircraft since 2-3
trips (30 ninutes each kray)would be required as opposed to 1 boat trip to
affect a shift change.

Initial inpacts would he greater for construction of a landing facility and
associated road system. Assuming a runway with minimum di~ensions of 4,500
feet by 100 feet, approximately 450,000 square feet (10.3 acres] would be
disturbed and approxinate?y 83,300 cubic yards of fill would have to be
obtained from quarries near the site. Operational impacts would be far
greater (6-9 take-offs and landings per day) than from vehicular traffic to
and from a dock facility.
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4. The capital cost of a boat/dock/road transportation system is
approximately $4.2 nillion including docking facilities at Auke Bay. The
nininum cost of two twin engine, turbo powered aircraft (Convair 580)
including microwave landing systems at both terminals, a runway and terminal
facilities on Admiralty Island, and a road system to the cannery is
approximately $7.4 million.

5. It is an assumption of this EIS that any transportation system considered
(aircraft or boat/road) would be for the exclusive use of Noranda and not
available to the general public or adjacent landowners.

Backup aircraft would have to be available for those tines when the primary
aircraft was unavailable. Approximately 2 days of down time for maintenance
would be required for each 100 hours of operation (approximately 2 weeks).

Maintenance costs for an aircraft system are considerably higher than for a
boat system.

6. The Alaska Department of Fish and Gane and Forest Service wildlife
biologists are very concerned about effects on wildlife due to road related
activities. Constraints on the road design and use are meant to address these
concerns. Additional ground disturbance and higher levels of activity would
not he acceptable.

7. Regardless of the type of transportation, energency housing facilities
will be required. These facilities will be provided by upgrading existing
facilities on private land at the Hawk Inlet Cannery.

8. Impacts on existing Juneau transportation system is discussed under
socioeconomic effects. Other than the construction of a terninal facility at
Auke Bay, the impacts to Juneau would be comparable.
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Subjecf: Greens Creek Draft Environmental Imps’”tStateme.@’’._--—.........- \

‘0 Forest Supervisor, Chatham Area

This letter is a correction to the original letterdatedOctober4.

Me have reviewed the subject document and offer the fol?owing comments.

I. Effluent Disposal Feint

Me are concerned that the discussion and.data contained in the draft EIS da
not support a recomnen.dationto use the Chatham Strait Discharge over the Hawk
Inlet Sill Discharge or the Cannery Site Discharge. (The Cannery Sfte
Discharge was not requested by Noranda Mining, Inc.,and will not be
discussed.)

Tables4-5and4-6indicatethatall discharge points would have an
insignificant impact upon marine water quality. Your discwssian of
Alternative 2 on page 4-53 says:

“Based on avai?abT’edata, the effect of a Hawk Inlet Sill Discharge
location on marine water quality is considered to be imsign~ficant.”

The discussion on Marine Aquatic Biology, pages 4-6T thru 4-66, pointsout
that for regtdlatorypurposes,allowable concentrations of tox~c substances are
often set at a conservative fraction of LC50 values as in the case of the
proposed ADEC water quality criteria applied to the Greens Creek project.
Also your summary pointsout that “The proposed discharge would result in
small increases over ambient metal concentratfuns, and the largest of these
smaTl tncreases wowld only occur over a limited area c~ose to the discharge
point.” CertainTy these small increases cannot begin to offset the buffer of
“conservative fractions” used to establish the water quality criteria
mentioned previously. Therefore, the statement on page 4-66;

.“Although no specific effect onmarinebiata is known, the consensus ammg
Stateand Federal agency biologists indicates the longer build-up
represents higher potential threat to organisms within the inTet.’r

does not have sufficient technical backup to warrant the recme.ndation for a
Chatha~ Strait dfscharge.

Our recommended solwtim to the effluent disposal question wouTd iMl tide(1]
disposal of the effluent thru a diffuser located 40 feet deep in a welT mixed
marine environment, and (2) meet the water quality criteria required by the
HPDES permit. The information in the Draft EIS indicates that the Hawk InTet
SiT? Discharge would satisfy both of these requirements.
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Forest.Supervisor, Cha~~am Area
-...

XI. Monitoring Requirements

The monitoring program statements are very general. The environmental
statement should clearly define objectives, frequencies, and consequences.
Does the monitoring serve a useful operational purpose or is it oriented
towards research?

All monitoring requirements contained in the final EIS may have public
scrutiny that will require faithful compliance. Therefore, we should insure
that monitoring results have value commensurate with their costs.

$&&jjc
Directoriof Enqineerinq
and Aviat’ion”Managen&t

2

cc:

M. Jones
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September23, 1982

JAY & HAMMOND, GOVERNOR

Sincerely,

JudithE. Marquez
Director

@

679 WAt?EHDIJSE DR., SUITE 210
ANCHDRAGE, ALASKA 99501

PHONE: 274-4676

FileNo: 3440 (ForestService)
1130-1-1

WilliamP. Gee, ForestSupervisor
TongassNationalForest,ChathamArea
P.O. BOX 1980

Sitka, Alaska 99835

Dear Mr. Gee:

We have recentlyreviewedthe informationprovidedto us concerning
the eligibilityfor inclusionin the NationalRegisterof Historic
Placesof the GreensCreekMidden (AHRS site JUN-090).

We concurwith your determinationthat the site is “Not Eligible”
for the followingreasons:

1) It has been testedbut yieldedvery few artifacts.

2) Its primaryscientificvalue is in its age, locationand
faunalcontent. This data is alreadyin hand,or will be
availableshortly.

3) Much of the site is alreadylost and the remainderf~
iminent destructionby erosionand tree faU.

4) Tb.istype of site is not unique.

Pleasecontactus shouldyou have any questions.
,,,%.:.....-..:. -

*Y ~?j’u-’~
fl~~stat:HistoricPreservationOfficer

TAS/jdg
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WilliamP. Gee
ForestSupervisor
TongassNationalForest,ChathamArea
p.O.Box 1980
Sitke,AK 99835

Subject:

DearMr.

DEIS GreensCreek,AdmiraltyIslandNationalMonument,
ProposedNorandaMiningProject.

Gee:

We have reviewedthe subjectproposaland would like to offerthe
followingcomments:

STATEHISTORICPRESERVATIONOFFICER

We agreewith the conclusionsand recommendationsin thisDraftEn-
vironmentalImpactStatement.We look forwardto wwrkingwith the
FarescService-onany need houldalternative2,4,5,
be selected.

uSta e istoric

STATEPARK PLANNING

The proposedactionis consistentwith the Alaska
Program’srecreationstandard.

LAND & WATER CONSERVATIONFUND GRANTPROGRAM

No comment.

Sincerely,

r= =Yf---y.
JudithE. Marquez
Director

JM/blh
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-* UNITED STATES U ARTMENT OF COMMERCE

c

Nationai Oceanic ark Atmospheric Administration 8
~eol$,+’i-,

*?4,gs of
Nat-ionczlMarine Fishe?ies Service
P.O. Box 1668
Juneau, Alaska 99802

October 8, 1982

William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area
P.(I.BOX 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Dear Mr. Gee:

The National Marine Fisheries Service {NMFS) has reviewed the Greens
Creek Draft Environmental Impact Statement and offers the following
comments for your consideration.

General Comments

The DEIS adequately covers most of the project’s potential adverse
effects upon resources under our purview.

Alternatives 2 and 6 are similar except for the location of the tailings
pond discharge line. A discharge line located in Hawk Inlet (Alter-
native 2) could be extremely detrimental if the aquatic organisms
residing there are near their maximum tolerance level. The existing
elevated metal concentrations within Hawk Inlet give rise to this
concern. On the other hand, metals added to Chatham Strait (Alternative
6) could have an adverse effect on resident aquatic organisms,
especially if natural metal concentrations are significantly less than
those in the effluent. With the data presented in the DEIS, an accurate
effects determination can not be made for either location. However,
with the information available to us at th~s time, we concur with the
selection of Alternative 6 as the preferred alternative.

Specific Comments

q Page 2-6, Concentrate Handlinq. It is not clear if the concentrate
storage area at the mill site is covered. If not, what provisions are
being taken to prevent spillage.

= Page 2-7, Water Supply. A domestic water supply of two gallons per
minute for 200-300 workers seems too low.

~ Page 3-15, Fish and Fisheries Managment. To our knowledge, the white
spotted greenllng, masked greenllng, and shortfin eelpout have no
commercial value. The two greenling species are caught by sport
fisherman but the eelpout has no value as a sport fish.
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5

6

Page 3-16, paragraph 1, last sentence. Some clams are harvested
though there is the potential for paralytic shellfish poisoning.
sentence also conflicts with paragraph 3, page 3-17, which lists
as a subsistence food item.

even
This
clams

Page 3-17, Metal Concentrations in Biota. The range of values, not only
averages, of metal concentrations in the organisms should be given.
Even though the references are given, we recommend expansion of this
section to include detailed data, i.e., the ten species of fish ana-
lyzed and the ten metals that were measured.

The NMFS’ Auke Bay Laboratory is currently collecting meta7 concentra-
t~ons data in selected marine species for the Auke Bay area. We
recommend these data be obtained, if available in time, for comparison.

Page 3-26, Marine Mammals. The eight species of whales found in
southeast Alaska shouldbe listed.

7 Page 4-72, last paragraph. The DEIS states “The potential impact from
the project upon humpback whales... would be small.” Me concur that
there is no evidence, at this time, that humpback whales are being
disturbed by existing levels and types of marine traffic in the area.
However, Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 7973 requires al?
impacts to the species; immediate, ongoing, and potential, be
identified. If the determination is one of “no effect” to the species
it should be so stated.

We appreciate the

Sincerel
3,

opportunity to review this draft document.

.-.,

P .,,,,Roberti”ld.McVey
/ Director, Alaska Region

/ /-”
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Response

1. All concentrate storage facilities and transportation systems (conveyors,
trucks, and containers) will be covered and/or designed to prevent spillage.

2. Two gallons per minute at each site (or 4 gallons per ninute total) would
be more than adequate for a crew of 80 with the Juneau housing alternative. A
camp alternative would require closer to 10 gallons per minute which would be
equivalent to 50 gallons per person per day. These figures were developed
from the following sources: Water Supply and Sewage, E. W. Steele; Water

y Engineering, Ann Arbor Science; and, Water Resources Engineer~
Linsley and J. B. Franzini.

3. These changes have been made in the text.

4. This has been changed in the text.

5. This entire section has been rewritten to clarify the baseline condition
and to reflect new data not available at the time the DEIS was published. The
Auke Bay data now appears in this section. Detailed results are available in
References 39, 40, ahd 41.

6. The species of whales found in
3-22.

7. The determination of no effect

Southeast Alaska have been listed on page

has been stated in the text.
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126 Washington Street
P.O. Box ?35$, Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
(90~255-6111

mN C MACHINERY CO.

October 8, 1982

Mr. William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area
P.o. Bc!x1980
Sitka, Alaska 99833

RE: Greens Creek Draft Environmental Impact ‘jtate~nt

DearMr. Gee:

After reviewing the draft E,1,S., we are supportive of Alternate
#2 over a71 others. While Alternate #6 is very similar to #2, the
data presented did not justify the additional $2 million dollar
capital expense to move the effluent dischqrge point from the
Hawk In?et sill to Chatham Strait. If#2 is unacceptable, our
second choice would be alternate #6.

The IDT staff and Noranda Mining Inc. are to be complimented on
the quality of this E.I.S. It is the best written and offers the
clearest, simple explanations on the alternatives offered of any
E.I.S. I’ve ever read. Thanks for providing the opportunity to
comment.

Southeast Alaska Manager

EC:js

1,—...-..——..;,...........
‘, ,’.,

/-::- I
..__.

:,-. -— .-..,-,
.5
,.. . .,
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Territorial Sportsmen,
~.~. BOX761

Juneau, Alaska 99802

October 6, 1982

Forest Supervisor
P. O. BOX 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Dear Mr. Gee:

Inc.“ .- -.!..-..

., .. .’

/.

-.

. .... . ..

(lJJ
,.. ..-,:,>‘-l,,, ,..-, I,.... . .- i

The Territorial Sportsmen recognizes the inevitability of Noranda
developments at Hawk Inlet, and are pleased at the tremendous amount
of effort that has gone into protecting the environment of North
Admiralty. However, we do have one major concern with Alternatives 2
and 4-7 presented in Greens Creek DEIS. As you have indicated; North
Admiralty Island is very extensively used by Juneauites for recreational
fishing and hunting at present. Predictably, as nearby Douglas Island
and Shelter Island are developed and the Juneau population swells, the
importance of North Admiralty to local recreational hunters will
increase greatly.; The road from Youngs Bay to Hawk Inlet, by providing
access from the Hawk Inlet side of the Island, will extenuate this
problem.

7-49

In spite of the many assurances in this DEIS that this road will be
used only for transportation to and from Hawk Inlet, it would be naive

~ to believe that vehicles at Hawk Inlet would not be used to transport
workers to the Youngs Bay (east) side of the Island. These individuals
would be in direct competition with deer hunters, for example, who
boated over from Juneau. Similarly, some Juneauites would be disposed
to carry bicycles or motor cycles to Youngs Bay where they, in turn,
would compete with other hunters on foot. We don’t feel these impacts
have been adequately reflected in your display matrix (p. 2-72). We
in short, are very opposed to development of this road. We recognize
that Hawk Inlet, once used by many Juneauites for recreational hunting,
will be lost to us during the course of Noranda’s activities. We also
recognize that the northwest coast of Admiralty from Cube Cove to
Funter Bay will also become an unattractive area for Juneau area
recreational hunters because of competing pressures exerted by Noranda
people at Hawk Inlet. Without a road between Youngs Bay and Hawk

that the impacts of Noranda’s activities will pretty



A ,-.

,Page 2

much be confined to the
Inlet would be unlikely

west side of the Island (hunters from Hawk
to traverse the Island).

A development such as that proposed by Noxanda. can yield many benefits
to a community like Juneau. Likewise, there will be some majar costs
to the community associated with an increase in population resulting
from the project. An additional cost, if a road is built from Ycmrigs
Bay ta Hawk Inletr would be the loss of some and degradation of much
of the l~cally available deer hunting opportunities far Juneaui&es,
including Juneau-based Noranda employees and their fanrilies. This is
a cost that can not be mitigated, and it is a cost thati we do mat feel
Juneauites should have to bear.

Many, if not most, of the people who reside in Alaska live here
because of the opportunities for outdoor recreation. Hunting arid
fishing are deeply ingrained in our lifestyles, and we feel strongly
that opportunities to hunt and fish should be protecked for us and
future generations. Therefare, we respectfully request that those
Alternatives requiring construction of a Yourqs Bay ka Hawk Inlet road
be rejected..

Thank you.

Very truly yo s,
~d/[d~&g’”

A. w. “Bud” Boddy, Preside&t
Territari.al Sportsmen, Inc.

cc: Commissioner $3koog, Fish and Game
Director Souby, DPDP
Jdm Sander, USE%
D. llcKnight, Game
Jim Stratton, S13AC
Editor, Juneau Empire
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Response

1. The Forest Service Preferred Alternative incorporates enployee housing in
Juneau and assumes that no employee of Noranda will be permanently housed on
Adniralty Island. Noranda has agreed that none of their employees will be
permitted to hunt or fish during working hours and all employees transported
by company boat to Admiralty Island will be returned to Juneau at the end of
their shift. Only security personel will have firearms, for emergency
encounters with wildlife. Neither Noranda nor the Forest Service has the
authority to prevent off-duty employees from returning to the island from
Juneau for recreational purposes.

The Forest Service intends to issue special-use permits for the road systen
which will limit the use of the road to Noranda vehic?es on company business
only. No private vehicles will be permitted on the road. Details of specific
closure methods and security will be developed during the permitting process.

It was determined by the IDT that the impacts to recreational deer hunting on
the east and west side of the island would be greatest under those
alternatives with a permanent camp in Hawk Inlet. Potentially 225 enployees
could use their privately owned boats to travel to upper Hawk Inlet to deer
hunt. It would be an easy walk to any area that would potentially be opened
up by the road. Your concerns regarding the evaluation natrix (Table 2-3)
have been addressed under the recreation section of the natrtx. The process
used to develop the ratings is described in Section 11 and is documented in
the files at the Adniralty Island National Monument office in Juneau.

Since docking facilties are located below nean high tide, the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources is responsible for issuing a tidelands lease
for these structures. This lease should address construction, utilization,
and reclamation. The Forest Service has no authority over those structures.

Noranda has stated that private boats will not be permitted to use these
facilities except under emergency conditions.

A reclamation plan will be developed as part of the Operating Plan. Final
disposition of the road from the cannery to Young Bay will be determined by
the most current TLMP revision at the termination of the project.
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Bear Creek Mining Coqpmqg ~~ -Jkchorage

Exploration Division of Kennecott Corporation Office
~:”’”,;

October 12, 1982 !
,.

Mr. William P. Gee
:’-/

.— ;
Forest Supervisor -.\
Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area

[.. ...—,.-—
P. O. Box 1980

it. :.’~
*—------------- ... —----- ---

J

Sitka, Alaska 99835

Re : Greens Creek Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Gee:

I have reviewed the above Statement and feel that you have
done a good job evaluating the technical factors involved in

,, this mine development program. As laid out in your preferred
alternative, Alternative 6, there should be little if any

,, disruption or degradation of either the mining opportunity or
the scenic and wildlife values of the National Forest. I
would support your selection of Alternative 6.

I question the application of VQO’S as discussed on pages 3-
1 37 to anything outside the Monument. It should not be based

on “evidence of human alteration,” after all, the area is not
a ‘wilderness”. Based on tourist activity, pictures painted
by noted artists, landing points and so on, there is a great
deal of interest in cannerys, old or new, docks, settlements,
cabins and any sign of human alteration, especially if it has
been abandoned. You are forcing on the public a wilderness
ethic they do not seek. Are you making policy or implemen-
ting it?

It is too bad that the wisdom of Congress called for monument
status for the mine area, an area with no special monument
characteristics, VQO’p or otherwise. It will only result in
more costs and less benefits for both sides of the issue. Is
there any hope that this boundary could be changed?

R. C. Babcock,Jr. /’
Vice President and Manager, Alaska

RCJ3:reg
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Response

1. The Forest Service is charged by Congress with the task of nanaging the
many resources available on all National Forest lands. All resources require
a management systen designed to provide for the protection of the resource in
areas where protection is deemed necessary and use of the resource, with
proper constraints, where this is applicable. A management system for any
resource must be designed with the flexibility to be integrated with other
resource management system to allow for compatible multiple use
administration by the governing agency. The Forest Service has developed such
a management systen for the visual resource on all Mational Forest lands.

The visual
practices,
acceptable
alteration
The degree

management system recognizes that other resource management
though scientifically correct, do not always produce visually
landscapes. It provides for different degrees of acceptable
of the natural landscapes based on the importance of aesthetics.
of alteration is measured in term of visual contrast with the

surrounding natural landscapes. Visual Quality Objectives, or VQO’S, are
simply the standards by which to measure those contrasts. In designated
National Monument and Wilderness areas the systen does indeed promote a
natural appearing landscape character. However, this does not preclude
development within these areas, especially where certain activities such as
the Greens Creek project are permitted, but rather provides for then to be
designed in a manner sensitive to the special aesthetic values found in the
surrounding landscape. The system is not designed to promote a pristine
wilderness appearance. On the contrary, in many areas management activities
may dominate the surrounding characteristic landscape and still be visually
acceptable under the system.

The Forest Service does not believe that the visual management systen forces a
wilderness ethic upon the public. The system was, in fact, developed in
response to the public’s concern over the appearance of all our National
Forest lands.
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THE WILDERNESSSOCIETY’
October 11, j’982

Mr. William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongas’s National Forest
Chatham Area
3?.0. Box 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Dear MI. Gee:

The Wilderness Society appreciates the opportunity
to comment on the Greens Creek Draft Environmental
Impact Statement. We support the preferred alternative
as requested by the Alaska Department of Environmental
‘Conservation. We believe this alternative best balances
mine development with water Yesource protection, wildlife
protection, and protection of Monument values. In
particular, we believe that Chatham “Strait should receive
all discharge,. We do not believe that Hawk Inlet should be
used for this purpose. We also believe that the road access
permit for Young’s Bay to the Cannery should contain a
clause restricting access to only Noranda employees.
This area is already a popular recreational attraction
and will become more congested as mine development
proceeds. Limiting access on this road will help alleviate
the recreational pressure this area will receive in the
future. In addition, it will help protect subsistence
use of the area.

..

for the opportunity to comment on this plan.

Thomas S. Robinson
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Sitka, Alaska 99835 ~~ cc

RE: Greens Creek Project Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)
Admiralty Island National Monument Alaska, NoranclaMining Project.

Dear Mr. Gee:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the above DEIS. It
appears to be adequate to support the decision making of the U.S. Forest
Service (FS) and other Federal agencies. However, recent information
developed by the FS and the project sponsor and not contained in the DEIS
suggeststhat additional analysis is needed before the FS can ident~fy the
best marine site for the impoundment wastewater discharge. More detailed
comments are provided below and in the attachment to this letter.

Evaluation of Alternative Di,sposalSites

At a recent meeting (September 27, 1982) attended by the FS, EPA, and the
project sponsor, uncertainty was surfaced regarding an environmentally
preferable marine site for effluent disposal i.e., Hawk Inlet or Chatham
Straits. The DEIS identifies Chatham Straits as the preferred alterna-
tive, but provides limited supporting rationale.

The additional rationale discussed at our meeting should be presented in
the final EIS to allow for a wider review. This presentation should indi-
cate what factors in this rationale are supported by empirical evidence
and which factors were used conservatively due to insufficient empirical
data. Additionally, a quantitative description of the resources at risk
from outfall alignment and waste discharge in both the Hawk Inlet and
Chatham Straits zones of impact should be proviaed in the final EIS. At
the September 27 meeting, we agreed that more of this type of empirical
information is available and will be important in determining which dispo-
sal site is preferable.

New Alternatives

New alternatives not mentioned in the DEIS were discussed at the September
27 meeting. They represent a significant change in the original propo-
sal. If Noranda wishes to pursue these new alternatives, EPA suggests a
supplement to the DEISWou-lcibe the most efficient way to disclose this to
the public and allow for their thorough evaluation.
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EPAhas rated this DEIS LO-2 (Lack of Objections, InsufficientInformation)
for the followifigreasons:

1) Information now available, but not pnesented in the DEIS, (i,.e.
productivity in Hawk Inlet and Chattmm5traits).,is important to the deci-
siofisthat the Forest Service and the Corps of ,&gi.m?ersmustmake on the
clfischargesite.

2) Additional outfall aligrnnentalternatives nowheirq comsidened sig-
nificantly change the original rmst analysis and the potential biological
!mpacts.

‘deappreciated the o.pportunitytonview this EIS and to discuss th~ po-
tential Impacts of the progect with the EISTeam. Ifyou would like to
discuss our comments and suggestion-splease contact Dick Thiel, Chief of
the Environmental Evaluation Branch at (206) 442-1728 or (FTS) 399-?728.

Attaclwpent

cc: Ron Kriezenbeck, AOO
Dick Stokes, ADEC
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Attachment

EPA’s Detailed Comments On:

Greens Creek Project DEIS

Permits - Water Quality

Page 2-51; Ifeffluent discharges from the quarry sediment ponds enter
receiving waters, they will require NPDES Permits. To prevent untimely
delays, the Forest Service should advise Noranda to apply for the necesary
permits well before road construction begins.

Page 4-12; The domestic waste treatment plant will be subject to a NPDES
Permit. Again, to prevent delays, Noranda should apply for the permit at
least six months before construction starts.

page 4-46; confidence limits and baseline data should be estiibliShed
be~ore the NPDES permit is issued. EPA believes that it is not appro-
priate to use the NPDES monitoring stipulations to establish baseline data
as suggested in footnote~/

4Page 4-4; (Third paragraph, first sentence); It would be more appropriate
if “mine” were changed to “mill.”

!5Page 4-49 and 4-51, (Tables 4-5 and 4-6); Under footnote_/ “EPAquality
criteria” should probably be “EPA Effluent Guidelines.” Under parameters,
“Total Dissolved Solids” should probably be “Suspended Solids.n

Air Quality - Pen’nits

GPage 1-10; “New Source Air Quality Permit” under U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency should be changed to PSD (Preventionof Significant
Deterioration) Permit.

7Page 3-36, (last paragraph); The “grams per meter cubed” should be “micro-

s

gr~s per meter cubedi’(EPA Guidelines for Monitoring PSD, 1978).

Solid and Hazardous Waste Management

EPAwill be glad to review the proposed Spill Prevention, Control, and
Countermeasure Plan (SPCC plan) upon request and provide comments where
appropriate. However,theFEISshould note that EPA does not approve such
plans prior to facility construction and operation as noted on pages 1-10
and 2-7 of the DEIS. The current agency policy is to require such appro-
val if a spill actually occurs.
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Response

1. & 2. We concur tb.ateffluent discharged from sediment ponds would require
NPDES Permits. Additionally, all domestic waste discharged separately from
other mining discharge would require NPDES Pemits.

3. To ensure baseline monitoring will be meaningful and applicable for
monitoring the proposed discharge, all sa~ple sites, sanpling depths, sampling
techniques, and analytical techniques need to be the same as those required in
NPDES Permits. While we agree the NPDES monitoring stipulations nay not be
appropriate for outlining baseline data collection, the EPA and ADEC need to
work with Noranda to chwe?op a monitoring plan that wi77 yield useful data for
issuing the permit and mnitoring the discharge.

4. This has been changed in the text.

5. Tables 4-5 and 4-6 have been revised in the FEIS.

6. This has been changed in the text.

7. This has been changed in the text.

8. The text has been modified to indicate that the EPA will be asked to
review a SPCC Plan prior to use of the fuel storage facility.
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THECITYAND BOROUGHOFJUNEAU
CAPITAL OF ALASKA

155 SOUTH SEWARD ST. JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801

PLANNING DEPARTMENT (907) 586-3300

~October 15, 1982 qt b:,.

William P. Gee, Forest Supervisor ..,j
Tongass National Forest, Chatham Ar+a
Post Office BOX 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

SUBJECT: Greens Creek Draft Environ-
mental impact Statement

Dear I@. Gee:

The City and Borough of Juneau Planning Department has reviewed
the Greens Creek Draft Environmental Impact Statement and offers
the following comments.

An issue that is of major concern to the City and Borough of
Juneau is the diversification of our local economy. Presently,
the main employment base is federal, state, and local govern-

ment. Development of a mine i.nthe Juneau area would be
desirable to the CBJ from the standpoint of diversifying the
employment base.

Our studies indicate that every basic employment sector job, such
as mining, will create one (1) additional job in the secondary
service employment sector. For this reason, the development of
the mine will certainly be an important factor in our employment
base. However, the benefit will only reali,zedwith the
development of one (1) of the alternatives which allow for
housing of the mine workers in Juneau (Alternatives 2, 4, 5, 6,
and ~).

We believe that Alternative 6, best addresses the major concerns
we have on the projects impact on Admiralty island and Juneau.

The statement is unusually detailed and it is obvious in
reviewing it that a great deal of consideration and sensitivity
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William P. Gee –
October 15, T9’82
RL&e 2

FWmn ip-&Direct.or
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Alaska Center for the Environment
1069 W. 6th Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 274-3621

-—

,,

October 18, 1982

Chatham Area
Tongass National Forest
P.O. BOX 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Dear Friends:

We would like to offer ccmments on the Greens Creek
Draft EIS for the proposed Noranda mining operations
on Admiralty Island. Our 600 members are extremely
concerned about protection of Admiralty Island, which
was one of o’urhighest priorities in the Alaska Lands
Act.

We feel the preferred a~teraative is tike ksh meafis
to minimize adverse impacts in the axea. mtkougii

necessary, the road from.Young Bay to Hawk Inlet
‘1could be a source of problems unless carefully managed.
This road should be permitted for Noranda’s exclusive
use, with a guard located at the Young Bay end to
limit use. After mining operations end, reclamation
of the road should be required.

Effluent from tailing ponds should be discharged into
Chatham Strait: monitoring of water quality should
be stringently conducted.

Any changes proposed for the permit should.be given
public review before a decision is made.

-.lda.+ppreciatethis opportunity to offer our comments
on ~he proposed mining operations.

:,...,
Sincerely,

~&

Mary
Co-Di

Core
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Response

1. Please refer to the Forest Service Response to Cement 1, netter 11, fron
The Territorial Sportsmen.
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~e~artrnent Of Energy
Alaska PowerAdministration
P.O.Box50
Juneau,Alaska99802 October 14, 1982

Mr. William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area
P.O. Box 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Dear Mr. Gee:

We have the Greens Creek Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
proposed Noranda Mining, Inc.development on Admiralty Island, Alaska
and appreciate the opportunity to comment on it.

~ We note that the draft is silent on volume of diesel fuel for electric
power generation as well as alternative power sources. To overcome this
deficiency, we suggest that discussions be included setting out the
amounts of diesel fuel anticipated to be used and storage systems descrip-

~tions, as well as details on alternative electric power sources such as
the potential Juneau-l+oonahtransmission line, wood fuel, coal, or wind.

Sincerely,

“3
, / ,,J

.#L- ! ‘“ .’;’, <L4L?4~.~
Robert J. Cross
Administrator
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Response

1. Discuss
text.

17

on of fuel volumes and storage facilities has been expanded in the

.,

2. The Hoonah to Juneau transmission line is a major environmental, economic,
and po?itical decision entirely separate from the proposed mining project.
Since the decision on a transmission line will be nade outside the Forest
Service, the IDT did not believe the transmission line should be considered in
an alternative. If the Hoonah to Juneau transmission line was the electric
energy source for this project a backup diesel system would be requfred for
environmental protection and worker safety. A backup diesel system would he
nearly equivalent to the proposed generating systen. Wood was not considered
as an electric generating fuel because its use wouldresultin the disturbance
and logging of additional areas. Coal fired generation was not discussed by
the IDT. State-of-the-art technologies, such as wind generation, were ndt
considered by the IDT because of the question of technical feasibility.
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126Washington Street +
P.O. BOX 7358, Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
(907) 255-6111 0\$

N C MACHINERY CO.

October14, 1982

Mr. William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area
P.O. Box 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99833

Ref: Greens Creek Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Gee:

After reviewing the draft Environmental Impact Statement, I feel that I
would have to be supportive of alternate #2 over the other seven alter-
natives. 1 feel that the added expense to move the effluent discharge
point from the Hawk Inlet sill to the Chatham Strait is not justified
by the data presented. If #2 is unacceptable, I feel that alternate
#6 would be the next best.

Larry’R. Ladd
Southeast Alaska Sales Manager

l“ ‘, . . ... . .....

*. . ,. . . ... . . .. . .
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M. William 1’. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest
Chatham Area
Post Office Box 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

:“’27 .:.,,
iA.L.._.-._B ‘““ ‘--..----~- -

Dear Mr. Gee:

$ealaska Corporation has reviewed the Greens Creek Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. This document lists the
fisheries, wildlife, cultural, economic, esthetic and other
values of the Greens Creek Project area, and poss$ble impacts of
the various development alternatives. The document appears to
have been carefully prepared and appears to encompass all
subjects of concern to the project and the Admiralty Island
National Monument.

The two preferred alternatives #2 and #6 appear to be feasible
concepts. These alternatives appear to have the necessary
features to protect, and maintain, the quality and quantity of
the various resource values of the area that may be influenced by
the Greens Creek Project.

These two alternatives differ only in the specific location of
the effluent discharge site. The Noranda preferred alternative
site for effluent discharge (#2) is at the Hawk Inlet site. The
U.S. Forest Service preferred alternative site for effluent
discharge (#6) is at Chatham Strait.

It appears that the impacts of the effluent discharge at the two
sites and the degree of risk of the effluent discharge at both
sites vary slightly. Because of the potential effects to
fisheries and other marine values by the effluent discharge site
there is a need for more information as regards the impacts,
degree of risk and economic consequences of both sites for
effluent discharge. With such information the best possible
effluent discharge site could be determined.

.—..
..



Mr. William P. Ge-iS
October 15, 1982
Page Two

---

Based on the currently available information Sealaska Corporation
supports the selection of either alternative #6 (U.S. Forest
Service preferred alternative) or alternative #2 (Noranda
preferred alternative). lf more information becomes available,
Sealaska Corporation may support a specific alternative that best
meets the needs of both the Greens Creek Project development and
protection of the other Admiralty Island National Monument
resources.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

Sincerely

P
SEALAS ORPORATION

Robert
k

escher
Vice Pr SI ent, Resour
Manage ent

Rl?L/RW:rj

cc : Goldbelt, Inc.
Kootznoowoo, Inc.
Huna Totem Corporation
Shee-Atika, Inc.
Miles Murphy, Mayor - Hoonah
Richard George, Mayor - Angoon
William Overstreet, Mayor - Juneau
Juneau Alaska Native Brotherhood
Tlingit and Haida Central Council
John Sandor, USFS
John Katz, DNR
Ernst Mueller, DEC
Michael Chittick
iv~arlen~ Jo~l~son

Joe Wilson
Al Kookesh
Byron I. Mallott

ce
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Mr. WilliemP. Gee
ForestSupervisor
TongassNationalForest,ChathamArea
P.O. BOX 1980
Sitka,Alaska 99835

Dear Mr. Gee: *.4’
.. .. .. ... .:. ,--

We havereviewedthe DraftEnvironmentalImpactStatement(EIS)for Greens
Creek,AdmiraltyIslandNationalMonument,Noranda MiningProject. We are
respondingon behalfof theU.S. PublicHealthService.

The DraftEIS does not address mosquito or othervector populations. The
Final EIS should discuss the effects of the proposed action on mosquito or
other vector populations, their potential health threats to workers, proposed
vector control measures that may be used, kinds and volumes of pesticides that
may be used, and anticipated application procedures.

As part of the vegetation clearing procedures and subsequent maintenance effort,
will any chemical control measures be used? If so, what herbicides will be
used and how will they be applied?

The Draft EIS mentions above-ground fuel storage tanks. Although an oil spill
preventioncontrolplanwill be prepared,the Final EIS should also address
the safety aspects of the above-ground tank locations in relation to work areas.

4The domestic watersupplyforthisprojectis indicatedas being taken from
water-bearing sediments adjacent to Greens Creek. A discussion of the water
treatment and disinfection procedures that will be followed prior to domestic
use should be included in the Final EIS.

Thank you
the Final
about our

for the opportunity to review this EIS. Please send us a copy of
EIS when it becomes available. If you should have any questions
comments, please contact Mr. Lee Tate of my staff at FTS 236-6649.

Sincerely yours, A

1 Chief, Environmental Affairs Group
Environmental Health Services Division

I Center for Environmental Health
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EEIE!Es
1. Mosquito and other vector populations are very typtcal for Southeast
Alaska. Noranda is not Dlanninq any vector control measures nor fs the use of
pesticides anticipated. ‘Becaus= the vector problem is typical and became no
vector control is planned, discussion of vectors has not been included fn the
FEIS.

2. The use of herbicides Is not planned.

3. A discussion of fuel storage facilities and SPIII prevention has been
added to the text fn Section 11.

4. Discussion of water treatment and disinfection has not been included in
the FEIS. Exact water trea-ntmthods will not be known until the water
source has been developed and the water can be tested.
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United-States Department
OFFICEOF THE $ECRETARY

i
OCT’1 !982

P.o*BoxMm ..—
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October 15,1982 ::-::‘-—-----, –-–

WilliamP. Gee
ForestSupervisor Y E@:;:
Tcmgass NationalForest,Chatham A

+ OCT1919fP I 1-‘“’ ““ Zz
;4”:,”,;

P.O. BOX 1980 .
Sitka,Alaska99835

Dear Mr. Gee:

We have reviewedthe
Greens Creek Project,
Monument, Alaskaand

Generai Comments

DraftEnvironmentalImpact Statement(DEIS) on the
Noranda Mining Company, AdmiraltyIslandNational
offerthe followingcomments foryour consideration.

We are ooncerned,that the most practicablealternativethat would cause
the Id adverse impact to fish and wildlifevalues was not fullyeval-
uated . The selectionof Alternative6 in the DEIS as the preferredalter-
native places the tailingspond in Tributary Creek and the mill site
directlyadjacentto Greens Creek. The tsilingswould cover and destroy
much of ‘i’riblltarycreek. ‘Me anadromous fisheryvalues of Tributary
Creek are documented in the DEIS. The selectionof Alternative4 would
place the millsiteand tailingsdisposalsiteat the “footballfieldfiaway
from sensitivefisheryresourcesand eliminatethe need to mitigatefor the
losthabitat. Although the developeris willingto provide mitigation,we
believeit wouhi be preferableto maintainthe qualityof the existing
habitatin the NationalMonument if a practicablealternativeexistswhich
would minimizethislossof habitat.

For H%e most part,the DEH $sstillesthe eliminationof the “footballfield”
alternativeon the basis that the taiiingsimpoundment may failand allow
the tailingsto flow into Greens Creek downslope of the site. However,
throughout the DEIS the possibilityof failureis describedas remoteor low
(see $@dech’dcd section, page 4-33) and there appears to be no greater
risk involvedin developmentof the nfootballfield”than with the other
alternatives.The “footballfield”is located about one-half mile from
Greens Creek in a perched muskeg, whereas the U.S. Forest Service
(Ut3F’S)preferred alternativeis locatedin Tributary Creek immediate~y
upstream of its confluence with Zinc Creek. An impoundment failurehere
WCWM representan immediatethreatto downstream fisheryresources. ‘The
@act@ to wildlife--especiallybrown bear--would be significantlygreaterat
the ?MFS preferredsite,while developmentof the ~’footballfield”would
have negligibleeffects.

The I?EH3
sitecould

presentsno data or rationalethat
not be developedin a manner that

the “footballfieldWdisposal
would reasonableassure the
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WilliamP. Gee
ER 82-1410

structuralintegrityof theimpoundment. The U.S. Fish& W~hllifeService
(FWS) previouslyrequestedthat detailedgeotechnicalinformationbe
obtainedforthe site.TO our knowledge,thiswas not accomplished(ref.
page 4-27), and decisionsregardingthe stabilityof the siteremain specu-
lative.

We support the selectionof the Chatham Straiteffluentdischarge over
eitherthe sillor cannery discharges. To assistyou in doeument$ngthis
selection,we recommend incorporatingthe followingmaterialinto the
language of the EIS. Selectionof a Chatham Straitdischargewillgreatly
reduce the chance of sublethalchroniceffectson fishand invertebratesin
the Hawk Inlet. Furthermore, the rocky, deep areas surrounding the
effluentdischargein Chal%am Straitare much less productivethan the
shallownursery areas of Hawk Inletand ptentil impactsare~ therefore,
much lower. Although the USFS indicatesthe developercan meet Alaska
Departmentof EnvironmentalConservation(ADEC) standardsfor discharge
at any of the sitesifthey are alloweda mixing zone, the ADEC standards
were developedfrom EnvironmentalProtectionAgencv (EPA) cfitefiawhich
considereach heavy metal singly. The effluentwillbe a mixture of a
number of heavy metals. ‘The safetyfactorsfor each heavy me+al are,
therefore,much lower sincesynergisticor at leastadditivetoxicityhave
been shown to occurfora number of the metals.Therefore,itisimpor-
tantthat the effluentbe dischargedin Cha~hm Stmit.

SpecificComments

Page 2-41,Fig. 2-14: Fig. 2-14 isincorrectlytitled“FootballField...”;it
shouldread nNorth I%3wk Inlet...w

Page 2-56, para. 5, Fishery Mitigation:We find this sectionlacks the
necessary supportingdocumentationto provide the readers and decision
makers with a clear understanding of the fisheriesmitigationprogram.
For

1.

2.

example:

there is no methodology presented which establishesthe gains and
lossesin productivityy, i.e., “Seventypercent,’?~’remaining30 percent
lostproduction,~tand ‘additional20 to Xl peroent.”

The program lacks the necessary provisionsfor preprojeetbaseline
studiesto determinethe feasibilityy of the measures suggested,e.g.~
water qualityparameters {includingtemperature and heavy metal
analysis),substrate suitabilityy, flow ~ditions for spawning access
and outmigrants.

To correctthesedeficiencies,we recommend that:

1. detailedmethodologies,assumptions, etc. regarding the fisheries
mitigationmeasures be presentedin the EIS; and
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2. a detailedpreprojectbaselinestudy be implementedimmediatelyto
ascertainthe feasibilityy of the mitigationmeasures. We recammend
thatthisstudy be scoped and approvedby appropriateStateand
Federalresourceagencies.

Page 2-60, MonitoringRequirements: We suggest that the monitoring
program be expanded to includewater temperature,intra-gravel,as well
as in the water column.

Page 2-66, Freshwater Aquatic Riots (Monitoring): Tissue analysis of

~ol~Y Varden trout on an annual bas~s and fish counts during the summer
do not constituteadequate monitoringof freshwateraquaticbiota. At a
minimu@, such a program must includedeterminationsof fecundityand egg
viabiIity,as we~las evaluatingthe food supply supportingthe fishery. A
minimum fwd supply evaluationprogram could be achievedby monitoring
the benthicMota at the samplinglocationsin the springand earlysummer.
We suggest that the finalEIS be amended to reflecta minimum aquatic
Mota monitoringprogram.

Page 2-80, para. 2, Marine Environment: The sentence “In addition,
sublethaleffectswitlunfhe inlethave not been established.” is unclear.
We believewhat was meant is that due to the heavy metalsin the effluent
and their concentrationin the marine waters of Hawk Inlet,sublethal
Wchroniceffects”may occur.

Page 3-13, lastpara., Physical/ChemicalCharacteristics:Elevatedlevels
01 m.lver,lead,and copper m marme watersare not normal.

Page 3-17, para. 2, MetalsConcentrations~n Biota: The high concentra-
tionsof zincand copper In orgamsms from Hawk Inletare not a resultof
“theseelementsbeing”physiolo~callvrequiredby the biota. The higher
levelsfound in organisms in Hawk Inletare instead,a reflectionof the
higherlevelsof theseelementsin the environment.

10 Page 3-18,,para. 2 and 3, MetalsConcentrationsin Biota: Cadmium and
mercur7 Concentrations In the b~ota should be presented and shouhl be
related-toeffectson biota,notinhumans, sincethe concentrationsmay be
quitedifferent.

Page 4-38,FreshwaterQuality:A spillof any toxicmaterialduring spawn-
mz or durina the ~eriodwhen the fishare emerging would be very detri-
mental. A ~arge &pillcould wipe out a whole‘“ye& class of fish in a
stream.

pars. 1, MarineWater QuaIity: The anticipatedaverage flowof
seems very low, even accountingfor some recycling,which is not

mentioned. We calculatethat the average annual flow should be between
1200and 2000 GPM .

w’ age 4-45, para 4, Marine Water Quality: In order to characterizethe
water qualityat the mouth of Hawk Inlet,samplesshouldbe taken through-

..,,
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out the inletand the most sensitivemethodof analysisused. We recom-
mend samplesbe taken at leastseasonallyand at varioustidalstages.

Page 4-46, Table 4-4, Proposed Standards and Background: It should be
noted hat methods are availableto auantlfvheavv metals concentrationsin
marine waters at much lower conce~tratio~sthfi those presented in this
table. The claimthat the proposed ADEC standards exceed the back-
ground concentrationsin Hawk Inletbecause the contractorcould not
measure the heavy metalsat thatconcentrationis,therefore,invalid.

Page 4-55, para. 2: The flow augmentationcoUectionchannel would run
along the accessroad prism beforeitis divertedto TributaryCreek. In
additionto the higherlevelsof turbidityand sedimentfrom the road being
introducedintothe water, there would be an increasedpstib~ty that an
oilor toxicchemicalspillon the rmd system would be directly$ntroduced
intothe flow augmentationchannel and transporteddownstream to Tribut-
ary Creek and lower Zinc Creek. The resultsof such a spillcouldhave
severeimpactson the fishery. There would alsobe chronic,unavoidable
low levelroadsidepollutionfrom the operationof heavy equipment and
trucks. These effectsshouldbe addressedin the EIS.

Page 4-62, para. 2, Marine Aquatic Biology~
. A number of the proposed

ADEC standardsdo not come from the applicationof a factorto {he ‘W
value, but from the EPA Ambient Water QualityCriteria.

The= ~fite~g

were developed taking both acute and chro~c data into consideration
where the data was available.However, it should be noted that these
standards were developed for each element singlyand cannot be applied
where severaltoxicelementsare mixed in an effluent.

~~ Page 4-62,para. 3, Marine AquaticBiology: Althoughitis generallytrue
that the concentrationof a heavy metalin an organismmay not be related
to the concentrationof thatmetalthatis acutelytoxic,high concentrations
of heavy metalsin organisms generallyindicstehigh environmentallevels
of heavy metalsand may indicatea populationthatisbeing stressed.

~sSynergisticand/or additiveeffectsof heavy metalsin solutionare well
documented. The applicationof these effectsto marine o~ms is not
welldocumented, but there is no reason to suspectthat it would be dif-
ferentfrom thatof freshwaterorganisms.

~~ Page 4-62,para. 4, Marine AquaticBiology: Whileitis true thatelevated
levelsof some metalsmay occur withoutlethalor sublethaleffects, the
elevatedlevelsare an indicationof stress,in thatthe introductionof-more
of a metalor a differentmetalmay overloadthe animals’abilityto detoxify
the metals,because allof the storagesitesare alreadyloaded.

e age 4-63, para. 2, Marine AquaticBiolo : Whileitis true that salmon,
lng crab, and to a certainextent,h ut are migratory,itis not true
thatthey willnot be exposed to heavy metals. Salmon speciessuch as the
pinks (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) and the chum salmon (0. keta) spend a
largepr~eir earlylifehistoryin estuarinear~as~ as Hawk
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Inlet. They would, therefore,be exposed to the heavy metals for a
number

%
months before they leave the inlet. Crabs such as the Dunge-

ness crabs
—.+

ricerma “ster),a commercialspecies,are not highlymigra-
tory and may remam m t e inletthroughout theirlifehistory. Halibut
may alsospend severalyears in shallowinletsbefore migratingto deeper
marine waters. A commercialshrimp fisheryis alsopresentin Hawk Inlet
and the shrimp are not migratoryand would be exposed to the heavy
metalsthrough theirlifehistory. Therefore,many of the biotain the
inletwillbe exposed to the heavy metals during significantportionsof
theirlifehistoryand bioaccumulationof heavy metalsmight be expectedto
occur.

##33 paw. %, Mea%e AquaticBiobgy: It is tme thatthe concen-~~ :r%&!!onso, me
alsthat,If cons~deredslnglv,are proposed in the effluent

may not affectthe biota,but the impactof the metalsin combinationmay
cause sublethaleffects.

~pP age 4-72,para. 2: The IJSFS (Region10) and the FWS have a “Memoran-
dum Of Understandingwdated 11/14178thatthe USFS wiU maintainat least
a 33tl-footradiusbuffer around each nest tree. It is our understanding
thatthe dockingand support facilitiesan Young Bay may encroachon this
recommended buffer. Ifthisis the case,the EIS shouldfullyaddressthis
situationand providethe rationalefor the necessityfor any encroachment
and measure to mitigateany adverseimpacts.

Summary Comments

We have identifiedseveralweaknesses and deficiencieswithinthe DEIS,
primarilydealingwith equitabletreatmentof alternativedisposalsites;a
clearlydefined and coordinatedfishery mitigationplan; and adequate
baselineand post projectmonitoringprograms. Provided that these defi-
cienciesare correctedin the finalEIS, we willnot have any objectionto
the issuanceof Federalpermitsassociatedwith thisproposal.

We appreciatethe opportunityto reviewand comment on thisdocument.

Sincerely,
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1. Dfrect 10ss o included in the evaluation of
alternatives. Al t desirable alternative for freshwater
fisheries and wat -75) because it had no dtrect habitat
loss and no consequences to,the freshwater environment associated wfth a worst
case dam failure. Alte~na@v@’5 was later eliminated from consideration
because it posed a W“$&~@&$&$$%Gwrine biota and marine wat@r q~a~ftY.

%That threat was bas~~@*w~~=~~~@F~~@k Inlet tailings ponds proximity to
upper Hawk Inlet, wh~cq:b~s’;-b~pn,’shownto have poor flushing characteristics.

Alternative 4 was elimina~ed based on the consequence of the low level threat
of a tailings dam failure. If the Football Field tailings dam failed, a17 of
Greens Creek would be threatened. The consequence of that failure would be
that 21.acres of anadromous fish habitat would be affected.

For Alternative 6, the Preferred Alternative, a dam failure would threaten the
remainder of “Tributary Creek” and Zinc Creek, below the confluence of the two
streams. The consequence of that failure would be that 2.6 acres of
anadromous fish habitat would be affected. In the final analysis, direct 10ss
of 0.3 acres, with a potential low threat to 2.6 additional acres, was traded
off against no direct loss, with a potential low threat to 21 acres. A
detailed account of the evaluation of altermtives for f$sh ad wa~r quality
criteria ~s available at the Atiira?~ Island National }ton=nt Office in
Juneau. A clarification of the evaluat~on process to reflect consequeme has
been included in the text.

The impact to w?ldlife from selection of the Cannery Muskeg tailings pond was
considered in the DEIS (pages 2-75 to 2-77]. Alternative 4 was selected as
the Preferred Alternative for the w“ldlife issue. However, *n all
evaluation crfteria were applied, Alternative 4 was eliminated due to the
threat to Greens Creek (a low threat to 21 acres) and because it was least
desirable under the monuwnt values issue (more development in monument, with
poor reelamation potential). Alternative 6, although not the most preferred
alternative in terms of fisheries or wildlife, represents the alternative that
best meets all of the evaluation criteria.

2. Figure 2-14 is correctly labeled as the North Hawk Inlet tailings pond in
subsequent printings of the DEIS.

3. This section has been rewritten because the flow augmentation program has
proven to be technically infeasible. Noranda has agreed to implement the
Greens Creek barrier modification project as soon as practicable after the
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road to the mine is constructed, subject to Forest Service and ADF&G
approval. Methodology that estab?~shes gains and losses in acres of habitat
4s now displayedfn the FEIS. Production losses In terms of number of fish
was displqyed in the IXIS on pages 4-55 to 4-57. BaseTfne data on habitat
suitab~lity was collected by Dr. James Well and can be found jn Reference 5.

4. The deta+led methodology ?or mitigation will be presented in the Operating
Plan. This wf?l include engineering design and construction standards.
Assumptions associated tith mitigat~on are now displayed tn the FEIS.

The pre?intnary feasibility of the proposed mitigation measure has been
determined by Klr.James EWell, Moranda fishery consultant, and Forest Service
ftsherfes personnel. The responsfbl~ty for final feasibility determination of
the pr@ect lies with the developer and w“ll be presented in the Operating
Plan. Interested State and Federal agencies wi?? be able to review that plan
for engineering design. Monitoring of mitigation will determine its
effectiveness and whether further woti is necessa~ to accomplish one to one
replacement of habitat lost due to implementation of the Preferred Alternative.

5. Temperature measummmt of the water column is a~ready part of the
monitoring plan and was listed in the DEIS on page 2-65. The only
intra-gravel temperature reductions anticipated that will affect fisheries are
in “Tributary Weekn as a resultof reducedflow. The IDT believes that once
the tailfngs dam ~s constructed, monitoring of intra-gravel temperature would
not lead to workable project modifications that would a~leviate the problem.

6. Your suggestions concerning a freshwater aquatic biota monitoring program
reflect a concern for chronic, sub-lethal effects upon the freshwater fish
coswunity within the project area. This ~s a valid concern when the discharge
of eff?uents occurs fn freshwater. Effluent from the Greens Creek project
wI?l be brought to the tailings pond, settled, and discharged into the marine
environment. Metals ‘infreshwater are anticipated to remain at current
levels. A monitoring program to ascertain this effect is required and is
described on pages 2-62 and 2-63 of the DEIS. The addit~onal measurement of
heayy metal tissue burden tn freshwater fishes (particularly Dolly Varden
char) In conjunction with the water quality measurements will indicate if a
change from the natural state has occurred.

The program you have suggested goes beyond the current state-of-the-art for
monitoring and would better be classified as research. This is because it
would ?w@re exper~mentatfon in the laboratory to determine the chronic,
sub-letha? metal levels and metal combinations necessary to cause an effect.
It would also involve signif~cant data collection on comparable systems to
establish natural variability.
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The fish counts referred to
viability of the mlttgation
the freshwater environment.

on page 2-66 of the DEIS are to determtne
measures and were not meant to measure effects on
The fish count ~rociramhas been removed from the

water quality section but is shown for the m~ti~ation sectfon of the FEN.

7. This paragraph has been rewritten in the FE IS. The meant ng of the
paragraph is that because sub-lethal heavy metal levels have not been
determined through research, and because Hawk Inlet ‘isa salmon nursery area
and commercial crab and shrimp fishery, it does not seem prudent to expose
that resource to an additional stress.

8. Wording to reflect your input has been inserted in the FEIS.

9. & 10. TMs entire section has been rewritten to clarify the basellne
condition and to reflect new data available since the DEIS was publfshed.
Detailed results are available in References 39, 40, and 41.

Il. Your comments have been incorporated into the discussion to reflect a
potential worst case scenario.

12. The text has been changed to reflect an anticipated average flow of 1200
gallons pep minute. Moranda has used the 1200 gpm average d~scharge for their
final effluent analysis In Reference 44.

13. Noranda and ADEC have outlined a marine water monitoring program for Nawk
Inlet in Reference 44.

14. Refer to Footnote 2 in Table 4-4. Samples taken by llorandaafter the
DEIS was published showed much lower concentrations for some metals. Nowever,
only additional samples taken and analyzed by ADEC, EPA, and B!oramta’s
cont~act laboratory will answer this concern. Currently, those agencies are
planning a split water samp?ing trip, in which quality control checks will be
run using more than one laboratory.

15. The flow augmentation proposal has been deleted. The effects of the new
situation are now found in thfs section.

16. Synergistic effects were part of the rationale for suggesting a Chathm
$tra~t discharge.

17. The text has been changed to indicate that high environmental heavy metal
levels can ind~cate a stressed population has been added.

18. Although it is true synergistic/additive effects are documented, the
LC5~ levels are variable. This is probably the reason the synergistic
levels have not been set by EPA.

f
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The IDT has been unable to substantiate the relationship between freshwater
and saltwater effects. Agency specialists have also not been able to verify
synergistic effects in the marine environment. The IDTbe7ieves it cannot
determine effects without specific LC50 data on marine organisms and that
significant research would be necessary prior to a definitive effects analysis.

19. Elevated levels of metals can indicate stress in an organism as you have
noted. However, it is not clear that this indicates a stressed community.
ldordingto reflect your input has been inserted in the FEIS.

20. This paragraph has been rewritten to reflect some of your input. The
meaning of the paragraph is that within the mixing zone near the diffuser site
where the highest concentrations of heavy metals will occur, the species
mentioned will not likely bioaccumulate due to their migratory ability. The
concern you have is with Hawk Inlet where residence tine is long for some
animal species. No data is available on the long term concentrations of heavy
metals in the inlet. Results from a mathematical model seem to indicate that
a longer residence time will occur at one discharge point than the other.
Th$s may indicate that a higher risk of bioaccumulation by organisms is
possible with a discharge site within the inlet.

27. The lDT has not been able to substantiate the sub-lethal effects of
metals singularly or in combination in the marine environment.

22. The location of the Young Bay dock facility has been moved and is now
approximately 500 feet from eagle nest tree nunber 039.
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October 18, 1982

William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Chatham Area
Us. Forest Service
P.O. BOX 1980
Sitka, AK 99835

Dear Mr. Gee:

The Southeast Alaska Conservation Council remains firm
in its position that the Green Creek project is not com-
patible with the purposes for which the Admiralty Island
National Monument was created. We strongly oppose the
construction of this project.

However, language in the Alaska Lands Act seems to allow
this project to be built provided it is compatible with
the purposes for which the Monument was established. While
this comparability is in question, we feel the preferred
alternative as identified in the Draft EIS does the least
environmental damage to the Monument. We agree with this
alternative given’ several provisions.

Our greatest concern lies with the road from Young Bay to
the cannery. This road has the potential for increasing
access from east Mansfield to the west and from the mine
site to hunting access on the east. Concern over increased
access from people at the mine site to prime hunting sites
on east Mansfield prompted the State Department of Fish
and Game to support a no road alternative. While no road
would protect the east Mansfield hunting areas, a 300 person
live-in camp in Hawk Inlet would do more overall damage
to the values of the National Monument.

The concerns about this road, however, are very real and
SEACC feels very strongly that our non opposition to.the
road hinges on several stipulations in the Special Use
Permit:

‘1 1.) The road be permitted for Norandals exculsive
use for the transport of personnel to and from
the Young Bay dock.

2 2.) The road will not be used by Noranda employees
to access east~nsfield for recreation and
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hunting purposes. “2?0motor vechiles” must be strictly
enforced with strong fines.

~. 3.).A fulI time guard be p~sted at both ends of the road to
enforce these stipulations. Install gates if needed.

4 LI.) The road be c~mpletely removed upon closing down the project.
Noranda paid to put the road in, they should be ab-~eto
pull it out.

~ 5.) A3.Itraces of the docking facility in Young Bay be removed.

We request a draft copy of the Young Bay to Cannery Road Special Use
Permit for our review before the final permit is acgreed @ aml: si~ned.

The Draft EIS only provides general provisions for contingen~ and mit-
igation plans. These pIans must be prepared in final f~rm for i,n.elusic?n
in the Special Use Permit for the project prior to that permiti.being
signed. Contingency plans should be as detailed as existing fire plans

G and be drawn up for reagent and other chemical spills, oil spiIls, tail-
ings pipe rupture, tailings impoundment rupture, hreakd-mm in sediment
ponds and other potentially hazardous situation. We request drafts of
these contingency and mitigation plans and of the Special Use Permit for
the project.

The tailings outfall should remain in Chatham Strait. NO ane knOWS whaf-

impact mine discharge water will have om organisms living in Elawkln~e~-
To prevent I%awkinlet form becoming a giant experiment, the F’orestServic
shcxdd continue its position supporting the discharge site In Chatham
Strait. Hawk Inlet is too important and productive to gamble with.

YOU~ evaluation of the No Action Alternative falls short of that Section
503 [.f)(2) (l%) says. The quote on page 2-24 continues by stating “to as-
sure that such activities are compatible, t~ the maximum extent feasible,
with the purposes far which the monuments were created.” While this state-
ment doesn’t preclude development of the mine~ it does set forth a very
important point that isn’t discussed in Draft EIS. Any activity that

z occurs within the Monument boundaries must be compatible “ka the maximum
extent feasible” with nmnument purposes. Maximizing protection for mori-
ument vaZues is much different than minimizing impacts. This general phil-
osophy needs to be carried beyond the EIS and into the development stage

of the mine.

The Draft EIS is unclear on the monitoring program that will be in place
~during the construction phase. Since frequent blasting will cmcur and

large amounts of earth moved, this phase has the potential for a high
percentage of unplanned impacts. The only way this can be detected and
mitigated is to have a welI established monitoring systems in pIac& be-
fore ~ work begins.

In the range of alternatives dismissed from further review, a hydrofoil
=“arcnmf Mansfield to Hawk inlet was dismissed because of ‘Potential for
injury to marine life$ operational limitations and maintenance problems.
Given the State Department of Transportation~s recent testing of a Boeing
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jetfoil, this option needs more explanation before it can be dismissed.
A one line dismissal is far too inadequate for what seems to be a viable
option.

The explanation of development in the mine service area and overburden
storage area before the tailings pipe is installed and working refers
to sediment ponds set up to catch the construction runoff. Where does

~~ the water go after it leaves these sediment ponds? Is there any plan to
treat this water for removal of grease and oil that will undoubtedly
find its way into the runoff? Water leaving these sediment ponds must
be treated for removal of grit, grease and oil. These sediment ponds
must be closely monitored for compliance with state water quality reg-
ulations.

qlIn Table 2-2 on page 2-18, the ratings for the effect on water quality
of tailings pond sites in Cannery Muskeg and Piledriver Cove are mis-
sing.

l~n Page 2-31, the number of structures for a Juneau commute option needs
to be identified. Will any new buildings be constructed?

SEACC remains
to seeing the
of this mine.

Thank you for

Sincerely,

watchful of the Green~s Creek development. We are comitted
least environmental harm come to the Monument as a result

the opportunity to comment.

n

+fames F. Stratton
Executive Director

Js/ps
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?. The Forest Service intends to issue a special-use permit for this road
which will limit vehicular use of the road to Noranda’s vehicles on company
business only.

2. Noranda has agreed that a condition of employment for their construction
and operational personne? wi?l be that no firearms or fishing gear will be
taken to Admiralty Island on company transportation. Employees arriving on
the island by company transportation will be returned to Juneau at the end of
the work shift. The Forest Service Preferred Alternative assumes no employees
will be permanently housed orIthe island during the operational phase.

3. Specific requirements of the speciaJ-use permit will be cfeve?opedprior to
issuing the permit.

4. The analysfs of the Forest Service Preferred Alternative assumes the
decision regarding the final disposition of the road will be based on the most
current TM?P revision at the close of mining operations.

5. The Forest Service has no direct contro? over facilities located below
mean high tide. While Noranda has indicated an intent to remove those docking
facilities at the end of the project, the final disposition of those
facilities will be determined by the terms of the tideland permit issued
through ADNR.

6. A detailed presentation of monitoring, mitigation, reclamation, and
contingency plans wi77 be required as part of the Operating P?an required from
Noranda.

7. A71 alternatives were evaluated against criteria addressing monwnent
va7ues (see Table 2-3). This criteria favored those alternatives that located
project components outside of the monument and/or alternatives that contained
components that could be readily reclaimed to pre-project conditions. This
criteria addresses the maximizing of protection of monument values and
minimizing of impacts to the monument.

8. All monitoring programs are designed to be in place prior to the begining
of construction. Monitoring of spawning gravel, water quality, brown bear
activity, and Bald Eagle nest sites is current?y underway and will continue
for a minimum of 2years after construction. Some monitoring programs will
continue through the 7ife of the project.

Intensive water quality monitoring is p7anned during the construction phase of
this project. The monitoring will include suspended sedinent, and strean
gravel in Zinc and Greens Creek. Sediment pond discharge wilJ be
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nonitored for suspended sediment levels. The details of the monitoring plan
will be included in the Operating Plan and work schedule which Noranda wfll
submit to the Forest Service.

9. The discussion of operational constraints has been expanded. A more
detailed feasibility analysis is available in the EIS planning file located at
the Admiralty Island National Monument Office in Juneau (memo from Noranda
Mining, Inc., 1-21-82). This analysis considered a 150-passenger Boeing
hydrofoil and identified wave height, visibility, icing, fuel consumption,
capital costs, safety, impacts on marine life, and h~gh maintenance
requirements as major operational problems.

10. Please refer to page 2-8 of the DEIS.

11. Those ratings have been included in Table 2-2.

12. Please refer to figure 2-4.
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November 3, 1982

Dennis Rogers
Noranda IDT Leader
U.S. Forest Service
BOX 1980
Sitka, AK 99835

Dear Dennis,

In addition to the stipulations for the~Young Bay to Hawk Inlet road
identified in our comments to the Draft EIS filed on October 18, we would
like to see the permit stipulations address the following points:

1.

2.

3.

4.

The road will be constructed within design criteria for:
a. no heavy equipment use
b. a one lane road for bus transport only with a minimum of turnouts

The width of the right-of-way clearance needs to be an absolute
minimum.

Any change in the permit status after it is issued must be made
public for their review.

The debris from road construction (stumps, etc.) needs to be
disposed of in a sightly manner.

Thanks for your help and consideration.
TAKUCHAPTERACS
hmeau, Alaska

Sincerely,
TONGASS
CONSERVATION
SOCIETY
Ketchlkan,Alaska

Executive Director

cc: DPDP
Noranda
ADFG
Monument staff
DEC
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NorandaIJliningInc.
GreensCreekProject
P.O.Box2277
Juneau,Alaska99803
(907)789-4171

October 19, 1982

Mr. William P. Gee, Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area
Post Office Box 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Dear Mr. Gee:

Presented below are Noranda Mining’s comments on the draft EIS for the
Greens Creek project. In general, Noranda feels the Forest Service has
done an excellent job in administering the environmental review process.
The process which the IDT has undertaken to assess environmental impacts
and prepare the EIS in a politically sensitive situation has been
exceptional.

In the detailedreviewof the draftEIS Norandahas identifiedseveral
majorareasof concern. Thoseareasof concernare listedbelow:

~ 1. Page X of the summary, page 2-50, and page 2-53 indicate differing
levels of mitigation for potential construction effects to eagles.
Statements have been made that “Construction of access roads would
be timed to eliminate the risk of potential impact to Bald Eagles”
(page 2-50), and “Construction of tailings ponds would be timed to
eliminate the risk of potential impact to Bald Eagles” (page 2-53).

The above quotations imply that regulating construction timing is
the only method of properly providing for ehe protection of bald
eagles. For this reason, it is requested that the above quotations
be deleted and that wording such as the following be incorporated
into the appropriate sections of the final environmental impact
statements:

“Construction of access roads (tailings pond, pipelines,
etc.) would be done in accordance with mitigation and
monitoring plans acceptable to the U.S. Forest Service,
and taking into account procedures recommended by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, for reducing the potential
for disturbance to eagles. Mitigation measures may include
timing of construction, reducing the level of construction
activity in proximity to nests, providing of topographic
and vegetative screening, and reduction of noise.~’
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2

2. On pages 2-72 and 2-80 of the alternatives evaluation section
Noranda has concerns as to the method used in the evaluation
and selection of the wastewater disposal site. The evaluation
of the Hawk Inlet vs. the Chatham Strait disposal points has
seemed ‘tofocus on only one parameter, retention time of effluent
in Hawk Inlet. However, there are a number of other parameters
which should be more closely considered in the evaluation.

The resulting water quality,when emittedfrom the pipe,is the
sameat each site. Concentrationsin the initialmixingzone
wouldbe somewhathigherat the ChathamStraitsite thanat the
Hawk Inletsitebecauseof poorermixingat the ChathamStrait
site,althoughin both caseswater qualitywouldbe at or below
proposedADEC water qualitystandardsfor chronictoxicityto fish.
The valueof the biologicresourceis similarfor both locations
althoughthe Hawk Pointsitemay be more sensitveto initial
dilutionconcentrationsdue to the proximityof kelpbeds and
poorerinitialdilution. Althoughthe averageconcentrationof
effluentwithinHawk Inletis slightlyless for a Hawk Point
dischargethan for a silldischarge,the averagemetal concen-
trationincreasesin the Inletare so small (lessthan 1% of the
backgroundlevelof sea water for lead)that the risk is insig-
nificantfor eithersite. The sitesin termsof differenceof
water qualityare not directlymeasurablethroughnormallabora-
tory techniques;however,the landbased impactsand economic
constraintsare sizeable.

The outfall line would have to cross a portion of Hawk Inlet which
4 is at times used by boats during occurrence of heavy seas and for

some fishing activity. The potential for dragging a boat anchor
across the tailings line under these conditions is greater for
Chatham Strait than for a sill discharge.s

= The construction impacts to nesting Bald Eagles is greater at
the Chatham Strait discharge location than for any other portion
of the project.

The economic impact associated with extension of the tailings pond
line to Hawk Point (Chatham Strait] is significant.
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Based on engineering design work completedfollowingpreparation
of the Draft EIS, some additional data regarding dilution and costs
is now available. The data is included in a report by Ott Water
Engineers titled “Wastewater Discharge--Outfall Location Evalua-
tion”, dated September 1982, which accompanies these comments.

It is requested that the selection of a Chatham Strait discharge
site over a Hawk Inlet sill discharge site be reconsidered, but
that publication of the final environmental impact statement not
be delayed under any circumstances.

Because background studies and analyses have considered other
potential disposal sites, such as the Cannery Area and a point
inside the Hawk Inlet sill, the final environmental impact
statement should make it clear that such alternative sites fall
within the range of proposed actions considered by the Forest
Service. It is recognized that if a discharge site other than
Chatham Strait or a point outside the Hawk Inlet sill is sought
by Noranda, that additional environmental documentation may be
in order regarding outfall locations. It is also requested that
a clear rationale as to how the preferred alternative was selected,
specifically as it relates to wascewater outfall, be included in
the FEIS.

Page IX under the topic heading “Fishery Mitigation”, the relative
significance of fishery habitat loss should be clearly defined.

Page XII, paragraph 2, “access.” Noranda would like to restate its
desire to have the road closed for all purposes with the exception
of mine-related needs.

Page 2-6. “ConcentrateHandling,“ “ZincCarbonateConcentrate.”
The word “carbonate”shouldbe eliminated.

Page 2-17 “EffluentDischarge.” One of the initialmajordisposal
pointswas the cannerydischarge. The DEIS makesno mentionof

this discharge point other than on pages 4-49 where Table 4-5 has
water quality values. The final EIS should have a clear discussion
of how and ~ this site was eliminated.

Page 2-54. It is anticipated that an acceptable level of treatment
will be achieved in the tailings pond. Additional treatment of
effluent will only be provided if it is found not to meet NPDES
standards.
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Mr. William P. Gee
October 19, 1982
page four

8. Page 1-1o. The “Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasures

14 Plan,” shall be prepared within six months.after the date tbe
facility begf.nsoperation. It is not required that this pIa-m,be
prepared prior to beginning operation.

IS 9. Page A-2. Reference 14 should be “Cobb, William E.”

IGICI. Page A-3. References 29, 30, 31 and 32 were authored by “Martin
Marietta Corporation - Environmental Center.’” Reference 33 should
read “Ott Water Engineers.”

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the DEIS.

%Z4ig.............2
~

Peter W. Richardson
Praje.ctManager
MXtANDA MINING INC.
Greens Creek Joint Venture Project

PwR/als
EncIasures
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7. Your recommended wording has been incorporated into the text. The
statements on DEIS page 2-50 and 2-53 have been deleted.

2. Other agencies had concerns regarding confidence levels of other data
presented to the IDT. Those concerns centered around the dye study and marine
water quality data.

3. Noranda has not established whether there is a difference in the effects
on communities from different discharge sites. No new data has been presented
that established new baseline metals levels in sediments or tissues of
organisms at the Chatham Strait site. In this regard the IDT evaluation
renains the same: because specific effects are not known and because there is
a lower effluent buildup level for effluent discharged at the Chatham Strait
site, that site is the environmentally preferred site.

4. These concerns are noted in the text. while either site is subject to
sone risk of failure due to dragging anchors, the risk is lower at the sill
site. The risk is considered to be very low for either site.

5. This statement is incorrect. The potential for construction impacts to
nesting Bald Eagles is greater for those nests near the Cannery Muskeg
tailings pond. The IDT has assumed throughout the process the Chatham Strait
effluent discharge line would be constructed outside the critical nesting
period, wh~le the construction period for the tailings pond could not be
adjusted since it would take two complete field seasons to finish construction.

6. The additional report and information have been added to the support file
(Reference 44) and, where appropriate, have been incorporated into the FEIS.

7. Additional IDT consideration of the nerits of the two discharge sites were
made during the IDT meetings held on November 7, and December 7, 1982.

8. Discussion of discharge sites considered but eliminated has been added to
the FEIS. Additional explanation of the rationale used to select the Chathan
Strait discharge site has been included in the FEIS. Both the rationale used
and the discharge site selected have been supported through the EISreview
process by a majority of the involved resource and regulatory State and
Federal agencies. Refer to Section VI Consultation with Others for a list of
agencies involved in the review.

9. & 10. These comments refer to the summary, which is intended to provide
only a broad overview of the project. Both fishery habitat and road access
are discussed in the body of the text.
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JJ. This correct~on has been made in the text.

12. The effluent discharge site discussion in Section 11 has been expanded to
include why the cannery dfsc~~rge site was eliminated from further
consideration.

13. & 14. These comments have been incorporated in the text.

15. & 16. These corrections have been made to Appendix A - References.
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. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
‘se / Washingtcm, DC. 20230
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

October15, 1982

Mr. William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area
P.Cl.Box 1!380
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Dear Mr. Gee,

This is in reference to your draft environmental impact statement
entitled “Proposed Noranda Mining Project, Admiralty IslandNational
Monument.” The enclosed comments from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration are forwarded for your consideration.

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to provide these comments,
which we hope will be of assistance to you. We would appreciate receiving
one copy of the final environmental impact statement.

Sincerely,

Director
Office of Ecology and Conservation

Enclosure: Memos from: Robert Rollins, National Ocean Survey
Lawrence Swanson, Office of Marine Pollution

Assessment
Robert McVey, National Marine Fisheries Service
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1. Neither the DEIS or the FEIS states there would be no impact near the
diffuser or in the mixing zone. A mixing zone implies that degradation of
water quality will occur in a define area.

2. Noranda’s and ADEC’S proposed water monitoring includes sediment sampling
in the area of the diffuser. Refer to Reference 44.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCy
NationalOceanicandAtmosphericAdministration
NATIONALOCEAN SURVEY
Rockville, Md. 20852

MT 619&
C52X6:JVZ

TO: PP/EC - Joyce M. Mood
/~

FROM: /’$dC5 - Robert B. Rollin.#

SUBJECT: DEIS 8209.09 - Greens Creek, Admiralty Island National Monument,
Alaska, Proposed Noranda Mining Project

The subject statement has been reviewed within the areas of the National
Ocean Survey’s (NOS) responsibility and expertise, and in terms of the impact
of the proposed action on NOS activities and projects.

Geodetic control survey monuments may be located in the proposed project
area. If there is any planned activity which will disturb or destroy these
monuments, NOS requires not less than 90 days’ notification in advance of such
activity in order to plan for their relocation. NOS recommends that funding
for this project includes the cost of any relocation required for NOS monu-
ments. For further information about these monuments, please contact Mr. John
Spencer, Director, National Geodetic Information Center (C18), or Mr. Charles
Novak, Chief, Network Maintenance Branch (C172), at 6001 Executive Boulevard,
Rockville, Maryland 20852.
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IIJOHN R. SWANSON
P. o. Box 922
Berke’ Calif. 94701
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John l?.Swanson

Mr. William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest
Chatham Area
Sitka, AK 99835

P.o. Box 922
Berkeley, California

94701

Octcher 15, ?982

Oear Mr. Gee

Please accept~ comments as follows concerning the Greens Creek Draft
Environmental Impact .Statewnt; Proposed PJorandaMining Project; Admiralty
Island National Monunent.

Once again I wish to ackiseyw ofmy firm opposition to this project as it
will certaqnly decimate this still Unique natural area, the Greens Creek
regjon. An area containing important wilderness, wildlife, ff.sh, botanic, and
scenic resources as well as cultural resources of interest. This mining
projects road system= mill andzrine area, piping of tailings, tailings pond,
discharge of tailings (water) into Chatham Strait and docks construction and
use. All to destroy muchof Northwest AchniraltyIsland.

And m“th the prospect of a permanent road w“th logging along the Young Bay to
cannery road nest frightening as it will .mednthat all of this Northwest
Admiralty Island will become a commercial resvxmces~rd rather than a
properly managed natura7 area.

Please then deny Such ~+~i~~ prospect and ~ath~.r managed this entire Greens
Creek unit as a primary area to be included within the AdnrfraltyIsland
ldilderness. We simply can no longer afford to devastate our land and water
resources, as our natural land use water areas are now nearly extinct in this
world of excessive industrialization-urbanization.. Let us as responsible
citizens save Admiralty IslaiIdbe affording the entire island area fu”ll
wilderness status including Greens Creek, Young Bay, and Mansfield Peninsula.

And to include tttfsentire area island in the Admiralty Island National
Wilderness Park, a unit of some 1,300,000 acres including a water-bufferzone,
andaJlof sucl’ian area added to our National WilrlernessPreservation System.

Without any surface or sub-surface development at present or in the future. A
true and lasting refuge for man and for all life cm this planet.

For when we save Wilderness, we save America:

Sincerely,

Jotm l?.Swanson
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Ilee.rP!!.Gee:

C*-A p ~.x>
Pkillip L. Gray
Carol J. Grs.y
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1. Please refer w the response to commmt T, Letter 17, from the Territorial
Sportsmen.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: William P. Gee, Forest Supervisor, Tongass National Forest
FROM: Juneau Group, Sierra Club
DATE: October 18, 1982
RE: Greens Creek Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Our major concerns with the Greens Creek mining development center on
the protection of Youngs Bay, to minimize road construction, and to assure
the area is rehabilitated back to its “original” state when mining
activities terminate.

1. Concentrate all development in the mine/Hawk Inlet cannery area.
All activities should take place within this area to minimize adverse impacts.

2. In order to protect the integrity of the Youngs Bay area, we
urge that only the absolute minimum development occur in this area.

3. The Sierra Club prefers no road from Youngs Bay to the cannery.
.The road development is probably more of a threat to the environment of the
northern portion of Admiralty Island than the actual mining operation. If
the road is developed the uses should be strictly limited to mining activities
with careful monitoring. Activities permitted on the road should be specific
so proper enforcement actions may be taken if violations occur. The Sierra
Club offers the following suggestions:

I (a) Use of recreational vehicles must be prohibited on the road.
(b) The road should not be used as a vehicle to establish timber

harvest in the area.
=(c) The roadbed and surrounding area must be completely

rehabilitated back to its original state at the termination
of mining activities.

4. The Final EIS should specify how rehabilitation will be carried out

~ con-~71L~cSd~~~~$ ~ntOits ''Original''state" The f0110wing

—-+--.-F+:-+-HT

Mitigation of habitat loss from the tailings pond area.
What measures will be taken to rehabilitate road areas
back to their “original” state?
Specific measures to rehabilitate the mining site.
Contingency plans for fisheries rehabilitation. What actions
will be taken if tailinm ~onds or mininq activities cause
severe habitat

{ ....-..+
i.

“J
& ___ .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . “Not blind opposition to

damage? - ‘
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The Sierra Club recognizes the Youngs Bay road and the location of housing
as the two most difficult and controversial issues facing the development of
the Greens Creek mining operation.

The Sierra Club prefers Alternative #l as the most envimmwntally
acceptable alternative with.the warkers housed in Juneau. !derecognize
this alternative may not be realistic withowt the Young Bay Road. If

T the Youngs Bay road is developed, stringent palicies and restrictions
must be developed for the road’s use and management in the Final EI.S.

To summarize, the following five pofnts constitute the Sierra Club’s
position:

--tfousingin Juneau
--Cannery Tailings Pand
--Mill at Mine Site
--Chatham Strait Discharge
--No Road to Youngs Bay.

Thank you for this opportunity to comnent.
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ResDonse

1.842. Use of the road will be Iiinitedto Noranda vehicles, on company
business only.

3. Mitigation of fishery habitat losses from the location of the tailings
pond is described in Section II.

4. Road areas cannot be completely returned to their original state.
Rehabilitation measures were discussed in the DEIS on pages 2-52, 2-67 to
2-71, and 4-107. Rehabilitation will include removal of structures (culverts,
bridges, etc.), shaping for drainage and consistency with remaining natural
topography, and revegetation with native plants.

5. Refer to DEIS pages 2-67 to 2-71 and to the response to comment 4 above.

6. Specific rehabilitation actions will be dealt with on a case-by-case
basis. It can be assumed that losses from a chronic or accidental failure
will first be handled by correcting the cause of the failure. Regulatory
agencies, including the Forest Service, will recommend specific rehabilitation
measures. Contingency plans will be a part of the Operating Plan, and were
referred to on 2-67 of the DEIS.

7. Provisions for road use will be described in the special use permit.

7-101
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REGION X

~cT i?T 7982

DEPA17TMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

SEATTLE t3EG10NAL OFFICE
ARCADE PLAZA BUILDING, 1321 SECOND AVENLJE

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON ml 01

Mr. William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongass N&tional

Chatham Area
??.0.Box 1980
Sitka, AK 99835

Dear Mr. Gee:

SUBJECT: Greens

R) vetst

Creek Draft

@

$N REP4_Y REFER TO:

s.—

. . . . . -1

4
.-—-/ .4 ...

.- .,.,.

-! -$=4.—...——.=.

Environmental Impact Statement

We have reviewed your draft and conclude that your proposed action will
not have a significant impact in our areas of concern.

Our Anchorage Office Economist has reviewed the statement and his
comments are enclosed for your consideration.

Thank you for the opportunity to cemmeat.

Sincerely, A

%+&&Y..,+%’$dr .
Regional Administrator

EnclOs-ure

cc: Jo”hnDuffy, HUD Anchorage

Akl$kcEs

Portland.Oregon - Seattle,Washington- Anchorage,Alaska
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RFG1ON X IN REPLY REFER TO:

October 13, 1982

MEMORANDUM FOR: Ken Bowring, EnvironmeritalClearance Officer, 10.1SS

FROM: E. Allen Robinson, Area Economist, 10.lM
“:.-

9 ~~:

SUBJECT: DEIS - Greens Creek, Admiralty Island, Alaska

At your request I have reviewed the subject report prepared by the
U.S. Forest Service. I have no objection to the Service’s recommendation
to use Alternative 6 which would depend upon employee housing in the
Juneau area. A few comments are made below:

Economic Impact. Most of the economic comments in the report are
I on pages 3-42--45. They seem to be accurate with the exception of accepting

the longstanding figure of virtually zero percent vacncy in housing. From
periodic postal vacancy surveys conducted in Juneau the past two years,
single family housing in May 1982 had a 0.8 percent vacancy and multifamily
was 0.7 percents with mobile homes only 0.1 percent. There is always some
turnover in even the tightest housing markets. It is also recognized
that some people in Juneau live on boats because of the high cost of

~conventional housing.

The estimates of secondary employment, using a low multiplier of 0.2,
~appear too high. If the mine uses two shifts, or even three, there will

be a small secondary effect,but whether even 300 employees, some hired
locally, and a fair share with families, will have a significant effect
on secondary employment seems doubtful.

Housing. The report correctly assumes that if the capital moves,
there will be plenty of housing available in the Juneau area. If it
does not move, then the mining company, Noranda, wil~supply rental units.
approximately 85. Because the employees will be in the $23,000 to $25,000
annual wage range, there is a possibility that some might qualify for
Section 8 rental housing. Some, however, might prefer to own their own
homes or mobile homes. When development actually occurs, presumably Noranda
would make a more definiive study of the housing situation.

In my review I phoned the ForestvService”s Economist, Joseph Mehrkins,
who was listed among the report preparers on page 5-1. He indicated that the

Noranda consortium interested in this mine believes they have about 20 yeras
sore supply, it seems to be mostly gold which is the big attraction, less

lead, zinc, and silver whose prices are now depressed, and there is no
evident objection from conservationists.

cc: 10.1H Gordon, Lutton, Wright
10.lHDV Young 7-103
low Shih
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2. Th$s cmbwt has been incwparated t’mthe text.
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REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:

NPAEN-PL-EN

William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Tongass National Forest,
Chatham Area

P.O. BOX 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99833

“d

DEPARTMENT OFTFiEAFHViY
ALASKAi31STRiCT, CORPSOFENGiNEERS

P.O.BOX7002

ANiCHORAGE,ALASKA 99510

290CT 1982.

Dear Mr. Gee:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) for the “Greens Creek Proposed Noranda Mining Project,
Admiralty Island National Monument, Alaska,” Alaska Region Administrative
Document 107.

The Corps’ ~nterest in the proposed activity is primarily directed toward the
possible impacts on water resources and navigability. Regulation by the Corps
is under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and SectIon 10 of the River and
Harbor Act of 1899, respectively. The nature of the project, the sensitivity
of the impacted environment, ad the extent of activities that are under
Corps’ authority require that the Corps of Engineers complete or adopt an
Environmental Impact Statement (EI$) prior to permit decisions.

Information provided in the subject DEIS appears to contain the data that are
necessary for consideration during the Corps’ permitting process, thereby
lending itself for adoption as outlined by section 1506.3 of the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) final regulations implementing the procedural
provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). However,
clarification should be provided for the following areas of concern during the
continued EIS process.

1) Specific:

On page 1-10, Section 1, Other Permits, Licenses, and Approval,
I reference is made to regulatory authority of the Corps of Engineers. This
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NPAEN-PL-EN
Mr. ldilliamP. Gee

~~’j”,.~?

paragraph should be rewritten so as to clearly delineate, to the reader, the
jurisdictional responsibility which the Corps has over the proposed activity.
The discharge of dredged or fill.materia? into waters of the United States
comes under section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CT Structures”or work”in
or affecting navigable waters of the United States requires a permit fr~m the
Corps.pursuan% to SectIon lfJof the R~ver aridHar6w Act of 1899. It should
be further noted that final administrative actions to be taken, with regard to
Corps* permits, will not take place until expiration of the 30 d~ waiting
period following the ffllng of the final EIS with the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).

2) Genera?:

The following cmnts pertatn to the guidelines as authorized by
404(b)(1) of the CldAand defined by 40 CFR 230.

a. Section II, Affected Environment, should provide the reader
comprehensive descript~on of wetlands w~ in Corps .iurisdictionwhich will be

section

with a

impacted. This des~ription should include a map,-the type and quantity of
fill materiaJ to be used, and the function and relative productivity of ‘each
wetland either directly or indirectly affected.

b. As part of this section’s evaluation there should be a detailed
accounting of the benthic communities, both freshwater and marine, to be
affected. This is to inc?ude, but not necessarily be limited to,

~“crustaceans, mollusks, insects, annelids, planktonic organisms, and the
plants and animals cm which they feed dnd dependupon for their needs” (4O CFR
230.31(a)].

In order to facilitate review, it is recommended that the above areas of
concern be presented as individual evaluations and labeled appropriately.
This approach should also be taken in Section IV, Environmental Consequences.

As stated in Section I of the DEIS, a State of Alaska Certificate of
ReasonableAssurance for water quality and a certification of con~i~~etiey’w~

~~ #ll&sk& Coastal Management PF~grain are =ng sought st
Alaska.

trom the” ate OF
It should also be noted that these two permits will need to be ‘in

handw prftm to this District taking any administrative action, as per
33 CFR 320.4(j).
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Me look forward to continued coordination throughout the EIS process. If X
can be of further assistance, please contact me. If further details are
desired by your staff, contact can be made with Mr. Richard J. Gutleber of our
Environmental Resources Section at (907) 552-2572. Inquiries pertaining to
the Corps’ regulatory program should be ~irecteci to Mr. Larry Reeder,
Regulatory Functions i3ranch, (907) 552-4942.

Sincerely,

/&&&E.
Chief, Engineering Division

.

7-107
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Response

1. This paragraph has been rewritten in the FEIS.

2. Both a general and detailed description of wetland vegetation is presented
in Sections 11 and IV. Additional information can be found in Reference 21,
22, 23. Details concerning construction volumes and exact construction limits
will not be avajlable until surveys and designs are complete.

3. A detailed accounting of the benthic communities of freshwater and marine
ecosystem can be found in Reference 6, 39, 40, 41 arid43. The DEIS, on page
3-44, summarizes the subtidal hab?tats and biota. Brief benthic community
sumnaries have been added to the freshwater bfology se~~ion of the ~EI~ as yo!J

requestecl.
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126 Washington Street ~.
P.O. Box7358, Ketchikan, Alaska Hl

.4

(907) 255-6111

N C MACHINERY CO.
November 2, 1982

Mr. William P. Gee
For~s~ Supervisor

Tongass National Forest, Chatham Area
P.O. BOX 1980

Sj~ka, Alaska 99833

Re: Greens Creek Draft Enviromnental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Gee:

After reviewing the draft E.I.S., we are supportive of Alternate #2 over
all others. while Alternate #6 is very similar to #2, the data presented
did not justify the additional $2 million dollar capital expense to move
the effluent discharge point from the Hawk Inlet sill to Chatham Strait.
If #2 is unacceptable, our second choice would be alternate #6.

Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment.

Don Pierce
PSSR

*
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r-’ Unltad States
Department of
Agriculture

Office of
the Secretary

Office of
Minority Affairs

SUBJECT:

THRU :

TO:

T~Washington, p.C.
20250

Green Creek Draft Environmental Impact Statement for

the proposed Noranda ~tnin~, Inc., Admiralty Island,
Alaska

i?. Max Peterson
Chief
Forest Service

Willjam P. Gee
Forest Supervisor

Forest Service

t
We have reviewed the draft Environmental Impact Statement for the

proposed Noranda Mining Project and determined that there is no

civil rights impact involved. However, yol’ should. be remintid b c

that any ltousina units or job opportunities generated by this

proj~~~ must be available gn a nondiscrimifiatofy basis.

ISIPORO RODRIGUEZ
Director
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DMSK)N OF POLKY DEVELOP~ENT A~~ PIANNIN~ “

GO VERMWEiVTA L COORDINA T!ON UN?T ;

November 5, 1982

Mr. William P. Gee
Forest Supervisor
Chatham Area
Tongass National Forest
P.O. BOX 1980
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Dear Mr. Gee:

4?’muc “’iwfs-ow
JUNEA .ALASkX 99811

. . .——______ .... ..—

. . . ,----- _

.__..J .._ . . ...-. —_

, _, ___,. . . ,-

The State of Alaska appreciates the opportunity to
Creek Draft Envfronmenta? Impact Statement for the

review the Greens
proposed Noranda

Mining Project. Comments were received from the Alaska Departments
of Fish and Game, Environmental Conservation, Community and Regional
Affairs, Labor, Commerce and Economic Development, and Natural Resources.
This letter is a synthesis of agency input and constitutes the State’s
response for purposes of both the Office of Management and Budget C_ir-
cular A-95 review and the Alaska Coastal Management Program (ACMP)
adv~sory consistency review. We look forward to receiving the final
Environmental Impact Statement and hope that you will be able to address
the comments contained in this letter.

The following central issues were considered in depth and form the basis
for the State’s selected alternative.

Effluent Discharge Point

Effluent discharge points at Hawk Inlet and Chatham Strait were evaluated.
Chatham Strait is a larger and deeper receiving water body than Hawk Inlet
and is further away frointhe mouth of Greens Creek, a rearing area for
salmon. At discharge equilibrium, there will be smaller increases in
concentrations of heavy metals. Presently the State’s water quality
standards do not allow a mixing zone for discharges of heavy metals but
draft regulations are being reviewed and revised. It ~s not poss~ble

at this time to determine if a discharge site at Hawk Inlet or Chatham
Strait will meet the standards of these regulations. The Chatham Strait
location would have more construction related impacts. These impacts
would, however, be short-term.

The cost of constructing the effluent discharge system to the discharge
point in Chatham Strait is a major consideration. This represents a
significant project cost during initial construction and must be weighed
against the long-term environmental effects to marine receiving waters
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Mr. Wi?liam P. Gee -2- November 5, 1982

due to effluent d+schavge. Protection of water quality is a critical
issue g$ven the long term nature of the project and content of the dis-
charge. While Hawk Inlet has not been excluded from further evaluat~en,
the Chatham Strait discharge potnt presents the best alternative for

p~otetXlon of water qua~ity aver the life of the project and is, there-
fore, the best choice.

Mill Site Location

Mill locat?ons at the mine site and at the tailings pond site were con-
sidered. The mi~l location at the mine site would require a slurry line
parallel to Greens Creek. The slurry line would be contained within a
culvert which wouldalso housethe waterline. This alternative presents
the potential of a line break and introduction of waste into a productive
drainage. Reagents would also have to be transported to the mine s$te and
a potential does exist that reagents could enter Greens Creek should a

vehicle accident occur. However, the poss~b~lity of these accidental
occurances is considered to be very remote. Mine watep and site runoff
will require treatment to meet water’quality standards. The sediment
pond incorporated into the mill site near the slurry line to the tailings
pond wiTl provide an effective means of controlling these wastes. Envi-
ronmental impacts will occur during construction and placement of the
line, but these impacts wou~d be short term and could be lessened through
responsible construction techniques.

The MIIT Iocationat thetatlings pond would require that raw ore be trans-
ported from the mine to the mill Iocat?on, Negative impacts associated
w?th continued vehicle movement (road erosion, noise disturbance to wild-
Ilfe) would occur arrdwould result in increased operational costto Noranda
and indirect habitat losses. This location would, however, confine the
storage transport and use of reagents and petrochemicals to a smaller
area.

The mill s~te Iocatfon at therrine presents the possibility of waste intro-
duction into water sources with direct resultant losses of hab?tat. The
double-walled containment of the slurry line plus constant monitoring and
inspection of the line would however, reduce this risk to a remote possi-
bility. Reagent transport if conducted in a responsible manner, would
reduce accidental spills to a remote possibility also. Indirect loss
of habitat will occur as a result of increased road activity from ore

tr~nspart as well as increased operational costs. The State’s preferred
option would be to reduce the indirect habitat impacts by use of a slurry
line, minimize associated operational dollars and take advantage of addi-
tional control of mine wastes offered by loction of the sediment pond at
the mine site.

&!Em
Housing employees in Juneau or development of a camp at the existing
cannery site were considered as options. Activities associated with
the Juneau housing option would include a docking facility at Young Bay
and a roadway from Young Bay to the cannery site. Construction of these
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access facilities will have impacts on recreational use patterns in
Young Bay and northward along the east side of Mansfield Peninsula.
Sport hunting p~essu~e in Juneau and local env~rons has increased over

the years and more hunters are using northern Admi~al~y and Young Bay

for sport hunting. The quality of hunting, for those who enjoy the
sport in a wilderness setting, would be impacted through the advent of a
road as well as by increased hunting pressure from Hawk Inlet. Some
impacts to deer migrations could occur due to vehicular traffic and
creation of snow berms during snow removal operations. However, berms
could be minimized through alternate snow removal methods.

A road may also provide access for sport fishing at Young Bay from
Hawk Inlet. User groups from both Juneau and Hawk Inlet areas could
have significant impacts to the f~sheries resource from overutiliza-
tion. In addition, the existence of a road could increase the poten-
tial for logging and other development actjv~~jes.

Approximately 300 people would comprise the workforce for Noranda. It
is anticipated that half of the workforce, about 150 employees, would be
hired locally. The housing ofan additional 150 people plus their famil~es
would have an impact on housing and service demands in Juneau. However,
the State and local governments agree that Juneau would be able to acconw
date these needs by the time Noranda is operational. Development of a
campsite at Hawk Inlet may not significantly lessen impacts to Juneau
as families of the mine workers would probably live in Juneau. Quality
of life for workers and their familjes housed in Juneau would be signifi-
cantly different due to the large infrastructure and serv~ce system
available. The City and Borough of Juneau strongly supports this option.

Estimated capital costs for the Juneau housing option including the road,
dock and other access facilities would be $10,061,000 with annual operat-
ing and ma~ntenance costs of $5,473,000. Estimated capital costs for
the construction of the campsite wou?d be $6,548,000 with annual operating
and maintenance costs of $8,935,000 (all figures are in ?981 dollars).
While initial capital costs for the Juneau housing option are higher,
the annual cost is $3,462,000 less than the campsite alternative. Over
the ?5+ years of Noranda’s project, the campsite alternative could cost
approximately an additional 52.5 million dollars (1981 dollars.)

The communities of Hoonah and Angoon have expressed concern that the pos-

sjb~llty of workers being housed at a camp facility at Hawk Inlet would
cause potential impacts on their lifestyle including subsistence hunting
and fishing. However, the latter is protected under State and federal
law should it become an issue.

The cam~ could dev~lo~ the economic. soc’ial and ~oljtjcal structure of a
permaneit community. oThe State do~s not encou~age development of new
settlements in remote areas when infrastructure needs can be fulfilled
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community. Exclusive of the possibility of a permanent
temporary facility still has the potential of becoming

a new center of recreational use which will conflict with existing rec-

~ea~ional uses at Hawk I~le~ and areas in proximity to the camp.

The presence of a camp facility at Hawk Inlet will increase the project
related impacts at this site. Changes to existing recreational use
patterns with resultant p~essur’es on fisheries and wildlife resources
will occur. However, restricting camp development and employee recrea-
tional activities to minimize negative impacts could result in restric-
tions on employee lifestyle and other negative effects on employee well-
being and is not feas~ble.

To summarize, in developing the State’s position, we considered the fol-
Iowjng concerns: (1) the potential socioeconomic impacts on Juneau resi-
dents, (2) the potential habitat degradation associated with the con-
struct~on of the road or camp, (3) the various negative impacts on the
fish and wildlife resources, including recreational use, (4) the capi-
tal and operating cost Noranda would face with either option, (5) the
liwing conditions of potent~al employees, (6) the possfble impacts on
the lifestyle of Hoonah and Angoon residents, and (7) the potential
establishment of a community ?n Hawk Inlet some 15+ years hence. While
we acknowledge that there will be negative impacts on the habitat, fish
and wildlife resources and the recreational opportunities of Juneau area
residents, we feel that Alternative 6 represents the best choice after
weighing the above factors.

Recommendations

The Stateof Alaska recommends that Alternative6be adopted by the Forest
Service. This Alternative incorporates the State’s preferred options for
employee housing in Juneau, mill location at the mine site and effluent
discharge in Chatham Strait. Additional mitigation measures such as re-
stricting the use of docks and the access road to project personnel must
be addressed as well as road closure, dock removal and site rehabilitation
at the project’s termination. We understand that Plorandaintends to re-
strict hunting and fishing by employees transported to Admiralty on the
crewboat.

The attached page specific recommendationsshould also be addressed in the
final environmental impact statement.

Advisory comments regarding Consistency with the Alaska Coastal Manage-

ment Program

The State anticipates that adoption of Alternative 6 by the Forest Service
if modified by certain mitigating measures, would be consistent with the
AC!iP. The Forest Service is preparing a consistency determination that
will be reviewed by this office as part of the FEIS and decision notice.
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In order for the %ate to concur with your consistency determination,

the document must be sent 90 days prior to final approval of the federal

activity as per CFR 930.34.

We thank the Forest Service for their continued cooperationw~th the State
during this review and also wish to express our appreciation to tioranda

Mining, Inc. Noranda has been most cooperative in supplying needed infor-
mation, accommodatingState reviewers and responding in a timely and open
manner.

Sincerely,

#42.f_&?zk’T/&zzL--u
$

P dy Wolf’
State-Federal Coordinator

Attachment

cc: Richard Reed, ADF&G
Bruce Baker, ADF&G
Deputy Commissioner Collinsworth, ADF&G
Randy Bayliss, ADEC
Steve Haavig, ADEC
Commissioner Mueller, ADEC
Jim Kohler, CRA
Commissioner McAnerney, 12C&RA
Commissioner Orbeck, DOL
Jim Deagen, DCED
Commissioner, Webber, DCED
Mark Wittow, DNR
Helen Castillo, USFS
Peter Richardson, Noranda
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Page-Specific Comments

Pzge T-7:

Pam 1-?:

E

Page 1-!?:”

Decreased recreational opportunity is l~sted as am
fssue which the HIT addressed. Brown bear hunting
and trapptng are recreationa~ uses which occur in
~~u~k Inlet area and which were not identified in-

*

The analysts of recreational use is biased tn Fawzr
of aircraft access users. Thus the level of u-seis.
prababTy higher than ~eported, especially for a.rw.ts

easfly reached by skiff from Juneau.

Tf?emaintenance af deer habitat is identified as a
key component of Issue 4, yet is not included i’nthe
wtldlife effects analysis far selection of a:prefer--
red alternative. This is a substantive change..

Other permits, licerrsesand approval.

$oljd Waste Disposal Permit. The State had been
working.with the Forest Service and Ncsrandaon solid
waste generated from the construction of the access
ra.adand associated quarries. It is our understand--
?rrgthat Noranda will prepare a report on road SP05T’S.
to be included in-the road plans and specificat.i’ans.
Me propose to review the report and inspect the sites
on the ground.and make our comments to the Forest
Service. We feel that we,will not need to _issu.ea
soli’dwaste management permit for these activities.
He wiTl, however, issue a soTid waste management per-
mit for camp garbage and construction wastes.

Certification of Compliance.with Alaska Mater Qual:-
i’tyStandards. Under secti’on40? of the Clean Mater
Act, the Department of Environmental Conservation
reviews federaT wastewater d~sposal permits (NFVH)
to ?nsure that they are in compliance with our water
quality stamdards. L!kewise, for activities requir-
ing.dredge or flTl operations in wetlands, our
department reviews the Corps of Engineers public
notice to cert?fy that the proposed activity wiTl
be in compl’lane.ewith our water quality standards.

The authority and responsibility of the State are
inadequately presented. lTe State may specify stream
crossing structures for non-anadromous streams, and
also review and approve, reject or alter ac.tiv?ties
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Page 2-7:

Page 2-50:

e

Page 2-56:

E

Page 2-56 et se%:

s

Page 2-60 et se~:

7

which might affect
State analyzes the

anaclrotmousstreams. Further the
b~ological effects of coastal

development in relatjon to the Alaska Coastal Manage-
ment Program Standards.

We strongly support the fuel storage permit condi-
tions identified; especially the construction of dikes

around tanks, and storage away from stream courses

and water bodies.

Under mitigation measures common to all alternatives,
the statement is made that “Roads would be located
away from beaches to protect coastal wildife habitat.”
The proposed Hawk Inlet/Young Bay road is routed for

about 1 1/2 miles adjacent to the Hawk Inlet beach
in an area ident~fied as prime deer w~nter range by
both the U.S. Forest Service and the Alaska Depart-

ment of Fish and Game. Although we recognize that
some tradeoffs exist between that location and one
inland, south of the rjdge, that portion of the pro-
posed road is not located ‘...away from beaches...”
and does conf=t with prime deer winter range.

The solid waste disposal program is a reasonable one
and is supported by the State. Additional bear/human
conflicts can be avoided by fencing the Mine Service
Area and/or proposed Campsite so as to exclude bears
and mustelids which might be attracted to food or
food wastes.

We are doubtful about the accuracy of the statement
that ‘fSeventypercent of the unavoidably lost ana-
dromous fisheries production will be replaced through
flow augmentation and habitat enhancement in the
remaining portion of “Tributary Creek.” That assump-
tion implies no degradation of water quality from
roadside runoff, nor spills etc. which might affect
production.

The State supports the fisheries and wildlife monitor-
ing programs proposed for mine development and opera-
tion. Of special concern tous are the measures tobe
taken should significant effectsbe docwneritedthrough
the monitoring program. For bears for instance, we
recognize that avoidance alterations in movement pat-
terns, as a function of disturbance, may not be
easily mitigated. However, bear attraction to Noranda
sites may be effectively handled in a variety of ways.
Eagle nest monitoring is desirable, however, we are
unsure about reasonable operational changes which
might be developed to mitigate disturbance effects on
eagle nests.
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Page 2-67:

Page 2-71:

Page 2-75:

s

In light of the above, we would like to help the U.S.
Forest Service develop a contingency plan of action

measures to respond to potential resource damage or

threat of damage engendered by mine construction and
operation.

Marine Aquatic Biota

The State will assure a monitoring program is incor-
porated into the permit for a marine discharge. We
have been working with ilorandaon the design of the
monitoring program. In addition to the biotaprogram
we feel that sediment sampling for heavy metals will
be important.

Me feel a dye tracer study done at the selected dis-
charge site at depth would be a helpful check of the
accuracy of the model used to predict the behav~or
of the discharge.

Removal and reclamation of the proposed access road to
the Young Bay dock is an item of substantial concern
to the State. We believe the presence of the break-
water and road will alter recreational use patterns in
this area. The decision should be further addressed

Evaluation criteria for wildlife effects were too nar-
row. As stated earlier, deer impacts were not includ-
ed. Only browribear habitat and eagle nest sites were
considered. Similarly, project effects will probably
occur for forbearers, scavenger birds, waterfowl and
sea birds as well. Although some aspects of these
effects relate to recreat~onal or subsistence uses,
habitat loss and animal displacement are inevitable.

Loss of “brown bear primary stream habitat: through
construction of the Cannery tailings pond is quanti-
fied as “4% of that available” in the area. No
qualitative effects are estimated. Not only does
the tailings pond area serve as feeding/resting habi-
tat, but it is a ma~n travel corridor as well. “Per-
cent of available habitat” is a technique used by
Noranda throughout their effects analysis which may
be of some value, but which can be misleading.
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Page 2-75 et se~: The evaluation of wildlife Impacts for bear and eagles
alone, led to the omission of a significant impact

9
which-has been identified by the Alaska Department
of Fish and Game.

The road from Young Bay to the Hawk Inlet cannery
presents problems not attributable to overutiliza-

tion of deer or furbearer resources because of in-
creased access for hunters and trappers. Rather,
we see the road in time of deep snow, as being a
serious impediment to deer in their daily and sea-
sonal travels from the beach fringe to inland timber
stands. This concept is not mentioned in the Summary

on pages xi and xii, though it was articulated to
Terra Nerd, the wildlife consultants retained by
Noranda.

Page 2-79:

10

Page 2-80:

Page 3-8/9:

71

Page 3-11:

12

Page 3-18:

T=

The analysis of subsistence effects is inaccurate and
incomplete and does not reflect the substantial input
the Subsistence Division of the Alaska Department of
Fish and Game has made during DEIS development. Al-
though sport or subsistence hunting are both con-
sumptive uses of wild resources, there are economic,
social and legal differences between them. Deer
hunting is not the only subsistence activity in Hawk

Inlet. —

Juneau residents are not subsistence users understate
and Federal legal definitions. Therefore, the sub-
sistence effects analysis should be directed at resi-
dents of Angoon, Hoonah and Funter Bay. This portion
of the document will have to be redone to be correct.
Me encourage further discussions with the Subsistence
Division staff prior to redrafting it.

We concur with the assessment of higher risk associated
with the Hawk Inlet still effluent discharge site. We
strongly support the Chatham Strait discharge site.

The fisheries portion omitted any information on fish
in the Fowler Creek tributaries crossed by the propos-
ed road.

Marine Aquatic Biology

Since the preferred alternative calls for a discharge
in Chatham Strait, some discussion of the aquatic
biology in this area should be included.

We question the figure stated of “...39 species of
mammals...” on or adjacent to the island.
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Paae 3-30:

15

Paqe 3-44:

Page 4-1:

Paae 4-20:

17

Page 4-36:

We have observed humpback whales ~n Hawk Inlet. This
has previously been transmitted to Noranda’s wildlife
consultant.

On page 3-30, a brief description of the subsistence
activ~ties in the vicinity of Hawk Inlet is presented
which is based on information our office provided.
The way the information is presented, however, dow~-
plays the use of Hawk Inlet for subsistence activi-
ties. For example, it notes that commerc~al fishing
vessels make two subsistence trips a year, but does
not indicate that these trips are to hunt deer or

that whilethesesameboatsareengaged in commercial
fishing activities, both deer and seal area hunted
for subsistence purposes.

“It is expected that 1982 revenues from the sales tax

will be reduced from 1981 levels by 3.2% because of

decling employment.” There has not been declinlng
employment in Juneau from 1981 to 1982. Although

the movement of sales tax revenues may not be neces-

sary to note in the llEIS,what has occurred is that
strong collection efforts and solid growth in the

Juneau economy have been partially offset by the
removal of the tax on the residential rental income
(mid-1981) and the increased ratio of business in
the Mendenhall Glacier Valley area (where sales tax
is lower).

Some impacts will proceed beyond the construction and
operational stages, particularly in recreation and
subsistence. The analysis is defective If it does not
consider these aspects. A part of that concern re-
lates to development of the cannery area and the
increase in patented land in Hawk Inlet which may be
developed for an array of alternate uses.

On whether it will be a final vote on the capital
move issue. If the vote is ‘move” it will be final.
If the vote is for the capital to say in Juneau, the
leaders associated with the effort to relocate have
publicly stated that there would be another vote, a
continuing effort, the people of the CookInletBasin
would not stand for it to remain so far distant.

The statement is made that, for freshwater quality,
“Location of the mill at the mine plant would create
no additional impacts other than those for the mine
service area development.” As stated previously, we
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Page 4-46:

PaQe 4-47:

Page 4-68:

19

disagree, because of the increased potential for the
introduction of undesirable pollutants into Greens
Creek.

Proposed Standards and Background Seawater Qua14ty.

S~nce background Ievelsmay change with further analy-
sis, recedving water standards for Cu, Hg, Pb, Mi and
Ag might be termed as the numerical standards or back-

ground ‘%hichever is greater”. We are working with
Noranda and EPA to set up a program where marine water

samples are run by at least three different labs.
Hopefully, this will give us more reliable background

levels. Our decision to certify a discharge point
will consider whether background data is usable to
detect potential problems at the discharge site.

The turbulent mixing zone is proposed to be 200 feet

by !500 feet at the effluent discharge site. We are

concerned as to the effects this discharge might

have on migrating fish and/or fishing activity at

the Chatham llischarge point. This area is currently
targeted by trollers and seiners and was once the

site of a “million dollar” fishtrap because of fish

concentrations off the point.

Me question whether “...bear and marten are less
tolerant of human activity than deer.” Also, as
stated earlier, we disagree with the statement that
“The road should not act as a physical barrier to
animal movements, even during periods of heavy snow-
fall since snowblowing equipment would eliminate snow
berms.”

Page 4-71 et seq: We appreciate and support the “no guns and traps”

20
policy for Noranda employees under the Juneau housing
option. Concern has also been expressed toward per-
sonal boats, fishing gears etc... We would appreciate
discuss~on of those items jn the document.

The Environmental Consequences section includes an

evaluation of impacts on subsistence activities. Both
Alternative 6 and 8 appear to have the least effect

on subsistence resources. These alternatives provide

for the hous~ng of workers in Juneauwith daily boat
trips to Young Bay and a road connecting Young Bay to
Hawk Inlet.

Page 4-93:

el

Amultlplier of .2 secondary employees to each primary
employee probably is understated. The most commonly
accepted U.S. average multiplier exceeds 3.0. In
Alaska, it is recognized to be about half of that.



Page 4-96:

22

The income multiplier (multiplier effect of spending
and resending) at 2.0, when applied to a $15 million
payroll is stated in the DEIS as $16.9 million.

The impact on the economy of Juneau would be strong
and it will be positive. The use of the multiplier
for both employment and income understate this posi-
tive effect, they are inaccurately applied in the
DEIS.
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1. Brown bear hunting and trapping have been included in the discussion of
Issue 2.

2. The issue statements were developed prior to the development of the
alternatives and the determination of environmental consequences. Following
the analysis of effects, it was determined that deer habitat degradation would
not occur at a significant level. The evaluation criteria included only what
the IDT believed to be major areas of potential impacts.

3. This has been changed in the FEXS to reflect ADF&G’s responsibility and
authority.

4. The statement was changed to: “Roads would be located, where possible,
away from beaches ...” The location of the road in relation to the coastal
wildlife habitat environment is of major concern to the IDT. The IDT
evaluated all possible road locations and determined the corridor displayed in
the DEIS provided the best possible location. Initially, the road was located
adjacent to upper Hawk Inlet. Following IllTanalysis, the road was relocated
to avoid that portion of coastal wildlife habitat.

5. Presently, there are no plans to fence hunan activity areas. However, if
bear/human conflicts develop into a significant problem, fencing may be a
solution. Methods of resolving those conflicts will be covered in the
Contingency Plan, which will be a part of the Operating Plan.

6. The flow augmentation proposal has been deleted. Mitigation neasures
discussed in Section 11 now reflect the new situation. No assumptions
pertaining to effects other than direct loss of habitat are involved in that
discussion.

7. The Forest Service is also concerned about the measures to be taken should
significant effects be identified by the monitoring program. The contingency
plan included in the Operating Plan will present those measures in detail.
The IDT is open to innovative ideas for dealing with contingencies. The
corrective measures for eagles currently being considered involve varying the
size, frequency, and location of blasts at the quarry site around the critical
nesting period. These measures are being coordinatedwith Fish and Wildlife
Service eagle specialists.

8. The ultimate reclamation or disposition of the Young Bay to cannery road
cannot be determined at this time. The most current TLMP revision at the
termination of the project will determine reclamation requirements.
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9. The evaluation criteria, by definition, only include the najor areas of
impact as identified in Section IV, Environmental Consequences. It was
determined that impacts to deer habitat would be insignificant. The IDT did
recognize that impacts to the deer population from overharvest could be
significant. Since that impact is more directly related to deer hunting (the
recreation evaluation criteria) it was covered in the recreation discussion.

Potential effects on forbearers, waterfowl, seabirds, and scavenger birds were
likewise not considered to be significant and therefore not included in the
evaluation criteria.

The “4 percent of that available” was used in the evaluation matrix as an

indicator of relative significance for bear habitat lost. Other effects
(qualitative) are discussed in Section IV. The IDT recognizes that the actual

effect on the bear population resulting from this habitat loss is speculative
and therefore this discussion is limited. Recognizing the need for
information on brown bear, Noranda and ADF&G cooperatively initiated a study
on Greens Creek to establish baseline information and to monitor the effects
of project construction and operation.

10. Deer habitat alteration or loss represents an insignificant impact (49
acres of the total 11,000 acreas of deer winter habitat) due to the road from
Young Bay to the cannery. Of the 49 acres, 23 acres are considered usable
habitat during heavy snow accumulation periods. The 23 acres represents 1.4
miles of road and assumes that a 140 foot wide corridor would be unusable to
deer during a hard winter. The actual road corridor would be about 40 feet
wide. This section of road is not located in a deer migration corridor. Snow
along this 1.4 miles of road would be ~oved by snow blower to the downside of
the road, which is located on a 75 percent slope. fleerwould be able to move
freely to the road, but could move downhill across the road only with some
difficulty. Deer would not be able to nove freely uphill during periods of
high snow accumulation. During high snow accumulation periods deer would

either be restricted to the 200 acres of high value winter habitat below the
road and adjacent to the beach or they would have the option to move along the
beach at low tide to other winter habitats.

The major concern of the IDT and the public to date has been the potential for
the overharvest of the deer populations and the changing hunter experience
along the road. The IDT addressed only this potential impact in its
evaluation of alternatives. The summary is intended only to present a broad

overview of the proposed project.
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11. This section has been rewritten to include this information.

12. This has been corrected in the FEIS.

13. Detailed information on the Hawk Point area of Chatham Strait can be
found in Reference 43. The section you refer to is a summary of information

available in supporting docunents.

14. Please refer to Reference 46, page 10.

15. Page 3-26 of the DEIS recognizes that humpback whales could be present in

the area.

16. This section has been expanded in the FEIS.

17. This sentence has been omitted from the FEIS.

18. The wording of this section has been changed in the FEIS to reflect the
results of the Noveinber1982 election.

19. The IDT was able to deternine that avoidance behavior by adult salmon can
occur, but that extremely high concentrations of netals are involved. This
was documented in a study of adult Atlantic salmon in a freshwater
environment. It is not known if that phenomenon will occur at the Chathan
Strait site. However, based on the concentrations of heavy ~etals in the
effluent and their dispersion in the water column, it is not anticipated to
occur. The diffuser will be narked by a buoy to prevent snagging of fishing
gear.

20. The statement “bear and Marten are less tolerant ...” has been omitted.
The statement concerning the road has been changed.

21. Noranda has agreed that none of their employees will be permitted to hunt
or fish during working hours and all employees transported by company boat to
Admiralty Island will be returned to Juneau at the end of their shift. Dock
facilities in Hawk Inlet and Young Bay will not be available for moorage of
personal boats.

Alternative 8 includes the camp option; Alternative 7 includes the housing in
Juneau option.

22* Please refer to the response to comment 3, Letter 30, from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development.
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23. The approach used by Noranda in developing the Socioeconomic Baselfne
Report was unorthodox but acceptable. The multipliers provi’dethe net
indirect/induced employment canportent,not total employment. For example, if
total employment was 1.20and this included the direct employment of ?00, then
100 x 0.2 equals.20 indfk’ectand induced j@s- In conwwtional te~s tie
total e~leymnt mltiplierwauld be displayed as 1.2. A reviewof Noranda’s
baseline {March 3, 1982] by the IDT Economist indicated that wltiplfers of
0.4-0.6 during mine construction and 0.2-0.3 during operation were
appropriate. In conventional terms this corresponds to em~loyment multipliers
of 1.4-1.6 and 1.2-1.3 respectively. Thus we agree that a miltlplier near 1.5
is correct.

The inccme multiplier of 2.0 $S in error. As calculated from figures in the
baseline report this multiplier should be 1.3, ~litha resultant tata~ spending
of $19.S~illion.
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INDEX

Ajr Quality: 3-33, 4-62 thru 4-63

Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA): 1-1, 1-3, 1-6, 1-7,
2-1, 2-22, 2-48, 2-52, 2-72

Alternatives, Description of:

No Action Alternative: 2-22

Alternative 1, Description of: 2-23 thru 2-26, 2-60 thru 2-69

Alternative 2, Description of: 2-27 thru 2-28, 2-60 thru 2-69

Alternative 3, Description of: 2-29 thru 2-30, 2-60 thru 2-69

Alternative 4, Description of: 2-31 thru 2-33, 2-60 thru 2-69

Alternative 5, Description of:_ 2-34 thru 2-37, 2-60 thru 2-69

Alternative 6, Description of: 2-37 thru 2-38, 2-60 thru 2-69

Alternative 7, Description of: 2-39 thru 2-40, 2-60 thru 2-69

Alternative 8, Description of: 2-41 thru 2-42, 2-60 thru 2-69

Alternatives Environmental Consequences:

No Action: 4-17, 4-?9, 4-23, 4-27, 4-37, 4-41, 4-47, 4-49,
4-55, 4-57, 4-58, 4-60, 4-62, 4-64, 4-66, 4-68, 4-70

Alternative 1: 4-9, 4-17 thru 4-19, 4-23, 4-27, 4-37, 4-41,
4-47, 4-49, 4-55, 4-57, 4-59, 4-60, 4-62, 4-64, 4-66, 4-68,
4-70, 4-73, 4-76, 4-79

Alternative 2: 4-9, 4-18, 4-20, 4-24, 4-30, 4-40, 4-43, 4-48,
4-51, 4-56, 4-58, 4-59, 4-60, 4-63, 4-64, 4-67, 4-68, 4-71,
4-72, 4-78, 4-80

Alternative 3: 4-7, 4-18, 4-20, 4-25, 4-30, 4-40, 4-43, 4-48,
4-52, 4-56, 4-58, 4-59, 4-62, 4-63, 4-65, 4-67, 4-68, 4-72,
4-74, 4-78, 4-80

Alternative 4: 4-9, 4-18, 4-20, 4-25, 4-31, 4-40, 4-44, 4-48,
4-53, 4-56, 4-58, 4-59, 4-62, 4-63, 4-65, 4-67, 4-68, 4-72,
4-75, 4-78, 4-80
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Alternative

4-54, 4-56,
4-79, 4-81

Alternative
4-54, 4-57,
4-75, 4-79,

Alternative
4-57, 4-58,

5-795 4-81

Alternative

4-57, 4-58,

4-77, 4-79,

5: 4-9, 4-?9, 4-21, 4-26, 4-31, 4-40, 4-44, 4-49,
4-58, 4-59, 4-60, 4-63, 4-65, 4-67, 4-72, 4-75,

6: 4-9, 4-19, 4-21, 4-27, 4-32, 4-40, 4-44, 4-49,
4-58, 4-60, 4-62, 4-63, 4-65, 4-67, 4-6$3, 4-72,
4-W

7: 4-19, 4-21, 4-27, 4-32, 4-41, 4-45, 4-49, 4-54,
4-60, 4-62, 4-63, 4-66, 4-67, 4-69, 4-73, 4-75,

8: 4-19, 4-21, 4-27, 4-32, 4-41, 4-45, 4-49, 4-55,
4-60, 4-62, 4-64, 4-66, 4-67, 4-69, 4-73, 4-76,
4-8?

Forest Service Preferred Alternative: 2-37, 2-69, 2-74, 4-60

CulturalResources: 3-36,4-15,4-68

Effluent disposal: 1-7, 2-6, 2-47, 2-73, 4-9, 4-18, 4-30, 4-31, 4-33, 4-34,
4-37, 4-44, 4-45, 4-46,

Chatham Strait: 2-16,2-20,2-23,2-26,2-29,2-31,2-37,
2-39,2-41,2-64,2-68,4-52thru 4-54,4-74,4-76,4-79,

Hawk Inlet: 2-16, 2-20, 2-27, 2-34, 2-68, 2-69, 2-72, 4-37,
4-40, 4-47 thru 4-49, 4-52, 4-79

Fisheries: 1-9, 2-48 thru 2-51, 2-60, 2-73, 3-11, 4-9 thru 4-11, 4-41 thru
4-49

Fixed Components

cannery dock facility: 2-47, 2-56, 2-5, 2-20, 2-29, 2-39,
2-41, 4-1, 4-5, 4-6, 4-9 thru 4-13, 4-15, 4-64, 4-65

mine service area: 2-?, 2-3 thru 2-6, 2-9, 2-10, 2-18, 2-20,
2-22, 2-23, 2-27, 2-29, 2-31, 2-34, 2-37, 2-41 thru 2-44, 2-53,
2-56, 2-71, 4-1, 4-3, 4-5 thru 4-7, 4-9 thru 4-13,4-15,4-17,
4-20,4-24,4-26 thru 4-30, 4-41, 4-43, 4-49, 4-51 thru 4-54,
4-59, 4-60, 4-64, 4-65, 4-79

Geology

hazards: 4-6, 4-21 thru 4-27

ore: 2-1, 2-3, 2-6, 2-18, 2-20, 2-29, 2-31, 2-39, 2-41, 2-58,
2-63, 2-69, 3-3 thru 3-5, 3-13, 3-32, 4-73 thru 4-76

soils: 3-3, 3-28, 3-31, 3-36, 4-6, 4-10, 4-17, 4-23 thru 4-27,
4-31, 4-41, 4-80, 4-81,
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Housing

campsite: 2-7, 2-8, 2-16,2-23,2-29,2-41,2-47,2-65,2-60,
4-17,4-19,4-27,4-50 thru 4-52, 4-55--59, 4-64--66, 4-?0

Juneau: 1-8, 2-7, 2-8, 2-16, 2-23, 2-27, 2-31, 2-34, 2-37,
2-39, 2-41, 2-49, 2-63, 4-20, 4-30, 4-54, 4-69, 4-71, 4-72,
4-74, 4-78

Hunting: 2-48, 2-62, 2-64 thru 2-67, 3-22, 3-24, 3-25, 3-27, 4-49, 4-51, 4-55
thru 4-58, 4-70

Issues and Concerns: 1-4, 1-6 thru 1-8, 6-1

Marine Environment: 2-11, 2-10, 2-12, 2-15, 2-47, 2-68, 3-1, 3-13, 4-9, 4-10,
4-33, 4-40

Mitigation: 1-8, 1-9, 2-43 thru 2-50, 2-64, 4-1, 4-42, 4-43, 4-64, 4-65,
4-68, 4-73

Monitoring: 1-3, 1-6, 1-9, 2-50 thru 2-57, 4-51,

Recreation: 1-6, 2-11, 2-13, 2-15, 2-16, 2-23, 2-62, 2-64 thru 2-66, 2-69
thru 2-71, 3-22, 4-55 thru 4-57, 4-69, 4-70, 4-72

I’!eclanation: 1-1, 1-6, 1-9, 2-45, 2-53, 2-55, 2-57, 2-58, 2-61, 2-67 thru

2-69, 2-72, 4-20, 4-21, 4-24, 4-64, 4-79 thru 4-81

Slurry line: 1-3, 2-26, 2-27, 2-31, 2-37, 2-41, 4-28, 4-29, 4-30, 4-31, 4-32,
4-44, 4-74, 4-75, 4-79

Socioeconomic: 3-37 thru 3-39, 4-69 thru 4-73

Solid Waste Disposal: 1-8, 2-47

Subsistence: 2-61, 2-66 thru 2-67, 2-72, 3-12, 3-24, 3-25, 3-39, 3-40~ 4-57
thru 4-58

Tailings Ponds

Cannery Muskeg tailings pond: 2-9, 2-18, 2-20, 2-23, 2-27,

2-29, 2-37, 2-39, 2-41, 2-48, 2-49, 2-60, 2-63, 2-64, 2-66,
2-67, 4-54, 4-76, 4-17 thru 4-21, 4-23, 4-24, 4-27, 4-30, 4-32,

4-37, 4-41, 4-43, 4-45, 4-50, 4-52, 4-53, 4-56 thru 4-59, 4-63,

4-64

Football field tailings pond: 2-20, 2-31, 2-65, 2-66, 2-68,
2-63, 2-69, 4-18, 4-21, 4-26, 4-31, 4-44, 4-53, 4-56, 4-58,
4-59, 4-63, 4-65, 4-67, 4-78, 4-80, 4-81

North Hawk Inlet tailings pond: 2-20, 2-34, 2-60, 2-63, 2-65,
2-67, 2-68, 2-69, 4-19, 4-26, 4-40, 4-44, 4-49, 4-54, 4-56,
4-59, 4-65, 4-81
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Timber: 3-27 thru 3-30, 4-60

Transportation:

Roads: 2-8, 2-9, 2-?6, 2-18, 2-22, 2-23, 2-31, 2-34, 2-37,
2-39, 2-41, 2-43 thru 2-46, 2-48, 2-50, 2-51, 2-55, 2-57, 2-60,
2-63, 2-65 thru 2-67, 2-73, 3-39, 4-5, 4-12, 4-41, 4-50, 4-56,
4-60, 4-66, 4.72, 4-80, 4-81

Tram: 2-4, 2-9, 2-18, 2-19, 2-22, 2-29, 2-67 thru 2-69, 4=18,
4-25, 4-30, 4-52, 4-53, 4-56, 4-59, 4-62, 4-65, 4-67, 4-74,
4-75, 4-78, 4-80

Vegetation: 2-43, 2-57 thru 2-60, 2-58, 3-25, 3-26, 3-31, 4-12, 4-17, 4-25,
4-29, 4-58, 4-59, 4-79

Visual Resources: 3-33, 3-34, 4-12, 4-13, 4-64 thru 4-65

Wildlife: 2-43, 2-44, 2-47, 2-48, 2-51 thru 2-52, 2-63 thru 2-64, 3-15, 3-24,
3-36, 4-1, 4.28, 4-47, 4-49 thru 4-57

Bald Eagle: 1-7, 2-42, 2-51, 2-62, 2-63, 2-64, 2-73, 3-15,
3-17, 4-11, 4-49, 4-50, 4-51, 4-53, 4-54

brown bear: 2-52, 2-63, 2-64, 1-7, 3-62, 3-15, 3-22, 3-24, 4-55

deer: 1-6, 1-7, 2-45, 2-64, 2-65, 2-66, 2-73, 3-15, 3-17,
3-22, 3-24, 3-25, 4-11, 4-49, 4-50, 4-51, 4-53, 4-54, 4-56, 4-57

furbearers: 3-15, 3-21, 3-24, 4-50, 4-53, 4-54

marine narmnals: 3-15, 3-21, 4-11, 4-49, 4-50, 4-51, 4-53, 4-54

threatened and endangered: 3-22, 3-26, 4-52

waterfowl/shorebirds: 3-15, 3-17, 4-11, 4-49 thru 4-51, 4-53,
4-54

Water

ground water: 2-55, 3-3, 4-5 thru 4-6, 4-19 thru 4-21

surface hydrology: 3-1, 4-3 thru 4-5, 4-17 thru 4~19

quality, general: 2-43 thru 2-46, 2-73

quality, freshwater: 2-16, 2-46, 2-53, 2-55, Z-58, 3-4, 4-7,
4-27 thru 4-32

quality, marine: 2-10, 2-56, 2-73, 3-6, 4-9, 4-33 thru 4-41
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GLOSSARY

adit- A nearly horizontal passage fron the surface by which a mine is
entered and dewatered.

anadromous - Fish that migrate from the sea up a river to spawn.

argillite - Rocks co~posed of clay minerals or having a notable portion

of clay in their composition.

bathynetry - The measurement of the depth of the ocean.

connercjal forest land (CFL) - Forest land which is producing or capable
of producing a ninurnumof 8,000 board feet per acre that is
economically accessible now or in the foreseeable future.

country rocks - A general term applied to the rock surrounding and “,
penetrated by nineral veins; in a wider sense applied to the rocks
invaded by and surrounding an igneous intrusion.

Y- Those aninals and plants living on the sea bottom between
the ow tide 7evel and a depth of 100 fathom. Sone juvenile

salnonids feed on epibenthic organism.

freeboard - The verticle distance between the top of an embankment and
the water surface.

gabion - A wire basket filled with rocks to act as a foundation stream
control channel control structure or retaining wall.

hydrostatic head - The height of a verticle colunn of water, the weight
of which. if of unit cross section, is equa7 to the hydrostatic
pressure-(the pressure exerted by the water
body of water at rest) at a point.

Pocks forned by solidification from a*t-n ’state
●

at any given point in a

nolten or partially

indirect habitat loss - The effective loss of habitat through
noise/activity disturbances or human/aninal encounters which alter an
area such that wildlife will not use it.

littoral zone - 1. Strictly, a zone bounded by high and low tide levels.
2. loosely, a zone related to the shore, extending to some arbitrary
shallow depth of water.

LC 50 (96 hour) - The concentration of that substance that results in the
death of 5@ percent of the test organisms within 96 hours.
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metamorphicc - Rocks which have formed in the solid state in response to

pronounced changes of temperatures, pressure, and chemical
environment.

midden - A soil that contains evidence of past human occupation such as

=S!I and mammal bone, marine shell,charcoal, ash, stone, and fine
soi 1.

-5%-w - The surface entrance to a mine, particularly to a tunnel or

sedimentary - Rocks formed of sediment, especially 1) elastic rocks, such
as sandstone, shales, conglomerates, etc. and 2) rocks formed by
precipitation fro~ solution such as rock salt or fron secretions of
organisms such as limestone.

site index class - Rating of timber growing productivity potential based
on capability of the soil and other characteristics of the site.
Three levels are used: high, mediun, and low.

sub grade - The surface produced by grading and compacting natural soil
to support a pavement structure.

synergistic effect - A phenomenon whereby lethal concentration of a
substance is lowered when in association with another substance or
group of substances.

translational slide - Refers to movement along fault planes or surfaces.

user (visitor) days - The presence of one person for 12 hours or any
equivalent combination (two people for 6 hours, etc.) that equals 12
visitor-hours.

Visual Quality Objectives (VQO) - Management goals applied to the
landscape by the Forest Service. They are based on distance,
sensitivity level, and visual variety. They describe a different
degree of acceptable alteration of the natural landscape based upon
the importance of the visual resource.

waste rock - The rock that is excavated in the mining process that is not
processed in the mill.
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APPENDIX A
REFERENCES

(Available at the Admiralty Island National }IonumentOffice in Juneau and
Forest Supervisors Office in Sitka.)

AIR QUALITY

1. International Environmental Consultants, Inc.
1980. Meteorology/Air Quality Baseline Studies for the Greens Creek

Project, Admiralty Island, Alaska.

2. Martin, E?arjetta Corp.
1982. Air Environmental Assessment Report for Noranda Mining, Inc.,

Project.
ARCHEOLOGY

3. Carlson, R. L.
1981. Archaeological Impact Assessment, Greens Creek Project,

Transportation Corridors and Tailings Sites.

4. International Environmental Consultants, Inc.
1981. Archaeology Impact Assessment, Greens Creek Project,

Admiralty Island, Alaska.

FISHERIES

5. Buell, James ‘
1981. Aquatic Resources Baseline Addendum.

6. International Environmental Consultants.
1980.

GENERAL

7. Martin
1980.

Freshwater Biology Baseline Studies for the Greens Creei(
Project.

Marietta Corp.
Chapter 2: Affected Environment, Greens Creek Project.
Draft.

8. ●

81. Chapter 2: Affected Environment, Greens Creek Project,
Env~ronmental Assessment Report.

.
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.

GEOLOGY

9. EnergyResources Co., Inc.-
1981. Results of Petroleum Hydrocarbons Analyses of Sediment.

Samples Provided. by Martin Marietta’ Laboratories..

10. Hardy and Associates.-
1981. Reclamation Evaluation of the Proposed Greens Creek

Development A:reas.

?1. R@l Consultants, Inc.
1981. A Soil Reconnaissance Survey of the Proposed Access R@d

Corri-darto Greens Creek Mine.

RIXREATTON

130 ht~rnatimrl Environmental Consultants.,.Inc.
1980’. Recreation Baseline Studies for Greens Creek I%w@mt,,

Admiralty Island-,ATaska.

14. Sorensen, Conner.
1“982. Recreation Baseline-for Greens Creek Project, Admlralty

Isl”and,StippTemental Information.

~.~..Ekonomiti Consulting,
198T. Econom’heEnvironment, Greens Cree-k.Projiect-,Alaska.

16=.
* tconomi’cImps.ctYGr~ens Creek !lin~~A?aska.;

17. ~iterndtfonal’Environmental Consultants.,~rtc.
T980.. Soci@scon”omicBaselinestudiesfortie-GreenS C’iwek~r@ee-t,

Admiralty”Island,Ala.ska.

TECfiNI.CAE

TI!:=B@cti%el”Ci”vtT and Mfnerals,.Inc.
7“981. Greens Creek Pro$ect~ Aerial Tramway. an:Update-dPke?imtwavw

Engi-neeringStudy and Cost Estimate.

1’9. S~ffen”, Robertsanmld Kersti’n..
1981’. Engineer5”ngRe@ew oftti@Ca’nnery Ta~T’ings Impoumlinent..
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VEGETATION

20.

27.

22*

23.

23a.

Bierly
1981.

Bierly
1981.

,..:
. . .

and Associates, Inc.
Greens Creek Mine. Rare Plant Evaluation, Admiralty Island,
Alaska.

and Associates, Inc.
Greens Creek Mine, Wetlands Impact Evaluation and Regulatory
Jurisdiction Analysis. Admiralty Island, Alaska. -

International Environmental Consultants.
1980. Vegetative Baseline Studies for the Greens Creek Project,

Admiralty Island, Alaska.

Muller, Mary C.

1982. A Sensitive Plant Survey in the Hawk Inlet Area for the
Noranda Mining Project.

1981. An Eval~ation of Botanical Collections by VTN & IEC for
Noranda.

VISUAL RESOURCE

24. Gallagher, Thomas.
1981. Addendum to Visual Resources Baseline Study, Greens Creek

Project, Admira?ty Island, Alaska.

25. Gallagher, Thomas”.
1982. Visual Resource Studies, Greens Creek Project, Admiralty

Island, Alaska, Noranda Mining Incorporated.

26. International Environmental Consultants, Inc.
1980. Visual Resource Baseline Studies for the Greens Creek

Project, Admiralty Island, Alaska.

MATER, FRESH

27. Martin, Marietta Corp., Env~ronmental Center.
1980. Evaluation of the Changes in Surface Water Manganese

Concentrations in Greens Creek Project Area.

28.
1987 Heavy Metai Concentrations in Aquatic Biota of Greens Creek,

“ Zinc Creek, and Hawk Inlet. Volumes 1 and 2.

29. Ott Waters Engineers.
.

1981. Greens Creek P~oject, Baseline Sediment Analysis.

30.
1981. Surface Wate; Hydrology Baseline Addendum.
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31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37*

~987 . Greens Creek”l(ydrogeologyand Analysis of Potential
Environmental Change.

.
1981. Groundwater Character~stics, Cannery Tailings Disposal Area.

1. Noranda Greens Creek Project. Tailing Reservoir Groundwater
~drol ogy.

1982e The Use of S~dium Cyanide at the Greens Creek Project.

1982. Hydrologic A~alysis of Tailings Impoundment Alternatives,
Greens Creek Project, Admiralty Island Alaska.

.

T981. Wastewater Analysis, Greens Creek Project, Admiralty Island,

Alaska.

.

82 Mater Supply Analysis, Greens Creek Project, Admiralty

“ Island, Alaska.

MATER. MARINE

38. Aquatic, Inc. -
1980. HyctrographicStudy of !-lawkInlet Using Florouessence Tracer

Techniques.

39. International Environmental Consultants.
1980.

40. Flartin
1981.

Marine Ecology Baseline Studies for the Greens Creek Project,
Admiralty Is7and, Alaska.

Marietta Corp., Environmental Center.
Final Results of the 1981 Field Program for the Greens Creek
Project. Part I - Hawk Inlet and Y6ung Bay.

41.
~987 Heavy Metal ~oncentratlons in Aquattc Biota of Greens Creek,

● Zinc Creek, and Hawk Inlet. Volumes 1 and 2.

.
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*

42.

43.

44.

45.

.

?_982 ● Assessment of Marine Dispersion of Constituent of Tailtngs
Effluent for the Greens Creek Project.

?982 Final Result*of the 7981 Fie?d Program for the Greens Creek
“ Project, Part 11 - Chatham Strait.

82 Wastewater A~alysis, Greens Creek Project, Admiralty Island,
e Alaska.

Ott Water Engineers.
1982. Waste~{aterIMscharge Outfall Location Evaluation.

WILDLIFE

46. International Environmental Consultants, Inc.
1980. Wtldlife Baseline Studies for the Greens Creek Project.

47. Terra Nerd.
198?. Wildlife Baseline Studies Addendum for the Greens Creek

Project, Admiralty Island, Alaska.

48.
1982 Greens Cree~ Project, Admiralty Island, Alaska. Effect of

“ Implementation,Wildlife Impacts.
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